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INTRODUCTION

Elizabeth Madox Roberts was born in Perryville, Kentucky, on Octo
ber 30, 1881, and lived most of her life in Springfield, Kentucky.

Un

til her death on March 13, 19lil, Miss Roberts contributed to the field of
literature in three areas: poetry, short story, and novel.

Although her

genius lay in creating novels saturated with the reality of experience,
Miss Roberts was also successful in numerous short stories.

As an English

student, my interest in Elizabeth Madox Roberts began with the reading
of her short story "On the Mountainside."

This beautiful story has a

s�nse of time and place uniquely Southern.

In reading Miss Roberts's

novels, I discovered a similar beauty, and thus I am in agreement with
J. Donald Adams who writes that the "occasional mastery of hers has not
yet received its due recognition, and I think too that her work as a pathbreaker in art of fiction has not yet been fully understood."

Using

Beardsley's Aesthetics, a book greatly influenced by the New Criticism,
I hope to make an evaluation of Elizabeth Madox Roberts's novels and to
awaken new interest in this Southern writer.

Specifically, my study

should lay at rest such comments as that made lJy A. H. Quinn in The
Literature .£f the American People.

Most important, it will show that Hiss

Roberts is more than a mere regionalist who can depict life in Kentucky.
The study and evaluation of Miss Roberts's novels will center mainly

V

in the three criteria set forth by Beardsley: organic unity, complexity,
and intensity.

In order to explain the criteria to be used, I will present

Beardsley's critical ideas and then discuss "On the }!ountainside" as a
preliminary exercise.

I will then discuss each of Miss Roberts's seven

novels using the criteria and order them from those of the least aesthetic
to those with the greatest aesthetic value.
John Crowe Ransom has defined criticism as "the attempt to define
3
and enjoy the aestheti'c or characteristic values of literature."
Beardsley
in his Aesthetics is quick to insist, however, that

11

A critical statement

is not necessarily critical in the sense of condemning the work - it need
not be a value judgement. at all - nor is it necessarily a statement made
by a professional critic. 11

He distinguishes between critical description,

which summarizes plot and classifies form, and critical interpretation,
which gives evidence to the meaning of a work of art, and then he explains
5
critical evaluation as placing value judgements on works of art.
Acqording to Beardsley, aesthetics treats the problems that arise "when we make
a serious effort to say something true and warranted about a work of ar.t.
As a-field of knowledge, aesthetics consists of those principles that are
required for clarifying and confirming critical statements."
In distinguishing aesthetics as an objective criticism, Beardsley
explains three values of literature: the cognitive value, which reflects
the contribution literature makes to our knowledge; the moral value, which
reflects the contribution literature makes to our sense of morals or eth
ics; and finally, the aesthetic value, which reflects affective, genetic,
and most important, objective reasons.

Affective reasons refer to the

effects that the literature has upon the reader.

Beardsley negates the

validity of affective reasons by explaining their inadequacy in two ways:
one, the variety of definitions or affective adjectives, such as "pleasure"

vi
and "interesting": and two, only the effect is presented, not the proper
ties of the work on which the effect depends.
negates the validity of genetic reasons.

s

He similarly defines and

Beardsley insists that genetic

reasons refer to the author's intentions, and since one cannot know an
author's exact intentions, it lacks validity.

He also doubts its valid

ity in that genetic reasons lead to a judgement on the worker, not the
work.

In disclaiming affective and genetic reasons, Beardsley leaves

objective reasons as essential.
of the aesthetic object itself"
ments for critical argument.

10

These reasons "that refer to the features
are descriptive and interpretive state-

These are therefore valid, and Beardsley

clarifies: "I call a reason Objective if it refers to some c.haracteristic that is, some quality or internal relation, or set of qualities and rela
tions - within the work itself, or to some meaning-relatj_on between the
11
work and the world."
Thus, aesthetics is a philosophy of criticism
based on objective statements.
Beardsley divides objective statements into three c.ategories including
organic unity, complexity, and intensity.

He explains the desirability

of us_ing these variables since the greater the degree of one or all found
in great works, the greater the magnitude of the aesthetic experience:
I propose to say that one aesthetic experience has a greater
magnitude - that is, it is more of an aesthetic experience than another; and that its magnitude is a function of at least
these three variables.

For the more unified the experience,

the more of a whole the experience is, and the more concen
tratedly the self is engaged; the more intense the experience,
the more deeply the self is engaged; the more complex the
experience, the more of the self is engaged, that is., the more
12
wide-ranging are its responses, perhaps over a longer time.

vii
Beardsley establishes his three criter.ia for objective criticism, but he
insists that each h::i.s its own iMportance and cannot be weighted higher
13
than any other.
Since a work of literature may vary in the amount arld
degree of the variables, it is often difficult to assign strict ordering
of importance in terms of the magnitude of aesthetic experience.
The first of Beardsley'·s criteria, organic unity, includes the
variable unity, coherence, continuity, and completeness.

As Thrall,

Hibbard, and Holman define it, unity is "the concept that a literary
work shall have in it some or�anizing principle to which all its parts
are related so that, viewed in the light of that principle, the work is
an organic whole.

A work which has unity is cohesive in its parts, com-

plete, self-contained, and integrated; it possesses one-ness. 11

14

Organic

unity, in simplest terms, refers to the idea that what the writer is say
ing is the way he says it.

Form and content are inseparable: "the artist

does not first intuit his object and then find the appropriate medium.
15
It is rather in and through his medium that he intuits the object."
H�nry James makes use of the needle and thread analogy to explain the
16
inseparable quality,
while John Crowe Ransom uses the mixture-chemical
analogy.

He states that a writer has two choices about form: one, things

can be added on - as a lemonade mixture in which the parts are always
separable and distinguishable - a mechanical mixture; or two, the organic
unity theory which insists that these aspects of form are essential to
the work - they are the work and are like the chemical NaCl in that they
17
Thus, the organic unity theory
are inseparable - a chemical mixture.
based on a chemical mixture insists that a work be coherent, continuous,
and complete.
As Beardsley explains, unity is "an experience that hangs together,
or is coherent, to an unusually high degree.

One thing leads to another;

viii
continuity of development, without gaps or dead spaces, a sense of over
all providential pattern of guidance, an orderly cumulation of energy to18
ward a climax, are present to an unusual degree."
Coherence, therefore,
is the natural leading of one thing to the next in which all is related.
Unity refers basically to the nature of the materials in relation to the
subject, whereas coherence refers "primarily to the way the materials are
19
organized to give a continuous development of the subject."
A coherent
work will contain nothing that does not belong; therefore, coherence will
20
help unify the work.
Continuity, almost indistinguishable from coherence, is the contin�
uous growth of the experience by each stage growing out of the previous
21
stage and leading naturally to the future.
As Henry James believes,
rra novel is a living thing, all one and continuous, like any·other or
ganism, and in proportion as it lives will it be found, I think, that
22
in each of the parts there is something of each of the other parts."
Thus, a work of literature must be an experience rather than merely be
23
a statement about experience.
Each section and every sentence must
grow naturally from what has preceded.
The last aspect of organic unity is completeness, the sense that an
experience is complete in itself so that some degree of equilibrium or
finality is reached.

As Beardsley describes it,

11

The impulses and ex

pectations aroused by elements �ithin the experience are felt to be
counterbalanced or resolved by other elements within the experience, so
that some degree of equilibrium or finality is achieved and enjoyed.

The

experience detaches itself, and even insulates itself, from the intrusion
of alien elements."
outside itself.

24

Thus, if a work is complete, it depends on nothing

In the end, the characters reach a final stage of de

velopment, and the_beginning sounds like the be�inning, and the end sounds

ix
like the end.

25

Thus, completeness, in addition to coherence and conti-

nuity, creates organic unity in a work of literature.
In order to create organic unity, all elements of fiction must be
functionally related to each other.

Although setting and tone are im-

portant, it is character, action, and meaning that can best create or
destroy the unity of a work.

Organic unity therefore depends on charac

ters that are convincing, consistent, and comprehensible.

Action must

be credible and based on a logic of motivation, not obscure or confused.
27
The pattern of action must be clear, not empty or meaningless,
and the
28
Finally, the total
theme must develop naturally from the action.
29
The total meaning must come
meaning of the work must be acceptable.
30
out of the experience of the story,
and it must be convincing with a

26

sense of truth, not merely an "incoherent appeal to emotion for emotion's
31
Without these criteria of character, action, and meaning, a
sake."
failure in organic unity results.

To insure organic unity, an author

will depend upon a controlling theme: "this controlling theme selects
�nd arranges everything which goes into the story - the characters, the
action, the resolution of the conflict, and anything else used by the
32
writer to dramatize his total meaning."
According to Beardsley, there are two basic tests for organic unity
in a work.

The first is that one may lay a work down and pick it back

up and immediately become a part of the story again.

Beardsley explains:

"Even when the experience is temporarily broken off, as when we lay do�m
the novel to water the lavm or eat dinner, it can retain a remarkable de
Pick up the novel and you are immediately back in the
33
world of the work, almost as if there had been no interruption."
The
gree of coherence.

second test is to remove or add any part to the story:

11

the whole is

organically unified if any change in its parts or their relations would

make it less unified,"

34

that is, the removal of any section would alter

If a change would occur, then organic unity would be lacking.

the story.

Cleanth Brooks sums the importance of organic unity when he insists that
''a piece of fiction is a unity, in so far as the piece of fiction is
successful."

35

In examining Elizabeth Nadox Roberts's works for organic

unity, I will use the criteria of coherence, continuity, and completeness
in reference to the characters, actions, and total meaning.

I will also

make application of Beardsley's two proposed tests.
The second of Beardsley's variables for objective criticism is com
plexity.

Complexity is the levels of credibility on which a work can

be read, that is, the scope of the work of art, how large a variety of
human experience it takes into account:

11

the number of parts, and of dif-

ferences between them, to be found within the aesthetic object."

36

Beardsley distinguishes between two kinds of complexity, extensional and
He defines extensional complexity as the "number of characters

internal.

and events, the range of human experience encompassed, the spatial and
37
Internal complexity, on the other hand, retemporal scope of action."
fers to "subtlety of discrimination, sharpne�;s of detail, precision of
meaning."

38

Complexity, as opposed to simplicity, is developed on a

large scale, is "abundant in contrasts," and is "subtle" and "imagina39
Levels of credibility include realism, naturalism, romanticism,
tive."
and symbolism, and definitions of all are vital to a clear understanding
of the variable complexity.
Realism can be separated into two basic categories, objective and
subjective.

Objective or reportorial realism emphasizes the physical -

ma·n and nature.

Objective realism is the faithful representation of ac

tuality in literature.

It is characterized by the use of everyday ex

periences, the middle, average r.ian, democracy, and the here and· now.

xi
Beardsley explains the importance of realism in that it leads to the bas
ic question for any work of art which is "m1at reason is there to believe
l+O
it is true?"
Thus, realism reflects occurrences and characteristics
that appear realistic and possible in their existence.
is perhaps best exemplified by William Dean Howells.

Objective realism
His strong insist

ence on "accuracy of setting, verisimilitude. of languagH, representa
tiveness of person and situation, probability in the treatment of events
and their outcome"

41

accounts for his concern with the way things are
42
and what man is and what man does.
Realism, to Howells, "is nothing
43
more and nothing less than the truthful treatment of materia.il,"
and
he insists that "In life he [the realist] finds nothing insignificant;
all tells for destiny and character; nothing that God has made is contempt
ible.

He cannot look upon human life and declare this thing or that

thing unworthy of notice, any more than the scientist can declare a fact:
of the material world beneath the dignity of his inquiry.

He feels in

every nerve the equality of things and the unity of men; his soul is
exalted, not by vain shows and shadows and ideals, but by realities, in
which alone the truth lives."

44

Howells ·and other objective realists
45
believe in the value of environment
and the realistic depiction of

environment, and this leads to the importance of regionalism as opposed
to local color.
Whereas, like regionalism local color exploits the speech, dress,
mann·erisms, habits of thought, and topography peculiar to a certain
region, the key is that local color exists primarily as an interest in
46
geography and the people of the geo3raphical setting.
Regionalism,
however, is an attempt by a writer, through character and action, to set
forth a universal theme.

Although some critics, such as Paul Robert neath,

argue the fallacies of regionalism, others, such as William Allen White,

xii
insist on the validity of regionalism for the modern American experience:
"the great American novel, as a representative of the great American to47
Regionalism involves
tality, must logically be a regional product."
the past and the local setting, but it leads to a comprehension of the
present and future and of the universal.

Although one can accept the test

for regionalism as the inability to move the setting in a work without
vital loss or distortion,

l18

regionalism involves the hur.ian spirit.

Twen-

tieth Century regionalism, therefore, has expressed itself in literature
"through the conscious seeking out in the local and the particular of
those aspects of the human character and of the human dilemma comm�n to
all men in all ages and places. 11

49

Thus, regionalism is a positive aspect

of objective realism.
Subjective or psychological realism places emphasis on the
man, his emotions and moods.

11

inner"

Henry James, a great proponent of psycho-

logical realism, believed that the test of all ideas rested in the growth
of sensitivity of an individual's consciousness - an increase in the
total awareness and sensitivity: "The meaning of all his novels, the
figure in the carpet of his artistic int;_ention, was that consciousness
is life, and that the business of the artist was to carry 'the field of
consciousness further and further, making it lose itself in the ineffable. ,n

50

51

Thus, James believed in �he power of personal perception.

In discussing subjective realism, a �sychological novel must be defined.
A psychological novel is "prose fiction which places more than the usual
amount of emphasis on interior characteriz�tion, and on the motives,
circumstances, and internal action which springs from, and develops,
external action."

52

Especially relevant to Twentieth Century life and

fiction, this level signifies the great dependence on the individual and
his struggle to survive in a world of chaos and confusion.

Thus,

xiii
subjective realism will be examined with an emphasis on the Southern
psyche or consciousness.
A second level of credibility is naturalism, defined as "the appli53
cation of the principles of scientific determinism to fiction. 11
:Man,
according to the naturalist, is controlled by nature and fate over which
he has no control.

Whereas realism presents an objective view of life,

naturalism relates a subjective view of life where flan is a victim of
hostile forces and is limited both by heredity and environment.

Charac

terized by the testing of human strength in a context of violence and
struggle and candid reporting, natur�lisrn reflects man's more pessimistic
view of existence.
Romanticism as a level of credibility is the npredominance of imagi
nation over reason and formal rules (classicism) and over the sense of
fact or the actual (realism)."

54

Characterized by sensitivity, a love

of nature, a sympathetic interest in the past, idealization of rural
life, imagination, and sentimentality, romanticism as a style of irriting
makes literature "most valuable as an expression of unique feelings and
55
Romanticism, however, often contains sentiparticular attitudes.I!
mentalism, a level of complexity seldom desired in a work of literature.
Sentimentalism refers to an overindulgence in emotion or an :'optimistic
56
As previously stated,
overemphasis of the goodness of humanity.a
sentimentalism leads to incoherence and a failure in organic unity.
The final, and perhaps most important, level of complexity to be
discussed is symbolism.

A literary symbol is something that stands for

or represents sonething else beyond itself.

In more complex terms, "Sym

bolic language is a language in which inner experiences, feelings, and
thoughts are expressed as if they were sensory experiences, events in the
outer world."

57

The ruling aspect is not time and space, but intensity

xiv

and association.

Thus, symbolism· is the one universal language.

58

In

determining what makes an object symbolic in a literary work, one can
focus on three criteria: it is fixed as the focus of unusual attention,
59
that is, it is not normal to the surroundings;
it appears at crucial
61
60
Thus, when symbols
and it is often re-current.
or critical times;
are used in a work of literature, they increase the complexity.
To the two variables organic unity and complexity, Beardsley adds
the final variable intensity.

Beardsley is very vague on intensity,

however, and he merely defines it in questions as to whether the experience is vital, forceful, vivid, beautiful, tender, ironic, tragic,
62
charming, monumental, pedantic,
graceful, delicate, or richly comic,
63
fussy, imposing, crude, dramatic, or magnificent.
More specifically,
intensity is the position or placement of character in test situations,
or, according to Karl Jaspers, the "boundary-situation" when man is at
the limits: "The human boundary-situation is encountered when human
possibility reaches its limits, when human existence is confronted by an
64
The conflict between man and his destiny encourages
ultimate threat.a
artists to confront the existential question: "They ask, like the elderly
trader in Conrad's Lord Jim, 'How to be?' and embody their answers, arn65
Intensity,.
biguous and tentative, in their 'boundary-situations.'"
therefore, insists upon the answer to the ultimate question,
relates,

11

As tragedy

we come closest to the nature of man and universe in the test

situation, where the strength or weakness of the individual, to endure
or let go, is laid bare. Only then does the final 'yea' or 'nay•· have
66
•
In dealing with the intense moments of lives, a work will
meaning. 'I
present "the great human emotions common to all peoples of all civilizations 67
Thus, intensity leads to univerjealousy, love, pride, courage, etc. 11
sality in a work of fiction.

In brief, intensity therefore is the ability

xv

of the writer to place the character in a threshold situation.
One last point, an important one, should be made.

Organic unity,

complexity, and intensity cannot in the final analysis be separated from
each other.

This study, then, is an attempt to make clear the criteria

at the risk of being somewhat arbitrary.

In addition, although Beardsley

refused to order the three criteria in importance, I believe one of the
three, intensity, is what separates great: writers from all others.
I will, as a preliminary exercise, appiy the three criteria to
Elizabeth l'fadox Roberts's short story "On the Nountainside. 11

First I

will examine the degree of organic unity, asking if what Miss Roberts is
saying is the way she says it.

Then I will determine the degree of com

plexity by examining the levels of credibility.

I will attempt then to

discover the intensity of the story in terms of the ability of the author
to place the character in test situations in which the character's
answers are final.

Finally, I will make a summary statement on the aes

thetic value of Miss Roberts's

11

0n the Mountainside.n

After the preliminary exercise, I will discuss each of Elizabeth Hadox
Roberts's seven novels using the criteria and order them from the ones
with the least aesthetic value to the ones with the highest aesthetic val
ue.

I will then present a summary comment on the worth of Elizabeth .

Madox Roberts as a novelist.

1

CHAPTER I

A PRELIMINARY EXERCISE

Collected in two wolumes, The Haunted Hirror (1932) and Not By
Strange Gods (1941), Elizabeth Madox Roberts's stories are particularly
concerned with individual identity and the problems that result.

Ranging

from a contrast in the sensuous and ascetic modes of life in "The Sac
rifice of the Maidens" to aspects of Freudian psychology in

11

The Scare

crow" to the lack of faith and imminent growth in awareness in "The Be
trothed," the stories of Elizabeth Nadox Roberts offer a variety of situ
ations.

As a preliminary exercise, I will use the objective critical

variables of Beardsley's Aesthetics to determine the aesthetic value of
Miss Roberts's story "On the Hountainside."
"On the Mountainside, 11 published in the collection The Haunted Hirror,
is a sensitive story of a Southern youth in the Appalachian Highlands
yearning for adventure and maturity.

Newt Reddix, a young mountain lad

influenced by the learning and curiosity of a r.i.igrating teacher to "see

2

the other end of tl-ie world"

determines to set forth towards the lower

After several arduous days of travel, Newt rests at Tom

settlements.

and Nance Eland's mountain cabin and here encounters an old stranger who
has been away and is returning to his place of origin.

After the stranger

warns him against the advEmture, i-Jewt persists in going to the settleI!lent
in the "farther valleys"

(p.

826).

In determining the degree of organic unity in Hiss Roberts's story,
it is first necessary to discover if what the author is saying is the way
she says it.

As Hark Van Doren writes, "Her style is worth discussing

because it in itself is a sort of substance.

It is more than a way of

sayin� things; it is something said, something which would not otherwise
have been said at all, a something:, we suspect, which could not be said
unless it were said in this way. "

Form and content are inseparable.

r�iss P..oberts's success here depends on her

USC

of antecedent action

all action that has gone before explains that which is to come.

-

The old

man's life in the city and his disillusion!'lent there explain Newt's
forthco�ing experiences, as if the old man is ��ewt many years later.

Thus >

Miss Roberts's form reflects her content: the pull of the mountain draws
Newt back.

To maintain the organic whole, Hiss Roberts selects the or

ganizing principle of the circle: the Southerner's desire to return to
one's ori8in.

Her story, therefore, is like those inseparable arcs of

the circle: character and setting and action become the meaning of the
story.
Coherence and continuity are maintained throughout "On the l!ountain
side. 11

There is a natural leading of one thing to the next as each

stage grows out of a previous stai:;e and leads naturally to the future.
For example, Newt's restlessness and desire for learning is derived from
Lester Hunter, the teacher, who presented ''a new way for Newt" (p. 818).

3
Just as the teacher is "bound for the other end of this old globe" (p. 820),
so too is Newt.

And just as the old man is bound to return to his place

of urigin, the Pigeon River mountains, so too can we anticipate that Newt
will return.

�1iss Roberts sug3ests that his future will be equivalent

to the old returning stranger's past.

As Newt talks with the stranger

in the present, again the c·ircle as temporality is formed: past - present future - past - present.•.•
In addition to coherence and continuity, Elizabeth Madox Roberts's
story contains a sense of completeness in the way that the circle is com
plete.

Although Newt is just beginning his new life, we have experienced

with him the struggle he has to accept undergoing this new life, and through
the use of antecedent action, we can anticipate his end in terms of the
stranger's life.

Thus, the main character, a young man, reaches his final

stage of development through the old man's life.

Both the restlessness

of youth and the desire to return home are fully developed.

Here is the

profound circle that is life itself, the old and the young are one.

The

l!fe story is complete in itself.
In order to insure organic unity, the author must maintain certain
qualities of character, action, and meaning.
be convincing, consistent, and comprehensible.

First, the characters must
Hiss Roberts, in "On the

Mountainside, ' 1 selects the comm.on, average Kentucky mountain folk and .
presents their particular traits as well as their universal moods.
farmers are diligent workers, yet they enjoy their time of fun.

The

Consist

ent with the less than educated, they cannot comprehend the purpose of
Lester's restlessness but only insist that the "other end of the world"
is "too far a piece,; (p. 319).

The brief glimpse of Tom and Nance Bland,

Newt's hosts for his night's rest, explores the male dominance over the
obedient wife: "Tom Bland, ordered Nance, his woman, to �ive the stranger

- 4
a snack" (p. 822), and "Then Tom told Nance how they would steep that
night, telling her to give the old man her place in the bed beside him
self" (p. 822).

Similarly, a typical scene is painted of the old stranger

as he nods before the fire: "From gazing into the fire the old man would
fall asleep, but after a moment he would awake, opening dim, ashamed eyes
that glanced feebly at Newt, faintly defying him" (p. 822).

In like

manner, we can understand his overwhelming and childlike excitement at
discovering Newt had recently visited the water spring.

And finally,

we can comprehend and experience his passion and almost bitter warning
to Newt: "'You walked, I reckon, right over the spot I pined to see a
many is the year, God knows, and it was nothing to you, but take care.
The places you knowed when you was a little shirt-tail boy won't go
outen your head or outen your recollections'" (o. 825).
iJewt, like the other characters, is convincing, consistent, and
comprehensible.

A univer·sal representation for youth with all its

restlessness, curiosity, and desire for knowledge and maturity, Newt
also reveals the universal moods of apprehension and fear of the unknown, yet courage and determination: "His breath was then set to a
fluted rhythm as he drew suddenly inward a rich flood of air, a rhythm
flowing deeply until it touched the core of his desire for the settlements,
laid an amorous pulse on his determination to go there" (p. 826).

Newt

had the particular mountain-boy experiences: he worked in the fields, he
danced, he tried to kiss the girls, and he desired to emulate his teacher.
Nost important, however, he wanted to grow - mentally, socially, and
spiritually.

He learned from the old stranger to be homesick for his

family and place of birth, but like the universal youth, he was neP,ligent
in heeding advice.

Thus, Hiss Roberts creates convincing, consistent,

and comprehensible characters to insure orzanic unity in her story.

5

The action in "On the Hountainside" is psychological and spiritual
rather than physical.

Through the inner motivations ?·liss Roberts makes

the characters' actions clear and credible.

There is a definite logic

of motivation based on the thoughts and desires of the universal youth.
Inner motivation dol'linates ;_ yet the author does not neglect the external
events, such as the meeting of t;ewt and the stranger on neutral ground,
the Eland cabin.

Nothing in the story is obscure or confused, and the

theme is developed naturally from the action.

The reader can immediately

discover the conflict of the modern or new life with the past or old way
of life, and the Southern love of place and desire to return to one's
origin is obvious.

Thus, Newt's actions, representative of the modern,

contrast with the stranger's actions which result from the desire to
return to his home place.

The stranger had experienced the new life,

and he wanted to leave this life: '"but I wouldn't be-nasty my feet
with the dust of hit no longer''' (p. 323).
future actions.

His actions foreshadow Newt 1 s

Thus, organic unity is maintained through action.

Finally, the total meaning must be acceptable and convincing.

The

universal theme of the conflict of the new world with the old world in
sures this acceptability.

The theme develops from the experience of the

story as Newt desires the modern and the stranger relishes the old.·
There is not excessive emotion but a realistic fear, apprehension, and
anticipation of the young in contrast to the wisdom through experience
of the old.

There is indeed a sense of truth and an eternal sadness in

the controlling theme of the old versus the new.

Thus, the author in

creases organic unity through the successful development of the total mean
ing of the story.
As a means of rc-emrihctsizing and underlining the pervasive organic

unity found in Elizabeth �-fadox Roberts 1 s 1 '0n the 1-1ountainside, ,. I will
briefly apply Bel".rdsley's test for unity.

Since this is a short story

and would be read in one sitting, the first test lacks validity.

The

second test, however, enforces the hi.gh aesthetic value of organic unity.
ifothing can be taken away from the story without altering it.

Each

character, action, and description is vital to the total effect.

And

any addition would lessen the beauty and high quality of success.

Thus,

Elizabeth }':adox Roberts's ' 1 On the i'.fountainside" abounds in organic unity.
We can accept J. Donald Adams description of her novels as descriptive
of "On the �'ountainside'· : nThe use of a recurrent and interwoven theme,
the rise to a hi�h emotional pitch, follot,1ed by closing chords of con
flict finally resolved into peace and hope, is characteristic of her major

In order to possess aesthetic value, a work of literature must also
be complex.

Although this short story does not have the levels of ro

manticism or naturalism, it does maintain many of the other levels of
credibility.

Included are realism and symbolism.

In 11liss Roberts' s own words we can see her dependence on realism:
I will tell you why we continually go back to realism in
art.

Somewhere there is a connection between the world of the

mind and the outer order - It is the secret of the contact that
we are after, t"l1e point, the moment of union.

r,!e faintly sense

the one and we know as faintly the other, but there is a point
at which they come together, and we can never know the \-,hole of
reality until we know these two completely.
first the one and then the other.

And so we pursue

He probe deeper .m<l deeper
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into the world of sense and experience and ve say "Now I have
it, it is thus" ..• and preseatly it is seen that we haven't
it yet and we make another try with a newer realism or some
4
of us try for it the other way aroun<l.
"On the Xountainside" does ·-not lack realism, as I have sholm in my account
on organic unity.

The everyday experiences of the average Kentucky moun

tain folk, the use of .the present situation and conflicts, and the freedom
of choice allowed the characters result in a realistic tale of the univer
sal conflict of the old versus the new.

Objective realism is discovered

in the story because it contains description of the geographical region,
the people, speech, mannerisms, and topography, as well as a universal
theme developed through character and action.

�liss Roberts delivers a

picture of the sights and sounds of the mountain region and explores (lewt's
personal interpretations.

For example, Lester had taught Newt things to

listen and watch for, but after his departure lfowt became almost obliv-·
ious: "To Newt all the place seemed still since the teacher had left,
idly as if it had lost its uses and its future" (p. 820).
briefly seen in their work, fun, and daily living.

The people are

t!iss Roberts captures

. the regional dialect in several conversations, one in the people's attempt
to persuade Lester to remain with them:
11

Did you come up the gorge to borrow fire you're in such

a swivet to get on? 11
"There's a big meeten over to Kitty's branch next light
moon.

Why don't you stay?

No harm in you to be broguen a

bout a small spell. n
11

You could loafer around a spell and wait for the meeten. 11

"Big meeten.
sing."

And nohow the meeten needs youens to help

8

!'What's he in such a swivet to go off for?" (p. 819).
Thus, the story would suffer a loss if the setting were changed.

But the

author does not present the setting merely to describe the Pigeon River
mountains: "Rather there is an evocation of the country scene in Hhich
those lives pass so that the woods, fields, roads, and streams acquire
a special quality all their own, breathe their _own peculiar light."
Instead, the place may, as in much Southern fiction, "very nearly assume
the function of another character in the story, become an actor in the
structure of the work."

Here it is as if the mountain region is the an-

tagonist, a barrier constant in its separating Newt from the modern.
The universal human diler:ma is therefore presented, and we see it contrast
ed between Newt, who wants the new, and the stranger, who loves the old.
By examining the locality and the stran�er 1 s past, the author leads the
reader to an understanding of the present, future, and the universal.
Her deep concern with the human dilemna of all men and all a�es and all
pl_aces expresses the "Southern writer's ability to go beyond the particu
lars of an experience and, without losing their concrete values, to use
them in a wide-sweeping symbolic gesture or in a suggestion of the past's
residing in and influencing the present."

Thus, "On the :Mountainside"

is a realistic story with a particular setting and a universal theme.
In addition to objective realism, ;'On the Hountainside'' has sub
jective realism.

As in most of Niss Roberts' s stories, we are given •=a

sharply dramatized psychological crisis in•the life of the main character
8
'!iss Roberts places almost total emphasis
rendered with swift strokes."
on the inner motives and internal action that develops the external
action by l�ewt.

Just as many of the author's characters are ndeeply

involved in the problem of knowledge, inveterately concerned with their
personal mental processes,"

so too is Newt.

His main interest rests·
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wit:1 new knowledge: ''Learnen.
ments•' (p. 324).

I look to find learnen in the settle

Througi1 the inner thoughts and desires, we discover

:;ewt's character and his action.

Thus, this story Las a psychological

approach.
The last level of cre0iuility to be examined in }�iss Roberts I s
story is symbolisn.

One of the symbols, because of its appearance at

crucial times and its recurrence, is the. spring of swee.t mountain water.
To the old stranger the spring symbolizes everything the South stands
for.

He wants to go back to his place of origin and be buried there:
''v-fnere my mammy was barned before me and her mammy and
daddy before aRain.

And no water in all Froman or Tatcville

but dead pump 1rnters, no freestone like you'd want.
a man expect to live?

How could

��ny's the night I've said, could I be

on t�-,e shadv side of the Flat Rock,

UJ)

past the sav,-·mill, up

past the �rove of he-balsams, wl1ere the sorinr branch runs out
over the horse-shoe rock, and could I get ne one drink of that
there cold crystal
water I' <l asl< ne'er
thinq;., more of God Almightv
.
,·.

The clearness, movement, liveliness, beauty, and freedom of the sprint.;
become descriptions for the old stranger's Sout::1.
water has no such significance.

To :-;ewt, however, the

Defore he leaves home, the water even

fails to quench his tllirst: ,.His thirst and i1is water to drink vere one
now' (pp. 820-321).

As he travels, however, �e wishes for some spring

water to relieve :1is weary body: 'Could I coiile by a spring branch, I'd
drink me a whole durqed �uart of it•' (p. 822).

m�n he reveals to the

old strange:7 that he ·,'got me a drink at that-there sprin3 branch Tuesday 'twas a week ago''' (p. 324) the stranger insists on l'lewt's Southerness:
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'"You drank them waters!
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(p. 824).

Thus, the deep Southern roots have

been embedded in Newt as they ha� been in the old man: "'Your whole in
sides is made outen what you done first''' (p. 825).
In addition to the spring as a symbol Hiss Roberts also uses another
important symbol, and this is the universal symbol of the circle.

A

universal symbol is one in which there is an intrinsic relationship be
tween the symbol and that which it symbolizes.

Thus, the circle with-

out beginning or end, is a perfect universal symbol.

For example, the

sign of holy marriage is the gold wedding ring, and the halo shape symbol
izes angelic purity.

In "On the Mountainside 11 the symbol of the ring is

the essence of the story.

And here it is clearly seen that the variables

do overlap, for we have examined the physical, temporal, and life cir
cles under organic unity.

Niss Roberts, therefore, uses synbolism to de

velop the theme, the Southerner's desire to return to his place of origin.
As Beardsley has recommended: "the central meanings of the symbol are
10
Hiss Roberts's use
generally included among the themes of the work."
of symbolism adds to the complexity of her story.
By using realism and symbolism, Elizabeth Fadox Roberts creates a
complex story, a story that can be read on many levels.

J. Donald Adams

beautifully summarizes her genius in creating complex works: "The simple
poetic speech of the countryside; the direct story, close to the earth
and close to the hearts of men; those quiet moments when she shows a
soul communing with itself - they are the things which proclaim the
11
hand of Elizabeth Nadox Roberts."

In addition to organic unity and complexity, "On the Eountainside"
possesses great intensity; that is, the ability of �iss �oberts to place

11

:'iewt in a situation in which the answer must be final.

In all of litera

ture, Shakespeare is perhaps the p.reatest in bringing the characters to
the bounJary situation - Lear, Hamlet, Nacbeth, and Othello.
great is William Faulkner in Ab�al_��' Absalom!

Almost as

Quentin C:ompson 's concern

for the South leads finally to his suicide in The Sound �nd �_!le "Fu121_.
He learns too late that he loved it, at least one small section of it.
This discovery leads to his death-in-life situation.

As for ·Quentin,

for the Southerner the most profound question is his attitude toward the
South and hinself.

Another writer, Allen Tate, also gives us a good ·

example of intensity.

In his "Ode to the Confederate Dead" the narrator

is tryinp; to answer the same intense question - what is his place in the
South.

Tate, however, does not allow his n::n:-rator to take his stand -

he merely walks up to the cemetery, meditates, and walks away.

This modern

Southerner cannot bring himself out of the p::ist nor can he accept it.
Thus, the character is placed in a boundary test situation.

Similarly,

Newt Reddix is placed in an intense test situation: he must decide whether
he will accept the ol<l way of life, as in the warning of the stranger,
or whether he will demand the modern way of life, exemplified by the
teacher and the low settlements.

lie was confronted by this ultimate de

cision, and an answer must be p;iven: "A report had come to him from an
outside world and a suspicion of more than he could know in his present
state h::mnted him.

He cried out inwardly for the answer" (p. 820).

:fowt s;1ows beginning signs of strenr-;th when he first decides to leave
the nountain region, the older way of life: "The determination to set
forth anQ the wish to go came to him at one instant'. (p. 321).

'i'he

stra�f!er with his warnin?, rresents another aspect of :-:eHt 's test, and r1ewt
briefly weakens: ''he Has bereft, divided, ernr,tieJ of his every wish, and
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he gazed at the fire, scarcely seeing it" (p. 825).

His strength returns,

however, and Newt answers yes to '1is determination to experience the
modern life: "By the end of the week he would, his eager breath told him,
be lookin� down on to the farther valleys:' (p. 826).

Thus, the intensity

of the story expressed through Newt's placement in a test situation where
he must choose between the old and new way of life leads to the great
Southern theme.

But it leads to more than that for this divided South-·

erner.

Elizabeth }Iadox Roberts creates in "On the Mountainside" a unified,
complex, and intense story.

What she is saying is the way she says it,

she uses various levels of credibility and a variety of human experience,
and she places her main character in a universal test situation.

Her

powerful style, language,·setting, characters, and total meaning con
tribute to the high aesthetic value of "On the Hountainside."
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CHAPTER II

JINGLING -IN -THE -wnm
-----

While Elizabeth I-!adox Roberts was �.,riting two other novels, as a
means of release and variety she was composing a poetic and satirical
fantasy, Jingling in the Wind.

A farce describing the love affair of

the rainmakers Jeremy and Tulip, this novel is an experiment in satire
to contrast with her use of realism.

Jihglin� in the Wind relates the

falling in love of Jeremy with Tulip.

A successful rainmaker, Jeremy

goes to the city where the rain convention is being held in order to
find Tulip, whom Jeremy's friend Josephus has described.

On the journey

the bus breaks dm-m, and while the various travellers are telling stories,
Tulip appears from a cloud.
determines to win her.
of chief rainmaker.

Immediately falling in love with her, Jere!!ly

He attends the convention, and wins the election

After producin8 the rain and discovering Tulip's

part in his victory, he becomes angered and <listressed.

With the help

of the spider, 11owever, he wins Tulip in the last park scene, and all
ends well.
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Host of :!iss Roberts' s critics accept this novel as her poorest.
For example, ircnowell ignores it in his critical work on �'1iss Roberts
1
because he finds it her poorest and the only dull one.
Rovit recog2
nizes only parts of the novel as successful, and Wagenknecht places it
3
Although it generally fails to meet the highest
as a minor achievement.
criteria of aesthetics, it is worthy of some critical comment.
Although organic unity in Jingling in the Wind is weak, we can say
that if what Hiss Roberts \\·ants to say in the novel is that modern
society is chaotic, i.nconsequential, diverse, and disunified, then she
says -it beautifully.

For exa�ple, Josephus interrupts his description

of Tulip with irrelevant tales of the sultan and Zelda.

The bus journey

to the city is interrupted by the irrelevant stories told by the passengers,
and nature scenes constantly interfere with the action.

What dominates

in the novel, however, is the author's faith in the human ability to
establish order within and without through the force of love.
the disunity in form is not consistent with the content.

Therefore,

The only sem

blance of an organizing principle throughout the novel is the repeated
4
use of love songs. For instance, Jeremy first appears singing a song
which he completes later in the novel (p. 9).

No pattern in the songs

develops, however, as some of the singing is aloud and some silent.

For

example, Jeremy sings aloud in the forest, but when he enters his house,
he sings silently: "As he entered the door he began inwardly to sing,
turning the song within that it might engender beauty among his vitals
and health in his bowels" (p. 11).

The last scene with Jeremy, Tulip,

and the spider, each singing his song, at least makes obvious the.attempt
to establish some thread throughout the novel:
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"!!y love is a t·1ind makes a clear new morning-o,
Sing, sing, sing in a clear ne•;.1 weather-a.
Sing, sing, sing in a new fresh day.
And out in the green fields so e::trly and together-o
And out with the dawn and the hounds of May.
rfy love is a lark,
Hy love is a fife.
},�y love is like a cock-crow
A:- fluting in the morning-o,
Hy love is like a red rose
A-riding down the corn!"

(pp. 251-252).

Immediately Tulip sings (p. 252) followed by the spider's song (p. 253).
There is no apparent coherence or continuity in Jingling in the Wind.
�o unified impression results, and therefore the novel is easier pictured
in parts rather than as a "unified TTletaphorical statement of experience�"

5

rart of Eiss Roberts's failure in creating an organic whole rests in her
multiple use of farce, burlesque, picaresque, fantasy, poetry, and satire.
6
Some of the scenes only confuse, and as Rovit suggests, hore the reader.
For example, there is no apparent function of the sultan episode and it
merely serves to interrupt the progress of the Jeremy story.

Perhaps

Zelda represents Zelda Fitzgerald, very popular at the time, but Niss
Roberts never makes the parallel clear.
The only sense of completeness discovered in Jingling in the Find
is the view of the world as a continual history presented in the scene
of the spider spinning its web:
Beneath the pattern of the parade on the way he heard this soft
whirr, her running summary of all she did, the recounting wheel
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of her whispered speech and act, spinning.
"I have all here in my hands," she was saying, moving for
ward in an arc, catching the thread, a pause, a movetaent for
ward, a whirr of drai-m silk.
of culture.

nl have it all here, the whole

I draw it all out of myself with my long supple

fingers, I pattern it on the air.

I make it as I go, but it

is made already within me, spinning.

I knot a thread, thus,

with the thrust of my abdomen, spinning, and I knot another,
going ahead, making.

This segment here is a science, and

this a renaissance, or I go thus, spinning, and here is a
psychology of love.

Or a university.

We come now to a dark

age, a knot here, t:lY long pliant fingers turning.
out with my hands.

I draw it

A dark age is followed by an age of en

lightenment, and here is a new religion.

Votes for women,

moral prescriptions, Egypt, India, Babylon, I make a knot,
a rise and a decline.

Horning, noon, mathematics, a one-god,

Isis, I make a knot, St. -George, .Diana, St. Brigid, war, a
romantic era, an enlightenment, a new art, a new disease,
jewelry, a new vegetable, sin, savagery again, I make a knot,
and I am back again, a new philosophy, a Pyramid ... !' (pp. 229-231).
The circularity of history is suggested as the spider spins her circular
web.

Also indicative of this circular movement is Jeremy's story, which

begins with him in a forest viewing a spider and ends i,1ith his completion
of his journey in a park-forest listening to the spider there.

Since he

is in the city rather than at hor.:ie, ho�vever, only a semi-circle has been
formed.

The dominant sense of completeness is meanin�ful.

Jin�lin1 in the �-lind is also weak in or,:;anic unity in the weak
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character development of both minor and major characters.

The minor

characters are virtually functionless in the development of the story,
with the exception of Josephus, since it is his account of Tulip that
motivates Jeremy to travel to the city.

Tulip. the only major character

other than Jeremy, takes part in the action only twice: thus, the im
portance is her presence in Jeremy's thoughts.

All the reader ever knows

about Tulip is her disillusionment in love and her part in getting Jeremy
voted as the head rainmaker.

We learn she is the creator of the idea of

the rain carnival: "She was the chief instigator of the carnival, which
was, from the beginning, her plan.

She had laid it out in lines and

figures on the back of an envelope as she rode along in the motorbus on
the day of their coming.
chief mover 11 (p. 193).

The carnival was her device.

She was its

Campbell and Foster see her, along with Jeremy,

as representing the good aspect that has not been corrupted by a complex
and artificial life.

She is not developed, however, and this comment

is not justified, for the reader simply does not know enough about her.
Because of the many intruding episodes, Jeremy's character never
reaches full development.

The author informs us that her main character

is sensitive, for he immediately recognizes Tulip's hardness: "'Oh,'
Jeremy said, speaking within, vwhat has happened to this Tulip in the
interval since Josephus?'" (p. 153).

He also is devoted to his work:

"The cloud was unwilling to yield, but never was a rainrnan so deter
mined11 (p. 214), and proud: "Pride was his chief enemy, and this one
gave him many an underthrust when he did not suspect his presence" (p. 31).
As Rovit suggests, this pride isolates hj_m as it does Theodosia in
ay Heart and� Flesh: "The plot action of the novel will send him on a
romantic love quest to open his spirit, subdue his pride, and fulfill
8
his being."
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What we know of Jereny is through his thoughts, not action, and
therefore his development is psychological.

Jos�phus's description of

Tulip excites Jeremy and he decides to go to the city.

Jereny envisions

many phantoms, and he appears completely satisfied with these imagined
fer.i.ales.

His sudden desire to discov�r a real female is abrupt and not

explained in the novel.

After Tulip appears from the cloud and relates

her story, Jeremy, consistent with his sensitivity, determines to restore
her to her o-riginal state of purity: "'But oh,' said Jeremy, 'how to
restore this Tulip to the sweet qffices of dripping water and a melting
neptune' '' (p. 171).

When Jeremy learns that Tulip is the reason for his

being chosen king of the rain day, his pride intervenes.

In anger at her

creation of the appellation :;The :Zain Bat," Jeremy leaves the parade and
decides he will found a l-1asculine Renaissance: "I am fron this moment
forth a man of action and my ideal is in my mind.
writing a demanding letter to Tulip'" (p. 236).

I will begin by
Heeding the spider's

warning that "'The first step toward a 'Masculine Renaissance will be
the restoration of flattery and chivalry'" (p. 237), Jeremy subdues his
pride and accepts conventional courting standards: "'I will gentle my
demand and couch it in the accepted terms'" (p. 239).

Tulip comes to

the park, and Jeremy insists. on her telling him why she came: " 1 ·why did
you come when I summoned you?

Did you coue because I broke a sorcerer's

spell, or did you submit to my superior strength?

I want to know, in

other words and in short, whether I played St. George or Theseus, whether
I rescued a maiden from a drar,on or subdued an Amazon.

Theseus, I think,

�.as my role rather, the conqueror of the Amazon'" (p. 249).

Tulip, at

the advice of the spider, refuses to answer, but Jeremy is so happy
at having won her he brc.:iks forth in song.

Although Campbell and Foster
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see the double purpose of Jeremy as pointing out the ills of our age and
returning to the simplicity and happiness of a life close to nature be9
cause of his clear vision and goodness, there is not enough emphasis on
these qualities to make the statement valid.
Because of the lack of continuity and co!wrence in the novel, there
is no clear pattern of action.

For example, the stories told in the

Chaucerian fashion while the bus is broken serve to interrupt more than
add to the credibility of the love quest.

There seems to be no relation

among Mr. Breed's story of growing young again, the clergyman's tale of
goodness illustrated by the fat man, or the farmer's account of the
woman's stren3th.

The use of farce and fantasy also disrupts the credi

bility of the action, and the story remains obscure and confused.·
The failure of organic unity also results from the lack of a con
trolling theme throughout the novel.

Although the·satire is obvious,

the reader does not receive a clear meaninR of its purpose until the
end of the story.

As su8g2sted by Rovit, the satire is "directed at

the inconsequentiality of most of what passes for significant activity
in tl1e great wide world; and at man's proneness to avoid the responsibil
ity of his own struo;gle for values.

The frenzy of the twenties - Prohi

bition, jazz, advertising, Hollywood, the fads and farragoes of the
times (which, as at all times, make loud noises b�t never sound beneath
10
Thus,
the surf ace) - are gently lampooned throuihout the novel."
ridicule is directed at the battle between religion and. science (pp. 26-27),
the nothingness of city life (p. 38), racial prejudice (p. 56), inability
to feel secure (n. 126), and the disappearance of all the poets (pp. 183-185).
I-Jiss Roberts's satire, however, differs from conventional satire: "It is
the satire that :-!iss Roberts alone would Hrite - fantastic yet shrewd,
frap,ile yet funny, stylized yet rcco�nizable."

11

The total meanin?, that
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love conquers all acquires a serious tone in the last �age of the novel:
"Life is from within, and thus the noise outside is a wind blowing in a
mirror.

But love is a royal visitor which that proud ghost, the human

spirit, settles in elegant chambers and serves with the best" (p. 256).
This quotation becomes a total summary of all that ?!iss Roberts has to
say about life: the external world becomes what the individual is capable
of making it, and only love is the final answer to life and its contin
ua�ce.

Niss Roberts's ultimate theme is given in this novel, but the

theme does not come out of the experience of the story.
brief, is too serious for the satirical fantasy.

The theme, in

As for organic unity,

Jingling in the Win<!_ lacks continuity and coh!�rence.

It would be diffi

cult, if not impossible, to put the novel down and immediately become
part of the story again when it was picked up.

The second test also

fails because several episodes could be removed without any loss to the
story.

For example, the description of the sultan by Josephus seems to

serve no function.

Another reason.why JinglinS?; in the Wind is considered to be Hiss
Roberts's poorest novel is that it does not achieve a high degree of
complexity.

The two main levels of credibility are fantasy and satire.

Even though Hiss Roberts insists that "'The one reality in this is
12
she does
Jeremy's soul or minJ, that alone can be treated seriously,'"
little to render this in action.

In fact, the main satire focuses on

Jeremy, who becomes nore like a female impersonator than a male character.
Thus, �-,e can view the novel as forty years in advance of the current
Women's Liberation ?·1ovenent, for !'iss Roberts reduces her main character,
a male, to no more than a female character.

She thus expresses her great

humor, for in essence she is laughin� at herself as she laughs at her
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hero.

Hiss Roberts, in effect, turns her romantic novels inside out by

this fantasy and satire.
In creating Jeremy, the author gives him a raale name and some male
qualities.

The first picture we hav·� of Jeremy is in the forest, and we

expect a great dominatin3 male to emerge, although we are soon disappointed.
Unlike Hiss Roberts's heroines, Jeremy is capable of keeping order in his
consciousness: "It was often his custom and his very great pleasure to
arrange his thoughts, or some of them, in decent and orderly periods" (p. 12)
and "After a few moments of confusion he began to arrange his thoughts
His vivid imagi

in the accustomed order endeared to his mind" (p. 170).

nation creates not only phantoms of beauty (p. 34) but also a feeling of
After his imme

superiority which separates him from the masses (p. 82).

diate anger subsides, Jeremy decides to found a Masculine I'-enaissance,
and as he reviews history his inner psyche recognizes an order: :'He re
viewed history briefly and applied himself to romance.

He built back

the past, going forward and back on the stairways of the centuries, vis
iting dynasties and cultures, making a long detour by the way of the re
ligions and inspecting anatomy with an impartial mind.

The spider had

become repetitious, having finished all possible figures and patterns,
or she twiddled inconsequently at last strands, dribblings and leavings
of infinities that had gone on without one care for the which or the
whether of webs:s (p. 238).

Fron this he discovers the order of life as

created within, and he can accept love as the ultimate answer to happi
ness and continuance.
Although some male traits apµear, the female qualities dor-iinate in
Jeremy.

Jeremy is constantly inward in ti1ought and vision: ''He was still,

his mind at ease, his inner part bathed in sense" (p. 4).

He, like a
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romantic female, is an inner poet nnd dramatist: Josephus's story nbecame lively actuality in Jeremy's min<l, wher2 drama had always placed close
beside �Joe try and the other pensive muses" (p. 59).

He thus walks about

He possesses a feminine.sen

constantly in daydreams and his imagination.
sitivity and does not hide his fears (p. 245).

Characteristic of the

fenale, confusion and disorder result from his distress·over Tulip.

He

calls upon the stars to ,;1itness his anguish (p. 202), a request which
becomes humorous when the stars answer {p. 206).

After he leaves the

parade, torment arid confusion dominate: "He twisted about in his inbitten pain and distress, no longer having the parade to distract his
thought" {p. 235).

Even Jeremy's physical description is feminine.

For

example, Hiss Roberts refers to Jeremy's chest as his "breast" (p. 130),
and his facial birthmark, referred to in terms of female attraction and
clttention, reminds the reader of the female birthmark symbolic of feminine
beauty.

Thus, the satire in Hiss Roberts's projection of Jeremy as being

like a female is evident.
In addition to this satire, however, is the romanticism which be
comes. satiric.

Although Hiss Roberts consistently employs poetic language

in this work, it usually comes to nothing.

We need only look at the first

paragraph of the novel to discover this poetic beauty:
The rain increased in a crescendo and made a more continuous patter-dripping that arose higher in the scale with the
increase of speed.

Underneath the steady clatter of the drops

on the leaves and the grass there was a faint hummin� that was
perpetual in tone, as if the machinery of the instrument were
heard through the music.

� curled locust leaflet hung on a

tall grass blade, but when the fall of the water increased it
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fell <lown to a cushion of matted grass.

The leaves held out

their forms to the comin8 wet, all still now as a used player,
taking the wet on their shield-shaped fronts.

It was early

morning (p. 1).
This lovely passage, however, becomes very superficial and satiric;

In

the novel rain no longer comes from God or is representative of the fe
male principle; rather, rain can be made by anyone as one makes water:
it is associated with the excrements (p. 21/i), bed-wetters (p. 232), and
Jeremy becomes "a maker of water" (p. 240).
the poetic and romantic charm of the passa3e.

Thus, the satire undercuts
A..,other aspect of super

ficial romanticism is the idealization of rural life.

Hiss Roberts gives

us great expectations of idealized life in her attack on the cruelties
and evils of the city: as Jeremy enters the city he recognizes ''There was
hurrying all about, people climbinp; into a motorbus, people shoving nnd
haulinr; at things anct' at themselves.

Evil had come back into the world,

ev•il and hurry and distress" (p. 166), and as Breed warns Jeremy, "this
here city is all in a franzy, but I reck6n most cities is natured that
way" (p. 192).

The author disappoints us, however, because the pQrson

most responsible for attacking the city life is Jeremy, who represents
everything that is silly.

Therefore, the romantic qualities of the novel

are superficial, and the novel emerges as a satire on romanticism.
The second level of credibility found in Jin�ling ..:!-.E_ the Wind is
fantasy.

Included here are the sunern�tural descriptions, as in �iss

P.oberts's cliscussion of Jeremy's capability of achieving the seven deadly
sins as ,mll as opposinp; the seven cardin:11 virtues (pp. 30-31).

She

continues by explaining his haunts by two ,,,itches, three nynphs, and
five fiends - Abclicut, 1Iobbi<iidence, �'.aliu, �!o:.lo, anJ T-'libbertigibbet (p. 31).
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Fantastic scenes such as Tulip's entrance from a cloud:

1

'for a lady had

indeed been discovered in the heart of the cloud, a lady pursued by four
or five wild horses" (p. 144), and the argument betueen woman's intuition
and man's judgement (p;,. 194-195) are cor.imon.

Other fantasies include

the exchanging of 1 'gifts" between Tulip an<l Jeremy (pp. 244-245) and, of
course, the talking creatures of nature.

The ending where love conque1:s

all and all ends well adds to the superficial romantic temper.

Thus.

satire and fantasy dominate in Jin�ling in the Wind, overshadowing all
other levels of credibility.

Probably the most important variable of aesthetics is intensity.
Because of the satire and fantasy which keep the reader from being involved�
no where in the novel is there an intense moment.

There are no ultimate

threats or test situations, nor required strengti1 by Jere.:iy to endure.
Sxcept in Jeremy's recognition that "There was trouble in the world, trou
ble lying far out-stretched beyond his coffee-·cu?, beyond the bro�-m of
his wheat-cakes and the pink of his jam, beyond the bright universe that
sported with its astronomical details of comets and planets and moons over
his head" (p. 15), which becomes no more than a feninine description of
his thoughts, all progresses in ease and good humor.

Therefore, the suT)er

ficiality of the fantasy and humor of the satire separate the reader from
the characters and actions and allow no room for intensity.
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CHAPTER III
A BURIED TREASURE

Earl ftOVit states that the r,reatness of Jingling in the Hind is its
ability to delight the reader, a quality seldom found in Twentieth Century
1
literature.
Frederick i·kDowell sees the chief importance of the novel
in her "occasional rem.arks upon Jererr.y's life as a poet, remarks which
reflect her own philosophy and her own view of her craft.

The closing

pages of the book, which describe the spider as it spins its changing web
and reflects thus the simultaneous flux and unity of existence, haunt the
2
mind."
However true these comments may be, the novel remains Niss
Roberts's weakest.

Her neglect in creating organic unity, complexity,

and intensity force Jingling in the Wind to be on the bottom of the scale
in its degree of aesthetic value.
Elizabeth Hadox Roberts planne<l her fifth novel, A Buried Treasure,
as '''a piece which would follow a five-part comedy form and which would
3
The �enesis of the story
attain the effects of a pastoral in nusic.'"
probably came fro:.1 a ne1,1spaper article t·!iss Roberts had read.

The article

told about a man who found some buried silver coins dating back to the
4
earliest Kentucky settlements.
With >1iss Roberts' s deep sense of time
and place, she probably envisioned the finders a1, "hardy settlers, tilling
5
From this seed grows the story of
the soil, planting, and harvcsting. 11
Andy and Philly Blair, middle ar,ed farm people who discover a buried pot
of gold.
The main plot consists

!:_ Bur��d Treasure has a main and minor plot.

of Andy and Philly Blair, their discovery of the buried treasure, and its
effect on th�m.

Chapters 1, 3, and 5 reveal Philly's point of view.

After

the discovery of the buried treasure, Philly and Andy give a party ._to
announce their news.

A sudden fear of thievery prevents their announce

ment, however, and Philly uses the marriage of her niece Imogene to
Giles Hilson as an excuse for the party.

Andy hides the pot of gold, but

he retains the bag of pearls to hide on his mm body.

Philly discovers

the hiding place of the pearls and is satisfied until she discovers they
arc gone and fears that the two painters have robbed theI'l of their gold.
Al,l ends well, however, as the buried treasure renains intact and in the
Blair's possession.

The minor plot, rev�_aled in Chapters 2 and 4, is the

story of young Ben Shepherd.

Ben has come to the Pigeon River Country

to ' 1 know himself through discovering his fathers."

He watches the un-

covering of the buried treasure, and later finds his mm buried treasure
in the graveyard of the Shepherds.

He removes

yard and is startled by a p�ir of lovers.

3.

bone from the grave

Bis search for identity con

tinues as he tries to become a !Jnrt of the living, and in Chapter_ I+ when
he returns the bone to its resting place, �c realizes the generative
po�-1er of man and i:is closeness to tne past as �,ell as to the living
present.
Like Jingling _in th� 1-Jincl, !:._ �hiried Treascire is faulty in organic
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In one effort to effect continuity and co�erence, the author pie-

unity.

tures th8 continuin� of time in lan,1 images.

Por exaraple, crop times and

earliest be�innings suggest the contour of th2 land: ''The land rolled
forward toward the lon8 sequence of harvests and plantings, moving backward over and over, the so:i.1 turning, revolving under the plowings of
many springs n

and 1 'The earth itself, Terra - the first. the earliest,

the most ancient oracle, the most profound deity - showed herself here
in the beginnings of lesser mountains and little rivers" (p. 68).

Time,

�1or-1ever, does not seem to move forward (the novel occurs in a span of a
little more than a week), but rather we view the. present only in relation
to the past of Ben's family.
The biggest failure in continuity and coherence, ho�ever, lies in
the author's experiment in shifting points of view.

Some critics, such

as Campbell and Foster, have tried to dismiss the �veakness in sh iftin�
points of view by arguing in favor of the musical quality of Ben's chap
ters:

11

Thus Ben's two chapters (Two and :!"our) are musical withdrawals

after the fuller melody of Philly's chapters, withdrawals in a minor key.''

8

The argument against this, however, is that often Ben's chapters and plot
are more clearly developed than are Philly's.

Another argu,-nent these

critics r,ive is that while Philly is to represent the present point of
view, "Her consciousness is equipped to show us the present with great
clarity and simplicity,"

Ben is to represent the past, seen-from-a-

distance point of view: "It is the task of Ben's consciousness to show
10
us the long perspective of time, the presentness of all the past.n
The author, however, never makes clear this distinction.

A brief exami·

nation of the five chapters will show the disunity in the novel.
The plot encompassing Philly's and Andy i s buried treasure be�ins in
Chapter 1.

Ben, however, does not appear until the last page of Chapter 1,
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and then only as a stranger: "Knotting her hair she [Philly] saw through
the dim window a young man waitinP, in the field just beyond the fence,
keeping apart among the bushes.

She had never seen this strange person

before" (p. 64) •
In Chapter 2 we learn that the stranger is Ben Shepber<l, and in this
chapter prepare for the first face-to-face confrontation between Philly
and Ben.

This confrontation comes at the end of the chapter when Ben

goes to the Blair party (p. 125).

Chapter 2 also relates Philly's and

Andy's discovery of the buried treasure, this time from Ben's viewpoint (p. 77).
The weakness, however, is that the retelling of this part of the Blair
plot is very similar to the earlier account.

The only apparent difference

is in Ben's finding the couple old and rather ridiculous, an opinion the
reader has probably already developed.

The real function of Chapter 2,

then, is to develop the minor plot of Ben and his finding his buried treasure, the bone of his forefather: Ben ''took one of the bones, a long foot
finger, a metatarsus, and he thrust it into his pocket" (p. 88).

This

could have been done, it seems, without so nuch repetition.
Chapter 3, the center ch3.pter in the novel, brings the two main
characters together for the first tine.

Ben, as a guest at t_he Blair

party, observes the actions and conversations of the country folk.

He

watches the men insist on digging up the hearth where the dog is sniffing
to see if a polecat or rat is there (pp. 153-156), and he attends the
marriage of Imogene and Giles (p. 164).
the two plots are not integrated.

Unity breaks, however, in that

Chapter 3 relates only the Blair plot,

with Ben as an observer.
The fourth chapter returns to Ben's viewpoint and shows his develop
ment durir,g the week after the Blair party.

On the next morning after

the marria3e, Ben often thinks of Imogene and her fullness of life (pp. 177-180)
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The two main characters confront each other for the second time when Ben
returns to the Blair house
and then leaves.

(p.

210).

He warns them of the painters (p. 212)

Ben receives a summons from his father to return (p. 213),

but before he can leave the Pigeon River country he must return to the
grave (p. 216).

Here Ben relinquishes his buried treasure in a realization

that he is a part of the living present: "but he found his way, and he
This com

laid the bone down in the place where it used to lie" (p. 218).
pletes the minor plot.

Chapter 5 goes back in time to relate Philly's week after the party.
She, like Ben, thinks of Imogene (p. 222).

Philly finds comfort in

touching the pearls on Andy's body (p. 223), but her discovery later in
the week that they are no lon�er there distresses her.

Philly retells

the account of Ben's second visit (p. 254), but her point of view expresses
no major difference from Ben's account.
again becol!les repetitious.

Thus, the shift in points of view

Ben has apparently returned home as he disap

pears from the novel, so again the author fails in integrating the two
plots.

'Pinal;I:y, Chapter 5 relates the hapi)}' end in� of the novel.

Shifting points of view weaken continuity and coherence, therefore,
because I'iss Roberts never makes the two viewpoints distinct.

Various

stories are told from both Philly's and Ben's viewpoint, but the ret�lling
of the incident merely causes the novel to backtrack in time.

This back

tracking interrupts any continuous growth of experience and makes the
novel repetitious and unclear in progression.
!-!iss Roberts fails to achieve a sense of completeness in A Buried
Treasure.

The novel acquires no degree of finality except in that all

ends well - the Blair treasures are safe, the hen-house that Philly
wants repaired is to be fixe<l, the wandering black heifer returns safely
hoBe, the pearls are back in Andy's keep, Imogene's father Cundy has

JO
miraculously become a chan�ed person, the marriage of Imogene and Giles
is legal, the robber who threatens the safety of the Blair treasure is
caught, the young lovers are in the bushes, and Andy and Philly return
home happy.

Weak character development, however, results in incomplete

}:cDowell argues that style compensates for the weakness in character

ness.

development: "Style, with i'ts varied rhythms and the evocative image, in
a measure compensates - just as it does in narrative poetry or in a novel
like Virginia Woolf's The Waves - for failure to accentuate sharply at
all points the external, idiosyncratic aspects of the various characters."

11

The fact remains, however, that the author creates in A Buried Treasure
characters that are not convincing, consistent, or comprehensible.
acter development is especially weak in the minor characters.

Char

For example,

Inogene never really takes part in the novel; she is present only to rep
resent Philly's failure to have a child ru1d the subconscious desire to
be young, vibrant, and in love.

Although I□ogene's marriage to Giles

Wilson saves the Blair party from failure by �iving Andy and Philly a
reason for having the party, the Ruther fails to express any other signif
icance of the marriage in the novel.

In brief, Imogene functions as a

representative of the living, vibrant person to Philly and Ben, but she
never comes forth as an active character in the developnent of the story.
Similarly, the author does not develop Giles Hilson.

His only function

seems to be a figure in the marriage.
/mother minor character who is more tal!(ed about than seen is I".flogene' s
father Cundy.

The author !'1a1:es clE!ar why Cundy will not allou his daughter

to marry; "Cundy wanted to keep Imogene in his house.
sent to have her marry.
hands.

He would never con

He wanted her about, under his eyes, near his

She loolccd lil�e her mother; he held her confused ·with the other

woman in his mind; he would not let her go'' (pp. 139-11-10), and ,: 'He !�ad
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got t!-le habit of haven Imor,ene always in the house so he can run in and
tell her if: ,:mything goes wrong.
to cure what's amiss.

TvJ1ile he tells her he thinks up a way

He uses her that way, in �lace of Lipsy'" (p. 186).

Later the synbol of the pullet suckinr; the insides of its own egg again
expresses this perverted love: ''Philly had a momentary sickriess spread
over her, and she re�embere� Cundy in spite of her concern for the roof.
She saw Cundy pressing his large mouth into the egg to sup out the sweet
inner part" (p. 230).

After Cundy's violent protest of the marriage by

burning all of Imogene's things (p. 185) anc declaring her illegally mar
ried and a hussy (p. 205), however, Cundy experiences a Miraculous change,
and for no apparent reason, at least not to the reader.

Thus, this change

annihilates any earlier beliefs that Cundy is convincin?,, consistent, and
comprehensible.
The author also poorly develops tl1e three major char-:!cters, Andy,
Ben, and Philly.

t�iss 1-oberts first describes Andy as "a gentle, reason

able raan, leaning over the coins, a man well lik2d by all the neighbors
and a man of dignity" (p. 19).

Immediately, however, we have a very

different picture of 1\ndy as expressed in Philly's anger: "The creature
on.the floor beside the money pot was a hungry, long-bonecl, crook-jointed
nan, wanting only two or three things in the world ••••

She sensed the

soggy, flabby, sour, unwilling av.cl crooked rottenness of lean flesh and
the little moughs of the skin out of which came raean, ill-odored vapors''
(pp. 22-23).

The discovery of the buried treasure accentuates Andy r s

selfishness and nervousness; throughout the rest of the novel he is for
ever r,uarding and worrying about :iis treasure.

He buries the treasure

before the party (p. 62), for exam?le, but cannot enjoy the party because
of his constant fear that someone will discover the hiding place.

Andy,

however, almost sives his money to Preacher Hez at the party (pp. 158-151),

]7.

and he lends the pearls to Bester Trisg (p. 274).

ThiR �ocs not appear

consistent with his selfishness.
Ben s:1cpherd is nore convincing, consistent, am1 comprehensible in
that his reactions are nor!'l.:11 to the younr. and im.,iaturc.

for example,

the beauty and vivaciousness of the two r;irls on horseback, ";;_obbie ?·ray
and Donnie, lull hi"!':1 to become a part of the cor.1rn.mity: ::Having lifted
his cap to th2se strange girls on the road, it seemed to him now that he
mast eain a name and a place in the community, to make what he had done
have a part in nei3hborhooo. politeness, that he must become a part of the
act already performed" (p. 100).

Hben Robbie ?-'.ay rejects hin (p. 170),

however, his nonnal reaction is anger and a desire for revenge.

He

plans to send the bone to r..obbie i'.fay with this note attached: "'You have
got a proud back and a pretty face.
ten steps removed or more.

�- 1r. Stoner says you are my cousin

You do not want to dance with a ,rraith now,

but some day you may need to.

I recommend on that day this bone'" (p. 189).

In acquiring maturity ancl an understanding of himself, however, Ben sees
t;he insignificance of Robbie 'fay and his desire for revenge: "He cared
nothing for her now, as if in the hour of his departure he had shed her
and all her works from his mind;, (p. 214).

Although heritage is important,

he realizes that the living, breathing person is more vital than the dead
bones.

The IT1ain ·weakness in character development of Ben is in the author's

not fusing a sense of finality.

m1y he comes and ,;-;hy he leaves the area

are explained, but the reader is left with an incomplete feeling as to
what he will do with his new knowledge of life.

Also, because of his

constant presence at the right place at the rizht time, he almost becomes
"a sort of �eus e� machina at key points in the plot."

12

Ben is an ob-

server, and he does digress to a raere shadow, but "symbolically he was
meant to be a shade.

Symbolically, Tien Shepherd represents the sµirits
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of all the Shepherds past, returned to obsterve what their desce.n<lants
13
l"lave become."
Philly is the best developed character in the novel because she is
more consistent:, convincing, and comprehensible.

As a middle-aged, aver-

age farmer's wife, she is practical: she sarcastically tells Andy that
she can find use for the buried object no matter whether it is a plow or
kettle (p. 11), and her first idea of how to spend some of the money is
to fix the leaking roof (p. 20).

Philly is also honest in her anger at

her husband for not providing the wood that she needs.

Philly expresses

her disgust with Andy's concern for the pot over her need for wood:
"Philly turned away, ready now to go with her burden, to prove her indifference to anything he might find in the field'' (p. 9).

He also find

in Philly the understandable feelings of insignificance and weakness in
her failure to produce a child.

Throughout the novel she struggles in

Tvardly to discover her identity and worth.
l\lthou.gh Rovit states that Philly is R great and well achieved char
acter, I have discovered two weaknesses in the development of her charac
ter. · The first weakness is Philly's iilll'.lediate knowledge of whe-re the
pearls are.

After Philly discovers the pearls are no longer on Andy or

in the house, she immediately knows he has given them to Hester: "By the
middle of the norning, having satisfied herself that the little sack was
not in the house, she began to think that Andy had given it to somebody,
and on the instant that this thought appeared it seemed clear to her
that he had �iven it to Hester T-rigg, for Bester could easily get the
best that any man had" (p. 252).

Except at the party we have not heard

of Hester Trir,g, and <lisregardi:-i0 women's intuition, there is no reason
for P,1illy to know the whereabouts of t::1e pearls.

T;:i.is kno1vledge he

comes forced and apparently contriveJ for the development of the story.
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The second weakncsc;, Philly's failure to relinquish the material
treasures, is much ;norc im;,ortant, hm!ever, for it involves the theme of
the novel.

If "!:'hilly has recognized that her inner loveliness and need

for others are tl1e most important things in life, the real buried treasures,
then why is she in such a rage when she thinks the pot of gold has been
stolen?

When she thinks the money is gone, her whole world seems to

collapse: 1 !She saw then a vacant world stretched out in all ways, as if
the walls of the house and all the air and the ground were taken away.
The pot of money was gone 11 (p. 264).

She immediately recovers from her

wailing and distress when Andy shows her where l1e has hidden the money,
and it is Andy, not Philly, who insists on giving part of their wealth
"to the Lord" (p. 270).

Thus, Philly never relinquishes her material

buried treasure as does Ben; it still retains great importance for her.
The c!1arac ters, even the three !llaj or ones, therefore. add to the disunity
and incor.ipleteness of the novel because they are not totally convincing,
consistent, or comprehensible.
Another weakness in organic unity lies in the failure of the action
to meet the required standards.
heavy dependence on chance.

The biggest weakness in action is the

For exaflple, Ben is always present at crucial

times: he sees Philly and Andy uncover the buried treasure (p. 77), he
accidentally hears about the party (p. 95), he overhears the painters
discuss their crooked deeds (pp. 109-113), he sees Andy bring out the
bucket of dirt from where he has dug in the hearth (p. 124), he sees the
crooks in the pasture (p. 215), etc.
logic of motivation.

This force of chance weakens the

The action is not always credible, as in Andy's

easy relinquishment of the pearls to Hester and the easy acceptance of
a spur of the moment wedding.
and unclear.

Thus, the action is often obscure, confused,
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Although the themes of -� Buricc_!_ _TrcG.surc are noble, ''t-he re3enerative
effects of earth, the progress of spiritual change in the individual, the
<lirect relationship between sexuality and individual fulfillment, and the
14
abiding influence of the nast upon the present,"
the weakness in total
meaning results from the over abundance of ideas handled in the novel.
We can see this by categorizing the many ideas into two main the!'les cor
responding to the two plots.

The author, as indicated by the ending of

togetherness and love, probably hoped to develop the main theme from the
main plot; that real treasure comes fror.i �dt}\in - an acceptance of inner
loveliness, love, and friendship.

The buried treasure forces Philly to

look at herself, and at one point we almost believe that she discovers
the real treasures.

She sees her loveliness in terms of Andy's acceptance

of her: "It was a knowledge of herself as being lovely both without and
within, as having inside herself a uarm flow of blood and little tremors
of delir,ht.

Delight was beautiful and she had a fine measure of it inside

herself somewhere and everywhere.

how lovely she was.

.i\ndy was near her to make her know

He wanted her in his house" (p. 260-261).

She feels

the need to be close to people, as when she wishes she had not waited for
a special reason to give a party because it is enough to be torrether with
friends: "The people seemed to be c1aking sufficient happiness for one
another" (p. 135).

The picture of Philly inside the circle on midsummer

night also expresses this need for friendship.

Perhaps because of these

ideas, .Campbell and Foster insist: "The real and lasting treasure, she
finds, is the human heart in amity with its own kind."
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We realize the

fallacy here, however, in that Philly can never relinquish the material
treasures.

Although the discovery of Philly's buried treasure should

parallel the discovery that the hum.::i.n spirit survives with its dependence

on love and friendship, her reluctance to give up the money negates this
theme.
The main l)lot also develops in part the secon<l theme, sex as the
principle of creativity.

In Philly's desire to help Lnogene we realize
16
,:Philly's twarted maternity ( ;
and the theme of sex as the principle of
17
creativity triumphing over the ''destructive and life-denying principle 11
of Cundy' s perverted love for Imogene.

The w�1eel formed by the young men

and women on midsurnner night when they play the mulberry bush game (pp. 281284) indicates this theme: "The force of sex as the power which drives

the world forward, which creates generations creating 3en:erations, is
represented in the metaphor of the wheel turning under the power of the
girls and boys chasing one another around the rim.

And, perhaps more

subtly, the ability to enter into the turning of the great wheel is I11ade
dependent on an inner feeling of 'loveliness,' which can best be attained
18
through the ownership of a buried treasure of sh"ired love.;,
We will
ezamine more closely the symbolic function of the wheel under complexity.
The theme of sex as the principle of creativity also develops from
the minor plot.

Ben notices the rich inhabitation of the land (p. 101),

but he wonders how he fits into the Jrama of the people and tre:tsure (J?. 121).
He iecognizes the paradox of sexual love - its tenderness and its violence
when he interrupts the young lovers at the graveyard (pp. 88-90).

He is

disgusted with these intruders on the graveyard, and he feels imprisoned
by the violence of their presence; ''Tangled in the brush he had a terror
of the sharp briars that beld him with human fir:.gers and laid long sharp
claws into his s1:in" (p. 83).

In contrast, however, he recognizes

n .

in

t!te mom8nt of their staying they hac.1 been abundant in life and feelinr,''
(p. 190).

Ben cannot picture life in the dead bones: "It was difficult

to think of thcu as havinG been at any til'lc small and ne,,-born, fresh

3T

and young and increasing" (p. 190).

Through Imogene, however, he feels

a sense of life within himself: ''Ben had a sudden flash of life spring
within hin, as though in ITiogene he were living again" (p. 191).

Through

Imogene Ben sees the energy.of life: "They, these people, in the marriage
license and out of it, seemed larger and more full than himself, more
full of risks, having strange wants and curious needs put into their
members.

Imogene seemed the most rich in this" (p. 123).

Ben accepts

this knowledge and the fact that "a living present is thus more vibrant
19
than a legendery past"
in the act of returning the bone, in relinquishing
his buried treasure for the knowledge that his treasure really lies
with.in himself.
living.

20

He feels now a link with the dead as well as with the

He returns the bone which cannot be destroyed because "The

life urge which these buried bones once possessed has cleared and tilled
21
Thus, in reaching
the land and peopled it with all its inhabitants."
outward for a full and vital life, he, like Philly, "hopes for some order
in his own life as a result of affection for someone outside the self."

22

In general, the total meaning of the story does come out of the experience
of the story, but too many interruptions and Philly's refusal to relin
quish the material treasure cause the controlling theme of finding the
real treasure within to become obscure.

Although� Buried Treasure lacks organic unity, it redeems itself
to some extent in its complexity which is much greater than in Jin\1_1:_ing
in the Wind.
and symbolism.

A Buried Treasure contains aspects of realism, romanticism,
We find several characteristics of objective realism,

particularly in the description of setting.

Not only does Miss Roberts

give us a detailed descript5.on of the present· setting (pp. 60-61), she
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also gives an accurate description of the time during original settlements
in Kentucky (p. 66).

She describes the everyday experiences of the con

man, average farmer.

Iler farmers alµays talk like farmers, as we see

1'1hen Ben listens to a conversation carried on by Sims.

Sims continually

circles the field on the reaper and presents a new bit of_ dialogue as he
makes each turn (pp. 201-203).
living and city life.

�ile also see the contrast between country

For example, the conversation between the two city

robbers, Larkin and Grove, as they paint shows that even they find the
rigors of city life difficult: "Coal wagons, ice wagons, street cars,
wherever money passed freely, the new syster.1 establishe<l over all as a
blight" (p. 111).

The preacher warns of the evils of the_ city in his

sermon on Sodom, Lot, and his vife: the preacher "leaned over the assembled
gathering of farmers and cried out for the hardness of basalt an<l the
lean, impenetn1ble stiffness nnd lack-savor of those \-rho tm�n back toward
the cities where wickedness is conman and carelessness the rule of life-,
(p. 182).

Finally, Ben's realization of the importance of the here and

now suggests the author's use of objective realism.
}liss Rober ts uses subjective realism_ in !::_ Buried Treasure.

Unlike

Jingling in the Hind, she here develops the consciousness of two main
characters, Philly and Ben.
identity.

We first see Ben- struggling to acquire an

As he enters the Pigeon �iver country, he voids his memory of

his past: "He had wanted to become !1othing so that he might then try a
new way of being" (p. 67).

The land, upon his arrival, becomes a part

of his psyche: "and now and then tLe va3ue and continual query that
haunteJ his mind would take the form of some stated question, as 'Where
does color go when it fades fro:n the sky?' As, 'Where?' or '"tfuy? 1 or
'How is it thus?'

As if the land had in him become conscious, as if it
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would ask these things" (p. 67).

Ben cannot see order in the land, so

he decides to stay there in a �ubconscious attenpt to establish some
order within himself: "The country seemed dissevered, the parts unrelated,
the high thin quality of the last bell having no relation to the flat
metallic gonging of the first, having none with the deeply rutted creek,
none with the woman off at the low hamlet trading her wool and her feathers.
He decided to stay here" (p. 72).

Ben's growth of sensitivity results

from his relationship to the grave, bones, and people in the community,
especially Imogene.

When he arrives, he senses his closeness to the

graves: "he felt a deep and near relation to the graveyard as if he be
longed there nore than to any other place in the whole countryside" (p. 73).
The bones acquire special significance because they vivify his imagination
about the past: "His mind would go, again and again, to alJ. the parts that
go into the making of man, to all the curious tubes and contrivances and
juices that arc put over or within these calcine emblems i : (p. 87).

It

is the contrast he recognizes between these bones and young love (p. 90)
that causes him continually to puzzle over his relation to his past and
his present.

After he sees the two girls on horseback, vibrant and alive,

he decides to become closer to the people by finding work.

In this de

cision he ·feels "as if the eve of a new age had dawned" (p. 105).

When

he acquires a position at Stoner's, he begins �o feel a part of life: •�s
he settled to his seat and began to eat the rich hot food he felt that
he had come a long way, that he had been diverted sonehow from his in
tentions, but that presently all the frayed ends of experience would
gather the�selves together again'' (pp. 107-103).

Because of his knowledge

of the Blair treasure, he is brom;ht closer to the situation, and "!-te
wondered uhat his own p.qrt should be in the drama" (p. 121).

With his
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realization that Imogene represents the living, vit'll as11ect of life, he
deci<les to return the bone and accept the ·present monent.

Thus, the

author develops her character by showing his growth of sensitivity.
In a sinilar manner, I:iss Roberts develops the consciousness of
Philly.

The first time the·_ reader meets Philly she is examining the

life of the wood mites.

Just as life appears ''precious" (p. 4) to them,

it will become so for Philly.

With the discovery of the buried treasure

comes a sense of ne,-mess for Philly: "The pot went bad:. of everything she
knew and made there a new beginning" (p. 14).

But this newness is strang;e:

"She had come into a strange world, and all her fiber seemed to be touching
strangeness" (p. 21).

All her focus is forced on the kettle, and even

the land becomes vague and diffused (p. 33).

Not until her development

is near comnletion will the land a3ain draw her close (p. 127).

In coP1-

paring herself to Imogene, Philly recognizes not only her loss of youth
ancl beauty but also her inability to conceive a child.

This inward look

at herself and her feeling that the neighbors know her inwardl1• cause a
momentary wish to return to the time before the buried treasure, before
,·.

she was forced to examine herself: "She longed momentarily for the oldtime unconsciousness and ease, for the day when a hidden pot of money
had never come into her thou8ht" (p. 64).
a new day (p. 142).

Philly, like Ben, wishes for

This new day, however, cannot come until Philly can

accept what she and Andy have as well as what they lack.

In her recogni

tion of loveliness "without and within" (p. 261) she accepts her place
in Andy's life:

Philly's achieved state of order within herself is explained

in symbolic terms of the black heifer as it returns safely home and enters
the shelter: '"That way, now ... here ... head off on yon side.
set strai3ht. .. easy up, and she's in';; (p. 296).

How she's

Philly's failure to
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relinquish the T!laterial treasure, }10wever, undercuts this apparent ordering
T�erefore, Philly lacks the beautiful depth of consciousness
23
and psyche of Hiss r,oberts' s other heroines.
Emphasis on inner con-

in �er life.

sciousness is less broad in that the main concern is "the resolving of
obstacles to a free persona_l existence rather than upon one individual's
heroic struggles as they suggest the aboriginal aspirations and defeats
24
of mankind. 11
Therefore, the subjective realism is not as abundant in
this novel because the psychological aspect is not as seriously treated.
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Although! Buried Treasure has several aspects of realism, it in many
ways is a romantic novel.

The novel does express a love of nature and

a sympathetic interest in the past.

Rural life is idealized, and there

is a sense of the faraway, especially in the constant presence of the
moon as a sha:iow over the eraves.

Several playfuJ. scenes are described,

including the youthful play Hith the newlyueds (pp. 167-177), and par
ticularly the ending mulberry bush game (pp. 280-235).

The romantic

ending of A ouried Treasure parallels Shakespeare 1 s romantic comedy
A:Yiidsummer Ni��t' s Dream.

We can discover qualities of the pastoral,

masque, and folktale.

Similar to the pastoral, everything ends well as
26
Characteristic of the masque, therethe world is put back in order.

are nrelaxed pictorial character," ''speech passaees alternate with richly
pictorial nature scenes in a soraewhat stylized manner," and the "sensuous
27
The gold and midsu:nmcr night's meadow dance reflect a
ring dance."
28
quality of the folktale.
The use of the folktale is very fitting,
according to Earl Rovit, because the "theme places much emphasis on sexu
ality hath as a vehicle of love and as the generative factor in the life
29
of man."
Although the talk of frost and death indicate the constant
presence of tragedy in life, as the young play and form the great wheel�
all is resolved in a happy ending, a definite ronantic conclusion to the
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"f:Lve-part comedy.''
As sur,gcsted by Earl B.ovit, the symbolism in this novel differs from
the symbols in the author's other novels because these symbols are physical
30
rather than emerq,ing from stru3gles of man against and within nature.
Thus, the symbols in A Bur_iec!_ Treasure are physical objects, includinP;
the two buried treasures, wood mites and ants,·berries, the pullet, black
heifer, the wheel and midsummer night's dance,·. and the sexual symbol of
the pearls.
The buried treasures have been discussed under organic unity and
subjective realism, as has the significance of the pullet sucking its
egg.

Therefore, the first symbol to be examined is the use of wood mites

and ants.

The ants symbolize for Ben as do the wood mites for Philly
31
the persistence of nature and the order in life.
Philly imagines the

wood mites to be her neighbors as she calls out their names (p. 4), and
she recognizes nature's persistence in their continual presence: "They
were continually there; even burnt with the sticks they were always back
wherever wood was rotting" (p. 9).

Ben is disgusted with the ants that

eat his food and clean the bones of the dead, but he also is aware of
their persistence and the order they establish: "He had a great disgust
of the insects and he knew suddenly that tl1ey were under all the soil,
,.•orkinz in hurried aimlessness that somehow took purpose and order in
the whole mass of them" (p. 83).

Ben thinks of the ants in relation to

his ancestry, and the ants arc sonetimes confused uitl1 his past heritage:
"Ben thought of the wicle·-reaching branches of t!1e race families as they
were spread out in the charts in books, and he went back to the ants,
thinking tl1at their galleries under�round were lil�e the spreading and
dividing lines on the charts" (p. 18�).

Thus, when Ben and Philly discuss
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the ants (p. 212) and ,,;hen Ben tells Philly that he left the woods because
of lhe ants (p. 255), we understand the symbolic relationship to his past
and <lead bones.

As Ben realizes: "Thus do the bones of the Shepherds be

come, for a little while, the destiny of the ants" (p. 204).

The ants

and wood mites, therefore, -"attest to the profuseness of nature's non
sentient life, the abundance and intricacy of her forms, and the curious
32
manifestations of her energies."
Other symbols found as part of nature include the berries and black
heifer.

lfi1en Ilen eats the berries beside the graveyard, he feels a secu

rity and closeness with his forefathers who perhaps ate from the same
bush:

11

Going up the streafll, lookin� for the berries, he felt a deep and

near relation to the graveyard" (p. 73), and after collecting the berries,
"He wondered if he might live in the country for a little while as Harrod
had lived, getting his food directly from the beasts and the herbs.

The

abundance of the berries gave him a security beyond the hostility of the
birds, as if in the fruits the whole land contrived to establish him in
a way of life 11 (p. 74).

As already raentioned, the return of the black

heifer tndicates the order and harmony that has been reached, both in
Philly and Ben.
The midsummer night's dance and symbolic wheel serve to bring to,
gether the major themes of the novel.

The dance, which is a surviving

form of ancient fertility rites of Midsummer Eve, is both representative
of the past as well as the generative force of sexual love. It in effect
33
expresses man's union to man and to earth.
The dance brings Philly
34
back to he1� normal relationship with the land.
As the wheel turns,
so does the world: "The great wheel turned, making ready a world, a world
of mankind turning all together, Philly ancl Andy and Ronnie Rudds and
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old Bonnie, with all the eirls and boys of the farms.
the w�1eel turned under the moon, singin�" (p. 281).

As the earth itself
Thus, the turning

of the wheel of handclaspec. men an<l women symbolizes the past, present,
and future to be created from the force of scxunl love.
The last symbol to be examined is the sexual symbolism of the buried
treasure, particularly the two pearls.

The pearls are part of the treasu1:e_;

therefore, they become part of the whole of Andy's and Philly's shared
love.

They are the physical part of love, for the pearls, especially when

placed in the forepart of Andy's body, become symbolic of the male sexual
organ.

Because of her barrenness, Philly searches with keys in the se35
cret drawers, expressing her search for what her husband lacked.
After

she discovers their presence on his body, she questions why he has placed
them there: "But she <lid not know clearly wily .\ndy carrie<l them thus or
w;·1y he had hidden them from her unless he wished thus to increase his
value in his ovm eyes by adding these bits of precious treasure to his•
o,-m person to make up sol'!'ehow for �-,hateve.r he lacked ' 1 (p. 224).

Philly

f;i.ngers the pearls each night, but when she finds the� f,one, she is dissatisfied and disturbed.

The missing pearls symbolize that neither the
36
During the absence of the pearls Philly
treasure nor their love is whole.
recognizes that her loveliness is wit�1in and without, and that Andy brings
out her lov•�lincss.

Thus, the physical part of love is not all important,

as the pearls arc not the entire treasure.

With the return of the pearls,

ho�vever, .-\n.·ly' s and 'Philly's love again becomes ,,,.l,ole.

Thus, through the

sexual imaie of the pc:trls, � riss P.oherts presents the importance of both
physical and spiritual love.

In spite of apparent coMplexity, !:_ Bur_ied Treasure lacks intP-nsity.

4.'.f

The only aspect that approaches intensity is the questions asked by Philly
and Ben in their consciousness: whJ am I?, of �;hat am I a part?, and what
is my place in modern society?

The failure of intensity results from the

omission of a test or boundary situation and the lack of an ultimate
threat.

Because of these omissions, the answers to Ben's and Philly's

questions are not clearly developed or final.

Philly recognizes her in-

n,!r beauty an<l need for love, but much of her happiness seems to still
depend on the material wealth of the buried treasure.

Ben accepts his

place with the living, but he does not, as far as the reader knows, do
anything about it.

No hints of his future are giYen.

CHAPTER IV

HE SENT 'FO:lT!-1 A RAVEN

A Buried Treasure lacks intensity, organic unity, and never achieves
the degree of complexity needed to create a work of high aesthetic value.
Earl Rovit perhaps best summarizes the value and weaknesG of the novel
iri these terms: ' 1 It is, at its best, a playful, pastoral idyll, told with
an earthy robust humor and delicate charm; at its worst, it is two ill
connected short stories, forcibly held together by an unconvincing con1
trivance. 11
In addition to Jin�ling in the Wind, Elizabeth �.fad.ox Roberts experi
ments with satire in another novel, !IE:_ Sen!_ I'ortr1 �_:-aven.

This novel,

however, does not contain the high de�ree of fantasy and humc,r that
Jin$.!_ic.7,_ in the Wind has.

The author, therefore, establishes her·serious

themes in an atmosphere nore serious and hence n!ore successful than in
the fantastical settini of rainmakin� in Jin�lin?; in the Hind.
Puhlished in 1935 as ![iss �oberts' s sixth novel, He Sent Forth a Raven
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is an allef7.ory based on the Biblical ;foah story and a satire on Twentieth
Ccnturv chaos and disorder, especially during Uorld War I.

'I'he novel re-

cords the physical, mental, sexual, and spiritual growth of its heroine,
Jocelle Drake.

A constant influence on her development is her grand

father, Stoner Drake, who has defied the natural laws and God by vowing
never to set foot on God's green earth again after the death of his second
wife.

Hiss Roberts probably developed this idea from an actual account

of a Basil Hayden who swore never to walk on earth again if Lincoln were
elected.

Stoner persists in his defiance, and he runs his farm Wolflick

from an up:rrnr balcony as he runs those members of his family that are
present.

Having physically and spiritually destroyed his daughter

t�rtha by running off her lover, Stoner proceeds to rule Jocelle's life,
,,ho has coi:ie to Holflick after bein� deserted by her mother Katherine.
!for.,'.:!ver ., Jocelle receives her greatest violation from her cousin Halter,
who rapes her on his last desperate day before entering the war.

After

much strug3ling, Jocelle survives the physical and �ental degradation of
Halter's act by turning to the creativity found in the land and nature
and in human life through her lover Logan Treer.
He Sent Forth a Raven maint,dns a fair degree of or�anic unity.
Forn and content are inseparable, for what Niss Roberts is saying - that
modern existence is chaotic and disordered - is the way she says it episodes which are often disunified and fragmented.

As �1cDowell suggests,

there is a purpose in the less than clear structural line of the novel:
nGranted that a fragmented approach diminishes the reality of perip�1eral
characters, still such an elliptical, disconnected method intensifies our
sense of outward chaos; it helps also to engender the dreamlike and nightmare as;Jects of the book."

:·fiss Roberts succeeds in creating this atmos-

phere of disorder,_pRrticularly in the first chapter.

There are constant

4-1

shifts in time as we meet Joccllc at a.r:c four and a half,
twenty (p. 16), thirteen (p. 18), and eip,;ht (p. 21).

six (p. 14),

Cha!")ter Two bep;ins

with her as a child of seven.

This lack of chronology beautifully por5
trays the lack of certainty and order in Jocelle's childhood.
Jocelle moves to Wolflick, ·some sense of security results, and in accordance Hiss Roberts maintains chronology throughout the remaining chapters.

The author continues to present the events in Jocelle's history "abruptly
and tenuously, 11 however, for this incoherence successfully conveys :'the
impression of a chaotic world in w!-lich Jocelle, like all her conternporaries, must find her way. r;

By the end of the novel �-,ith the establishment

of order and unity, we night expect the story to become unified.
l·�cDowell writes that

0

Although

even at the end, ,-,here Jocelle' s sensibility is

most vibrant, He Sent Forth a Paven generates less an impression of sustained unity than of fragr.,entation,"

there is a reason for this disunity.

It illustrates the still chaotic and fra5stnented lives of Uartha, Dicken,
and Stoner.

Thus, :Iiss Roberts' s form perfectly reflects her content.

The lacl� of coherence and continuit�1 in }i.E:. Sent Forth a TT.aven ac
centuates Jocelle' s incoherent life.
are two other levels of action

Accor,linr; to Rovit, however, there

Stoner's defiance and the breakdown of

an individual spirit, ex?ressin::; both the
the 1 'macrocosm:' of the individual s;1irit.

s

p

•
11
microcosm
of the world and

The novel suffers here in

that the center is divided: it begins forcefully with Stoner's conflict
9
Thus, as
and vow, but i!ll..mediately centers on Jocelle 1 s tro;ibles.
Grant �1icht contends, the structure is partially hidden in a mcta10
physical fog.
The sense of conpleteness P.t the end of the novel derives fro!!l two
sources.

One is the impression of survival qnd creativity represented

oy Jocellc' s ::m<! Lor:;an 1 s baby <lauc;!ltcr Tioxanna.

Havine arrive(� at a
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feelin½ of order an<l unity, Joc2lle recognizes the reproductive force as
vitnl.

/\ sense of COI!lpleteness also results fro:n the grent Southern t! 1 el"!le

of the importance of lam.1.

Jocelle, Stoner, and I'ar tha will be able to

survive �dth Logan D1anazin8 their land, anJ J. T. will remain as mmer
of son�e of his own property.

Thus, the ide3 of survival on land is in;,or

tant.
In spite of the disunity, there are t,-10 organizing principles that

act as threads to hold the novel together.
unit is the use of allegory itself.

Tae most obvious organizing

ifamerous parallels with the Noah

story and synbols of Twentieth Century disorder will be discussed under
complexity.

A less obvious, thoug!1 important thread, is the use of

forceful arguments throughout the novel.

For example, there are several

arguments among Stoner, Logan, :!3riggs, and :Jickon concerning the origin
and significance of man and earth (pp. 53, 79, 123, and 148).

Other

important debates include Dickon' s natural law t:1eories versus Stoner's
defiance versus Brigg 1 s Hebraic relation of r.1an to �od t'.1.eory (p. 224),
and t}1e existence of chaos, war, and order (p. 108).

These argunents,

therefore, function as an organizing principle throughout the novel.
In order to maintain organic unity, a novel must possess convincing,

consistent, and comprehensible characters.

The characters in He Sent Forth

� Raven fall into three categories, sor:1e being more convincing, consistent,
and comprehensible than others.

The first grouping of characters includes

those who are never really close to Jocelle, the "uraithlike" characters
11
The characters who live. are those close to
Dicken, Bri�gs, and J. T.
Jocelle, including Walter, t!artha, and Logan.

Finally, the two main

characters Stoner and Jocelle create a separate category.
The wraithlike characters function as types or symbols within the
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allegory and, therefore, are unconvincing.
convincing as a religionist.

For example, Briggs is not

He is a somewhat fantastic figure out of

folklore who has "that limited kind of reality," but he is "too shadm-ry
12
nnd undeveloped to fasten upon the imagination."
Jack Hrigrs's.religiosity is somewhat artificial and contrived.

Appearing from nowhere as

a faded, dusty, anxious character reeking with the odor of beasts (p. 88),
Briggs fades in and out as he pleases, disappearing for great lengths of
time.

lle makes clear his immediate purpose: '"I'm here to preach to Stoner

Drake.

I'm here to preach him back outen hell if he's so headed' 11 (p. 90) ,

but he does not actually present his sermon until the end of the novel
when he insists to Stoner: "'Find your salvation before it's too late,
Stoner Drake.

Hend what you hurt.

Seek your salvation 111 (p. 242).

He

tells Stoner to ignore his pride and accept the universe for its goodness.
His prayer is artificial, however, for he reels off the words repeatedly
b:it never seems to grasp an understanding of their meaninis,

Not until

the end do we know the details of Briggs '·s conversion to religion some
eight years previous, and his story becomes contrived, artificial, and
quite sentimental as he tells how his drunken self met Jesus and accepted
the gospel of the Book (pp. 232-236).

As a preacher who does not under

stand his own words, Briggs therefore represents simple faith in the ·
13
the "Hebraic relation of man to his God" (p. 224).
allegorical structure,
Briggs makes an awkward and unconvincing attempt to appeal to Jocelle
by shavin� his beard: "Before cm'ling h� had shaved away his beard and now
a large, plump, reddened face, on which a constant paralytic smile played
at the left of the mouth" (p. 141).
to please you.
(p. 143).

He tells Jocelle: "'I s�aved it off

I heard it sai,l hc!ir is not pleasant to a young girl"'

This sexual atte1i;pt reoulses Jocelle, and she never allows
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Bri�P;S to get close to her.

Except in relation to Jocelle's overall

sexual growt;1, however, Briggs I s nction reuains aub,·ard and incomprehensiblc.

ITe is a static character and, other than in uniting Jocelle

and Logan in narriap;c, never p:rogrcsscs hc:rond being a ·wraithlike · figure.
AnotIH�r ;rraithli�:e cha.racter is the carpenter ':iickon, who functions
as an a,1tithesis to Brizgs.

A cynic,

He too is shadowy and undeveloped.

:::Jickon expounds the belief in im;,ersonal natural laws.

In his Cosraograph

Jocelle reads:
"Thus we see that aan, the upstart, the prig of the universe,
holds no place.

l!ot even a cog among the wheels.

The whole

mechanism turns, grinding out forms to pitch them over as the
engine goes humming along at a �erry pace, and nothing in the
whole panoply of phantasmagoria cares if he falls out or in,
but you 17'.ight hear a thundering guffaw on 1-'.ount Olynpus �vhen
he tumbles a headlong back into Chaos" (p. 102).
Thus, Dickon represents reason and skepticism. He views mankind as
14
"atomic stench"
where "'�Joho<.ly cares as much as the spit out of your
mouth what goes with any part of it'n (p. 231).

Dickon ren:ains in the

background, however, as he is never completely identified with the ma;i.n
character.

Jocelle sees hir.1 as an old devil: !'She laughed when she had

finished. 'Jhe old devil,' she said, 'hThat's his name?
with us to stay awhile'" (p. 102).

Beelzebub.

Here

Dickon does come forth as a hm:1orous

character at times, particularly when he is ridiculing Briggs.

The reader

cannot help laughing at Briggs's story of conversion w;·1en Dickon states:
''I wish Jes:.is would tell you a�ain to open.
o-..it.

You about wore that plo.cc.

�:a;rbe if :you I d get drunk again, you' cl �et a neu place in the

J,t.,

Book'" (p. 233).

To Jocelle, however, his humor is not constant, for he

reminds her of Walter's violent act and her burning the clothes: "His
face near, his voice seemed to come from beyond his rough eyebrows that
were tangled and intergrown, gray and black, curled and twisted as if
the hairs were matted together, and she thought on the instant of the
tangled jungles of wild growth near the creek and the obliterated burnt
place there" (p. 220).

His only function is in the allegory, a contrast

to Briggs, and Dickon does not appear as a convincing, consistent, or
comprehensible character.

Dickon, like Briggs, moves in shadows.

A third wraithlike character is J. T., who functions more as an in
fluence on Jocelle than do Briggs and Dickon.

Miss Roberts neglects to

present J. T. as an individual being, however, and he therefore never ap
pears convincing.

Jocelle recognizes in J. T. the necessity of both

truthfulness and love: "Wanting no distinction beyond that which the
truth gave, she delighted in truth-telling.

She saw then that J. T.,

when he came, reported each thing carefully, seeming careless of the mat
ter, as if truth were an ordinary occurrence11 (p. 56), and '" The best
hour?

What?' J. T. cried out.

'What is it?

It's the hour he first
That's what I call the cli

falls in love and knows she loves him back.
max'11 (p. 113).
being.

She takes these ideas from J. T. and fuses them in her

Unlike Briggs and Dickon, J. T. does not function in the allegory

other than to pose the question to Stoner:
house should catch fire?

11

1

What would you do if the

House burn down?'" (p. 115).

J. T. remains a wraithlike figure because the author manipulates
him for her own purposes.

For instance, Miss Roberts presents J. T. as

weak in the end of the novel.

He refuses to stay at Wolflick, "a sinking

ship" (p. 21i-8), and Jocelle bitterly declares:

11

'It's said the rats leave
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a ship that's sinking.

The rats leave it';' (p. 249).

Jocelle later

gives J. T. a part of the land, but we never know whether he returns to
negate his final statement: "'I'm gone for good, forever.

You needn't

You needn't call me back 111 (p. 249).

say I didn't warn you.

Thus,

Hiss Roberts does not creat_e J. T. as a convincing, consistent, or com
prehensible character because he never becomes a unique or clear per
sonality.
The second category of characters is more convincing because they
are close to Jocelle and her development. Walter is most convincing as
15
an "unknown soldier"
who desperately wants a chance to live life-fully:
11

What I want is to get the thing over.

thing for myself.

Want to be some

Can't remember sometimes who I am or what

was't I had in mind.

God! they're slow, the whole damned lot

of 'em is a slow lot of bitches.
chance to be myself.

I want life.

Action.

Show me something to hit and I'll drive

a blasted hole straight through, hindsides and fore.
they're slow.

A

Feel sometimes like

l

God!

could pitch damnation

into the whole war front" (p. 136).
He recognizes the inevitability of war and so decides to enlist: '"I'll
not wait for any draft.
puken age.

I want to get the thing over ••••

God, it's a

I want to be something in my own name"' (p. 129).

The author

portrays a desperate, confused, and lonely character on the last days
before his departure: "Walter wandered through the house, never wanting
to go to his bed in the west room below stairs, never wanting to be left
alone on the porch.

He was lonely, desolate, dreading departure, wanting

to be already gone" (p. 159).

Walter violates Jocelle's body, symbolic
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of the "violence done by war to life itself."

16

Explained as his 11 over17
weening impulsiveness brutalized by the stress of war,"
the rape be-

comes more than a drunken, desperate attempt to cling to life and love.
Not only does the act force Jocelle to be a part of the outer chaos of
war, it also becomes the act from which she can discover her real sexual
and spiritual being.

Walter, although he appears only briefly in the

novel, touches Jocelle and remains a product of Twentieth Century war
We, therefore, can easily accept his violence and death.

and destruction.

Martha, Stoner's daughter, is also alive.

She alternates between

a shadowy figure crushing the night fires and a real person caring for
and aiding Jocelle in her growth.

She and her name itself, recalling the
18
sister of Lazarus, symbolize devoted service and duty.
From the first

picture of her we see Martha as subservient to her father: "His daughter,
Martha, stood behind her father's chair, or she brought a small jug of
sweet cider 11 (p. 4).

As a night ghost she visits each hearth and covers

the fire: "The half-musical scraping of the shovel went as the last sound
through the house, and it fell on the young, drowsing ears of Jocelle,
of the young men, J. T. and Walter, as some useless and imperative ceremony.

Walter had called this midnight visitation of the woman and the

shovel the Curfew, and later the name was applied to the woman alone" (p. 15).
Martha, as a devoted daughter would, recognizes the loneliness of her
father: "It saw, in this moment of vision, underneath feeling and dutiful
devotions, the lonely Will, the desire of the heart, housed within walls,
blowing wild notes on a conch-horn 11 (pp. 16-17).

Reaching out beyond a

lonely existence, Martha decides to make her secret lover known.

While

Wayne is at Wolflick, however, Stoner accuses the two of evil and forces
Wayne to leave:

1

11

Go eat with the hogs, I say.

A whore and a whore-catcher.

.J.J

Go on.

Go take your harlotry out into the bushes 11 ' (p. 83).

Martha's

deterioration begins, and she never is a forceful character again.

After

fever, delirium, and temporary deafness (pp. 84-85), she grows old and
thin: "Martha was thin and of transparent pallor, sitting in the sun"
(p. 125), and "She seemed to be aging although she was but thirty-six"
(p. 125).

She is constantly alone, and the fragments she writes reflect

the few bits and pieces left of her life: "and·to Martha indoors, where
she tended the housekeeping or wrote fragments of herself onto fragmentary
sheets of paper, rhythmic lines and half-rhymed experience, drawn down
into a few hard, tender sayings" (p. 107).

She remains dutiful, waiting

on her father and crushing the nightly fires, but she cannot control
her anger and hate within her mind.

She does not forget, "not for one

day" (p. 175), her father's accusations, and she finds release in a wish
for his death by fire: "'I burned the house down over his head.
body else gone.

Nobody but Drake in it.

the time the deafness left me.

I burned it down.

Every

It was about

Day after day I burned it down rn (p. 208).

Al.though not the constant and forceful character that Miss Roberts was
capable of creating, Martha emerges as consistent and comprehensible in
the slight view the author allows us to have of her at Wolflick.
The most convincing, consistent, and comprehensible minor character
is Logan Treer.

Miss Roberts's success in creating this character de

rives from his being both a real person vital to the action and a symbol
vital to the theme.
flock of sheep.

He emerges as a healer, protecting the Wolflick

His kneeling, blood-spattered body at first revolts

Jocelle, but when he stands Jocelle changes her opinion: "She was pleased
that he should arise and become beautiful after his ugliness as seen
squatting on the stable floor" (p. 104).

Logan's idealism heralds his
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belief in a new man, a new future of cooperation rather than competition
to come after the war: "'We'll have a new man.
peace.

Good sense and a just

No blubber. Able to pool his interests with his neighbor's.

The author relates Logan's theory of
19
sharing, and he represents the "fellowmenship" common to all men,
a
The co-operative man' 11 (p. 126).

theory that is
founded upon a man's oneness with his fellowmen, his fellow
man-ship.

Deeper than his personal desire, there is in every

man a need for his kind. Language itself depends upon a
sharing of many men.

No man ever made speech.

The mind de

pends upon language, words, arranged images that have been
named by other men, all men.... Han is a collective creature,
a focus where many men, dead or living, come together.

His

tools came to him from many men, any tool you might name being
built up of centuries of man-experience ••••

A world of shared

experience would at last lead to a world of shared goods,
shared comforts, shared security

(p. 148).

Logan naturally objects to war (p. 181), and he suffers as a result of
his convictions.

In this he becomes a symbolic prophet: "His sufferings

herald those which the race must endure before a better social order can
20
Opposition to Logan indicates the rejection of idealistic
evolve."
theory, but with Jocelle's help, Logan is able to overcome the inadequacy
of theory in the reality of existence.

This reality and his part in

creating Roxanna make him "a natural source in his own right, a source
21
Thus, Logan is convincing in his acceptance of
of life and renewal. n
life with Jocelle, consistent in his continual hope for a better future,
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and comprehensible in his sadness that the new age and new man were not
immediate results of the war.

He recognizes that to find "some quiet,

untroubled place, some place whose war story was not their own story"
(p. 227), would be difficult, and therefore Logan remains as manager of
Wolflick with his wife and child.
Stoner Drake, one of the two main characters in He Sent Forth!!. Raven,
weakens organic unity because he is usually less than convincing and com
prehensible.

Although not the center focus of the novel, Stoner is always

a controlling presence in the background.

He is static, however, for the

author never develops him beyond an eccentric, :rmostly a caricature of a
22
man at odds with the universe."
He makes his vow (p. 3), carries it
out, reiterates it after he learns of Jocelle's rape (pp. 187-188), and
the novel ends with him still inside.

We learn little else of Stoner,

except his defiance, bitterness, constant desire to understand existence
yet refusal to listen to anyone, and his cruelties to Martha and Jocelle.
Stoner, in brief, assumes that he has been personally punished but refuses to recognize that "he also must, like the rest of mankind, suffer
23
,·.
and endure."
Unlike Noah, Stoner defies God and voluntarily imprisons
24
himself.
Like Prometheus and Ahab, Stoner challenges God for the secret knowledge of the universe, but he never reaches the magnitude, the
25
1,1ynamic passion, nor "fullness of being" of these two characters.
He
:i,s not a "daring force" like Ahab, nor is he an important "brooding pres
ence in the background to whom all else in the novel must inevitably
r�late" as is Roger Chillingworth.

26

Stoner's pride defeats him, and

tqe prevailing phallic image of his pointing finger becomes ironic in
his inability to create anything (p. 47).

In the end he is only com

pr�hensible as a pathetic old man who not only ruined his life and his
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daughter's, but can no longer even remember why (p. 254).

Although he

has rejected the natural laws of Dickon, exemplified in his banishing
Dickon (p. 238), he never can accept the salvation described by Briggs.
He tells Briggs: ,:'Get back off me with your words.
and away now'" (p. 243).

See't you get back

His only remaining strength is to keep the

land (p. 250), and this is possible only through Jocelle and Logan.
organic unity is weakened by the character Stoner.

Thus,

As McDowell states:

"Stoner's savage indignation is mostly sentimental since it so far exceeds
The vow he makes is contrived, and it

its realized cause in the novel.

registers more as an idiosyncrasy of an egocentric man than as the vehe27
mence of a large though embittered soul."
If unconvincing and imcomprehensible, Stoner is at least consistent.
Stoner possesses an inner contrast or conflict, for one minute he is
cruel and bitter, the next kind and gentle.
different personalities alternate.

Throughout the novel these

As the author writes: nThe fine lines

about his mouth seemed ready to break with grief or mirth'' (p. 46).
Stoner expresses outwardly his love for Jocelle: "His large body leaned
forward toward her.

He kissed her forehead.

along her small arms n (p. 22).

His hands brushed lightly

He usually treats his guests with kind

ness, offering them every aspect of hospitality: "Sitting thus, always
in dignity, carving slices of roasted beef for the plates beside his
elbow, he seemed paternal, benign, patient, even affectionate.

He of

fered the food quietly, without speech, as if he offered charity, as if
he gave in pity for their eager physical hungers" (p. 110).

His final

act of generosity and kindness is giving the lantern to Jocelle, the
symbol of the endurance of generations (p. 204).

In constant opposition

to this gentleness, however,· is Stoner's dominating defiance and cruelty.
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The reader usually views Stoner in his hearth-side chair demanding knowl
edge of man and the universe (p. 118), or in his lookout blasting out
his orders: "The sharp blast on the horn or the cry of the ball told of
him at the lookout place.
was gone.

The clatter of feet was remembered after he

He being themselves in essential acts and opinions, he being

the outspoken act, calling defiance for all from the upper bridge" (p. 166).
Stoner cannot accept Martha's lover (p. 83) or Jocelle's lover (p. 225).
In simplest terms, Stoner "was not of the earth which he numbered" (p. 176).
The final picture of him returning to the hearth, "His smile came and
went faintly moving his thin face.

He walked back to the hearth and sat

in his accustomed place" (p. 255), is consistent with his character: "As
the fire of Stoner's own spirit flickers out, his defiance dwindles. He
becomes a man worn out by his consuming hatred of God, a man who would
continue to rage if he were still capable of physically expressing his
28
vehemence."
Jocelle, the central focus of the novel, is the only character who
is totally convincing, consistent, and comprehensible.

She grows phys

ically, mentally, sexually, and spiritually and is a product of both her
environment and heredity: "this growth is shaped from without, as in the
influence of Jocelle's environment on her concept of what truth is, but
:Lt also shapes from within, as in the sudden uninfluenced vision of truth
29
itself."
Jocelle's physical growth, explained in the first three chapters,
accompanies her beginning mental, sexual, and spiritual development.
example, Jocelle fears as does any child.

For

She avoids her domineering

grandfather: "Jocelle, a child eight years old, lately come back to live
at Wolflick, walked past her grandfather's chair in terror while he sat
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brooding, being thankful if she was forgotten" (p. 21).

She fears for

Dickon's future when she learns he believes in nothing: "'He'll be struck
dead someday by lightning"' (p. 32).

Even her physical growth frightens

her, and she attempts to hide her development and feeling of transience:
Then Jocelle hated her increased frame and she would look down
with shame upon her hands and legs that seemed coarse and large.
She would try to draw her thin knees under her dress when she
sat down.

Her mother's large, shapely form stood high above

her or bent suddenly to sit in a chair.

A conviction had been

settled upon her; she must ·not outgrow her clothes.

Her life

in the town seemed temporary then, a season of unwanted growth,
and this illusion of impermanence was strengthened by the knowl
edge that her mother did not own the house in which she lived.
Her mother owed rent for the house (p. 34).
Jocelle does not like her mother's boyfriend, and she refuses to kiss him
or even to recognize him as giving her gifts: "Jocelle would not play
with any toy he gave her until she had subtracted it from the giver, un
til she had made a convincing pretense that it had come from some other"
(p. 36).

And the day Jocelle's mother forces her to leave, fear dominates

her small frame� "Her memory was drowned in impermanence and fear" (p. 41).
In addition to early fears, Jocelle also is convincing in her crav
ings for attention and love.

She often lies to gain this attention:

''She would lie to save herself from blame or to enhance her importance,
to make her presence somehow notable" (p. 45).

She even lies to herself

about her mother: "She hid a letter from the mailbox out at the road
gate under a stone beside the pond in the front pasture.

The geese came

and pecked at the stone, but she left it hidden there and conceived that
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it had come from Katherine.

When her grandfather. complained of an un

answered letter and watched closely all the mail that was brought, she
left the hidden piece lie, still pretending it was her own" (p. 46).
Jocelle's imagination actively creates fantasies that she, as any child,
enjoys.

She pretends she has read her school lesson only once when in

reality she has been over it three times (p. 53).

She even creates a

fictional place in her mind, a place abundant in imagery of creativity:
"There would be a river bank carpeted with flowing grass that would bend
in a light wind, the whole grass flowing with the turning of the hills.
The water would be clear and clean and it would ripple in the sun.
she said, it would be, and thus" (p. 24).

Thus,

Therefore, Miss Roberts's

careful depiction of Jocelle's early life makes her a more convincing,
consistent, and comprehensible character.

Jocelle's early life parallels

her later and fuller development after she emerges from the group at the
30
seminary.
Jocelle grows mentally, spiritually, and sexually at the seminary
as she first discovers her identity as a part of the girls and later
away from the group.

Although she has previously accepted the importance

of truth as a step towards maturity: "When Jocelle was in her thirteenth
year, she had come upon her, as a slowly growing appearance or a vision,
a knowledge of truth, of the truth 11 (p. 155), Jocelle has not yet been
able to find a place for herself.

In seeing the group of running girls,

however, she immediately recognizes herself as a part of them: "and she
quivered and sobbed with joy at the sight of them, assuming a part with
them while they yet ran lightly over the pavement" (p. 59).

More impor

tant, Jocelle for the first time recognizes the opposite sex, and her
girlish giddiness typifies her first experience with love (p. 67).

Her
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rose-pink dress expresses, however, that she is not fully mature sexually
(p. 68).

After Jocelle emerges from the group with a self-identity, she can
complete her development.

Hiss Roberts describes most of her remaining

growth in sexual terms, for only through her sexual relationship with
Walter and acceptance of the act as symbolic can Jocelle complete her
total growth.

She accepts the importance of love in all its effect.

After Martha and Wayne have gone, Jocelle realizes the need of human
relationships: "Falling asleep, she waked suddenly with a clear vision
of passion, of joy, of human delights as derived from interchanges with
another.

The appearance was so vivid that her first thought was that

the absent had returned, that they had come into the room" (p. 182).
Jocelle soon thereafter sees Logan, and he becomes "beautiful" (p. 104)
before her eyes.
1

She remains sexually innocent, however, and her question

''What is the best part of a man? 1 ·' (p. 131) receives laughter: "They

looked at the ground, asking themselves, each in his own wcl.y.

Hartha

pulled at her scarf and smiled, subtract_ing the- query from sense.
scratched at the bridge of his nose with a fingernail.
be any best?' he asked.
whatever it is.'

Walter

'Why would there

J. T. spoke almost at once: 'The soul, I reckon,

In the quiet that followed this speech, Logan and Walter

looked at her with amiable surprise" (p. 131).
Jocelle's sexual innocence comes to an abrupt end with Walter's
raping her.

Earlier, in trying to understand the war, she has viewed

Walter as the "mass of all the young men of the country 1 ' (p. 130) and
determines to know the war herself: ''She resolved deeply within to know
the war as they would know, to be equal with them or better in knowing"
(p. 130).

Her fear of war does not cease, however, as she visions the
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fighting men: "They brought fire and terror, destruction, their path be
ing a path of devastation" (p. 140) and "She was fleeing out: toward the
fields, toward the north to hide somewhere in the creek gullies among
the sDelving rocks, but there was no security (pp. 140-141).

She becomes

a part of the war through this violent act, and she emerges from it phys
ically, mentally, sexually, and spiritually exhauste�.

She fears that,

like the cackling hen "having laid an egg, screaming over the monstrous
awfulness of the thing that she had done; she had continued life" (p. 166)�
she might :'give birth to some further monstrosity of war, as if war would
tear a Gargantuan, incestuous birth through her breast ll (p. 167).
Jocelle's recovery from this act is convincing in its slowness.
turns within and to the outer world to find a power ·to sm�vive.

She

Her first

act to rid herself of the �ernory of the rape is a physical and natural
one - she burns the clothes (p. 165).

Even in this violent act she sub

consciously recognizes that only through a creation in nature can the
stains of the hideous act be concealed: l!In an agony of despair she car
ried the stones back to the creek bed and left the dark scar of the burning
clearly visible, trusting that the rains would obliterate much of it and
the late summer vegetation would spring up to hide the rest ll (p. 165).
She finds release and comfort in nature as she prepares to raise a flock
of white plymouth rock chickens.

She recognizes both their creative

power and their desire to live (p. 191).

Springtime brings with it a

rebirth in nature and in Jocelle: "With the passing of the spring she
had become hearty, ripened with her delight in her fowl and with the warm
sun" (p. 193).

Jocelle approaches the point of full maturity when she

offers herself to Logan: "she stood before him in the late glow of the
sunset, flushed inwardly with her desire to serve him, to give him what
ever he might need:' (p. 196).
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Logan's rejection of her, however, causes a setback in Jocelle's
development.
(pp. 200-201).

She desires to burn the papers he has given her to keep
News of Walter's death ends her comfort in her fowls,

and she pictures Logan with_ difficulty: "The dead man made of Logan an
even more nebulous unreality'' (p. 208).

The only solution she can de

rive results from her sexuality: "a conviction grew upon her that she
should put himself and her troubled love out of her mind by substituting
some other,, (p. 208).

She turns to Bob Terry, but "The presence of this

one made the other more actual" (p. 213).
covery.

Thus, she again mounts to re

She now can accept all that surrounds her - the rape, death,

war, and Logan - and she determines ,: to make, here, an order, a peace
through her own person set to rights, and to make comfort and pleasure
for the other one 11 (p. 218).

She marries Logan, and as a completion of

her maturity, she produces a child.

The last picture we have of Jocelle

expresses her successful development and acquisition of strength, for

..

she insists on her ability to stay afloat (p. 248) and to maintain pos-·
session of the land (pp. 254-255).

Thus, Jocelle grows consistently

throughout the novel until she reaches the point of physical, mental,
sexual, and spiritual maturity.

She, unlike some of the other characters

in the novel, is convincing, consistent, and comprehensible.
Another requirement for organic unity is action believability and
meaning.

Since the action in He Sent Forth a Raven is more external than

in some of Miss Roberts's other works, we can examine several scenes to
prove the maintenance of organic unity.
is credible.

Action in He Sent Forth a Raven

For instance, Jocelle's slow recovery from the rape is

much more believable than would be a quick, sudden comeback.

The rape

itself is understandable in terms of Walter's desperation, and the action,
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therefore, maintains a logic of motivation.

Niss Roberts describes

Walter as "drunk with distress and farewells" (p, 161), and his final
attempt to cling to something beautiful and alive and real results in
his raping Jocelle.

Jocelle's bu�ning the clothes is logically motivated,

for the only way she knows ·to erase the physical act is in destroY:ing the
physical reminder of it.
meaningful.

The action in He Sent Forth a Raven is also

Walter's death is not sentimental, but rather it serves to

confuse Jocelle by adding more chaos to her being and dimming Logan.

His

death "not only beclouds her emotional life but deepens her moral per31
ceptions as well."
Stoner's vow, although somewhat contrived, serves
to contrast his lack of strength to endure with Jocelle's power to survive.
The themes develop naturally from the action in the novel.

The

agony of modern society results in man's questioning his place versus
the laws of nature and God and "his conflict between individualism and
32
communal well-being. ''
Another important theme that develops naturally
�rom the Jocelle story is the individuality of the soul in spite of the
33
Ultimate hope for survival,
soul being a merging of individual traits.
however, is again pictured in the ultimate power of love and marriage.
Although Jocelle does struggle for order within and without, the strug
gle is not as dominant as in some of Miss Roberts's other works because
Jocelle's identity problem never reaches the scope or force of some of
Miss Roberts's other heroines,

Jocelle's and Logan's marriage and pro

duction of Roxanna, however, exemplify the final hope: "in whose marriage
the life-creating principles of courage as the condition of individual
34
existence and love as the salvation of society are united."
The novel,
therefore, presents the total meaning of love as the answer to all (p. 226),
and the need for determination and strength to survive (p. 248) as a
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result of the establishment of order (pp. 252-253).

Miss Roberts maintains a fair degree of organic unity throughout
He Sent Forth a Raven.

Slight weaknesses result from the creation of

characters that are sometimes too shadowy to be convincing.

Although a

reader might have difficulty in picking up the novel and immediately be
coming a part of the story again in Chapter One because of the lack of
chronology, the remainder of the novel is straight-forward and clear.
No part could be removed without altering the story, particularly the
allegorical meaning.

Therefor,a, Miss Roberts's novel possesses organic

unity.
In addition to organic unity, He Sent Forth� Raven is complex in
its two levels of credibility, realism and symbolism.

Although the novel

functions on a realistic and symbolic level, objective realism is severely
limited, and the novel does not contain the high degree of subjective re
alism found in Miss Roberts's greatest works.

Miss Roberts creates beau

tiful symbolism, however, which contributes not only to complexity but
to intensity.
He Sent Forth a Raven lacks objective realism and, therefore, is
not the regional work that many of her other novels become.

The author

presents o�ly a few hints that the novel is Southern, one in discussing
tobacco as the money crop (p. 132).

Also, Miss Roberts describes the

Kentucky hills (p. 182), indicating the importance of land to the South
erner.

And, the author often refers to the Negro slaves who are nurse

maids (p. 10) and farm helpers (pp. 11, 14).

There are only a few scenes

in which objective realism is used, such as in the description of the
house (pp. 6-7).

Earl Rovit explains this lack of realism in terms of

Miss Roberts's ustng a poetic setting which becomes consistent with her
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grand themes using Ahab, Prometheus, and Lear.

35

Allegory and satire,

therefore, undercut the objective realism.
Although objective realism is weak, Campbell and Foster insist that
this weakness is overcome by "the powerful emotional impact of spiritual
36
realism."
He Sent Forth a Raven does not totally possess Miss Roberts's
"life is from within" principle, but the author does emphasize to some
extent Jocelle's interior characterization and growth.

Wagenknecht recog

nizes Miss Roberts's ability to pass over a crucial event and then to
37
linger "for many pages over the elucidation of a mental state."
· For
example, the rape scene is not described in the novel, but several pages
describing Jocelle's imagination, consciousness, and psyche follow:
"Jocelle's turbulence and her disorder of mind find forceful expression
in a vivid, somewhat incoherent rhetoric notable for its dynamic, dis38
cordant images and for its staccato, disjointed rhythms.rr
By examining
several passages when Jocelle's inner thoughts dominate, we can view
Miss Roberts's use of subjective realism as well as Jocelle's struggle
to establish order within herself so as ·-to have order in her outer world.
Jocelle often sees herself as part of something other that herself.
For example, she inwardly sees herself as an extension of the cow she is
milking: "She would sit, looking upward, her eyes half closed, as if the
milking were some part of her own nature, as if she felt a faint passion
with it and lost herself in it, a half-smile on her drowsy brown face"
_(p. 18), and as a part of the girls at the seminary: "she saw herself
as reflected and reflecting endlessly, her life pitched now to the gentle
fervor of the girls, her mates" (p. 65).
Jocelle's thoughts are important to her, and she recognizes her
inability to order all things: "A faint haze of things known and unknown
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spread around her.

Those things which she could never bring together

into a pattern of thought were left unrelated, floating in a fog" (p. 37).
She easily destroys things through her mind.

For instance, she imagines

that a grotesque stone, symbolic of sterility, is Dicken, and "She rolled
the horned-stone to a spot.before the cow-stable door, and when the cows
dropped their little upon it, she was content" (p. 49).

Jocelle's mental

growth leads to an understanding of the importance of truth (p. 55) and
knowledge: "Superiority came through an ability to retain, for all ideas
flowed freely and were shared openly" (p. 63).

Jocelle realizes through

her inner self that, no matter what, she will. always be herself: "'Any
way, I'll still be Jocelle 111 (p. 68).
Jocelle's consciousness and imagination dominate most of the novel
after the rape scene, as has been suggested.

The violent act of the

rape forces Jocelle to become a part of the war and chaos of the time:
"lying still afterward, when her brief sleep had passed, contemplating
now the despairing act of the departing soldier, it seemed to her, brood
ing on the nature of man, that the war had rolled its waves forward to
include herself, to float her back into itself on the tides of her own
spent and angry flesh 11 (p. 163).

She, therefore, must attempt to create

some order within herself and on the outer world.

She looks at herself

outwardly and inwardly: nThrough these ready reports and present confusions
went a constant theme that ran on a continuous thread - herself, her life,
from the first remembered mists of knowing to the present.

It swung out

ward in a curve and arrived at the present moment, making a sharp thrust,
including all of time as known to her" (p. 167).

She cannot yet discover

peace within, so Jocelle, in an attempt to release herself from the ter
rible act and its torments on her mind, tells Nartha of the rape: :rwantinP,
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to bring an end to these dull and negative changes, her mind being empty
of every wish to please, wanting to set nothing beside nothing and make
an end, she began to speak'' (pp. 172-173).

Jocelle continues to try to

become a part of the outer world: !'She tried to assume the real of things,
to place herself again in the life illusion.

She took from her drawer

a length of bright cloth to whip herself into an interest in its value'!
(p. 177).

She fails, however, because she has not yet established order

within.
Jocelle discovers strength in her feelings for Logan, but his re
jection of her causes inner weeping: "Her voice would have told of her
tears, and so she sat for a half-hour, quiet without but, from moment to
moment, weeping within n (p. 197).

She no longer wants to face her inner

consciousness: "She determined that she would have no more storms or
scenes within.

She would, she determined, move along candors and clear

seeing'' (p. 199).

The disorder within is paralleled by outer disorder

signified by the wild crab-grass: ''The wild crab-grass had spread over
the fields, a late growth that came if the season were wet" (p. 205).
Without success she tries to forget Logan, but her only hope of doing
this, she feels, is to substitute some other:
Having tried and tried again to remove the troubled relations
from herself and to fortify her being against the distresses
that attended her, she would, she contrived, order her life
otherwise.
she said.

"I'll save out what's wanted and smother the rest,"
"You can't tear it out.

There's always a root left

back that grows big in a few minutes.
That's the only way.
is" (p. 209).

Fasten it on another.

The thing's mine anyway, whatever it
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She fails to do this, however, and must seek another answer.
The armistice brings peace to the outer world.

Jocelle decides that

she too must make order and peace within herself, and that with Logan she
can find the necessary strength to endure.

She produces a child, and on

the night of her baby's birth Jocelle recognizes inner and outer order:
"And thus, a clear design, the mind, common to all men, it pointed an
index, to a communal sharing which was religious, the sharing of the com
mon mental pattern where individual traits merged" (pp. 252-253).

In an

acceptance and understanding of the past and hopes for the future, Jocelle
finds order within.

Her total awareness and sensitivity increase and

direct her to become the mature woman - physically, mentally, sexually,
and spiritually ·- that she is at the end of the novel.

Miss Roberts uses

subjective realism to make this development possible and comprehensible:
From the earliest recollections in Anneville to her final self
realization in the last pages of the novel, Jocelle moves lightly
within the chaos of conflicting passions and dread finalities of
chance and circumstance, imposing th� order of her being in a
positive affirmation of the life force.

Her life is a moving

document of Miss Roberts' "life is from within" principle, and
she takes her high place as one of Niss Roberts' steady, inte39
grative creators of order.
The primary level of credibility in He Sent Forth a Raven is symbolism.

Although there are numerous incidental symbols, such as the

wild crab-grass (p. 205), representing outer disorder, and car driver
(p. 112), representing "the generality of men who obscure their aims
40
the main recurrent symbols can
by meaningless and erratic activity,"
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be grouped into four major categories.

These include the Noah flood

symbols, animal imagery, war symbols, and sexual symbols.
Perhaps the most obvious as well as the most artificial use of sym
bolism is the Biblical symbols of Noah, the ark, and the flood.

Miss

Roberts describes the land ·as if it were a sea: "and the landscape was
not unlike the swell of an active sea, lifting in large billows or sink
ing into a trough" (p. 17), and later, "Bright water churned over high
ocean stones and lay out laterally rising and falling, a bright flow, a
tide, themselves out in the dimpling sea, themselves here in the sun be
fore the stables" (p. 134).

The final picture of the house expresses

this same connection with the sea: "Jocelle leaned against the rail of
the porch at the south and felt the house float and swim in its ocean
of greenery" (p. 251).

Like the ark, the house becomes remote: "Thus

Wolflick became year by year a more remote place, lying far, on a cross
road" (p. 17).

The structure of the house recalls a ship.

The lookout

ts Stoner's place of command: "Above, he walked the length of the upper
hall to a small door at the rear that gave onto a small balcony looking
toward the barnlots and the fields" (p. 7).

He even decides to build a

bridge and new outlook, again recalling the Biblical account: "Drake, at
this time, devises to build an open passage or bridge from the rear of
the upper hallway to extend across the open space below and reach the
roof of the cabin.

Here, on this roof, he would build an outlook" (p. 49).

Dickon, the carpenter, describes it as "'a bridge to walk over on and the
Red Sea can go swish-floppety'" (p. 51).

Even the pigeons resemble sea

gulls: "Now several pigeons, like seagulls, walked on the railing of the
bridge" (p. 122).

Preacher Briggs relates the Biblical Noah story on

several occasions, and he points out the symbolic significance for present
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so�iety as well as Stoner's similarity to Noah: "'Mankind alive.
you it's so, like I say.

I tell

We are still waiting for the waters to dry and

the dove to find a foot-hold, a resten place for the sole of her foot"'
(p. 109).

God shut Noah inside the ark for protection; Stoner shuts

himself inside the house for isolation.

Although Miss Roberts objected

to critics' assigning specific characters to the "he" and "raven" in the
41
title,
it is difficult not to assume that Jocelle is the raven-type
character, the one who possesses the strength and moral courage to sur42
vive the "isolation, outer degradation, and inner darkness."
Early
in the novel she assumes the role of a bird: "She would lift in mind
through the air to hover at each man's shoulder when he spoke, a·bird of
strong wings and sharp beak, black and invisible, going to and fro above
their heads, over their breasts, including them and herself to itself,
in their voices, moving with their words, never at rest 11 (p. 52).

As a

raven character, Jocelle first settles the wilderness and becomes the
43
herald to chaos.
The dove that can then follow, bringing peace and good
44
will for the new world, is Logan.
Stoner, unlike Noah, refuses to leave
his ark, and only the raven-spirited are free to survive future storms:
"'As long as the old tug floats, I'll stay aboard though.
(p. 248).

And swim after'"

Thus, Niss Roberts uses the Noah and ark symbolism throughout

the novel as a basis for her overall allegory.
Miss Roberts, in addition to Biblical symbolism, uses animal symbols
in her novel in connection with two characters, Briggs and Logan.

The

reference to animals symbolizes in Briggs his non-cultured appearance and
manners.

He not only has the "odor of beasts" (p. 88), but he walks and

eats like an animal: "He arose and walked out the west door, without ex
planation, and his bare feet struck the floor with a heavy slow patter
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that was like the fall of a lion's paws on the floor of his den" (p. 96),
and "After that he ate hungrily of all the food that was offered, leaning
above the board as a great animal might bend to a feeding trough" (p. 94).
In contrast, animal imagery in connection with Logan suggests his vitality.
Jocelle sees him as a Betelgeuse: "Jocelle was thinking of John Logan Treer
as if he were Betelgeuse, the sound of the name bringing to her thought a
fine mythical beast, going wherever it willed" (p. 110); a horse: "He was
riding, unshod, on swift horse limbs, little feet, thin Ghanks, strong
thighs, his hair thrown up in a wind" (p. 134); and a black weasel: "The
large black weasel, the animal of the thicket, was in some way like Logan"
(p. 151).

From the barn Logan exits with the proud cock:

11

A proud chick-

en cock walked out of the shed, to be clear of the shade of the wall.
Out in the sun his comb quivered red, and his beak was suddenly the clear
yellow of ivory, his body and his tail coverts gleaming with the fire
that suddenly shone as reflected from his tossing plumes" (p. 138).

And

as Martha answers Jocelle's question about Logan, "'What's he, then? "':
"'He's a good animal'" (p. 150).

Thus, Miss Roberts uses animal symbolism

to express both the beastliness of Briggs and the vitality and force of
Logan.
Miss Roberts uses war as a background throughout the novel to sym
bolize the agony resulting from the chaos and disorder of the times.
Stoner asks Jocelle to "find out what this war is" (p. 98), and later she
determines to know war (p. 130), representative of her being a part of
the outer chaos.

The characters discuss the kinds and function of war,

and they make such observations as gas war is "Conflagration'' (p. 119),
war helps the peasants' economy (p. 124), and it brings people together
in unison (p. 183).

Before Walter rapes Jocelle, she is isolated from
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the war.

To her, the war is not real or present, for she pastes clippings

in a scrapbook "as if the war we�e over, as if it were history" (p. 137).
Jocelle tries to envision marching soldiers, but they become blades of
grass: r:Jocelle saw five million men, the blades of grass in the front
pasture assisting her.

The grass walked, four after four, in a neat or

der, going somewhere or coming there" (p. 140).

The violent act of rape,

however, includes Jocelle in the war, the chaos and devastation of the
age (p. 163) •

As 1Iartha tells her, :: 'The fury of the war broke upon you.

Battlegrounds brought withindoors •.•. '
didn't stop to think what that meant.
(p. 174).

She was still speaking.

'You

Woman espoused of tJ1e nation'"

And later, in fury Hartha explains the destruction of war on

Jocelle: "'The war is a witch,' she said.
hast taught me a good phrase.
they call her.

'War Witch, I thank thee.

Takes maidens for her lemans.

Makes witches out of her maids rn (p. 176).

Thou

Lesbian,
The war's

effect lingers, although Logan states that the new man will emerge whe:.,
�he fighting is over (p. 126).

The beautiful passage of fallen leaves

suggests the not so immediate dismissal of the devastation: l'On !fovember
sixth a gale blew, and the leaves were swept through the air to lodge
withered and bruised and packed among distant bushes or fence-corners,
and where they had lain the ground was burnt by the frost until it lay
shadowed in browns and withered of its grass'' (p. 214).

The war does end,

suggesting the ordering of chaos in the outer world and within Jocelle's
consciousness, and the hope of reproduction and new life with the coming
spring suggests the faith in a peaceful and ordered age.
Hiss Roberts's interest in Jocelle's sexual development results in
an abundance of sexual symbolisra.

For example, Stoner's pointing finger,

a phallic symbol, becomes ironic in his inability to create anything.
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Logan's fingers, however, take on more forceful sexual significance, at
lease to Jocelle: "Three fingers were slowly bent down, one at a time,
under the leverage of a thumb.

Jocelle watched the finiers play in the

air and she saw that they were not inflexible matter, that they were bent
with grace as if the three causes, being men, danced a slow argument be
hind the curves of bent muscles and shapely bones" (p. 128).

Corn, "called

in eloquence the most important crop in American cultivation" (p. 137),
especially the ears chosen for seed, symbolizes reproduction.
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Miss Roberts uses several of her sexual symbols constantly through
out the novel to relate Jocelle's sexual development.

For example, the

author consistently associates rain, symbolic of the female principle,
with Jocelle.

When she is a child, she fears being alone with Stoner and

wishes she could "run away through the rain"' (p. 22).

Jocelle describes

a waterfall in her imagined place (p. 24), symbolic of her sexual poten
tial.

As a foreshadowing of Briggs 1 s sexuality repulsing Jocelle, the

author creates a storm for the night of his arrival at Wolflick (p. 94).
Accepting Logan as her lover, Jocelle rushes her letter ,:to the mailbox
after midnight through a blundering rain" (p. 219).

Rain falls in a mist

on the night of her marriage (p. 229), suggesting her sexual maturity
and union with the man she loves.

Thus, Hiss Roberts carries the rain

symbolism throughout the novel to express the sexual development of her
main character.
One of the most recurrent symbols in He Sent Forth a Raven is hair.
A symbol for sexual potency, hair throughout the ages has been represent
For example, in some areas hair cut47
ting is a sacred ritual and none of it can be lost.
Jocelle observes

ative of beauty and the sexual act.

everyone's hair, and the author gives recurrent descriptions of the
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characters' hair.

While Katherine's and ��rtha's hair is dark (pp. 35, 83),

Martha's grays afttr her ill-fated experience with love: t!Her brown hair
was lightly scattered with flying threads of white that spread as an un
tamed spray, that drifted unwanted and unassimilated to the brown mass.
Her hair was cut to hang in locks about her ears, a piquant dressing, over
which blew the few vagrant and stiff, frizzled, uncurled threads, as a
scanty frost': (p. 125).

These unwanted white hairs inter.fere with the

brown mass just as Stoner interferes with her sexual creativity.

Dickon's

beard is unattractive, but the reader will remember more easily his ugly,
tangled eyebrows that remind Jocelle of the tangled wild growth near the
creek where she burnt the clothes in a desperate attempt to annihilate
the ugly memory of Walter's act (p. 220).

In an attempt to please Jocelle,

Briggs shaves his beard and ironically connnents: "'I heard it said hair
is not pleasant to a young girl'" (p. 143).

Jocelle is repulsed by Briggs

and his gesture, for she is not attracted sexually to him.
r-eturns, he has gro�m a new beard (p. 214).

When Briggs

Similarly, Stoner's hair

remains coarse and unattractive, symbolic of his sexual impotence: "His
grizzled hair was thrown upward in long thin locks that stood back from
his brow'' (p. 110), and "His hair hung in thin disheveled locks" (p. 187).
In the end of the novel, Stoner's confusion causes him to forget why he
made the vow.

He says he can remember only Helen's hair (p. 254), a pa

thetic and ironic comment because of his wasted life after his vow.
Hair described in attractive terms symbolizes sexual attraction and
creativity.

For example, the hair of the girls at the seminary is of many

colors and styles (p. 64), suggesting the variety of sexual potential and
creativity.

J. T.'s hair, like his grandfather's, is brown (p. 114), but

it is not grizzled or disheveled.

Host important to Joceille's sexual
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growth is Logan, and she sees his hair in association with light: '�is
hair was burnished in the light when his hat was off, but dark in a shad
ow" (p. 104), and

11

For the moment the light on his hair was gold" (p. 133).

When Logan returns after the war, "His hair, which once had seemed bright,
had darkened and was thin at the temples" (p. 196), suggesting not.only
the devastation he has experienced but also his_ uncertain relationship
with Jocelle at that time.
Jocelle's hair is bright and shiny, symbolic of her great potential
as a sexual being: "Herself in her glass where her bright brown hair shone,
brushed each evening until it glistened, bound. by day with a bright rib
bon fillet and put on her head in braid or up-pinned curls'' (p. 65).
Jocelle receives pleasure from "a new hair-dressing she had devised"
(p. 150), and the bright ribbon she wears (p. 143) suggests again her
sexual potential.

And as Jocelle accepts and is renewed by the creativity

of her fowls in springtime, the description of her hair indicates the
creative force within her as a sexual being: "Her brown hair, when it was
unbou�d ,- flew, clean and fine, in the drring air (p. 193).

Thus, Niss

Roberts r s sexual symbols include hair, a vibrant reminder of the sexuality
of the characters in the novel.
Another sexual symbol that Miss Roberts uses in He Sent Forth a Raven
is the color red. Red suggests sexuality because it amplifies our motor
48
being,
and it produces within a person the desire to touch. Before examining the red symbols, we can note two variations on the color, white
and pink.

The one time that the author forcefully uses white, symbolic

of innocence and purity, is in describing Jocelle's dress before the vi
olent rape by Walter (p. 159).

Hiss Roberts uses pink or rose several

times throughout the novel to suggest sexual unreadiness or inability.
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For instance, Jocelle's dress, flowers, and cheeks at the school dance
are rose-pink (p. 68), indicating her growth toward sexual maturity.
Similarly, Martha's dress and cheeks are rose-pink when her beau visits
Wolflick (pp. 77, 83), but the color here suggests her inability to be
sexual because of Stoner's hysteric interference.

One other use of pink

is the description of Bob Terry's cheeks (p. 210).

Jocelle turns to Bob

in her attempt to forget Logan, but she is unable to fall in love with
him.
The author uses red to indicate Jocelle's sexual growth in He Sent
Forth a Raven.

For instance, Jocclle as a young girl does not care if

the stones of the floor of her imagined place are blue or red or purple
(p. 25).

Stoner, however, insists that some red be present (p. 25), sug

gesting her female sexuality.

When Mr. Farris gives Jocelle the red hoop

(p. 37), she will play with it only after her mind has successfully ne
gated the giver.

The boarding house at the seminary is red (p. 59),

symbolizing its purpose of encompassing the abundant sexual potential
of the young girls living there.

Jocelle particularly notices the girl

there with red hair (p. 64), reminding us of Jocelle's sexuality.

Simi

larly, Jocelle pleases herself by saving two red apples (p. 87), but she
mistakenly gives one to the stranger Briggs who fails to even notice its
beauty or color (p. 88).

Although Briggs is called the "Red Nan" (p. 95),

because of his red beard (p. 88) and skin (pp. 90, 99, 141), he repulses
Jocelle by his forwardness and assumptions.

In contrast, Jocelle is

sexually attracted to Logan, and the red comb of the proud cock (p. 138)
suggests Logan's sexuality.

Finally, the author often uses the color red

in describing Jocelle herself.

After the rape, Jocelle's cheeks and mouth

are forever red (pp. 171, 177).

The most beautiful and rich passage using
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the color red, however, expresses Logan's realization of Jocelle's sexu
ality: "He stood quietly looking down upon her, saying that she was lovely,
that her smile was a sprite that bent her thin red mouth from the even
strand of her glittering teeth, and he laid his hand lightly on the sleeve
of her dress that glowed with a rich light where the firelight throbbed
through the mesh of cloth and lit it to a pulsing crimson" {p. 226).
Logan's description and gentle touching symbolize the height of Jocelle's
sexual maturity, and their union results in the birth of a child.

Thus,

the author uses red throughout the novel to indicate the sexual develop
ment of Jocelle.
The most recurrent symbol throughout He Sent Forth a Raven is fire.
A symbol of sexuality, fire also is paradoxically a source of destruction
and purification.

As JoceJ.le defines fire to Stoner from a dictionary,

we learn various functions:
"First definition: The evolution of light and heat in the
combustion of bodies; combustion; state of ignition ••••

Here's

a note: Anciently fire, air, earth, and water were regarded as
the four elements of which all things were composed.
Second definition: Fuel in a state of combustion, as on a
hearth or in a stove or a furnace.

Third definition: The

burning of a house or town; a conflagration" (p. 117).
Stoner here abruptly stops her, however, and we assume there was more in
the definition.
Miss Roberts uses fire, with its suggestive red color, as a symbol
of sexuality.

For example, as Jocelle thinks of Martha and her lover,

she pictures Martha through the flames (p. 16).

The author also makes
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clear to us that Mz.rtha does not extinguish
fire nor her sexual potential.

11

this light" (p. 17) - the

Other sexual connotations of fire include

the fire of plantbeds (p. 18), suggesting the reproductive force of nature.
The owner gives a particularly productive horse the name "Firebrand"
(p. 121).

The waning of the fire (pp. 71, 75) before Hartha's lover ar

rives at Wolflick foreshadows the obliteration of a sexual relationship.
Similar to this, Nartha's constant association with deadening the mid
night fires (pp. 15, 120, 126) symbolizes the deadening by Stoner of her
sexual capacity.

Finally, fires are built in preparation for the visit

of Wayne (p. 76) and Logan (pp. 219-220), suggestive of sexual preparation.
Host important, Jocelle, as a final preparation for the birth of her child,
the product of a sexual union, builds a fire (p. 251).

'I'herefore, Miss

Roberts uses fire and its association with the color red as a symbol of
sexuality.
Fire as a source of destruction dominates in much of He Sent Forth
a· Raven.

Stoner destroys Nartha sexually and spiritually, and her re

peated ghost-like visits to crush the night fires are a constant reminder
of this destruction.

The characters often view war as fire.

Jocelle

imagines that the soldiers "brought fire and terror, destruction, their
path being a path of devastation !! (p. 140).
11

Walter describes war as

'a front line out ahead, your enemy, safe in concrete, rigged up to send

hell across at a rate of, say, five hundred balls a minute.
Liquid fire.

Quick as hell 111 (p. 157). And Stoner explains oodern gas

war as fire: "'They make war now with gas.
date.

Don 1 t I know?

Greek fire brought down to

Conflagration''' (p. 119).
Niss Roberts also uses fire as a destructive symbol in connection

with Stoner's house.

The neighbors' and J. T.'s curiosity encourages
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them to ask Stoner what he would do if Wolflick burned (pp. 15, 115).
We realize that Stoner's excessive pride would probably prevent him
from breaking his vow, even if the world were drowning in a "lake of
fire·' (p. 116).

Although the house does not catch fire, three characters

imagine it as burning.

Jocelle pictures war as a burning house: "She

saw a house in a wreck and burning.

Before the house were ditches that

had been yielded to the enemy's fire.
(p. 185).

It was their house, any house 11

Martha, as mental revenge, imagines the house burning to de
Day after day

stroy Stoner: "'I burned the house down over his head••••
I burned it down rn (p. 208).

Finally, Briggs's unforgettable prophecy

of the burning house expresses fire as the symbol of ultimate destruction:
"One day the house goes up in flames•. Nobody here �o· drag
old Drake outside.
from the floor.

Fire roars down from the roof and fire up

Red flames and black smoke and bitter fumes.

Old Drake blows loud on his horn but nobody
Put out the fire!

Where's Martha?

loud roar on his horn.
way.

Everybody gone.

is there to hear.

Where 1 s Jocelle?

Rings his farm bell.

Blows a

Nobody comes that

Red fire runs through all the house.

The roof about to fall in.

He goes out on the bridge.

Fire

all around, over the cabin, over the bridge that's about to
fall down in red embers.
11

People come.

The flames drive a man back if he comes near.

Then two run up into the smoke and fire, and they put a ladder
up against the bridge.

'Come down, old man,' they say.

it's yet time, come down!'
but he won 1 t do it.

He wants to come.

Wants to, but he can't.

the fire, anger at God.

He screams and yells.

the burning" (pp. 243-244).

'While

God knows he does,
He roars anger at
He runs back into
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Therefore, fire acts as a symbol of destruction in addition to its sexual
suggestions.
Fire is a source of purification in its ability to cleanse.
fire symbols in He Sent Forth a Raven suggest purity.

Twice

When Jocelle burns

her clothes (p. 165), she is trying not only to destroy everything that
is a reminder of Walter's violent act, but also to purify herself by de
stroying the act in her mind.

Jocelle starts a fire in preparation for

the birth of her child, symbolizing the purity of the innocent baby girl
that is born during the night {p. 252).
Miss Roberts successfully brings together all of the symbolic func
tions of fire in her main character Jocelle.

As Logan discusses the prob

lems of war and desertion, Jocelle finds comfort and reality only in the
fire:

"She shrank toward the hearth and joined mentally the pure blaze

that arose from the burning coals, turning her shoulder from the disaster
at Leavenworth, the threat to Logan, the inevitable violence.

Looking

at him while he talked with Martha, but clinging mentally to the certainty
of the fire beside which she sat" {pp. 180-181).

The fire's sexual, de

structive, and purifying forces come together as the fire enters Jocelle's
consciousness.
Through the, use of numerous Biblical, animal, war, sexual, and fire
symbols, Elizabeth Hadox Roberts increases the complexity of He Sent Forth
a Raven.

In addition, symbolism increases the intensity of the novel.

Earl Rovit recognizes He Sent Forth a Raven as one of the finest achieve
ments in modern American literature because of its "passionate intensity,
its deep-lying optimistic faith in the creative potential of man, and
49
In explaining this intensity,
its provocative and profound vision."
we must again turn. to symbolism and examine Jocelle's test situation.
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Like Stoner, Jocelle is placed in a boundary situation where her
answer is final.
dure.

Unlike Stoner, however, she has the strength to en

Throughout the novel to the ciimactic rape scene, the author con

stantly reminds us of Jocelle's sexuality througn her use of sexual sym
bols.

Horrified by her cou·sin is act, Jocelle feels dirty and ugly, as

Walter has violated and destroyed her virginity, symbolized earlier by
her white dress.

She imagines her body is now "spent and angry flesh"

(p. 163), and she views sex as despicable and hateful.

The intensity rests

in the question forced upon Jocelle after the rape - what is or can be her
place now?

The author suggests to the reader through the background pres

ence of Stoner and his vow that Jocelle could easily make a similar vow,
thus ending her sexuality.

And because of the abundant sexual symbolism,

the reader also recognizes that such a vow would halt Jocelle's mental
and spiritual growth.

Jocelle confronts her ultimate threat, however,

and expresses her strength to endure in her final answer.

She realizes

t.hat through pure love with Logan she can be cleansed of Walter's violation.
She, therefore, gives her physical, mental, sexual, and spiritual being
to Logan in her final acceptance of love and the creative principle.
Jocelle accepts that she can smother the past ugliness only by constantly
struggling to endure.

She creates an order within herself, and the night

her child is born she contemplates and accepts this order:
Under this again, under communal devotions and emotions, the
lonely will, the wish, the desire (Drake, then, blowing his
hoarse note on the bridge), the underlying complexity re
ducible within itself and of itself to the one simple deter
minate, lonely among its fellows, aloof, arising now to a
super-life, the will to believe, to live, to hate evil, to
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gather power out of emotion, to divide hate from love where
the two are interlocked in one emotion, t.he will to love God
the Creator.

She thought of these things (p. 253).

Therefore, the novel's intensity results from the ultimate threat of
annihilating Jocelle's creativity and her final answer that indicates
her strength to endure.
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CHAPTER V

IS MY TRUELOVE'S HAIR
BLACK -------

He Sent Forth� Raven is not Elizabeth Nadox Roberts's greatest
novel in terms of aesthetic value, but it does contain certain degrees
of organic unity, complexity, and intensity.

As Grant Knight states,

it is an important work for understanding Miss Roberts - it reveals "her
exquisite sense of reality, her bewilderment with things as they are,
her lyric anger, her slight vein of madness, her faith in man's redemption."

He Sent Forth a Raven perhaps is not Miss Roberts's greatest

work because it is weaker than some of the other novels in the beautiful
realism that she was so capable of creating.
Elizabeth Madox Roberts completed and published her last novel,

.Black is� Truelove's Hair, in 1938 as an extension of an earlier short
2
story "Tamed Honey."
After hearing John Jacob Niles sing the old ballad
"Black is My Truelove's Hair," Miss Roberts incorporated the song as well
3
as the ballad atmosphere in her novel.
Full of idyllic charm, Black is
_!::!x. Truelove's Hair examines the relationship of sexuality, love, and death.
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Black is .!'.!Y_ Truelove's Hair is the story of Dena Janes and her experiences with love.

The novel opens as Dena returns home after an ill

fated love affair with Will Langtry.

She struggles to accept her past

and create an ordered future in spite of her constant fear of Langtry
and his threat to kill her.

Nat Journeyman, the folk-like oracle, offers

her advice, but the townspeople often relate their contempt for what they
consider her evil deed.

A sub-plot concerns Dena's sister Fronia, who

loses a gold thimble she has received as a gift after an illicit affair.
Dena loses the thimble after placing it in a mailbox while she goes to
the carnival, but finally she recovers it from Cam Elliot.
turn of the thimble comes the return of love to Dena.

With the re

Dena accepts Cam

Elliot as her future husband, and after the final confrontation with
Will Langtry, she can wholly put an end to her past and build on a hope
ful future of love.
In order to achieve organic unity, Miss Roberts depends on the pro-·
gression of time.

She maintains coherence and continuity in Black is �y

Truelove's Hair by creating a circle: the novel begins in summer and end_s
in the following summer.

In the first chapter Miss Roberts presents a

beautiful analysis of the hardships and confusion of Dena on her return
home.

We learn that Dena fell in love with Langtry in spring time: "The

SE?ason turned back to early sunnner, to May Day and the crowning of the
Blessed Virgin at
_ St. Mark's Church.... Then Langtry drew Dena's arm

through his and walked heavily with her under the tender young leaves of

ea·rly summer.

It was the beginning of a swift courting."

Discomfort

comes with the hot summer, however, as Dena leaves Langtry and returns
to her sister's farm.

Here she must face the townspeople and try to

live out the long hot summer.

The author indicates the beginning of fall
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by Dena's first appearance at the village store: "Early autumn shadows
slanted through the thinning leaves of the trees.

The birds flying over

seemed to shriek suddenly of the spent year and the end of brooding" (p. 53).
Dena no longer will remain isolated from the people and brood alone.

She

goes to Nat Journeyman for advice, and he describes for her the coming
year of acceptance and growth.

He tells her that the fall will pass with

her caring for the animals of the farm - the sheep, hogs, and cow (pp. 7475).

He then encourages Dena to anticipate winter, the end and beginning

of a new year: "'Frony's killed a hog.
and it's winter.
of January.

Sausage.

Winter kale in the garden.

Everything looks up.

out the henhouse.

Dried beans and soaked and cooked,
Eggs in the end

Sunshine.

A new year.

Frony cleans

Loam in the garden, and the hen droppings in a pile

beside a cold frame.

Rain in February'" (pp. 75-76).

Finally, after the

heat of summer and cold of winter, spring returns, bringing with it a new
life for Dena: "Slowly he brought forward the spring" (p. 76).

Journeyman

describes Dena's hanging out quilts to air, raising a runt pig, _and pick-

ing onions while she is barefoot (pp. 76-78).
,·.

He explains Dr. Leslie's

advice to Dena: "Dena comes into his story then.
her how to get a new breadth on her.
song of the mockingbird.

Doctor Leslie has told

Laughter in her face to match the

Let the men go for a while" (p. 77) •

return, and the bluebells are in blossom: "May weather in April.
in May.

The birds
March

The bluebells up and down the river, in all the soft alluvial

fields, come out as a cloud of pale blue that sways in the May �.arch
winds" (p. 78).

Thus, through Journeyman's descriptions we, with Dena,

can anticipate her year after returning home and her renewed life in the
spring.
The remaining chapters express Dena's life during the second summer
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of the novel.

Chapter Two returns us to early summer.

Dena admires the

newly painted house (p. 79), and she goes about the farm doing the re
quired chores (p. 80).

She accepts the warmth of the summer sun as she

sunbathes naked in the hayfield (p. 87).
attending the summer carnival (p. 100).

She enters group life again by
Chapter Three and Chapter Four

explain the loss and search for the thimble which dominate the remainder
of the summer.
plans.

Chapter Five reveals Dena's and Cam Elliot's wedding

Before they can be united, however, Dena must complete her re

lationship with Langtry.

Throughout the chapter she thinks of her previ

ous summer experiences (pp. 245-254), and only after a frightening re
union with Langtry can she accept her past and begin living a new future.
Thus, swmner ends with Dena's acceptance of herself and her new life.
The circle of seasons is complete and acts, therefore, as an organizing
principle.
In addition to the seasons, time of day and physical movement add
to the coherence and continuity of the novel.

Miss Roberts first describes

Dena as "A woman walking a narrow roadway in the hour of the dawn" (p. 3).
Dena makes for herself, then, a new beginning on a new day by leaving
Langtry.

The ending of the novel parallels this beginning, for again

she walks "along the narrow roadway:' (p. 281) as she again leaves Langtry.
Thus, as Campbell and Foster indicate, "The novel opens with the beat of
footsteps and closes with a single tread dying off into the night - signifying the beat and swell of the great flux of life."

Although in sum-

mer, like the beginning movement of the novel, this movement occurs at
midnight,

11

and midnight had come now" (p. 281), rather than at dawn.

end movement, therefore, completes one full day in time.

The

As Dena treads

down the roadway, we can anticipate the coming dawn for her new life.
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Thus, the author creates, like the seasonal circle, a circle which indi
cates a full day.
Another means of effecting coherence and continuity, as well as com
pleteness, is Miss Roberts's writing the novel the way one would write
a musical composition:
Like a complex musical composition, the novel introduces a num
ber of diverse motifs in Part One; these then reappear in various
guises throughout the rest of the novel until they reach a stormy
crescendo in the climactic shooting scene which quickly changes
to a diminuendo passage as the sound of a single step fades off
6
into the night.
A fluid, constant progression marks the tempo, and "it has an onward,
even murmur like a quietly flowing river of sound in a musical composi7
tion."
The crescendo shooting scene, like a "kettledrum burst of violence"

precedes the diminuendo passage which reflects a quiet and serene

setting.

The musical quality, suggested by the title which is the title

of a ballad, therefore adds to the organic unity of the novel.
As in He Sent Forth� Raven, the characters in Black�� Truelove's
Hair function on both a realistic and a symbolic level.

Here, however,

there are no wraithlike or cardboard characters, but rather each repre
sents aspects of modern society.

With the exception of Journeyman, who

is a new type character for Miss Roberts, the characters are generally
convincing, consistent, and comprehensible.

By examining the characters

in three groups, we can realize their active role in the story as well
as their overall symbolic significance.
The first group includes the minor characters who function as members
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of the community in which Dena lives.

For example, we easily remember

Nannie Bowers, the telephone operator and gossip whose perverted self
love secludes her f�om others.

Nannie enjoys adorning herself and then

watching the result: "She liked to catch daintily at the plugs for the
telephone connections and to see her orange-pink or blood red nails work
ing before the little trap-doors of the switchboard" (p. 27).

Dena imag

ines her saturated with her adornments: "She would think of the Bowers
girl as sending away to a mail-order house for something out of a cata
logue, and the perfumes and stenches of her purchases would float about
the pew where she sat for Mass" (p. 224).

Nannie's only active role in

Dena's story is to convey bits of gossip concerning a pair of stockings
Dena placed in the mailbox when she hid the thimble there while at the
carnival and to remind Dena of Langtry.

After this episode, we see

Nannie at the height of her narcissism:
When she had asked this she knew that she had put Dena out
side the bright circle that surrounded her own being.

Delicately

lustful, she placed her red fingertips along the plugs and made
three connections while she answered an inquiry and chattered a
moment with a farm-wife.

She had left Dena outside thus.

Plugging

thus at the switches, she made a connection and another while she
spread her silken legs from beneath her bright dress and turned
her white hands about to feast her lover-eyes upon her own person and to enhance her being, assuming now both the seeker and
the sought and turning all back upon herself in warmth and con
ceit.

Dena was cast out altogether (pp. 174-175).

Hiss Roberts presents her in an ironic manner, however, f,::>r although at
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the center of the community as the operator of the telephone exchange,
9
Perhaps Ab Elliot, observing like
Nannie is isolated within herself.
a father concerned for his son Cam, best describes Nannie: "'She paints
her fingernails red.
crimped.

Some say her toes too.

Goes to town to get her hair

Makes herself look like a piece of what they call chiffon.

Chif

fon brains in her head and chiffon guts in her _bowels'" (p. 46).
Other minor characters are the Wheats, Ollie McClark, and Ab Elliot the average, middle class people of the community.

Mrs. Wheat condemns

Dena for her affair with Langtry: "She [Dena] knew this would be Mrs.
Wheat who looked out at her now through the brilliant and accusing eye
of the prismatic window sill.

The long and glittering lashes rayed and

scintillated about the constant stare that laid accusation and curse upon
her" (p. 55).

Ollie McClark, who helps Fronia on the fann, presents a

less than honorable attitude toward Dena in his advances and forwardness.

10

He openly discusses with Dena the rumors of her naked sunbathing (pp. 138,
143), and hints of her looseness.

Ollie tells Dena that she "'Knows a

thing or two'" and "'likes a good time as well as the balance'" (p. 140).
He makes advances, but Dena furiously rejects him: '"I like my Dena.
take a heap of pains to do a thing to please 'er'" (p. 140).

I'd

Dena's re

ply indicates her anger: '" Go to hell, then, and stay there forever.'
She had had enough of teasing him" (p. 140).

Ollie resents Dena's re

jection, and he accuses her of sinning: "his eyes were vaguely accusing
nevertheless.

It was as if he held that she had committed a mortal sin

in loving Langtry so greatly, and committed another in not loving him at
all" (p. 223).

Ollie also has a part in the thimble story for he lies

about its whereabouts.

He insists to Frony that he saw the old gander

swallow the gold object (p. 144) and, therefore, complicates Dena's
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situation since she must now obtain the thimble before Fronia kills the
gander.
ing.

Ab Elliot, unlike Mrs. Wheat and Ollie, is a kind and gentle be

As a father, he warns Journeyman about making love too easy for his

son Cam: "'Don't be too free with my boy Cam in your orchard'" (p. 47).
He treats Dena with respect and suggests that she take notice of Cam (p. 157).
She recognizes Ab's gentleness: "He played a refrain to this statement
and looked at her, smiling.

He was middle-aged and pleasant to look upon,

for his face was frank and clear and his eyes trusting" (p. 155).

Ab

comforts Dena in her fear that she is seen as "anybody's girl" (p. 164),
and he welcomes her as a daughter.

These three characters, therefore,

express toward the main character a range of attitudes that we would ex
pect in a community such as Henrytown.
Represen.tative of those people who feel privileged and aristocratic
11
are the Judds and Ormstead.
Mrs. Judd, the original owner of the gold
thimble, flaunts her position at those she considers beneath her.

For

instance, she makes Dena feel ashamed instead of proud of her flowers:
"Having reduced the flowering plants to nothingness and brought Dena a
slight shame for them that they should be so few or so small - although
during the morning while she pulled away the weeds, she had thought them
gay and fine - the visitor began to speak again of the feathers" (p. 149).
Sam Judd gives Fronia his wife's gold thimble after their affair (p. 124),
but as often seems to be true with the rich and aristocratic, he is able
to maintain secrecy.
having women.

Like Sam Judd, although a bachelor, Ormstead enjoys

He courts using his wealth and garden crop, but he does

not plan to give up his freedom: "He courted a young miss with gifts of
fine garden vegetables and with gifts of honey, but if the girl became
of a marrying age, and a marrying mind, he moved downward with his gifts
to some younger maid" (p. 43).

When Dena thinks the basket is from
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Ormstead, she flatly refused to accept it: "'I won't have it'" (p. 209).
These people, ther�fore, reflect the lifestyle of the more rich and
privileged class in the community.
Although Father Grimes never actually appears in the novel as an
actor in the story, we can ·often feel his presence through the characters'
conversations.

Signifying the religious aspects of the community, Father

Grimes represents formal, organized wprship.
1
"

According to Journeyman,

Father Grimes is a careful mathematician, 1" and

with mathematical order'" (p. 35).

1
11

Salutes the angels

He grants Dena advice on prayers and

penance (p. 73), but he tells her to depend on Journeyman for protection
"from physical violence" (p. 74).
short of bodily protection.

Thus, his religious abilities fall

These minor characters, therefore, represent

various persons in the Henrytown community or in any such town.
The second group of characters has a more vital role in the develop
ment of the story.

Fronia, Dena's sister, is most convincing and compre

hensible in her conflicting personality.

Like most sisters, she can be

gentle: as Dena looks back when she leaves the house to go on her first
visit to the village store, "she saw that Fronia had turned upon her with
a look of gentleness and compassion, and she reflected that Fronia had
many ways of being" (p. 4 7) •

Fronia also, however, has a temper and· of te.n

expresses it in her frustrated search for the gold thimble: "'Did she
open the coops for the little chickens?'
thrust through the house" (p. 84).

Fronia's voice went in a sharp

She becomes so upset later that she

angrily throws her stockings at Dena and yells fo_r her to go away (pp. 99 ;_
100).

Fronia's main function in the novel is to reinforce the importance

of the lost thimble.

Although we will examine the symbolic function

the thimble under complexity, we need here to recognize a weakness in

of
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character development.

Miss Roberts tries to convince the reader that

Fronia is justified in her desperate search for the thimble, but some
how we must feel that her distress is out of proportion with its value.

12

Finding the lost thimble becomes her whole existence, even to the point
where she abandons her present courting: "Since her loss she had been un
able to continue her courting with Rodney Baker, the widower she had seemed
most to favor" (p. 170).

Although determinatfon and anxiety mark her face

(p. 134), the importance Fronia places on the thimble becomes artificial
and fails to convince the reader.

Another inconsistency is Fronia's easy

acceptance of the story of how the thimble was lost an_d found, and her
apparent humor (p. 222).

We should expect a stronger reaction after her

long and frustrated search.
Nat Journeyman is a new type character for Miss Roberts because he
13
As a "rural oracle" he
is a part of as well as outside of the plot.
14
fits the folk ballad atmosphere of the novel.
As the "high priest of
love" he symbolizes the life principle that develops so strongly in the
16
15
novel.
He serves as the wise advisor and confidant of Dena,
and hf!
17
When one questions
becomes representative of the rational faculty.
him, "he would ponder their question for such a length of time as he re
quired to place it in relation to all that he knew and he would answer
without pride or conceit as claiming all knowledge, but humbly or with
out humor" (p. 34).

Even his name is symbolic, and "he becomes almost

the personification of the wisdom implicit in a creative submission of
18
He becomes part of time in the symbolic flow of
the flow of time."
the river in front of his house: "Apart and knowing, he stood with time,
identical with time, as it passed over, as it moved like the river, as
it began far back among a hundred runlets and more, to flow unrecognized
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and changeless through minor degrees of turbulence and calm'' (pp. 36-37).
Journeyman's wisdom allows him to recognize the evils in modern so
ciety.

He questions how beauty even exists in the corrupt age: "'The roses

of the apple tree.

Age of violence and unbelief.

Age of fear and hurry•.••

Age of agonies ••••

Old-fashioned love, then.

for the singen-redbreasted robin •.••

Classic idea, her

How could anything so tender and

so sentimental exist in this new-fangled world of hard, shallow things?' 11
(pp. 38-39).

Journeyman recognizes that nature can be evil, and he often

sprays in his orchard to kill the destructive insects (pp. 37, 66).

Sim

ilarly, Dena questions the existence of evil in Journeyman as in nature:
"and she wondered on the instant if he took too much upon hi.mself in making
the ways of the lovers easy.

She closed her eyes to think of. him as evil

and as looking upon a woman as material ready for his benches" (p. 54).
Journeyman cannot discriminate well as he allows all to enter his orchard,
19
including Langtry.
This human quality of error adds to his convincibility.
In addition to his wisdom, several passages illustrate Journeyman's
pagan characteristics.

For example, the religion symbolized by the ring

ing bells and altar is too formal for him.
11

The bells for Journeyman

beat a patient and slow three-pattern; for the Father, for the Son, and

for the Holy Spirit, and this was compounded to a three-beat three times.
At the end of this declaration of faith and design came the steady ring
ing of the bell until twenty-seven blows had been sounded, and thus the
three ,;as squared and cubed and rounded to an end 11 (p. 35), and "At Nass
he sat in a pew near the front the better to hear.

He looked at the altar

and at Father Grimes over his spectacles, as if he doubted they were there,
and looked the harder, the more to see" (p. 224).

Oppos.�d to Christian
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asceticism, he encourages fertility.

20

His paganism becomes inconsistent,

however, when he repeatedly advises Dena to pray-: "'Say a prayer again
and again.

To the Blessed Virgin, maybe'" (p. 73) and "'Go to Mass and

say the prayers and confess to Father Grimes'" (p. 75).
Although Miss Roberts creates a beautiful character full of symbolic
function, she fails to integrate him into the novel.

Journeyman disappears

from the novel after Chapter One, and he does. not reappear, except in the
scene when Dena goes to the orchard to find the little boys and ask them
about the thimble (pp. 177-179), until the last chapter.

Miss Roberts

describes Journeyman in church (p. 224), and we forget about him until
his sudden appearance in the final shooting scene (p. 278). The author
21
does not successfully prepare us for his return,
and he becomes almost
the great white knight rescuing the maiden, explaining why Langtry fired
(p. 279), burying the gun (pp. 279-280), and protecting the disturbed
Langtry: "Journeyman took Langtry by the arm.
me.

'You can come home with

Josie will give you a bed and tomorrow you can go early.'

Dena left

them, the voice still speaking, 'The gun is buried and by now nobody
knows which tree it's under.

He can come home with me'r: (pp. 280-281).

Thus, we find Journeyman an unconvincing character, and he does not ad
vance as a character beyond the description of him in Chapter One.
Although Will Langtry does not enter the action of the story until
0

the last chapter, his forcefulness and significance as an important char

acter permeates Dena's consciousness. Campbell and Foster reject Langtry
22
but they substantiate their opinion
as being unconvincing as a man,
only by suggesting that Hiss Roberts always had trouble with her male
23
characters.
Miss Roberts, however, in Langtry creates a realistic male
as well as a symbolic representation of death.

She combines forces of
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evil and good within him to convince the reader of his reality.

For ex

ample, Journeyman recalls the time when Langtry carried a poor woman's
crates to town free of charge (pp. 40-41).

Langtry's evil deeds domi-

nate, however, for he seems to enjoy destruction and torture.

For in

stance, he grabs a helpless mole and feeds it to the dogs (p. 238), and
he harms Dena physically (p. 23) as well as tortures her with threats
(pp. 265-258).

The author also convinces us that Langtry is a real being

in the physical descriptions of him.

He is dark and handsome (p. 39),

tall and muscular (p. 13), mysterious and free.

As he tells Journeyman:

"'When you hear about old Bill again you'll hear, I expect, he's gone.
Lives noplace.

Home is where his hat falls off at bedtime'" (p. 41).

And if we realize that the author presents the symbolic function of
Langtry only through Dena's consciousness � only through what Dena sees
in him - then we can easily accept Langtry as a realistic, convincing
character.

All of the suggestions in the novel that Langtry represents

death originate in Dena.

For example, when the women Dena meets on the

road home ask her what Langtry looks like, she says "'Oh, he looks like •••
death"' (p. 13).

Their response again suggests Langtry's symbolic func

tion: '" She is young, though, to be mixed up with death "' (p. 14) •

Dena

describes the blackness and emptiness of Langtry's mind and soul (pp. 22-23).
She describes to Journeyman: "'In the bottom of the black hollow passage
that was made out of his words I saw his soul.
bottom.

It was blank and empty and dark.

there was to it.
the way'" (p. 72).

It was nothing.

I saw the end.

I saw the

The way to get there was all

It was a black nothing stretched across

She also, through Journeyman's interpretation, sees

the tatoo as an emblem of death (p. 70).

And Dena's final answer to him

that she will not accept him now, but mayb,� later, again suggests his
representation of death: "'I will not take his hand.

Maybe a long while
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from now, if he comes I will shake his hand and s-peak to him so''' (p. 280).
Thus, Langtry is a convincing character, and his return to shoot Dena
(p. 277) is consistent with his evilness.

After he fires and misses,

however, he breaks down, sobs, and questions why he would ever want to
kill Dena (pp. 278-279),

Journeyman explains, and we can accept his

psychological analysis: "'When he fired the gun he exploded his murderous
mind, is all.

Held this mind for a year, and broke it when he fired twice

and tried to kill.
self.

Fired two shots at the woman.

Exnloded his murderous mind.

Made a point of him

At this point, point he made, a man

came to the fore out of all the misery and chaos he is inside"' (p. 279).
Will Langtry, therefore, is a convincing, consistent, and comprehensible
character, on both the realistic and symbolic level.
Cam Elliot, next to Dena, is the most important character in the
novel because it is through him that Dena brings order to her life. Cam
24
is the antithesis of Langtry because he represents life.
Unlike Langtry,
25
traits comCam is very much a part of the land, family, and community,
prehensible in a Southerner.
and fullness of life.

We see constantly his youthful vitality

For example, the author writes: "Shyness gathered

about his eyes on the freckled skin, under his eyes, in the lift of his
hands, as if he entered pleasure easily and this was every man's right ••.•
Firm red life seemed to throb and beat under his flesh in the hand that
was raised to brush lightly at his throat and settle at the collar of
his garment" (pp. 189-190).

This vitality attracts Dena, and Cam's father

dismisses any of her doubts ariout CaM 1 s wildness: ,·,earn is drunk more on
himself than ever he is on corn liquor.

Cam, he's drunk with life.

hardly knows yet what to do with it'" (p. 163).

And

Hiss Roberts brings Cam

and Dena together in the thimble episode: Cam buys the thi�ble from the
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young boys (p. 184), and she, therefore, Roes to him to get it back (p. 187).
Ca� teases her about returning the thimble (pp. 188-189), but he sends it
in a eift basket (p. 211).

Cam's main function is to restore life to

Dena, and he does this through his playful vitality: "''The broad light
of a sunny day spread over them and the fitful music hummed and went in
and out of the air.

It was the new world, the new day.

Music anywhere

at all, out of the hill, out of the briers, but nobody made it or sang
it.

It was the human world beating over the inanimate world.

laughing" (pp. 215-216).

He was

Cam's absence at the end of the novel is not

a mistake but an indication that he is a part of Dena's new life, not of
her past.

Thus, the author develops Cam as the representation of life,

the life through which Dena can survive.
Dena Janes is the main character in ��a<:_� i� My Truelove's�, and
she is the most convincing, consistent, and comprehensible character.
Because Miss Roberts writes about only one year in Dena's life, we do not
see her overall physical, mental, sexual, and spiritual growth as we do
with Jocelle in He Sent Forth a Raven.

What we do see, however, and in

a beautiful and magnificent way, is Dena's sexual and spiritual develop
ment after her intense experience with Will Langtry.
Miss Roberts makes Dena convincing in her realistic reactions to
love, sex, and abandonment at age twenty-three.

Dena falls in love with

Langtry because of her physical attraction to him and her curiosity (pp. 241242).

After the haunting eight-day experience with him, this physical

attraction does not suddenly stop.

Dena realizes her error in judgement,

but she also admits her passion for this man� "Enchantment had colored
her thought at the time of her leaving, in the ever-present reality of
her passion for Langtry" (p. 25).

Her attraction for him lingers, for
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he had aroused in her "sexual ecstasy.''

26

Dena admits to Journeyman that

she has not forgotten this man: '"I've got the two divided.

I can hate

one and want the other with my whole body and I can't cure myself, but
I know they are all one and all Langtry, and I know, cruel, and would kill
me, and will maybe, but wha-t can I do?"' (p. 71).

Thus, Langtry fulfills

Dena's sexual needs, and with him she reaches sexual maturity, but she
She

realizes that he can never satisfy her spiritual need for true love.
leaves him, travels the roadway home, and begins the development that
will culminate in her spiritual maturity.
Dena is most convincing and consistent in her constant fears.

She

is reluctant to face her sister and the townspeople, for she fears their
reaction (pp. 22, 47).

Dena realizes she must return home, however, so

she faces her sister with fortitude: "'Dena did not falter.

She stood near

to the door bent but a little at the waist, leaning forward to meet what
ever judgement her sister might give her" (p. 22).
of "'What will they ask me?

After many questions

What will they say?'" (p. 49) and fears of

what the people will think of her and her white dress, she maintains e
nough courage and grit to go on: ''But she went forward.
the matches and the soda" (p. 50).

She would get

She continues to wonder what people

will think of her, however, particularly those she wants to impress, such
as Cam (p. 164) and his mother (p. 226).
from her young conte�poraries.

Dena also fears being isolated

Her determined yet child-like desire to

go to the carnival reflects her need for group identity.

Dena recognizes

her isolation, however, because of her past experience and maturity:
''Presently Dena knew that the boys and girls fror.i Henrytown did not come
to take her into their fun and that !-tcClark kept himself away" (p. 113)
and "She sat with Hrs. Carey, as if she were a woman a long while married"
(p. 114).
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Although Dena suffers from these fears of what people will think of
27
her past, she suffers more from a fear of Langtry and his threat.
Miss
Roberts develops this fear from the beginning scene when Dena is walking
alone on her way home (p.

.3)

to the end of the novel when she hides from

Langtry after she learns he·. has returned (pp. 268-276).

Throughout the

novel we see Dena's fears of Langtry's threat (p. 68) to her and of the
blackness she had seen in his soul (pp. 23, 72).

The sound of a truck

(p. 68) or the owl-bark (p. 227) renews her fear: "She looked toward
every hidden place, south and east, and thought to see some large dark
form moving there and see the out-thrust barrel of a small steel weapon"
(p. 227) •. Her fears remain after she falls in love with Cam, and she
wants protection for them both, signified by her demand for locks: "She
spoke again of the locks on the doors.

They would be stout, she said.

'Will the house be near to some other?' she asked" (p. 236).

Finally,

her fears are so strong when she receives Langtry's letter which renews
his threat that she tries to force the idea out of her mind by rejecting
and destroying the letter: "'It's not for me.

Word from it cannot reach

me. He has not got a right to send to me and his words are for you or
some other person.'

She reached forward with the stick she carried and

thrust the paper into the creek, where it floated toward the water-gate
and went slowly out of sight" (pp. 258-259).
Langtry, Dena is forced to face him.
him with

11

After trying to hide from

She overcomes her fear, and meets

Gentleness and compassion" (p. 278).

Thus, the end of Dena's

fear marks her maturity and acceptance of the past and future.
A final way that the author makes Dena convincing, consistent, and
comprehensible is in her search for inner order.
help to find security and c.:>mfort.

Dena turns to outside

She confesses to Father Grimes and
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seeks comfort through faith: "She had put herself in harmony with her
relj_gious faith through the confessional and communion" (p. 47).

Through

out the story she turns to prayer to aid her at difficult times (pp. 4,
61, 219, 227, 265, 274), and she goes to Father Grimes immediately after
she receives Langtry's letter (p. 259).

Father Grimes and her faith are

not strong enough to resolve her disorder, however, and so she turns to
Journeyman, the wise oracle.

Dena resolves to go to him to interpret the

first message from Langtry (p. 63), as well as the letter (p. 259).

She

also seeks physical protection from Journeyman as Father Grimes had ad
vised (pp. 272, 276).

In addition to this help from outside people, Dena

turns to land and nature for purification.

She finds renewal in the crops

and livestock, and particularly in the warmth of the sun.

She sunbathes

naked as a "cure" (p. 96) and regains strength from its warmth: "She had
been born again into the sun" (p. 90).

Finally, Dena seeks order through

her inner thoughts and consciousness, which we will examine under com
plexity.

Therefore, Miss Roberts develops a convincing, consistent, and

comprehensible character from the time she is sexually drained at age
twenty-three to her point of spiritual and renewed sexual maturity one
year later.
Miss Roberts generally maintains action credibility and logic of
motivation in Black is My Truelove's Hair.

For example, the author ex

plains Dena's leaving with Langtry in terms of physical attraction and
curiosity (pp. 241-242), and we can accept Dena's going to Cam because
she is looking for the lost thimble (p. 185).

What is more difficult to

accept, however, is the excessive importance Fronia places on the thimble.
Also, the ending appears somewhat contrived because of Journeyman's inter
ference in Dena's and Langtry's final meeting.

As already stated, the
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reader has almost forgotten Journeyman because he is absent from the mid
dle of the novel.

Except for these two weaknesses in action credibility,

the action is generally clear, and even the somewhat contrived ending
becomes meaningful in symbolic terms.
rally from the action.

Finally, the themes develop natu

Dena's acceptance of Cam Elliot over Lan�try sug

gests the survival of lov,� over hate and life over death.

Therefore,

a Raven, the final anHe Sent Forth Miss Roberts again expresses, as in --28
And as a
swer to the problem of identity as the necessity of love.

of

the development
29
of the healthy spirit and a stimulation toward harmonious expansion.''

part of love, normal sexuality becomes !fan affirmation

Thus, Miss Roberts maintains a fair degree of organic unity in Black is

!1l_ Truelove's Hair.
As in He Sent Forth� Raven, Black is My Truelove's Hai� contains
realism, slight romanticism in the creation of Journeyman, and symbolism.
Tlie complexity here is gr,,�ater, however, for the author achieves better
objective and subjective realism than in .. the works previously examined.
The objective realism in Black is My Truelove's Hair includes Niss
Roberts's accurate description of setting.

Through the description of

the village landscape, the cabins and houses, farms, church and country
store, the author portrays the Southern village Henrytown (pp. 25-26).
She creates representatives of Southern citizens by explaining the life
styles of the Wheats, Bowers, McClarks, Careys, Judds, and Elliots {pp. 2729).

These families make up the class-structure found in the South.

Roberts also explains the everyday experiences of these people.
ample, she writes about a typical night:

Niss

For ex
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A man was passing homeward carrying the blade of a long
crooked scythe, the handle missing.

He was soiled with sweat

and the dust and pollen of his cutting.

Another man went limp

ing into a small gate and was met by a woman's flare of words
that made some reminde� of work yet undone or food not brought.
A truck turned out of the highway far at the end of the hamlet
and rolled slowly toward an open area of unfenced garden to stop
before a little shed where things that were to be hauled far
were assembled each evening to be takEm away when the truck went
out on its morning run.

This was the usual pageant of the eve

ning in Henrytown (p. 154).
And we might add, it was the usual pageant of an evening in any Southern
town.
Miss Roberts also creates objective realism through verisimilitude
of language.
pect.

Throughout the novel the characters talk as we would ex

A beautiful use of this language is with the three vagabond women

Dena meets on her way home in Chapter One.

Grace, one of the women,

propositions Dena:
"You could come along with us," the woman said� scarcely
speaking above a whisper.

Her voice was pitched so that Goldie

May and Allie need not hear.

"Between just you and me, this'll

be, and no mention made to e'er another.

What I mean is, a foot

loose woman can pick up a plenty of dollars in a town.
me could make a bargain.

I could show you how to manage and help

out a right smart more'n you know.
can make her way,

You and

What I mean is, a free-minded

Pass on to a fresh town then, and always make
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a fresh start.

And your hair is curly.

I can see past what

you look like now after he's had his hand on vour throat and
Think

your dress torn and your eyes out for a lack of sleep.
it out while I pack up the pots. What I mean
fell into a toneless whisper.

•

l.S • • •

II

The voice

"Don't breathe a word to the bal

ance, though, like I told you 11 (p. 18).
This dialogue truly reveals a segment of language of the South.
Although Miss Roberts writes about a Southern setting, characters,
and language, what makes this novel truly Southern is the importance of
land and family heritage.

For instance, Ab Elliot tries to impress Dena

with his son's name and heritage:
"Cambron, his name is, or some say 'Cameron.'
way back, the name.

It goes a long

Ny mother's people, and back further.

Cambron, back a hundred years and fifty more, I reckon, was
one of the first to come into this land and had a grant to
five hundred fine acres R.long Candy Run down to the river.
Cut his name on a tree, like Boone, up back of the old orchard.
I saw the name myself on the old log when the tree fell, 'J.
Cambron,' and the year cut was 1789" (p. 161).
The land is important to the Elliots, as it is to Dena and the others in
Henrytown.

For instance, Cam explains to Dena in his marriage proposal:

"'You know, Dena, a body always thinks the little piece of the world he's
got is a little better than any other piece'" (pp. 214-215).

Later, the

author describes their happiness and future with their land: "'For the
house we are going to build, Dena and me,' Cam said.
in the Glen, beyond this place.

'Up a little way

On land my pappy gave me.' The mother
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had spoken and had made her consent actual and true'' (p. 232).

Land also

functions in Dena's recovery and acceptance of renewed life.

She survives
30
As
her affair with Langtry only by returning to her sister's farm.
Journeyman instructs Dena, she will recover through close association with
the land - by raising livestock, food, and flowers, and by observing the
beauty of the land (pp. 74-78).

The land accepts Dena, and through it

and the warmth of the sun she discovers renewed life: "and here a grassy
place made a sunny bed for her.

She removed her clothes and stretched

out her limbs in the sun, to lie naked before the hot flood" (p. 87).
Thus, the importance of land in Black is My Truelove's Hair adds to the
objective realism and touches on one of the great Southern themes in
literature.
In addition to objective realism, Hiss Roberts uses subjective real
ism in her novel: "The incisive yet subtle analysis of Dena's mental state
not only typifies Miss Roberts' exploitation of the subjective life of
her heroines, but also illustrates a fictional method in which psychology
31
Thereis recreated with innnediacy and evocative rhythms and words."
fore,·according to McDowell, "Black is� Truelove's Hair is chiefly concerned with Dena Janes's psychic restoration.

She allays the violence,

guilt, and shame of her sexual betrayal by facing it, submitting to the
healing power of nature, and by responding to the sincere passion of a
32
From the moment
man closer to nature than her first iover had been."
Dena first abandons Langtry until their last confrontation, she struggles
to create some sense of order to her life.

Dena recognizes the nee·d for

order, and she tries to convince herself that she has a right to live.
She argues within her mind:
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"I have got a right to live," she answered.
"Alive is all she is.

She's got a right to that surely."

"Once you get alive you have a right to go on."
"There's no rights or wrongs.

It just happens."

"Only God or some o{ the saints can end it."
"And have got a right to be in some way that makes good
sense••• ?
other one.

Order, you could call it.

In herself and in the

Sense to what you think and. what you do••• "

"A life to make sense."
She went slowly and evenly across the sunny gravel,
listening to the arguments as they piled reasons within
her (p. 9) •
On her journey home, she finds her only security within the earth: "There
were times when she stumbled from weeping, and again she stood still,
folded into the security of the dark that was softened by the light of
the stars" (pp. 6-7) and "The drowsy sky folded over her.

It

lapped

down toward the horizon and pressed her firmly into the security of the
earth, and into the secret hidings of every man's longing" (pp. 12-13).
When she returns home, however, she sees the usual scenery as disordered:
"Here she walked a familiar pasture, left only eight days earlier.

The

geese and sheep that fed there were the same she had tended, but seemed
unfamiliar as matched against the sum of her troubled thought ?! (pp. 21-22).
She feels isolated from the community: "Now she stood apart.
remote from her as if its harmony were broken.

All stood

Working in the late-summer

garden she felt that the place looked away from her and that it no longer
wound and rewound itself i.nto the all of her being.

It looked from her,

man and child, house and field, in amusement or blame" (p. 25).

Dena
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feels separated from the people at the carnival (pp. 113-114), and this
strangeness becomes apparent even in her house when she returns home:
"The house inside seemed small and unfamiliar, as if she had crowded her
self into it and might crush it with the tread of her feet.

Her life un

like any other life, and her way unlike any other, she came back from the
carnival and went softly through unfamiliar objects to lay herself down
strangely on a bed at last and fall into strange sleep" (p. 119).

Again

she is isolated and set apart by Nannie, the telephone operator: nWhen
she had asked this she knew that she had put Dena outside the bright cir
cle that surrounded her own being" (p. 174).

Thus, Dena must become a

part of the whole - a part of life - to establish order.
Dena's growth of sensitivity includes several acceptances about
people and life.

For example, through her thoughts we learn that she

accepts a person's real being as the most important person:
She began to think then of how one is made up of three or per
haps many more persons and how the sum of all three makes a be
ing that has a name and a place among men.

First, there is the

person one thinks he is and the appearance one thinks he has.
Then there is the thing one actually is, and there is that which
the others think, and here a myriad-faced being arose in her
thought, but the second came back as being more difficult to
know, for what eyes would see it and where would it stay? (pp. 52-53).
She fades into a half-dream, but then the appearance becomes clear:
Into her half-dream another appeared, more clear than any of
the others, which was made up of all the rest, but which touched
her thought and her consciousness of the afternoon and the Glen
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and herself walking here for the first time after her return.
It was herself.

She closed her eyes to know it fully and to

feel it sway with the swaying of her feet and move timidly
down the way toward the end of the Glen (p. 53).
Her understanding increases, therefore, and she accepts the difficulty
of knowing oneself, the complexity of human nature, and the deceptive
.33
She illustrates this knowledge when she explains
nature of appearances.
to Mrs. Carey about fortunes: "'A fortune told is not always like one
lived out in your life••••

And it puzzles you sometimes to know which

The one lived or the one told'" (p. 113).

is the true fortune.

Dena's fears and hatred for Langtry constantly dominate her conscious
ness and interfere with her inner order.

She fears what the community

will think of her, and she even imagines cruel things that the people
might say (pp. 49-50).

The sound of a truck (p. 60) or the owl-bark

(p. 117) recalls Langtry's threat, and Dena shudders in .,.cear.

Dena is

confused by her mixed emotions of attraction and hatred for Langtey.
When she goes to see Journeyman, the missing white truck, in a way, dis
appoints her: "If the white truck were there, Langtry had come • . The
white truck was then a symbol and an excitement.
the same now.

The search for it was

Feeling a shadowy disappointment that it was not there,

a ghost of old desires, she lowered her eyes and searched herself anew
for the meaning of this longing that lay in the heart of her hurt and
her hate" (p. 54).

Her greatest fear is in what she saw in Langtry's

soul - the blackness and emptiness (pp. 23, 72).

This fear often recalls

the tatoo and gun, both reminders of Langtry's threat to kill her.
.inner fear prevents Dena's establishment of order.

Thus,

llO

In order to overcome her fears and past with Langtry, Dena must
convert her thoughts to new life and new love.
renewal in the sun.

She finds comfort and

Her relationship with Cam Elliot restores life to

her, and thoughts of him lead to her desire to be lovely: "The pleasure
of the echo took some of the loathing of the insects away, and she thought
warmly of Elliot as her dear friend and knew that she would make herself
lovely, if she could, for him" (p. 201).

With him she feels there is a

"new world, the new day" (p. 215), and he brings light and love back to
her being: "The true warmth and power of life would be sitting beside
her.

There was no terror in the passion of it" (p. 217).

Dena thus feels

renewed: "The words sank and were rejected as idle and senseless.
all very long ago now and forgotten.

It was

She had lived again, renewed" (p. 240).

But before total order can be established, Dena must recall her past year's
experience with Langtry, accept it, and willingly go forth towards a new
life with a new love.
her to unconsciousness.

Her thoughts of the previous sum.�er often lead
For example, the author writes: "Often she [Dena]

did not know how she came into the place.in which she found herself" (p. 241).
She confuses the past with the present: "'It's a strange thing.

Some-

times it seems hard to know whe'r I'm here and it's now, or last year and
someplace else.

And where I was then I can't always tell in a handy way.

It was a dream I went into, maybe, or a dream I'm in now.
seems real, as real as day itself"' (p. 242).

But last year

Miss Roberts beautifully

describes Dena's inner thoughts of the past year.

As the author explains,

Dena "wanted to go into what she had now as remembered of the year before
and to shape it, to bring it to something final before she left it" (p. 245),
and "She wanted to understand what had happened the year before and to
bring it to some end, not threat or death" (p. 247).

Dena relives in her
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consciousness each day of the eight-day experien,:e with Langtry (pp. 245257).

She recalls both the beauty and ugliness of the affair: '"There

was something.

It was strange.

It was good, or somehow good'" (p. 255).

She remembers the gun and threat (p. 256), and the letter from Langtry
brings her thoughts of the past to the present moment (p. 258).

After

the haunting attempt to escape Langtry when he returns to Henrytown
(pp. 268-277), Dena realizes that she must confront him in order to
cleanse completely herself of the past experience.

After she faces him

she can find total order within:' "She was cooled now by the falling dew,
and her mind was at ease, but was shut apart by weariness, so that she
gave little heed to the way except that it took her homeward" (p. 281).
Miss Roberts, therefore, places great emphasis on the inner psychological
development of her main character to express Dena's growth of sensitivity
from a state of disorder after her first escape from Langtry to a state
of order after her final departure.

Thus, through Dena's consciousness

we see her establishment of order and life. This adds not only to com
plexity but also to the organic unity of the novel: "The end is united
with the beginning, and another cycle of life begins for Dena when she
walks away from Langtry after he fires upon her - just as the previous
cycle of her life had begun when she walked away from him after he had
34
Dena, therefore, is able to
virtually strangled her in a quarrel."
35
establish order because of successful love.
Although not a romantic novel, Black is� Truelove's Hair contains
aspects of romanticism in the creation of the character Journeyman and
his orchard.

Journeyman possesses a sympathetic interest in the past.

He views th1: redbreasted robin as tender and sentimental, and he wonders
how it can survive in this "new-fangled world of hard, shallow things"
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He recognizes present evil and wants to re-create old-fashioned

(p. 39).
love.

Therefore, he offers his orchard as a place of love, life, and

growth (p. 30).

Journeyman again indicates his belief in the past when

he suggests to Dena that she must return to her past in order to over
come the traumatic sexual experience with Langtry:
go back and be a girl again'" (p. 73).

11

'You would have to

Journeyman also indicates a
The beau

strong love of nature, another characteristic of romanticism.

tiful description of the orchard is obviously romantic in its inclusion
of the seasons, flowing river, and wildlife:
Thus Journeyman's orch.ard and house and garden dominated
the west side of the Glen road.

His house was old and strong,

built of logs covered with clapboards.

His house alone faced

the river; he was the one being in the entire Glen who kept the
river in his thought.
floated a boat over it.

On warm summer days he swam in it or
He knew its origin far uµ among the

twisted hills where a hundred runlets began to assemble.

The

flow of the current was for him identical with the flow of all
water.

It marched quietly by, lifting and falling quietly in

minute waves, or it beat in rumbling turbulence after a rain
storm.
upon it.

'Sometimes the wild geese, in migration, would light
'i'hen they would float, undulant, like the water, and

rest themselves above the deep pool down the stream.
be autumn or spring when they came there.

It would

They would mark the

passing of the seasons, printing them with their webbed feet
into the low waves (p. 36).
The orchard becomes the place of life and love as Journeyman invites the
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young lovers to come there: "There was love and frolic in the orchard.
The girls would shriek in their pleasure and romp in the half-light of
the moon" (p. 41).

Journeyman and the orchard merge, as both represent

the life energies: "He sat on the bench beneath the large apple tree,
and, walking forward, she [Dena] knew him as a part of the orchard, as
the sun was a part" (p. 54).

Finally, the use of imagination and the

idealization of rural life suggest the romantic quality in the novel.
Journeyman insists that Dena will be renewed only by living on the farm,
raising livestock, and working the soil (pµ. 74-78).

His vivid imagination

fore-tells Dena's year of renewal as he brings her through the fall, win
ter, and spring.

Thus, Miss Roberts creates romantic qualities in Black

is� Truelove's Hair through her character Journeyman and his orchard.
An important level of credibility in the novel is symbolism.

The

most significant and recurrent symbols in Black is� Truelove's Hair,
as in --He Sent Forth a Raven, "investigate once again the relationship
36
We can categorize the dominant symbols
of sexuality, love, and death."
into two groups - nature images and sexual symbols.
The nature symbolism in the novel indicates both the destructive and
productive aspect of nature. We can discover images of predatory nature
37
throughout the novel.
Dena hears the harsh cry of the whippoorwill:
"A whippoorwill sang its strange song somewhere overhead among the matted
boughs of little trees.

The cry came as a shrill quiver like the whir

of a whip and at the end the lash of the blow" (p. 7).

She also watches

ants carry off carcasses and numberless gnats dominate in the light (p. 48).
The scarecrow indicates the need to ward off predatory birds from the
berry bushes (p. 30), and the repeated use of sprays to kill insects suggests that "all natural forces are not redemptive."

38

Dena recognizes
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the destructive forr.e of the insects as she sees the "blighted places
where insects had bitten into a stalk 11 (p. 80).

Later she realizes that

their power rests in their infinite numbers as the insects devour the
leaves of Fronia's walnut trees (p. 199), the bean vines (p. 200), and
the logs (p. 200).

Dena sprays the garden to prevent destruction by the

insects, but she realizes man's power is not enough to eliminate the
predatory aspects of nature: "Dena felt a weariness to know that food
came thus, and that the insects could always outwit a man because they
were infinite in number and because they came again and again out of the
nothing of themselves" (p. 200).

Similarly, Journeyman sees the ambigu

ity of nature, and he too sprays his orchard to prevent destruction (pp.
37, 66).

Therefore, Miss Roberts presents the destructive, predatory

side of nature as symbolic of overall death and decay.
More important than the evil aspect of nature, however, are the
good and productive elements.

For example, the author again uses, as in

He· Sent Forth � Raven, corn as symbolic of growth and production (p. 36).
The birds, although some cause destructio.n, mark the seasons and continu
ation of life: "The birds flying over seemed to shriek suddenly of the
spent year and the end of brooding" (p. 53).

In spring they return with

the renewal of life: "All the little birds are back a long while ago.
Doves on the window sill.

Starlings on everything" (p. 77).

And Journeyman

explains to Dena man's freedom in the symbolic story of the sea bird.

The

sea bird, lost on land, accepted the protection of Journeyman's cage until
one day it "shrieked a sudden wild cry and went off into the air with a
great sudden flip-flop of wings" (pp. 178-179).
by life, but not trapped, by God!"' (p. 179).

The bird was '' 'Trapped
Journeyman explains to

Dena "that the bird signifies himself or any human being; one can always
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rise superior to confining circumstance, even if he can never become en39
tirely free."
Thus, the birds symbolize the continuation of life. Another productive nature symbol is the orchard.

As the place of life and

growth, the orchard secures the young lovers of the village (p. 30) and
recalls the traditional pre-marital ceremony that occurred in an or40
chard.
It too is ambiguous, however, for the evil and ill-fated love
of Dena and Langtry begins and finds encouragement here (p. 43).

Miss

Roberts finalizes their relationship in the orchard, however, for they
meet here and Dena departs as Journeyman buries the destructive gun (p. 279).
Thus, the orchard maintains its representation of life and growth.
In addition to these nature symbols, there are two others which
maintain important positions in the novel.
screaming gander.

The first of these is the

Miss Roberts evidently intended the screaming gander

to assume the symbolic function of man protesting, for as she writes in
her notes: "'The screaming Gander .•. a part of the great body of Man's
WQe••• the principle of unrest and protest.

Man protesting his fate.

Han bursting the bonds. Man unwilling to stay fixed in his ordered
41
place. 111
The author carries the gander throughout a large portion of
the novel.

We early see Old Charlie shrieking his cry and dominating

the other geese: nAt her coming the great gander lifted his head higher
and stretched his neck to give forth a loud scream of mingled greeting
and protest that her coming had been delayed" (p. 85).

Later, the fre

quency of the screaming forces Dena to examine the gander for illness
(p. 141), and she eventually discovers that it is not Old Charlie but a
substitute.

The gander ousted by Old Charlie assumes leadership of Fronis's

flock, but it screams continually to protest its displacement: "It was
no wonder then that this one screamed in protest at being dislodged by
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the handsomer creature, or that he screamed at his unfamiliar surroundings,
and it was little wonder that his courage was gone" (p. 168).

And when

Dena forces Old Charlie back to his proper place, he screams protesting
his fate: :rWhile she walked across the flagstones beside the well his
scream was incessant, one great leap of wild laughter broken into rhyth
mic rise and fall from a cackled low note to a high thin trill that came
with the last burst n (p. 205).

Without M.i.ss Roberts's notes, however,

the reader might miss entirely the symbolic function of the gander, for
"it is doubtful if the transfer of meaning from the image to the symbol
is clearly enough made to see the gander as a symbol of man protesting
his fate. 11
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McDowell agrees that the gander fails to encompass the mean43
and Rovit states that the gander's paring Hiss Roberts had intended,
alleling Dena's wrongdoing fails: "The senseless shrieking of the gander

and the overall grotesque humor of the episode are not sufficiently tied
in with Dena Janes' predicament to add an appreciable level of insight
,44
to the thematic development of the novel."
The author is more successful with the other nature symbol, the owl
bark.

A symbol of ominous threat, the owl-bark represents ''The grotesque

fusion of a dog with an owl, suggesting a perversion of the natural order."
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When Dena first hears the owl-bark on the night she loses the thimble in
the mailbox, it fills her with a vague fear: "This bark or burst of tone
had a curious timbre that made it not entirely the bark of a dog, but
somehow the hoot of an owl was put into it ••••
sound 11 (pp. 117-118).

Later she and Fronia listen to the strange sound

and shiver with fear: "'A strange owl, though.
of fear to hear it.

She was troubled by the

It gives me cold shivers

It's a bodacious cry'" (p. 148).

Dena asks Cam to

explain the strange cry, and he insists that '"It can't harm any": (p. 219).
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The author makes clearer the owl-bark's symbolic function of representing
the perversion of Langtry when she writes: "The sound reminded her [Dena]
of the shape that she had drawn in the sand at Journeyman's feet.

With

the bark, the first cry, had come the trailing finger, her own, that
directed the flow of the little stick with which she had made the form
stand clear in the dust.

Terror grew into each syllable of the cry, scarce

ly to be endured as the deep hollow lilt died away to an end" (pp. 226227).

Dena therefore recalls the gun and tatoo she had drawn for Journeyman

(pp. 69-70).

Cam tries to explain that the sound results from an echo,

but Dena cannot wholly accept this: "The echo followed her and kept its
meaningless force even among the meanings which she and her lover had
given it" (p. 233).

Dena transfers the fears of the sound to her mind

as she imagines a physical shape:
She fancied a distorted creature having the head of a dog and
the body of an owl.

It perched high up in the great poplar

tree in the great shadows there, all day, but at night it flit
ted lower to open its terrible dog-mouth and cry owl-cries
mingled with dog-rhythms.
the threat, the terror.

In the cry was printed the shape,
In the five or six notes of the whole

cry there was a curve that made a shape as it outlined the
iron weapon she had drawn in the gravel of Journeyman's path
(pp. 237-238).
Again the owl cry reminds Dena of the gun (p. 241), but as Campbell and
Foster state, "her fear of the strange cry gradually disappears until,
in the climactic scene of the book, she repudiates completely her fear
of Langtry and thus ends forever the fearful significance of the howl.''

46
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The owl-bark, therefore, re�urs throughout the novel and "functions as the
objective e�uivalent for the psychic trauma created by her [Dena 1 s] un47
fortunate experience with Hill Langtry.''
Although the nature symbols are. important in the novel, the most
recurrent and vital symbols are those with sexual connotations.

�1iss

Roberts here uses a �-,ider range of objects with sexual suggestions than.
in He Sent Forth a �ven.

For example, Dena compares the stren�th of Cam's

arm to a rod, suggestin� the phallic shape (p. 261).

Journeyman's poles

also become a phallic symbol as they "seem to be extensions of his body"
48
The author writes: "He
and 'emphasize his fertility-god aspect."
mounted a ladder slowly, and at the instant a pole arose, as if it were
a part of himself stretched to p,reat length to hold up a great benign
and skinny arm in support of the too prolific yield'' (p. 60).

An object

associated with Langtry also symtlolizes nale se,mality, but the tatoo is
a destructive force.
everything'" (p. 249).

Langtry tells Dena that his tatoo is "'the all of
But when Dena draws the shape of the tatoo for

Journeyman to interpret, he ir:unediately reco8nizes its symbolic function.
He tells her it is ';A symbol of Life, but tntooed on the breast of a man
it is the emblem of death.

A nan who wears it there is dead alreadi' (p. 70).

Thus, the tatoo suggests that Langtry's sexuality is destructive rather
than reproductive.
Other sexual symbols include the shaft of light, symbolic of the
male principle.

Because of her deep sexuality, Dena views the thimble

(p. 18'.)), Cam (p. 23tr), and Langtrv (pp. 2711, 278) in shafts of light.
The anbiguity sup:gests her mm aMbi3uous feelinis toward her lovers.
The rose, symbolic of hoth the �ale and female sexual organs, also is
present in the novel.

Its use varies from casual descriptions of fe!"-a.l=
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characters, such as Beauty McClark's ice cream scoop (p. 56) and Journeyman's
sister (p. 178) to the rosebud of Dena's rosary �eads (p. 267).
portant, however, is the suggestion of Dena's sexuality.

More im

Ab Elliot tells

Dena she is "sweet as a new rose" (p. 161), and Cam sends Dena a rose in
his gift-basket (p. 208).
As in He Sent Forth� Raven, Miss Roberts uses the sexual symbols
of rain, white and red, and hair in Black is

!'.!r Truelove's

Hair.

homeward journey, rain often suggests Dena's spent sexuality.

On her

For instance,

she feels lost in the wetness: "She folded her skirt about her shoulders
and was lost into the gray wet, to move forward without purpose, with but
one desire and that to be gone from the place where she had recently been
and to wade pursuit forever" (p. 8).

Water also suggests the loose se�rn

ality of the three vagabond women Dena meets (p. 9), and rain pours down
as soon as Dena is inside a s�ranger's house (p. 20).

The author also

uses rain and water symbolism to express Journeyman's symbolic function
i� the novel.

His association with the river water (p. 36) suggests his

encouragement of sexuality.

We learn that dampness curls his hair, the

water and hair symbolic of his fertility powers.

Also, the rain assists

the growth of the apples in the orchard (p. 39).

In addition, the author

presents the cleansing power of water (p. 222) and explains Dena's renewal of life in water symbolism.

For instance, Dena, at an early stage

of her recovery, notices the renewal power of water: "It ran now with
the water of the morning's shower, and Dena watched it as she stepped slow
ly along and searched it for the life that must have come with the renewed
wet" (p. 48).

Later Dena uses wet leaves on her hat for protection from

the heat (p. 213).

Just as Langtry threatens to ruin her sexually, he

threatens to destroy her in the river water (p. 256).

In the final night
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scene, however. we learn that Dena's sexuality is restored, for as she
departs down the narrow roadway, "She was cooled now by the fal.i.ing
dew" (p. 281).

Thus, Miss Roberts again uses rain and water throughout

a novel to express the sexuality of her characters.
In addition to rain and water symbolism, the author uses extensively
the colors white and red, symbolic of innocence and sexuality.

In the

beginning of the relationship with Langtry, Dena is young and innocently
in love: "Throwing up her little white hat she had thrm-m her glance, as
if she flung up her little white conscience, and while it was thus on the
wing she went swiftly where fancy led" (p. 43).

After abandoning Langtry,

Dena feels undeserving of white, and she is embarrassed by the white
dress she wears to the village store (pp. 48, 50).

When others view

Dena from afar, however, she still appears white (pp. 61, 143).
life is renewed, Dena gradually accepts white garments.

As her

She wears white

socks (p. 171), and she no longer feels guilty wearing a white dress:
"Knowing the he [Cam] would come she had dressed herself in the white
dress of the early summer" (p. 201).

A white napkin cov.ers Cam's gift

to Dena (p. 207), a pure gift representing his love.

The whiteness of

a light reminds Dena of her previous innocence and resulting mistake:
"Fury rolled over the small room where she sat under a light that seemed
to twitter in a white brilliance" (p. 254).

Finally, the author ironically

uses white in association with Langtry, for his perversion and symbolic
function of death do not deserve association with white.

He does, how

ever, drive a white truck (p. 5/♦), and he sends his threatening letter
on white paper (p. 258).

Hiss Roberts, therefore, uses white to suggest

innocence and purity and to express Langtry's contrasting perversion.
The color red represents sexual growth and maturity.

Miss Roberts
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describes the sun, the source of life, as a red ball in the sky (pp. 31,
252).

Langtry's tatoo, which is supposed to be an emblem of life, con

tains red (pp. 69, 249).

More significant, however, Niss Roberts describes

her characters using pink and red.

For example, Hiss Anne Bowers tries

to escape old age by wearing red on her face (p. 35).

Nannie Bowers's

artificial red nails suggest the artificiality and perversion of her self
love (pp. 27, 46, 173, 175, 177).

Her hair is naturally red (p. 26), how

ever, and indicates her natural sexuality,

Ollie McClark, the man who

makes advances to Dena, has deep red blood and a red mouth (p. 140), rep
resentative of his excessive sexuality.

The author also uses red in con

nection with Journeyman, who functions as a fertility god.

He has a red

band on his hat (p. 38), and he lives among the bright red apples (p. 74).
Cam renews life for Dena, and we see his siin as pink (p. 187) and red
(p. 261), and his red fullness of life: "Firm red life seemed to throb
and beat under his flesh" (p. 190).

The author also informs us that Cam

had previously pursued a red-haired girl (p. 218), suggesting his sexu
ality.
Dena.

The most important use of Yed, however, is in connection with
After her return she wears a faded pink and red dress (p. 79),

symbolizing her spent sexuality.

Her skin pinkens as it is renewed by

the sun (p. 97), and now red objects attract Dena.

For instance, her

dress has red flowers (p. 97), she carries a red handkerchief (p. 108),
and a boy hits her with a red balloon at the carnival (p. 112).

In order

to be lovely for Cam, she wears a white dress, but she carefully pins a
pink flower on it (p. 201), representative of her deep and renewed sexu
ality.

Finally, Dena falls in love with Cam, and the gifts of a red

rose from Cam (p. 208) and two pink quilts from Fronia (p. 236) symbolize
her true sexual maturity.
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Since most of what we see in Black is !!z Truelove's Hair is through
Dena's consciousness, her constant awareness of hair suggests her sensi
tive sexuality.

For example, Dena is always noticing everyone's hair,

including those who appear only casually in the novel: the young boy's
brown hair as she passes him on the road (p. 5), the girl's hair (p. 10),
one of the three vagabond women's oily hair (p. 59), the truck driver's
We learn that

sandy hair (p. 62), and Hrs. Wheat's brown hair (p. 258).

Anne Bowers dyes her hair to appear young (p. 35), an artificial attempt
to regain sexual potency.

Similarly, Nannie Bowers crimps her hair (p. 46),

suggesting another artificial attempt to achieve sexuality.

Dena sees

Cam's mother's hair as straight and smooth (p. 230), while Fronia wears
hers in a roll on top of her head (p. 83), antl Journeyman's hair curls
when it is damp (p. 37).

The two men in Dena's life have black hair,

suggested by the title and song that Ab Elliot sings (pp. 156, 232).
Langtry's hair is black and shines in the light (pp. 39, 256), symbolic
of his sexual attractiveness.

We learn, however, that his hail'.: is shaggy

and disordered, suggestive of a sexuality that is perverted: "A great
head of black, shaggy hair that would scarcely stay in form stood firm
in the spread image that merged now with all that she did.
pointed lock fell forward over the forehead" (p. 246).

One great

The last picture

we have of Langtry's hair re-emphasizes its disorder (p. 279).
hair, like Langtry's, is black (p. 187).

Cam's

Dena's gentle touch can return

his hair to order, however, as his love can restore order and sexuality
to her: "but she reached forward and laid a hand out over the line of his
hair where it lay dark and straight above his forehead, and she pressed
the soft black stubble backward from his brow" (p. 262).

Thus, the author

makes a distinction in the lovers' black hair, thereby su.ggesting their
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different effect on Dena.
Throughout the novel Niss Roberts's interest in Dena's sexuality
appears in recurrent descriptions of her hair.

Her disordered hair at

the beginning of the novel (p. 15) symbolizes her <lisordered sexuality
as a result of her affair with Langtry.

She combs her disordered hair

in an attempt to straighten it (p. 15) as her return home is a beginning
attempt to order her life. • Dena's natural curls (p. 18) suggest her
femininity, and although she tries to pull it back, the soft curls re
fuse to straighten (p. 49)..

Journeyman tells her that the color and

curls of her hair are irregular (p. 65), suggesting that her past sexual
experience was irregular.

In explaining her "sickness" for Langtry,

Dena admits that even the act of combing her hair "had something to do
with Bill" (p. 71).
(p. 91).

As Dena begins her recovery, the sun warms her hair

Ollie McClark interferes, however, with his sexual advances,

and he talks of her curls (p. 140).

Symbolic of her struggle to establish

order is Dena's repeated brushing of her tangled hair (pp. 166, 207).
She does successfully straighten her hair as she establishes order in
her life.
nine curls:
(p. 216).

And her new love, Cam, notices and admires her natural femi
11

'As many leaves as Dena has got curly hairs on her head' n

Thus, the author expresses Dena's sexual disorder and renewed

maturity by constantly describing Dena's hair.
Miss Roberts uses one other important sexual symbol in Black is !':{Y
Truelove's Hair, and this is the thimble.

We learn from the author's

papers that '"From the beginning it was assured that the woman, Dena,
would have two lovers, and that the first would come to disaster.

That

the thimble episode would appear as a shadow of the central theme and
carry along the design while it (the thimble) became a symbol of the
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thing lost and thing at length found."'

49

The thimble, therefore, be50
comes the "symbol of the life principle of sexuality,"
and it represents
both the male and female sexual organs.

We cannot accept HcDowell's

criticism that Fronia's distress over the lost symbol is out of proportion
51
with the value of the gold thimble
if we recognize this woman's deep
It is difficult to c;1gree with McDowell's
.52
·Fronia gets
statement that the thimble is weak as a phallic symbol.
desire and need for sexuality.

the thimble after a sexual affair with the owner 1 s husband (p. 124), and
thus to her it represents the sexual principle, both male and female.
Also, numerous descriptions of its shape and its connection with fer
tility, as in the granary held in the silo, the owls, and matted under53
For exclmpl1?, Dena
growth strongly suggest its phallic symbolism.
thinks: ::A thimble had somehow taken on a great size, large enough to
outweigh the Caney Run farm.

It seemed larger than a silo tower and of

the same shape" (p. 125), and "It seemed of a great sizEi again, equal to
the silo tower that loomed above the line of Judd's barn and.stood against
the gray-blue sky of the horizon" (p. 132).

Through her vivid imagination

Dena again expresses the male and female symbolism of the thimble: "Dena
climbed to the top of the thimble and looked down into it.

Or, reversed,

the thimble stood as a round mountain peak with a tall thicket around
the bottom in which were giant owls looking out" (p. 130) and "Lifting
up her head from the hoeing she saw the thimble standing against the
sky beside Judd's barn on a distant hill toward the southeast.

It stood

as a great tower of metal that was gray in the bright sun and green in
the shadow" (p. 133).

And Dena suggests the secret affair by explaining

to Cam that n'It's not, you might say, a religious thimble'" (p. 189).
Therefore, Niss Roberts successfully presents the thimbl,e as a sexual
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symbol suggesting the love Dena lost in Langtry and found again in Cam.

54

Although the thimble may interfere with the progression of the love story
55
and although it probably does disrupt the oras Wagenknecht suggests,
ganic unity of the novel because of its absence in the important first
and last chapters, the thimble does maintain important symbolic function
and adds to the complexity of the novel.

Miss Roberts, in addition to

realism and slight romanticism, therefore, creates beautiful symbolism
to make Black�� Truelove's Hair a complex work.

Unlike the previous novels discussed, Black is� Truelove's Hair
opens with an intense moment in the main character's life.

The author

does not build up to the character's ultimate threat as she does in He
Sent Forth a Raven with the rape scene, but rather she forces us to ex
perience with Dena from the first line of the novel an intense moment.
The overall intensity of the novel results from Dena's prevailing ques
tion of how to restore her sexuality that has been spent by Langtry and
reach a spiritual maturity that complements her sexual maturity.

In

other words, Dena must find a way to accept her past, find her place in
society for the present, and renew her life for a better future.

The

author develops the intensity throughout the novel by forcing Dena to give
a final answer to four threshold questions.
We discover the first question that Dena must answer has been answered
when the novel begins.

She has left Langtry.

We learn near the end of

the novel through her thoughts of the past, however, that her decision
was an intense one, and that she expressed strength to endure by aban
doning Langtry.

She remembers that on Thursday she told Langtry she would

not leave, but by Friday her mind had changed: "On Friday she said another
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thing.

She was afraid then of what her voice said.

make true her new decision.

She saw no way to

He had but one argument, first and last:

'Go, and when the time come for't, I'll be there to shoot you through
six times"' (p, 248).

In spite of Langtry's threat, however, she recog

nizes the emptiness of her existence with him: "She wanted to tell some
other, to ask, 'Is it right?

Is this the end?

Where is life, then? My life?'" (p. 251).

Is this to be forever?

Her confusion dominates:

"She had wept all of a night.

Leave or not leave.

ready to get up!

Get up!

Lay y'down!

Where to go?

Lay down: rn (p. 251).

'Get

Finally,

however, she faces the test situation and abandons Langtry:
"I reckon you think to leave me.••• "

The long dialogue of

the leaving followed.

She lay panting on the floor.

closed on her throat.

She had smiled a horrible smile, to buy

immediate safety.
show it to her.
the shadows.
like water.

His hand

He talked of the gun, and he found it to
He was asleep on the bed.

She was watching

They were moving, mottled, shapeless ripples,
She went swiftly and softly out the door and thus

into the roadway to walk swiftly away (pp. 256-257).
Miss Roberts begins the novel after Dena has met her first ultimate
threat, and we see her immediately facing the second threshold question,
where to go.

Dena moves westward, trying to convince herself that she

has a right to live since she is alive (pp. 7-9).

Although she dreads

facing her sister and the townspeople, she inwardly knows that she must
return home in order to establish some sense of order in her life.

We

learn in the second sentence of the novel that "She went forward slowly
in a steady pace, as if she had walked for an hour or more, and as if
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she had in mind some distant place where she wanted to be" (p. 3).

Dena

finally admits to herself that she is returning home when she tells the
vagabond woman "'I'm going back'" (p. 18).

On the final day of her jour

ney, the sun lights her way to Henrytown and her sister's house (p. 21).
She upholds her decision to return home and faces her sister without
faltering (p. 22).
Miss Roberts continues the intensity throughout most of the remain
der of the novel by developing Dena's intensive "'Withdrawal - sinking
56
back into earth.'"
The abundant sexual symbolism suggests Dena's struggle to overcome her past and discover an identity for the present.

Through

her mergence with nature and the land, exemplified by her sunbathing and
life on the farm, Dena recovers from the tragic sexual experience and
discovers a renewed spirituality and sexuality through Cam Elliot.

Thus,

Dena gives an answer that is final in accepting Carn and again illustrates
her strength to endure.
The novel reaches a final intense climactic moment when Dena must
confront Langtry and his threat to kill her.

Throughout the year she has

constantly remembered his threat and feared his coming.

When she does

learn he has returned, she determines to go to Journeyman for physical
protection: "'I will go somehow,' she whispered, and she mingled the
resolve with her prayers.

'I will go, I will go "' (p. 266).

Her courage

weakens, however, and the author dramatically shows Dena's increasing
fear with each step she takes.

When she sees Langtry in Fronia's house,

her fear controls her movements: "She could not trust her hiding longer,
and wild with fear and haste, she arose and went swiftly, without caution,
down the pasture slope toward the creek" (p. 271).
and at this point she almost breaks in hysteria:

Anger overcomes her,
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Anger arose in her.

Reviewing her difficulties in the pasture

and remembering Fronia's going from the house to find help or
give warning, these brought her to a pitch of rage that shook
her body in a desperate wish to strike, to defend herself, to
kill.

Why, she asked, ·did she wait until night found her driven

from home and helpless in a field of withering hay?
make an end to this, she reasoned.

She would

She would rush into the Glen

road screaming the name of the murderer (pp. 273-274).
The moment passes, however, and she feels drained of all energy: "But
anger dies away ••••

Anger being spent, despair and weariness overtook

her, as if she would never rise again 11 (p. 274).

Dena contemplates

stopping at a house and begging for protection (p. 275), but she at last
realizes that she must meet her test situation openly: "Her flesh quivered
in small rhythmic chills of fear and cold.
with the intake of her rhythmic breath.
one's.

'Ny ovm,

It's a thing between Langtry and me.

tonight to be finished"' (p. 276).

'It's my trouble,' she said
And not some other

Started a year ago.

And

She quickly rushes toward the orchard

and here meets Langtry's gunfire.
This final scene could easily become a melodramatic end to the novel,
but because of Miss Roberts's beautiful symbolism, it becomes the most
intense moment.

In order to understand the intensity, we must again

look at the sexual symbolism of the gun and the sun.
novel the gun is a destructive element.

Throughout the

Langtry threatens Dena with the

gun, and her remembrance of it frightens her: "The whole rejected picture
came back, bold in presence and seeming, so that a tube, small and cold,
steely gray and firm, was pushed down against her bosom above her heart.
She listened for the crash of the discharged weapon" (p. 51).

A system
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of vocabulary has built up around guns and firing concerning male sexual
ity.

Langtry's firing the gun is therefore symbolic of his sexual re

lationship with Dena.

In this final scene of the novel Langtry fires his

gun twice in an attempt to destroy Dena.

He fails to hit Dena, however,

and might as well have been shooting blanks.

Dena rejects him in her

symbolic rejection of destructive sexuality.

Langtry understands the

rejection, and complet"ely whipped, follows Journeyman as if he were
drained of all energy, sexuality, and life (p. 281).

Journeyman breaks

and buries the gun, putting a final end to the sexual destruction (p. 280).
What is most important, however, is that Dena not only rejects destructive
sexuality, but she accepts creative sexuality as does Jocelle in He Sent
Forth a Raven.
-------

Again, in order to ensure that this final scene would

not be melodramatic, Miss Roberts cleverly foreshadows Dena's rejection
of Langtry and destructive sexuality and acceptance of Cam and creative
sexuality in sun symbolism.

The sun, as the source of all energy, rep

resents life renewal and production.

The sunbathing scene becomes, there

fore, Dena's acceptance of creative sexu,ality (pp. 87-93)..
of the ·sexual act permeate the entire sunbathing passage.
Dena stretches out !'naked before the hot flood" (p. 87).
"the great yellow ball of fire" (p. 88).
but then feels relief (p. 88).

Suggestions
For example,

The sun is

Dena experiences slight pain,

Lying on her back, she accepts the

flood of being that poured into her from above n (p. 89).

11

great

She turns over

and "The sun poured its waves over her and beat upon her hair 11 (p. 91).
Later she returns to her back, and then rishe turned her right side to
the ray and stretched out her thighs" (p. 93).

The author suggests the

climax of the act: "The sun was furious now with heat and light" (p. 93).
Dena "suddenly had enough of it" and her state of unconsciousness suggests
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her spent energy and relief: "Consciousness had almost left her ..

She

waited until the last effect of the sun had died away and sense had re
turned, and then she put on her garments slowly" (p. 93).

After the act

is complete, we view her: ''.The after-glow of the sun bath had arrived and
her body was delicately burnt now with a fiery pink flush" (p. 97).
is indeed

11

Dena

born again into the sun 11 (p. 90) because she exposes herself

to the whole light and life of the earth: "The whole light of the earth,
and the life of it, belonged to this bright reach of the day that came
into being under the sun , but only within the air of the world" (p. 91).
The author, therefore, through sexual symbolism of the sun foreshadows
Dena's final acceptance of sexual creativity with Cam.

And this is the

most magnificent choice of a:ny female, for as Miss Roberts insists, sex
is either creative or nothing.

Thus, marvelous intensity results.

The

novel closes in calm serenity: "The lane closed about the sound of her
feet and muffled this to one step and a step, that went as a solitary
tread along the narrow roadway" (p. 281).
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CH.APTER VI

THE GREAT MEADOW

Although there are minor weaknesses in organic unity, Black i��
Truelove's Hair maintains a high degree of complexity and intensity.
Hiss Roberts succeeds in creating dramatic subjective realism and beauti
ful forceful symbolism.

The main charac.ter' s repeated test situations

mark the vivid intensity throughout the novel.

Thus, Miss Roberts's last

novel maintains a high degree of aesthetic value.
The Great Meadow, Miss Roberts's fourth novel, is a fictional account
of the journey to and settlement of the Kentucky wilderness by her pioneer
1
The story progresses easily
ancestors in the late Eighteenth Century.
through three stages, each stage described in three chapters.

The main

character's life in Albemarle, her growth towards maturity, and resultant
choice of Berk Jarvis as her husband and way of life is contained in the
first section.

The next three chapters present Diony's journey to Kentucky,

the life at Fort Harrod, the Indian attack, and Berk's determination to

UL

The last section encompasses

get revenge for his mother's scalping.

Diony's life without Berk, her marriage to Evan Muir, and the confron
tation between the two men after Berk's return.
deals with the pioneering journey and is

11

Thus, The Great Meadow

in many aspects a basis text

in the history of Southern ·.backgrounds, and it as well offers something
of a metaphysical source of the pioneering, westering soul of the nine2
teenth century."
In examining the novel for organic unity the first question - what
the author is saying is the way she says it - can easily be answered in
terms of Hiss Roberts's use of her central image - weaving.

The whole

progress of the novel, external and internal, is dependent on the weaving:
as the threads are woven to create cloth, so the sentences, paragraphs�
and chapters are woven to create an artistic whole.

And since the making

of cloth is symbolic of civilized crafts through which the pioneers make
order in the wilderness,

the weaving of cloth expresses the visible

growth of Diony in her attempt to impose order on the world within her
and the growth of the pioneers in their attempt to impose order and civ
ilization on the wilderness.

In borrowing Rena Niles's title "Kentucky

Profiles: She Writes the ·way She Weaves," we realize that 1.fiss Roberts
does indeed write the way she weaves.
separable.

Thus, form and content are in-

A discussion of several of the uses of weaving throughout

the novel will prove that Miss Roberts does develop the two movements
of the novel through weaving images, and an analysis of one passage in
terms of poetic prose will show her mastery at weaving words into descrip
tive ?assages.
Diony is constantly weaving, thinking of weaving, or talking about
weaving throughout the entire novel.

Definite patterns are therefore
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developed by the success or failure of the weaving.

For example, time

is shown in its passage through weaving of cloth: the seasons were an
ticipated by the particular cloth woven at the time.

As Miss Roberts

writes, "Diony felt the coming of spring as she flung the shuttle through
the web to weave the tow linen for the sunnner wear."

Also, weaving

plays a definite role in the inner development of Diony's consciousness.
In a beautiful passage Diony moves from the actuality of the spinning to
the external physical worlc and then into the interior of her mind:
Spinning the wool, she would work in the west end of the
room, running back and forth to the rhythms of the great wheel.
Out the small window she could see the garden patch along the
creek, the flowing wate:r beyond, and the hill.

Stepping back

and forth in the dance of spinning, she would recall words
from her father's books, from one book: "It is evident to
anyone who takes a survey of the objects of human knowledge,
that they are either ideas actually imprinted on the senses
or else such as are perceived by attending to the passions
and operations of the mind •••• "

This would blend anew with

the flow of the wool in her hands until the words and the wool
were spun together and all stood neatly placed in her thought
ready to be woven into some newer sort (pp. 21-22).
Even Diony's dreams parallel the weaving process: :iDiony continued to
dream, her senses a web of unknowing fibers that reached into.and among
the fibers of the flax" (p. 76).

All movement on the Virginia plantation

also is described in weaving images: "Betty began to spin at the wheel
where the wool yarn was made, stepping lightly back and forth.

All the
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acts of the plantation went forward with decision and vigor" (p. 108).
Diony 1 s journey, both external and internal, progresses through the
weaving of cloth.

During Berk's marriage proposal, Diony is controlled

by the weaving process (pp. 32-83).

Betty's refusal to accept Diony's

parting is described in re1.ation to the wheel's stubbornness to work,
�nd Diony suggests that she, as Diony will herself do, try a new way:
::I don It know what Is got into this wheel.

matter what way_ you coax hit.

Won't go' no

Or iffen hit goes hit just

stutters along, so mad hit can hardly turn.

Hit ever was a

contrarious wheel.:,
''Try the blue wool," Diony said after a little time for
thought.

;iTry some blue.

you had on all week.

Haybe it's tired out on that white

I wouldn't ivonder if it rs just plumb

sick of so much all one kind" (p. 119).
Thus, Diony prepares for her journey as she·weaves her fare-wells: "Then
she would know, as she wove, that this cloth would fold about her knees
on the long march, and she would -weave into it the fabric of the wool''
(p. 120).

On the actual journey, weaving again functions as the central or
ganizing principle.

When Diony arrives at the place where Berk 1 s family

is waiting, Berk's mother Elvira gives Diony a gift of cloth as a welcome
(p. 15!1).

And as the pioneers begin their westward trip, the spinning

wheel is placed on top of the equipment, as if it were to shelter the
kettles and bedding (p. 158).

During the long and arduous struggle to

survive at Fort Harrod, the wheel is inactive because of the lack of
thread.

After Berk's long absence and Diony 1 s loneliness, lwpe returns
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to Diony when Evan promises her a field of flax in the spring: nElvira's
wheel hunr, from the rafters, but hearing of Huir's field of flax she saw
the distant sprin?, and saw herself drawing a firm filament, a hair-like
thread, from the distaff, m_aking ready for weaving" (p. 255).

But before

Diony can ·accept this new life, she must accept Berk's death and the
positive need to continue to live.
climactic night scene in the forest.

Leading to this acceptance is the
Diony confuses her thoughts of

Elvira's scalp, the cause of Berk's departure, with her weaving:
She continually spun the flax, making thread.

Seeing what was

piled on the distaff she was haunted by flying strands of gray,
clinging threads of fine gray yarn, haunted by flax and hair.
She pushed the likeness from her mind and made the wheel draw
the threads into a firm twist, but the power of the flax in its
likeness to hair prevailed and arrived in her thought by some
inner way so that all she did with her hands mocked back at
hern (p. 271).
After Diony erases the hopes she had for her past life, she is able to
accept Evan.

Again the author uses weaving to express the union between

the two characters: "for the cloth seemed now as an intimacy between
herself and him" (p. 287).
Evan.

Diony can, therefore, continue to live with

When Berk returns, however, and Diony again accepts him as her

husband, Miss Roberts uses the weaving image.

In Berk's account of his

struggle to survive, he tells Diony of Dah-sings relatives' struggle
against the cold.

In an ultimate desire to protect, Diony imagines

herself making cloth to cover the cold bodies (p. 328).

Thus, weaving

imagery is central in the organizing of content as it is in the structure
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of Niss Roberts's form.
In the above quoted passages from the novel we can see that what
Hiss Roberts is saying is the way she says it.

For instance, in the

description of Viony's confusion of the threads she is weaving with
Elvira's hair (p. 271), Miss Roberts weaves the words to complete the
image.

By examining another passage from the novel, we can recognize

that the author's use of prose poetry, or poetic prose, "a form of prose
with m arked (although preferably not too regular) cadence and frequently
with extensive use of figurative language and imagery,"

is vital to

As Adams suggests, Miss Roberts's approach
7
to her material is that of the ''infusion of poetry'? into fiction.
Thus,

her beautiful woven passages.

she is capable of bringing to fiction the ''poet's vision and that tragic
8
The following passage is only one example of the beausense of life.''
tiful poetic prose of which Miss Roberts was capable of creating:
Out in the frosty cold of the early morning to milk the
cow, leaving Betty asleep in their bed, Diony let the telling
voice of the night before recede from her memory and let all
that was told beside the fire become now a finished music,
judged and settled into her knowledge, but not sounding now
in her ears.

A fog had rolled up from the river to lie over

the white frost of the early night, and now the frost and the
mist made a brilliant silver air that leaped and sparkled in
the sun.

The last of the leaves were falling and the ground

was spread with gold.

A golden leaf would drop through the

bright air, and then another, a slow rain, and a flock of
birds, going overhead, were a swift flow of flashing wings
that beat across the shimmering welkin.

The cow appeared in
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the mist and her tawny coat made bright color before the dust
of white frost that lay over the cow-pen, her long vapory breath
joining the body of the mist.

The fowls moved quickly about, in

search of corn, white geese and speckled guineas and dark hens
that were colored like calico.

Diony stood up in the sparkling

frost, bringing the cow through the opened gap, her hand on the
animal's back, feeling herself to be shut into the dazzling
brightness of the morning, as taken apart into the great blinding
whiteness of sunlit mist and the raining gold of the leaves
(pp. 102-103).
In this passage we find many of the tools of the poet.

We discover a

subtle rhythDl and numerous examples of personification ("telling voice
of the night,•· "air that leaped," ,:body of the mist"), alliteration
("flow of flashing," ;'cow ••• cow••. color •.•cow-pen''), assonance (' 1 Fowls
moved quickly about n ), onomatopoeia ("flashing wings''), metaphor
(''ground was spread with gold"), and simile ("dark hens that were
colored like calico'').

Thus, Hiss Roberts' s style beautifully molds

form and content: ''The prose style is thus thoroughly functional in its
attempt to parallel the actual process of a mind perceiving sensation,
and gradually transforming it into realized experience.

And further,

through the incantation effect of the prose. the reader himself is drru,m
into the process, participating in the immediate experience, and emerging,
9
ideally, with a truly enlarged vision and a heightened sense of life.n
Elizabeth Madox Roberts weaves her writing as Diony weaves the cloth and
story in The Great Headow.
Hiss Roberts, in addition to the weaving images, uses time and its
progression, and this becomes an important element in the coherence and
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continuity of the novel.

There is a continual swift flow of time as the

seasons and scenes merge: "Summer and winter and spring, these �an over
the cane country in irrep,ular regularity" (p. 302).

Time always moves

forward, although Miss Roberts sees the past and present and future as
merging: "In her imaginatio·n she saw, too, the past and the present as
parts of a continuous whole, of a long succession of seed times and har
vests broken again and again by 'the acute moment, the fine and immediate
present.'"

10

Thus, there are few flashbacks to interrupt the present,

and in general the progression of the novel is forward to parallel the
11
Often the author will also end scenes
forward movement of the pioneer.
with abrupt conversation which is analogous to the swift movement ending
12
in music.
For example, the conversation at the end of the scene when
Polly questions the right of the white man in taking Indian land swiftly
moves toward an ending which expresses the strong man's victory and con
trol over the weaker (p. 106).

Therefore, as the weaving image merges

the outer physical world with the inner world of spirit, so too does time.
These create coherence and continuity in the novel.
There is one obvious weakness in the coherence and continuity and,
therefore, in the organic unity of the novel.

This fallacy is the un

expected and sudden return of Berk to the settlement.

Although Carl Van

Doren states that Miss Roberts uses the Enoch Arden plot of the two husbands effectively because she does not shy away but makes it dramatic,

13

I see the ending as somewhat romantic and weakening to the organic unity.
I agree with Earl Rovit that Hiss Roberts fails to make clear the distinction between Berk and Evan,

14

at least not until the end of the novel,

and Diony's choice might easily go unnoticed in its importance of comple
menting herself, her own kind of strength: "if the reader cannot feel
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within the novel itself that Diony's choice is a significant one, integral
to the meaning of the novel - then the final episode has a note of con
trived artificiality which mars the otherwise harmonius development of
15
the themes."
Also, as Frederick McDowell points out, Berk's return is
16
somewhat anti-climactic.
If Miss Roberts is expressing the idea that
vengeance destroys, as it so thoroughly destroys Roger Chillingworth in
Hawthorne's Th� Scarlet Letter, then his return makes false this idea,
for he returns in all glory and reclaims his wife and house.

For these

two reasons, therefore, the ending of the novel interrupts the organic
unity.
The novel is complete, however, in that a degree of finality is
achieved.

It depends on nothing outside itself, and all of the characters

except Evan Nuir reach a final stage of development.

The spirit of Elvira

lingers after her death within Diony, and Betty, through Betsy, is destroyed
because of her weakness to survive in a world of struggle and chaos.

Berk,

the Boone kind, survives all struggles and returns home to help maintain
the order imposed there.

And Diony's reflections as she feeds her child

in the last scene expresses her sense of completeness:
And thus the creation of order out of chaos, the thrusting
forward of man into areas unknown that he may impose a form
upon them, and the kind of strength which realizes itself in
being a "minute part, conscious" in- an unconscious world,
revitalizing itself over and over again in an endless series
of beginnings and ends - all these ideas fuse into the picture
of Diony suckling her child in a small shelter of civilization
17
on the borders of the wilderness.
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Miss Roberts completes her novel as Diony strives to order her inner self:
"For a little while she felt that the end of an age had come to the world,
a new order dawning out of the chaos that had beat through the house dur
ing the early part of the night.

Her thought strove to put all in order

before she lay down to sleep;, (p. 337).

Thus, .the author achieves a

sense of completeness in her novel.
Another determining factor of organic unity is whether the characters
are convincing, consistent, and comprehensible.

There are two basic groups

of characters in The Great Headow, Diony's family in Albemarle and the
pioneers, and the pioneers are of two types - the Boone kind or the Diony
type.

The minor characters play a greater part than in some of the other

novels, such as Jingling _in the Wind and A Buried Treasure., and the char
acters are more convincing: "there is a distinct advance in the rendering
of subordinate characters - an advance facilitated largely by the greater
lucidity of Diony's perceptions of human contacts, and a more ·sophisti18
c�ted employment of dialog to reveal character."
Diony's family functions as a background for her character and de
velopment.

Her parents, Thomas - a Tidewater gentry, and Polly - a

Pennsylvania Methodist, give her a divided heritage: "Her ancestry reflects
a divided heritage which sometimes frustrates her but which gives her in
the end increased power over herself and her surroundings and increased
19
knowledge of reality."
Thomas Hall is most convincing and consistent
with his background, and comprehensible as a father when he refuses to
let Diony marry Berk and go to the wilderness: "'But not Diony,' Thomas
Hall said standing over the table and striking the board with a great
blow.

'Not my Diony to go there',. (p. 107).

The sound of the anvil for

the next few days symbolizes his stubbornness to submit to Diony's wish=
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1
•

1oud swift denials, in iron, making a continual protest to all th�t they

held in mind'' (p. 110).

�inally, however, Thomas can no lon�er stand in

his daughter's way, no longer prevent civilized man from spreading over
the earth: ,;The anvil had let off its outcry altogether and presently
her father's broken step came on the stones behind the house and he was
heard asking for her at the kitchen door" (p. 113).

Thomas Hall, as a

father, could no longer interfere in Diony's destiny.
Polly Hall is most convincinp. in her questioning whether it is the
white man's right to take Kentucky land.

Polly is a Pennsylvania Methodist:,

a religion nci-1 in its acceptance and force against the strong Church of
:Sngland.

Her strength is inherited by Diony: nshe is an embodirnent of

piety mixed with co:mmon sense and creative domesticitv.

Under her direc

tion is woven the intricate footmantle Hhich protects T>iony in the wilder20
ness.
The other family member w!10 plays a significant i;,art in the develop
ment of Diony's consciousness is her sister Betty.

Betty is convincing,

consistent, and comprehensible in her reverent-like worship of Diony.
She refuses to accept Diony's leaving, and tears offer a release to her
sorrow as Diony departs.

Betty's major function in the novel, however,

:is to represent the weak, uniJ:11aginative person.

Diony's constant cor"n-

parison of Betty to Betsy Todd, a character killed by the Indians, relates
their inability to meet the demands of the frontier: "She thought of
Betsy's fate as identical with Betty's and they were one to her'' (p. 221)
and "There was a deep inner pain when she realized Betsy as broken and
flung oack into the earth, Betty and Betsy bein� curiously identified in
her thought of them" (p. 234).

Thus, Diony's family, althou?,h no longer

characters active in the novel after the first three chapters, remains
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always as part of Ciony's consciousness.
The pioneering characters in .The_ i:!:��.!

;1_�-9_0�

are of two types: the

Doane type who possesses the drive, action, and power to make a trail
throu<s;, wilderness, and the Diony type who constantly endures so as to
21
impose order.
These two.types are complementary. The Boone type of
character is best exemplified by Daniel Boone.

Boone emerges only once

as a real c�aracter in the novel; he exists, therefore, primarily as a
force behinc''. the pioneers.

lfaen Diony confronts Boone, she sees him as

an animal containing both brute force and gentleness: !!All the animals
of the Lick were powerful about hiTI then, felt and realized as he stood
near, but he arose from amon·g the beasts and his eye was more clear and
more cunning than theirs and his courage more cool, his daring greater.
He stood without hate above the beasts and above savage men.
as he talked ! ' (p. 185).

He smiled

Hi� strong sense of identity and place awes

Diony, for he tells her he has never been lost:

1
11

1 never was lost.

was bewildered right bad once for as much as a week, but not lost.
never felt lost the whole endurcn time"'.. (p. 186).

I
I

Thus, Boone I s kind

of super·-strength, a necessity to the early settlements, demands respect
from the other pioneers.

This respect even leads to fear when Boone is

missing and rumored as dead: "There was terror in the land.
back along the Hilderness Road" (p. 213).

Many started

Consistent to his character,

however, Boone returns to aid the settlers once again in their struggle
for survival.
Hiss Roberts develops two other characters as the Boone type - Elvira
and Berk Jarvis.

Elvira is most convincing, consistent, and comprehensible

as the pioneer woman of strength and as a mother.

Diony feels small be

side her strength (p. 180), but this strength is infused in Diony when
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Elvira gives up her life to save Diony: ,;Elvira had died for her.

This

was Diony's life now in the wilderness; thus was she placed and related n
(p. 202).

The other Boone type is Berk, Elvira's son.

On the journey

Berk is briefly pictured as the leader, the maker of the path: ''Berk went
ahead of his men.

He was c·autious now, inquiring of every step.

Diony

saw him high in the pass, making the way, flinging a log from the path
or pushing away loose boulders" {pp. 168-169).

Miss Roberts, however,

fails to continue the Boone-type description of Ber�, and as previously
stated, this leads to a weakness in the final events of the novel.

The

revenge motive of Berk is defined in terms of filial duty, but his not
seeming ·even hesitant to leave his wife and new son appears inconsistent
with his deep dependence on family ties.

Finally, Berk's final account

of his struggle against the Indians becomes more romantic than actual.
Therefore, Berk is not always convincing, consistent, or comprehensible,
and this is where Hiss Roberts's novel falls short of maintaining the
high degree of aesthetic value.
The second type of pioneer character is represented by Diony, a
strength to endure and create order: "Together, men and women, they went
slowly forward, the men to the fore, the man's strength being in the
thrust, the drive, in action, the woman's lateral, in the plane, enduring,
inactive but constant" (p. 168).

Diony comprehends the difference in

herself and Boone, and she is aware that she is not, nor ever was, the
Boone kind (p. 187).

Iler type of strength, however, is to follow and

establish order out of the vilderness. She becomes the "ultimate civi22
lizing influence."
Boone recognizes her kind of strength when he refuses to accept Diony's thanks for building the westward trail: '''If I
marked out the way, you had to go it with your two feet, and so the roac:'s
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yours too for the trouble you took to walk it.
whilst you went the way'n (p. 185).

And the danger was yours

Diony is most consistent as a char

acter in that her inner thoughts and consciousness always dominate.

From

the first paragraph in the novel when Diony is trying to discover her
identity by •·subtracting herself from the diffused life of the house"
(p. 3) by calling out her name, to the last sentence when she gives her
self to contemplation and then the "extinction of sleep'' (p. 338), Diony' s
inner being dominates.

She is aware of her destiny as symbolized in her
23
name, Dione, the representative of love and supplanter of chaos.
Thus,
24
She remains
Diony is consciously motivated to impose order on chaos.
throughout the novel a consistent, convincing, and comprehensible character.
The other Diony type character is Evan Huir.

Often apparent in the

background of the journey and at Fort Harrod, Evan never breaks forth as
a leader.

He constantly remains as an enduring, constant force in the

creation of order.

His gentle, easygoing character accepts being the

protector of Berk's wife, and after much time he calmly asks her to be
his wife.

In the. ending scene Evan is inconsistent and somewhat uncon

vincing when he first offers to fight for what is his and then easily
forgoes his claim to Diony and his child.

Here lies the biggest weakness

in his characterization.
One character remains to be examined, and this is the embodiment of
all of the types of character.

Niss Roberts fails to develop Jocelle 1 s

child Roxanna in HE:_ Sen1=_ Forth a Raven as a real personality, and the
omission weakens organic unity in terms of total meaning.

Here, however,

the author beautifully uses Tom Jarvis to express the creative force of
sex and the continuation of life.

Tom, Berk's and Diony's son, encompasses

all: Berk, Diony, Elvira, Betty, Polly, and Thomas:
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The child's hair was more yellow than Berk's and it curled
lightly above the temples in the way of her own hair, but
his skull was from Elvira.

When he laughed, Iletty came into

the cabin: but when he sat puzzling over some bit of thread,
studying closely some mystery of bent or knotted leather strand
lost from her needle, his mou.th slipped in pretty curves and
angles and was the gift of Polly Brook.

When she sang to him

in the quiet of the winter dusk, finding song after song in
her memory and making songs out of the matters in her father's
books, then sometimes the child lifted his head suddenly and
looked upward into her face, and it was Thomas Hall who looked
there, as if his hand had been lifted to say "harken" (p. 269).
Thus, as representative of the birth motif that will be discussed under
complexity, Tom becomes a mixture of the various characters.

The char

acters, therefore, with the exception of Evan and in part Berk, are co·:i.
sistent, convincing, and comprehensible, and add to the organic unity
of the novel.
In addition to the need for characters to maintain certain qualities,
action must also possess certain characteristics.

Since The Great Eeadow

is a psychological novel, which will be discussed under complexity, there
is little external action.

The external action, however, does develop

from the inner motivations, and it generally is credible, motivated, not
obscure or confused, clear, meaningful, and it helps develop the theme.
By examining five external actions, we can realize that these characteristics generally hold true.
The first major action in the novel is the decision to go to Kentucky
and the resulting journey.

Miss Roberts clearly reveals the characters'
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attraction to the cane country: '"a promise land.

I never before in all

my time heard tell of a land so smooth and good, a well-nigh sort of Eden'"
(p. 10), and "'But the country is like paradise.
in blowth in the spring-o'-the-year.
and good''' (p. 53).

Rich cane.

Trees ali

Like paradise it is, so beautiful

Diony ·senses the trip to impose order as her _destiny

because of her name symbolism: "She could scarcely piece the truths to
gether to make them yield a thread of a story, but she held all in a
chaotic sense of grandeur, being grateful for a name of such dignity.
Her brothers called her Diny, and they were indeed earth-men, delving in
the soil to make it yield bread and ridding the fields of stumps, plowing
and burning the brush" (pp. 14-15).

:-fiss Roberts portrays the journey

in a clear description of the meaningful attempt to establish order.
Thus, the action follows a clear pattern of motivation and the theme of
imposing order on the wilderness develops naturally.
A major action at Fort Harrod is Elvira's protection of Diony and
h�r resultant death.

The maternal instinct in Elvira and her strong

pioneer determination aid her in saving Diony.

This action is, there-

fore, credible and meaningful in that Elvira has the Boone type of strength.
This leads naturally to Berk's revenge desire and his journey to regain
Elvira's scalp, which are logically motivated by his love for his mother.
We can question, however, his apparent ease in leaving his living family.
As already stated, this is a weakness in the believability of action.
Miss Roberts carefully develops Diony's marriage to Evan, although
the author fails in developing a clear relation�1ip between Diony and
Evan.

In a walled fort in the wilderness, a woman, especially one with

a child, needed a man for protection and as a provider.
provided "many acts of goodness toward her'' (p. 288).

And Evan had
Thus, after Diony
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accepts Berk's death and her need to continue with new beginnings, she
welcomes a new hushand.

The action is developed logically and clearly.

Miss Roberts interweaves the final external action with the inner
motivation of Diony,

One might ask, as did Diony in the night in the

forest, why she always continues to go on.

The answer is in her strength

and desire to impose order on chaos, thus reflecting the main theme of
the novel.

Her inner vision portrays her desire and determination to

arrive at some phase of order in the wilderness - she dreams of fields
and sheep and fences setting bounds to land, she visions neighbors and
market places and bridges over streams and smooth roads, and she wants
fine cattle and bees and letters from home and knowledge (pp. 207-212).
Thus, Diony's external struggle to continue her life of imposing order
on the wilderness and in her own consciousness is a theme clearly developed
from action.
The final examination of organic unity is the determining of total
meaning
and the controlling theme.
_

The creation of order out of chaos

both in the wilderness and in Diony's consciousness is acceptable because
it clearly comes out of the experience of the story.

As Diony herself

contemplates: "Oh, to create rivers by knowing rivers, to move outward
through the extended infinite plane until it assumed roundness.
make a world out of chaos.

Oh, to

The passion spread widely through her and

departed and her hands were still contriving the creamy fibers of a
fleece" (p. 24).

Hhile journeying to Kentucky, Diony reiterates the

theme: "But presently the evenness of their going, Berk to the fore,
Nuir, herself, and Jack, moving in the desien already k.nm-m to her by
the way of the plodding horses, restored a design of evenness and order
to her mind, and their going became of the order of law, as if they
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carried the pattern of law in their passnf-e" (p. 153).

Once at the fort,

the everyday domesticities reveal the establishment of order: "In their
own house within the stockade then, Diony and Elvira spread the utensils
from their pack saddles and began to make life in the wilderness'' (p. 178).
And finally, after the weakening interruption by Berk's return, Diony ac
cepts the order created both in the wilderness and in her inner self:
''For a little while she felt that the end of an age had come to the world,
a new order dawning out of the chaos that had beat through the house dur
ing the early part of the night.

Her thought strove to put all in order

before she lay do"m to sleep" (p. 337).

Thus, the theme is always at

the center of interest and appears convincing and truthful.

There is no

emotion for emotion's sake, save that found in Berk's homecoming and ac
count of his struggles.

Earl Rovit describes �-fiss Roberts' s success in

the creation of total meaning:
the chronicle of a people's conquest of the wilderness lends
itself to a symbolic mergence with one of her major themes the individual's creation of order out of the chaos of sensations.

And Hiss Roberts' concept of communality, nurtured

on the ideals of Jeffersonian democracy, could here find
illustration in the people 1 s creation of a national life the social level of meaning which parallels symbolically
the life-creating activities of the book's heroine, Diony.

25

Therefore, Hiss Roberts maintains a fair degree of organic unity and suc
ceeds in her desire: "'I thought it would be an excellent labor if one
might draw these strains into one person and bring this person over the
26
Trace and through the Gateway in one symbolic journey.'"
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The second variable of aesthetics is the degree of complexity found
in the novel.

Although the novel lacks romanticfsm (except perhaps in

the ending), it does possess great levels of realism and symbolism, and
slight natu·ralistic traits.
Objective realism, whi•ch places emphasis on the physical, is abundant
in The Great Headow.

Hiss Roberts describes the actuality of everyday

experience at Diony's home in Albemarle, on the journey, and at Fort Har
rod.

Although the past and future are part of the woven structure created 7

the present is always dominant.

The author, however, does more than mere

ly describe the speech, dress, mannerisms, habits of thought, and topog
raphy of the Kentucky life - her interest is not in the geography, but
through character and action she presents the universal theme of creating
order out of chaos.

As Louis Rubin and Robert Jacobs suggest about South

ern fiction in general, place often serves to "induce a certain mood or
to produce a. desired atmosphere which the author believes essential for
27
And for Miss Roberts, this was easily
t_he total effect of his work."
accomplished: "As a member of a family which settled in Kentucky in the
days of Daniel Boone, she possessed the instinctive and intimate knowl28
Thus,
edge of the locality which is first requisite for a regionalist.n
the Kentucky setting is infused in her, and she instills it into her novel.
There is always an accuracy of setting, not only in the names but in the
detailed physical descriptions.

Berk 1 s description to Diony of the trees

they saw on the journey to Kentucky

(p.

170) and her observation of the

birds are examples: "Through the dark of the forest bright streaks of
color swept quickly or glided about - the birds.

They were red, yellow,

blue, gray, brmm, gold, and green, black washed over with bronze and
lit with fire.

They were living jewels in the dark of the great trees"
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(p. 171).

Again, as in many of her other works, setting becomes more

than geography and functions as a character - l1ere it both becomes beauty
and an attraction, as well as an antagonist against man's attempt to
place order in the wilderness.
Another characteristic. of objective realism and regionalism is Miss
Ernest Leisy explains: "'By taking

Roberts's verisimilitude of language.

the living speech of the Kentucky hills and laying strong emphasis on
its archaism and racy figurativeness, she solved the problem of reproduc
ing authentic pioneer dialogue..

She transcended the effect of literal

realism with an infusion of folk poetry that is essentially a reverie
illuminating the universal values of human nature.

1

"

29

The following

passage will illustrate not only this dialect but also superstitious be
liefs of the locale:
"Somebody comes here, 11 Sam said.

"'Hy thumb has got an

itch on the knuckle pln.ce. :•
"Your thumb, it's a scholar,:' Rueben began his thrust.
"It can tell, sometimes, what way th� wind blows, iffen you
wet it and hold it out.

Your thumb has been to Oxford to

study amongst the priests there.

Your thumb knows a power

of astronomical learnen and mathematicks."
"I asked Rover today would somebody come tonight," Betty
said.

"And he said hit was a fact.

He ·wagged his tail yea-

yea.
1

'I dropped a knife today whilst I cut the duck pie," Diony

said.

;,A sure sign somebody will come.

Never fails'· (p. 7).

Hiss Roberts is not me�ely writing a local color story; she is fusing
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the geography, time, and characters with a universal theme.

The emphasis

on the past days and setting of Kentucky pionee�ing leads to an under
standing of the present and future and the universal;

Thus, The Great

Neado•.J contains re�ionalism, and Miss Roberts cleverly integrates time
and place:
Perhaps the ideal treatment of setting is that in which both
time and place, especially place, are so presented that they
are completely integrated factors in the inner artistic struc
ture of the work; so that setting functions as time, as physical
surroundings, and yet very nearly as character in its involve
ment in action.

In such instances, setting is so completely

embodied in the very fabric of the work that if it were removed
the whole structure would collapse and the novel would cease
to exist.

30

The 9reat Mead��• because of its regionalism and dating, is an his
torical novel.

Defined as a work which "reconstructs a personage, a

series of events, a movement, or the spirit of a past age and pays the
debt of serious scholarship to the facts of the age being re-created, 11
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an historical novel becomes more valuable when it has relevance for all
time, all people, and all places.

For example, Daniel Boone functions

as more of a representative figure of the pioneering spirit than as an
acting character in the novel.

Thus, The Great Headow is viewed as only

incidentally an historical novel: "Considering, then, the extent to which
}1iss Roberts brings in the psychological and the metaphysical, we might
be justified in viewing The Great Neadow as only incidentally an historical
novel.

That history serves mainly as settin8 for the drama of the inner
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life Hiss Roberts herself acknowledged."

32

And it is this inner life

that dominates and establishes the high degree of subjective realism in
addition to the objective realism.
In The Great Headow the author definitely places emphasis on the in
terior character of Diony.

The novel, in brief, is the growth of Diony's

consciousness from a self-conscious and pretentiously intelligent young
girl to a woman of grit and sensitivity, both mentally, spiritually, and
sexually.

The first glimpse we have of Diony is her struggle to discover

and accept an identity within her inner chaos: she "placed herself momen
tarily in life, calling mentally her name, Diony Hall.

'I, Diony Hall,'

her thought said, gathering herself close, subtracting herself from the
diffused life of the house that closed about her" (p. 3), and "Diony leaped
swiftly into the outer margins of each being and back then, thinking with
the return, 'I, Diony.

I am one, myself "' (p. 5).

Thus, Diony is con

stantly introspective, always trying to find some sense of order.

Diony

reeognizes that things exiHt only as they are perceived in the mind: "'that,
consequently, as long as they are not actually perceived by me, or do not
exist in my mind, or that of any other created spirit, they must either
have no existence at all, or else subsist in the mind of some Eternal
Spirit'" (p. 23).

Later, as proof of this belief, Diony insists on cling

ing to her missing husband by perceiving in her mind his homecoming: "She
contrived a surprise for the fort in Berk's unexpected coming, his return
whole from the north, and she devised ways for this to take place, mornings
when he walked back through blinding snows, noons when he appeared sudden
ly at the door, evenings when he came hallooing from the forest - her in
ner part feeding forever on what it lacked" (pp. 263-264).

Another exam

ple is in her belief that "the Author of Nature, the great Hover of the
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Universe, continually explained himself by signs that appear in the mind"
(p. 203).
As Hiss Roberts instructs, "'Diony is a creature of the mind, moving
33
always more inwardly.'"
Throughout the novel we see Diony in this psychological state: at Albemarle in her bed, "There, surrounded, she passed
more inwardly, wrapped in the warm throb of her blood, her brown hair
drawn over her face.

Shut securely within, wrapped in a garment of sense,

she went within again and yet again, a hushed voice farther within sayin3
some mute word, as 'come,' or 'here you will find me'" (p. 20); at Fort
Harrod after Elvira's death, "Then the acute point of life within herself,
the I, Diony, withdrew from him and she watched him drive home the pegs
to make their bed and wondered if her power were enough to meet whatever
he would expect of her now" (p. 202); and in an attempt to comprehend
justice, "In a moment of fine clarity she thrust more and more inwardly
to try to find some rule or saying, some form by which to know complete
justice.•••

She could not find an inner and final point by which to be

guided, but rather she saw a little harmony which men are able to make
with one another or with a few kinds.

The reflection passed beyond her

power to know and seemed to float in the rising vapors of the soap" (pp.
284-285).
On this inward journey Diony, as do Hiss Roberts's other heroines,
discovers within herself the ultimate power of spirit over all external
34
events.
The author fuses the spirit of man with the earth, however,
and the two interacting express "that org·anic complexity which we find
35
in real life."
Diony recognizes the significance of the spirit on her
physical journey to Kentucky: nshe entered each view, t:1rust forward from
within, as if the mind of the Spirit beyond herself were unfolding itself
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to her continually, as if she went forward eagerly to meet each disclo
sure

(p. 143).

And in the climactic night scene in the forest Diony,

after accepting Berk's death, can fuse her spirit with the dangers of
the earth and, in the end, finally come to terms with her consciousness:
She continually remembered on her side that whole mighty frame
of the world had no being without a mind to know it, but over
this la)r another way of knowing, and she saw clearly how little
she could comprehend of those powers on the other side, beyond
the growth of the herbs and the trees, and to sense the hostility
of the for�st life to her life, and to feel herself as a minute
point, conscious, in a world that derived its being from some
other sort (pp. 274-275).
Thus, although a minute being, Diony recognizes that strength is from with
in, from the inner being that can find order within itself.

As Berk teaches

the Indians, strength is not in his flesh but within his spirit:

'!

1

You

put me in your kettle and you;ll not eat one bite of my strength 1 " (p. 331).
Diony's final acceptance of this, that her strength comes from within her
consciousness, and that her strength lies in the imposing of order out of
chaos, is expressed on the last page of the novel: ''The whole mighty frame
of the world stood about her then, all the furniture of the earth and the
sky, she a minute point, conscious, soothin� the hunger of a child.

Boone,

she contrived, was a messenger to the chaotic part, a herald, an envoy
there, to prepare it for civil men" (p. 333).
to the last, tl1e emphasis is on the inner man.

Thus, fro!'l the first page
:Jiony' s growth is her in

wartl progression to increase her total awareness and sensitivity.

i-;Jss

�oberts, th�refore, uses two major movements, one external and one inter
nal, to create the total meanirn>, of The Great '.fe;:i.dow:

''If the outer
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organization of The Great �eadow features the Reographical journey of the
pioneers in which Diony takes pnrt, the more subtle organization of the
novel records Diony's sriritual journey.

�he inner 'line' of the novel

is psycholoRical; it is also ethical and philosophical..•. · So Dio�y's
journey westward becomes an ever more intense realization of the self,
a broadening of spiritual perspective, a deepening of the inner conscious36
ness, a struggle 'to isolate the conscious part.'"
therefore, is complex in its subjective and objective realism.
Hiss Roberts never creates a purely naturalistic work, but The Great
Headow contains several of the characteristics of naturalism.

The strug

gle of the pioneers to survive physically is alwayci in the background of
the work, although Diony's psychological struggle to survive dorrtinates.
The pioneers are victims of the hostile forces of nature and of the Indians.
They are continually testing their strength against all the hostilities,
including the lack of food, clothes, shoes, and anm,unition.

3ecause the

work is foremost a psycholo�ical novel, hm,1ever, the naturalism never
dominates.
One of the most important aspects of cor.iplexity is symbolism.

Through

out the novel are numerous symbols because of their focus of unusual at
tention, their appearance at crucial times, and their recurrence.

The

most dominant and beautifully createJ. symbol is the weaving, already dis
cussed under organic unity.

Other symbols already nentioned include the

name symbolis:n and the blows of Thorr:as Hall's anvil.

Four other symbols

will be examined to show �iiss Roberts' s genius in the use of this very
important literary tool.
The author of The .Great Meadow uses wall symbolism throughout the
novel.

Four functions of the wall can be seen as the novel progresses.
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First, the wall is the barrier that divides the civilized life at Albemarle
from the wilderness of Kentucky: ''Beyond the creek the land rose to a hill,
and from this high place she could see the Blue Ridge as a wall across
the west'' (p. 16).

In order to cross to the wilderness, the wall had to

be broken and surmounted, and this could be accol!lplished at the gate: ·,A
cliff wall makes a steep barrier across your path beyond any man's strength
to climb.

But high up in the mountains, cut in the cliff, is a gate' 1

(p. 48).

Second, the wall of the fort must separate the degree of civ

ilization within the fort from the outer wilderness: "The wall stood sharp
and stiff, high above any man's leap or climb, and from without it seemed
unyielding and secure" (p. 180).

This same wall also functions physically

and symbolically as walling Diony out of the fort on her night in the
forest: "She went back suddenly toward the wall of the fortification and
rounded it to come to the gate, but the men had gone inside and the gate
was closed.

The stockade stood, straight and stark, as of little account

in the night, !Jut shut within itself, involuted to secure its way of be
ing from what lay outside" (p. 274).

The final symbol of the wall is de

veloped when it is no longer necessary, 'thus expressing the degree of or
der and civilization that had been accomplished: "A great content settled
into Diony's thought.

She was glad to be free of the walls of the stock

ade and glad to be going to open land, her own place" (p. 293).

Carried

throughout the novel, the wall, in general, indicates nthe great obstacles
which the pioneers must surmount in their journey westward and as a sign
of these obstacles overcome by their courage, resourcefulness, and stren�th.··
As in Black _is !1y Truelove's !fair, Niss Roberts also uses animal sym
bolism in this novel, especially through the recurrent cries of the wolves
and owls.

The wolves are heard as symbolic of the wilderness: on Diony's

37
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wedding night, "The howling of the wolves continued, entering her dreams,
making her aware of Berk as near and aware of the country she had chosen
to enter, for her trail lay ahead, pointing toward the way of the wolves"
(p . 141).

She also hears the wolves at Elvira's grave (p. 208), again

reinforcing the fierceness of the wilderness.

Similarly, the cries of

the owls represent the harshness of the wilderness, for these cries were
often the false cries of Indians.

The focus of these cries is especially

significant during the first night at the fort and during Diony's night
alone in the forest.

The two animal symbols are brought together in

Diony's consciousness in her attempt to find some sort of order and jus
tice within herself: "The way of an owl is just, she reflected, and the
way of a wolf is just to the wolves, and the ways of white man and red
men, each to his own sort 11 (p. 284).

Thus, Miss Roberts 1 s use of animal

cries symbolizes the force of the wilderness.
A minor though important symbol in the novel is that of the gourds
and orchards.

The growth of these signifies the establishment of order

in the wilderness.

Diony's success with gourds (p. 252) shows the existing

order, and the hope for fruit from the orchards expresses the addition
of more order to come: "She smiled to make known her pleasure in all these
contrivances that made order come into the forest and gave themselves de
pendable foods that would be predicted and devised after their own needs"
(p. 305).
Next after the weaving symbolism the birth and death and journey
symbolism is most important to the total meaning of the novel.

The sym

bols of birth represent the two main movements in the novel: Diony's im
posing order on herself and the wilderness.

The long journey to Kentucky

is symbolic itself of the birth process, the birth being complete when
the wall barrier i$ crossed and the radiance of the new-born as seen at
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the arrival at Fort Harrod.

38

The birth and death motif is integrated

in Diony's mind during her night in the forest: ''The night was full of
spring and death, birth coming forth by compulsion to meet death on the
way" (p. 272).

These symbols reach their climax at the birth of Tom

Jarvis: "While the women ta:)..ked thus beside her fire, Diony knew that
the hour had come for her to do her greater work.

The child was born

at the end of a wet night, in the dawn of a fair day n (p. 219).
child, a son, possesses the qualities of all the main characters.

And the
The

journey motif is double in that it represents both the external journey
to the wilderness to create order there and Diony 1 s internal journey to
create order in herself.

And as signified by the Aeneas story, man's

journey is outward and inward toward progress.

Thus, Hiss Roberts fuses

the birth, death, and journey symbols and carries them throughout her
novel.

The Great Headow contains complexity in its objective and subjective
realism, sliBht naturalism, and vital symbolism.

The degree of aesthetic

value found in the novel, however, rests heavily with the amount of in
tensity discovered.

In The Great Headow, Elizabeth lfadox Roberts places

her main character at the boundary situation when she must give an answer
that is final.

The intensity of the novel rests in Diony's prevailing

question of "Who am I?"

As discussed under subjective realism, Diony is

forever moving inward, trying to find some identity for herself and her
place in Southern society.

By tracing briefly her major decisions, we

can realize the answer to her question.
Diony's first point of intensity is her confrontation with the two
ways of life and her decision as to which she would live; the secure future
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in Albemarle or the life in the wilderness.

Diony finds the answer to

this major question within her being, for she knows her destiny:
Diony knew in that instant that she would go with Berk wherever
he went, and she felt a pain arise within her to know that she
would hurt Betty, mingled with a wish to be gone.

Her whole

body swayed toward the wilderness, toward some further part of
the world which was not yet known or sensed in any human mind,
swayed outward toward whatever was kept apart in some eternal
repository, so that she leaped within to meet this force half
way and share with it entirely (pp. 93-94).
Diony realizes that her choice will lead to the hard way: "A chill passed
through her blood to know that her way of the three would be the hard
way" (p. 156).
Even at the fort Diony still questions her identity anci existence:
'"How did I come to be here?' she thought then" (p. 180).

She is power

less against the Indian attack, but having experienced this ultimate threat,
she awakens after several days to a nei-mess of consciousness.

As she

views the sun, trees, and playing children, she realizes "Norning had not
been destroyed.

Morning had not been broken" (p. 201).

Later, when she

relives this experience in her thoughts, she re-expresses her growth of
awareness: "then the coming of the savages and their hushed war-cries,
her terrified knowledge that her end had come, that life would now be cut
off from her and she would be left alone with whatever ... then Elvira
pushing a way into the hut.

Herself not dead then, but continuing" (p. 249).

She acknowledges her power to live and fe�ls in contact with the eternal
in her accomplishment of establishing order: "she had a sudden sense of
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herself as eternal, as if all that she did now were of a kind older than
kings, older than beliefs and governments' 1 (p. 254).
Perhaps one of the most acute answers that Diony must give to her
question of identity and existence is the accepting of Berk's death and
the relinquishing of him as. her entire hope for an ordered future.

She

has not been able to accept this in her inner being, so she tries writing
it out as a means of forcing acceptance: "she wrote in the hard earth of
the cabin floor: 'Why will Berk Jarvis stay apart from me when we are
wedded with a child I had here in the wilderness.
thongs and straps that hold him.
(p. 267).

He could break the

He could make himself a new strength'll

Not until she is alone in nature, however, can she give up

Berk and accept herself for what she is.

When Diony is alone, save for

her infant son, in the wilderness, she must muster enough strength to en
dure, to meet the test situation and answer it in ultimate terms.

This

she does in becoming aware of her minute self as compared to the immensity
of the earth.

Diony, however, accepts her kind of strength that can pro

tect: "Her arms caught Tom close and made as if life were precious, as
it they would preserve him" (p. 275), and the strength that can impose
order on the wilderness.

She, therefore, determines to continue to live,

returns to the fort, marries Evan Huir, and accepts the endless series
of new beginnings that is necessary to existence in the wilderness.

And

yet at the same time she seems less than satisfied with this life of com
plete domesticity.

In spite of her new comfort, she still misses Berk.

In order to understand her dissatisfactory life with Evan and her coNplete,
though at times trying, relationship with Berk, we have to turn once more
to symbolism.

Not only does the symbolism in The Great Meadow offer fine

rewards by way of complexity, but it is absolutely necess:try if we are
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going to understand tl1e intensity.

Diony has recognized her type of
We know she is domestic,

strength, and she has accepted her identity.

intelligent, and sensitive, but what we know only symbolically is this
woman's deep sexuality.

The central consciousness of this novel is

Diony: almost everything we see important in the novel we see through
her eyes.

Thus, we see how she perceived the world and to what she was

attracted.

This attraction is full of sexual symbols, and by examining

them, we can discover the significance of Diony's choosing Berk when
he returns.
Diony's attraction to Cerk physically and sexually dominates even
from his first appearance.

Berk is viewed by Diony as large and strong,

yet gentle in his m-m way; ''but her quick look caught the look of Berk
Jarvis, and they looked together, back and forth, his eyes bright and
his head lifted as if he were about to speak.

His lon� ar"JJ.s were bent,

his wrists resting on r:is knees, his J.arr;e hands loosly l�notted to;?ether"
(p. SJ), and "He Fas strongly made and stronfly put to�ether" (p. 71).
We have already seen Diony as desiring sexuality as she reads some let
ters: .. She embraced their youth ;,.nd gave herself to be another in their
group �1ich she restored, buildinR upon the letters, until she would sit
momentarily in a warmth of intercourse where young r,,,en and young women
planned and speculated daringly and interchanged love and quick looks of
devotion and understandin� - the high serious purposes belon;=sing to the
whole way of man on the eart:1'· (p. 37).

Thus, as Desdemona falls in love

with Othello as he tells his story, so too does Diony fall in love with
Berk as he relates l1is story (pp. 97-181).

On the �ornin� after Diony

listens to Berk, they meet i.r. the s11nlight dawn and are ioined by the
pl1ysical act of kissing: "Then she saH his smile appcarirtf',, lightin?-
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first his eyes an<l COI!'.ing ther. toward his mouth, and when they had smiled
oncn tn�ether he kissed her, shut with her into the rriracle of the air
and the sun.

There heing then no need for ,.,onls to pass between them,

they milked t!1e cow" (p. 113).

Thus, r1iss Roberts makes clear the phys

ical union of Berk and Diony.
Hiss Roberts uses sexual symiJols throughout the novel to- develop Diony's
sexuality.

�-Je find several uses of the color red, a symbol of sexuality

because of the physiological change it causes in the body, a desire to
touch (pp. 24, 26).

The weaving sl1uttle itself represents the phallic

shape and becomes a sexual image as it is moved by the movement of Diony's
foot.

The firing of a gun as in Black is_ Ny Truelove 1 s Hair takes on

sexual significance as Diony imagines how differently Berk would seduce
and capture the deer than does Evan (pp. 300-301).

Another sexual symbol,

already discussed as reuresenting order, is the gourd.

Also representa-

tive of the male element and creativity, the s;ourds are admired and trea.
sured by �iony.

Her great success in growing this pl�nt suggests the im

portance of sexuality to her being.
One of the most important and constant sexual symbols in the novel
is hair, representative of sexual potency.

constantly notices hair.

As do the heroines of He Sent

For instance, she-sees Nathan's haircut as be-

ing one "without ceremony'' (p. 8) while her father's hair reflects his
age because it is graying (p. 9).
hair covers her face (p. 20).

She moves more inward-as her bro1,m

Diony sees llcrk's hair as beautiful, es

pecially in the sunlight (p. 71).

Elvira's hair is dark with one white

streak, and her scalp is the reason for Berk's leavin� Dionj.

Tom's hair

is compared to Berk's, and Diony recalls Elvira's hair and skull in the
comparison (p. 269).

Thus, the author uses hair throu?,hout the novel as
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a symbol of Diony's sexuality.
Rain, a universal symbol for the female nrinciple, is also present
in The Great �eadow.

The rain does not cease �urin� the niRht after

Elvira's degth, but it ends and brings a fresh dawn for the day of Tom's
birth, signifying the creative process.
Berk's return.

It slowly falls on the night of

The end of the rain, however, after Diony's choice of

Berk is macle, sip,nifies the end and the be�inning of the death, birth,
and rebirth cycle.

In connection with rain is another important sexual

symbol, and that is light, particularly sunlig:1t.
the land represent creation.

Rain and sunshine on

Various scenes describe this creative proc-

ess as new life in the earth breaks forth.

In the same manner, rain and

sunshine, because of their sexual connotations, symbolize human creativity,
most perfectly in the birth of Tom.

Diony tells Berk of their forthcoming

child by explaining to him her kind of female strength: '''You're a strong
man, Berk Jarvis,' she said.

'But one strength you have not got.'

stoocl, large and full, beside the door'' (p. 214).

She

Berk responds with an

acceptance of his role as well as hers in the. sexual reproductive act:
"'A woman's work is a woman's work,' he said.

He smiled then, and the

beauty of his delayed smile went swiftly to soree hidden part of her and
made life beat more swiftly there" (p. 21L1).

Berk's.male role in the re

productive act symbolizes his strength as well as Diony's dependence on
39
Tom is born ''at the end of a
him to complete her as a sexual being.
wet night, in the dawn of a fair day'' (p. 219) and the two parents cele
brate the creation of life as they admire their offspring (pp. 222-223).
And, as they realize, "Oh, it was a new day in a new world'' (p. 224).
Thus, the sexual symbols, used together, express the whole creative process.
All of the sexual symbols reach climactic height �t the intense moment
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of Berk's return.

In reading the passage, one cannot ignore the great

symbolic function of the light, shaft, and Diony;s reactions that closely
resemble the climax of the sexual act itself:
Then Diony took aT<1ay the bar quickly and opened the door,
Muir still calling "Who's there?" beside her.

In the light

from the fire that fell in a broad shaft beyond the door, the
rain was slowly dropping.

Then Berk walked into the shaft of

light and stood before them in the wet grass beyond the step
rock.

He came quickly through the door and caught her into

his embrace, and he took Nuir's hand.
Diony laughed and cried out with joy, and she put her arms
about Berk in a swift, deli�hted frenzy, being unable to say
any word but his name (p. 306).
The reader knows immediately that Diony's sexuality is complete with Berk,
and, therefore, her choice of him complements her being.

After Berk re

lates his story, recalling to mind the first time Diony fell in love with
him as he told his story, she falls in love with him all over again:
"Diony moved back to her place then, but she knew that while he had spo
ken the last she had cried out with joy and that she had half lifted her
hands to him as if she would run to meet him in the air" (p. 332).
in choosing Berk, Diony's self is complete.
adds greatly to the intensity of the novel.

Thus,

Berk's return, therefore,
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CHAPTER VII

7:-IY --HEART ·-AN� -HY --FLESH

·The Great Headow maintains a high degree of aesthetic value except
in the weakness of organic unity caused by the sudden return of Berk
Jarvis.

This ending, however, with Diony's completing her sexual being,

adds to the intensity.

The novel, therefore, can almost be ranked with

the two which have the greatest aesthetic value.

Elizabeth Hadox Roberts's second novel,
lished in 1927, is, in her own words,
hell and returned to walk among you.'"

0

1

My

One of these is Hy Heart

Heart and� Flesh, pub-

'the story of a woman who went to
Theodosia Bell, the heroine of

the story, does indeed descend into a vacuous hell where in order to en
dure, she must discover an inner order and strength.

Miss Roberts places

Theodosia in a position of social prestige, wealth, and musical talent,
and then, one by one, takes from her all of this fortune.
confronts each loss by moving more inwardly.

Theodosia

After the death of her
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sister Annie, her mother Charlotte, her friend Conway, and her grandfather
Anthony, after the desertion by her father Horace and her friend Albert,
after the terribl� knowledge of Horace's acts of miscegenation, and after
the loss of all finances and health, Theodosia retreats to the old family
farm with her Aunt Doe.

Here, she finds she has retreated from one hell

to another hell, both physically and mentally.

At the point of committing

suicide, however, an apparition appears, and Theodosia recognizes the
need to live and create order.

She leaves the family farm and fuses with

the land and people at Spring Run Valley as a school teacher and lover
of Caleb Burns.
Miss Roberts establishes beautiful organic unity because what she
is saying is the way she says it.

Ny Heart and� Flesh is a psychologi-

cal novel, and the style reflects this emphasis on the inaer man: "The
style is a hi�hly mentalized one in the sense that it gives the constant
impression of her [Theodosia's] inner life, and this inner life, in effect,
is the story."

Instead of weaving, as in The Great Meadow, Miss Roberts

uses music as her central organizing principle.

Throu3hout the novel

Theodosia is either playing her violin, using her musical talent for gain,
or merging her thoughts with the music.

For example, the first use of

music reflects forward movement as the girls of the pageant
the time of the music."

11

walkeu to

Theodosia has a musical talent, but she learns

that in her playing, as she will later learn in living, that :, 'The music
must come out of your soul, out of your soul'" (p. 81).
plays her music, we learn her mental condition.

As Theodosia

After Albert abandons

her, for instance, for another girl, Florence, Theodosia's music suffers:
"Her hands were dull and wooden over the trills" (p. 130).

She feels a

barrier between herself and her music after Albert marries Florence:
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''It seemed to her that some barrier had come between her and the violin,
as if the instrument were vaguely at fault in that it had allowed some
intrusion" (p. 147).

After Comvay burns to death, Theodosia escapes

through her playinr, and places the memory of hifl in her music (pp. 151152), and after abandoning her music because of illness, her return to
playing reflects her slow recovery: "Out before the wall, in the light
of summer, seeing the richness she would surround herself with thin spec
tral music from which passion had been withdrawn" (p. 216).

And after

her moment of recognition and rebirth, she gathers her clothes and violin
to take with her to her new place of residence as a teacher (p. 256).
Not only does the author indicate Theodosia's mental states by her
condition of playing music, but she al.so merges Theodosia's thoughts with
her music.

For instance, Theodosia's thoughts of autumn move with her

scales: ''Theodosia practiced scales in single tones and thirds, working
happily, blending them in her thought with the running autumn and the
crisp frost, with the rich new color that had come to her �arments in
the coat and hat, in certain gowns she devised with her dress-maker, in
her autumn stockings and a brilliant scarf" (pp. 79-80).

She reflects

on the Bell strength and irony of_ her half-sisters: "She let her fingers
have their joy in their skill knowing that an ironic undertow had set
upon her thought" (p. 108).

The9dosia remembers a disordered melody after

she hears the disordered and confused voices: "A melody came beating light
ly through the noise of her thought, inconsequential, irresponsible to
any remembered design of song, under the melody a thud of irregular rhythms
delayin� it with intricate patterns of silence" (p. 230).

And, after

finding serenity in her new village, music again merges with her thou?,ht:
"The fiddle was stilled that she mi51;ht not.awaken those asleep in the
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house, but her mind played at a crooked phrase'' (p. 283).

Thus, Theodosia's

mind moves with the music as Diony's mind moves with the weaving in The
Great �-!eadow.
In addition to serving an important part in content and in Theodosia's
development of consciousness, music also is important in the author's
form: "The influence of music is omnipresent bo.th in content and form in musical phrases used as vehicles in her metaphors, in the subtle rhythms
4
of her sentences and paragraphs, and in the general tone of her work."
The novel moves smoothly and fluently because of this musical achievement
and results in "a smooth structural symmetry from the first sentence of
A second critic insists that "Hy Heart �nd 11::y
6
Flesh is written in prose that sings."
Thus, we can compare this novel,

the novel to the last."

as we did Black is Ny Truelove's Hair, to a symphony because of the "tonality of her prose, the development of her themes, the transition from
7
As a symphony, the Prologue functio·:1s as the prelude
adagio to finale."
8
introducing the motifs, and the six chapters parallel the six movements.
Chapter One reveals much action and move�ent and, therefore, moves quickly.
The abundance of meaningless activity reflects Theodosia's disorder and
position of observer rather than participant: "She perches like a timid
elegant bird on the uncommitted margins of life, willing to see her pretty
image reflected in the admiration of others, but incapable of generating
any inner loveliness of her own."

Also, the author's repeated use of

light and sound imagery suggests Theodosia's security in "inner illumi10
Chapters Two, Three, and Four become
nation and outward stability."
the descent into hell, with Chapter Four accelerating "the pace of the
descent into the tomb, and the tone of the prose moves up a pitch giving
.:_l
Chapter Five
the effect of a steady, half-heard, unignorable shriek.''
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reveals Theodosia's exi.stence in a i1ell, and the climactic point of recovery.

Earl �ovit discusses the imnortance of setting and �tmosphere

in this chapter: ''the house (the Sino:leton estate), the characters,
Theodosia's state of mind, the wild do�s - all arc blurred into indistinct but insistent siapes wliich howl at the fringes of the consciousness.
The setting is thus a perfect allegorical projection of the hysteria
12
which marks Ti1eodosia' s descent into the living veins of her soul."
After Theodosia's climactic. scre<lm t:1at there is nothin� to believe (p. 247)
and the crescendo l�en she realizes she must live (pp. 255-256), the last
chapter becomes the. diminuendo passar,e: "As her new life begins, the pace
of the novel slows to a more eentle, leisurely swing of cadences, approx13
imatin3 the pastoral regularity of the flow of the seasons.·
Therefore,
the novel does parallel a musical syr.iphony, anr. as Ros:imond ![ilner states,
14
"An echo of Bach's patterned music lingers in the air.,.
In addition to the use of rnusic in content and form, Piss aoberts
also organizes her novel by using a method of subtraction - she takes all
advantages and possessions from her her�ine, and in doing so, she creates
an organizing principle that gives the novel continuity and coherence.
The author writes in her notes her theory of withdra0,,al � "'The method �vas
a steady takin8 away until there was nothing left but the bare breath of
ti1e throat and the simplified spirit.. . •

Out of the icy waters of the

frozen pond... she experienced a resurrection. Spirit asserted itself
15
The ;:tuthor strips Theodosia of her
over the necessities of <lenth. '"
family, her friends, and her possessions.

Her sister Annie dies (p. 58),

;,er mother dies (p. ol), her uncle Tom dies (p. 64), her friend Conway
dies (p. 139), :·-Iinnie Tart n;:,.mes Conway as t�te father of her child ('.J. 156),
her ?-:randfather dies (p. 1es), her friend :\lbert deserts her (p. 13(}),
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her friend Catherine leaves town (p. 113), her father Horace deserts her
(o. 131,), all of the financial wealth disanpears (p. 183), the fanily
respectability vanishes because of miscegenation (p. 100), si1e must sell
the house (p. 202), and her hand span hinders her musical ability (p. 94).
After all is taken away, TI1eodosia looks at her bare soul, and her spirit
asserts itself to save her.
tiy Heart ant!_ :•iy Flesh differs from 1-Iiss Roberts' s other novels in
that it has a Prologue.
or?,anic unity.

Some critics feel that the Prologue disrupts

Earl Rovit recognizes the importance of the Prologue to

emphasize the total meaning of the novel, but he believes it is too weak16
lie believes that since the charly related to the rest of the novel.
acter. Luce Jarvis gives the Prologue and then disappears, the remainder
17
of the novel does not attach organically.
Through Hiss Roberts I s no t·es,
however, we learn that she narrates the Prologue through Luce:s mind in
order to present an outside view of Theodosia:
"The narrator moves slowly into Theodosia's mind, beginning in
the mind of Luce, seeing Theodosia first from the outside, moving
more closely and intimately into her experience until it becomes
identical with her consciousness.

By this process I hope to be

able to establish a spirit the more accurately and to present
it with a movenent which will approximate somethin?.: lifelike.
The Prologue is a fantasy.

It ber,ins in the mind of Luce, but

it moves forward and backward in time and presents the back18
ground for what is to follow.''
And this is the success of the Prologue - that it introduces or foreshadows
all of the major motifs of-the novel.

The Prologue begins with ligl1t
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imagery that will become so important in the novel (op. 1, 2).

Another

example of imagery is the use of cold winter versus the warm season of
life (p. 30).

The Prologue also introduces nany of the important charac-

ters and their attitudes.

For instance, we see Theodosia's prlde and lead

ership (pp. 12, 25), Charlotte's darkness and lifelessness (pp. 5, 7, 10),
Horace's sins of promiscuity (p. 21), Anthony's .pride and love for Theodosia
(pp. 3-4), the earthiness of the Ner;roes (p. 31), the mulatto Stiggins
(p. 12), and Theodosia's true lover that she will find in Caleb Burns (p. 28).
In addition, the Prologue foreshadows Theodosia's ambiguous feelings
tmvard the Negroes with Luce's ambiguous attitude (pp. 13-14).

The sig

nificance of education (pp. 24-25) and religion (p. 19) appears in the
Prologue, as does the importance of land and heritage (p. 29).

The Pro

logue also indicates the emphasis that will be placed on the psychologi
cal being, the inner self of Theodosia, by presenting the narration through
Luce's mind.

A sensitive and alert girl, Luce tries to discover the un

derlying reality of appearances as her "mind weaves up and down the streets
19
of Anneville."
She dissects Charlotte (p. 7) but finds nothing there,
suggesting Theodosia's later attempt to find something within.
questions Charlotte's existence (pp. 8-9).

Luce even

Her thoughts of possessing

a soul strongly foreshadow Theodosia's search for her soul, and Luce's
ability to enter into the dancing feet and being of Miss Patty (p. 6)
parallels Theodosia ! s ability to enter into her music.

Finally, the Pro

logue significantly foreshadows the ambiguities of life, death, and re
birth, as when the Carolina wren suggests both the beauty and sadness of
life and the need to survive: "And here the relationship of the living
growing searching human being to the object of l1is search is vividly sug
gested - the need, something not of the will but of the very nature of
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life itself, to discover the basic fact of life which lies secretive, but
20
alluring like the Sirens of myth, at the very center of being."
The
note of pain that pervades the entire novel is here, :is well as •:the con
tinual growth, the harmony, and the overri<ling beauty expressed in a
union, which points to the ·main theme of the novel: death and rebirth.·,

21

In a similar way the stoned cat suggests the need to survive: "the fierce
basic urge of life to live, to keep its tenacious hold on whatever it is
22
In contrast, Luce's dismembering of
that separates life from death."
Charlotte (p. 7) suggests the more ugly aspect of life, as in the later
slaughtering of animals.

The best representation of the ambiguities of

life, however, is the fantasy city Home.

Ear.l Rovit states that ":Iiss

Roberts doubtless intended the creation of Home as a kind of poetic state
ment of her ultimate concept of life which the Theodosia action of the
23
Thus, ?lome functions as a symbol of the
hook will strive to attain.,:
contradictions of life: of life's possibilities and limitations, of the
24
!tfome is the exciting cit)' (p. 16) ,
light and dark, of death and rebirth.
the city that has everything Anneville lacks.
common or dreary (p. 17).

It is modern (p. 15), not

Actually, it becomes more than a city:

l�me is disposed now, it is not a place now, is an actual
substance as it was in the beginning, is become entirely what
it always was.

It has lost its delusion.

it now by a name.

�o one ever called

It is the four-arc'd clock of the seasons •••

it is the mid-winter spring song of the joree bird....
the will to say....

It is

It is the act of looking when the mirror

of the earth looks back into a creature ....

It is the beauty

of the thing itself wellin� up within itself continually in a
constant rebirth, a resurrection...•

It is nobody 1 s useless
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old cat •.••

It is the wide-opened jaw of a hound blowing hot

breath on a little field beast and crying a howled curse on
the perfidy of escape.
is in part a man ..•.

It is a wave of hard shadows••..

It

It is a farmer••• (pp. 27-28).

It, in essence, becomes the "frame of reality through which the novel will
move ••.•

It partakes thus of the regular succession of the seasons, the
25
Therecontinual flux of nature and the things which inhabit nature."

fore, the Prologue foreshadows the ambiguities of life fcund throughout
the novel.

The Prologue does not disrupt organic unity, but rather strength

ens it by suggesting the many aspects of the six chapters that follow.
It indeed functions as a prelude to a symphony, introducing the motifs
and themes of the following movements.
Since Ny Heart and� Flesh is the story of Theodosia 1 s descent and
rebirth, other characters in the novel remain subordinate to her and func
tion as parts of the withdrawal process.

For this reason, we need to

know only very little about these characters. Although Earl Rovit insists
26
we can determine that they
that these are •=too shadowy to convince,'·
are convincing, consistent, and comprehensible in their brief appearances.
As part of Theodosia's heritage and environment, the characters fall into
two categories - family and friends.

Although we learn only a little

about the individual members of the family, the overall beginning atmos
phere of aristocracy and social prestige convinces us of their pride,
wealth, and position.

For instance, the head of the family, Anthony,

asserts airs (p. 3) and often expresses his pride in Theodosia and her
music (p. 60).

His anger at Theodosia's learning the truth of the family

finances and of her father's promiscuity is therefore understandable (p. 107).
Horace, Theodosia 1 s father, does not even bother to be discree.t about his
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illicit affairs (p. 57), and his lack of concern for his family (pp. 9091) prepares us for his deserting Theodosia in her time of need (p. 184).
Horace's incestuous advances (pp. 105, 181) are therefore comprehensible
and consistent with his nature.

What we know of his wife Charlotte con

sists of her shame and resultant lifelessness because of her evil husband
(pp. 5, 7, 10).
by hate" (p. 58).
life.

The author. describes her as

11

the pitying madonna diverted

Her-death is merely a continuation of her death-in

We abruptly learn: "Charlotte Bell died one cold season when the

town was numb and bewildered with the unaccustomed freezing.
realize her loss.

Few could

When the mild days reappeared she was somehow gone

from the valley" (p. 61).

In a similar way the author subtracts Annie

from her sister Theodosia: "\·fnen Annie was seven years old she sickened
of a fatal child malady and died" (p. 58).

Other family members include

Tom and Doe Singleton, both convincing and consistent in their roles.
Tom is aristocratic (µ. 34), and his general conversations of hunting
(p. 40), politics (p. 42), and the importance of land (p. 49) are con
sistent with his nature and position.

Since he is not as important in

Theodosia's life as is her mother and grandfather, we learn of Tom's
death indirectly in a letter Anthony writes to her Aunt Doe: "'If your
husband, Tom Sineleton, had lived •..'" (p. 64).
her husband, fulfills the role of aristocrat.

Doe Singleton, like
Her pride (p. 34), capa

bilities of being a good hostess (p. 39), and subduing of family hostil
ity (p. 36) suggest her position.

Theodosia notices on her first visit

to the farm that Doe is "unrelated to everything present" (p. 40), and
this parallels her position of isolation and neglect at the end of the
novel.

She, however, maintains enough dignity to refuse Theodosia to run

her kitchen which is then in shambles (p. 214).

In addition to these
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family members there are three mulattoes who are half-sisters and a half
brot�er to Theodosia as a result of her father's promiscuity.

Americy

and particularly Lethe express hate towards their half-sister (pp. 135,
166), but Lethe's hatred reaches its cliMax in the killing of her lover
Ross and his girlfriend, this act signifyin� her deep sense of pride and
possessiveness.

The author also presents a brief, but convincing and com

prehensible, picture of Stiggins, the half-wit.

His disconnected and

pathetic speech (pp. 162-165) and inability to realize his incestuous
relationship with Americy (pp. 191, 196) reveal his mental and social
position.
In addition to the family, there are three friends who act as part
of Theodosia's environment and withdrawal process.

Conway Brooke appears

as the conceited gentleman of good looks and manners (pp. 70-71).

He

dies, however, and becomes more important to Theodosia's consciousness
than he was to her in real life.

Another friend, Albert Stiles, affects

Theodosia in his rejection of her more than in his fondness and intended
marriage.

Albert always looks to the future (p. 70), and he insists he

will have Theodosia as his wife (p. 87).

Perhaps his apparent sudden

change of heart surprises the reader, but the author tries to prepare us
for this by describin� Albert's new love, Florence, as flirtatious and
capable of getting what she wants (pp. 118-120).

After Albert has gone,

as with Conway, his memory assumes more power than his earlier actual
presence.

Another friend who is around at needed times is Frank.

For

example, he comforts Theodosia after Conway's death (p. 105), and he
visits her at the Singleton farm (p. 215).

At the point of Theodosia's

starvation he comes and t.::ikes advantage of her weakness (p. 226).

When

he returns, however, he has no food for her, offers her no help, but
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merely runs from the attacking dogs yelling '"'This house, it's full of
devils'" (n. 233).

A?,ain the memory of Prank becomes more important to

Theodosia than his actual self (pu. 247-248, 251).

He returns saying he

wants to marry her (p. 253), but Theodosirt refus�s to see him as she en
coura3es the dogs to bark a:t the visitor (p. 254).

In rejecting him, she

rejects her past in preparation for her rebirth.
Although Caleb Burns never anpears as an actor until the last chapter, we see him at various intervals throughout the novel.

In the Pro

logue we learn that he is a fine farmer and cattleman, joyful in his work
and slau�htering (p. 28).

The "'liniment man" who comes to the Sin�leton

farm conveys news to voe and Theodosia of Caleb's losin� a f:tne cow (p.
219).

.
�ve meet 'aim as a real person when Theodcsirt goes to Spring �.un

Valley: "A man, Caleb Burns, rode dmm fror, the up�er-lying farmland,
rid in� a brmm horse tl"lat had three uhite feet" (p. 266).

Caleb visits

Thcodosi:-i (p. 284), has her come to his farm, and ?-ivcs h?r his finest
cow (p. 298).

He offers her love, and she can completely recover from

the hell she has experienced (p. 299).

Caleb, therefore, does not have

an active role in ti1e novel until the end, but he does represent "all
27
and he hecorr.es the earth into which
the energies of primeval earth,"
Theodosia can merge: "In him, Caleb, there 't-!as a sense of the whole coun
try, of the rolling farms as m•med up and down ti1e watercourses and far·
ther" (p. 291).

He and the ot�1er characters, tht"!refore, do not carry

major parts in the action of t11e story, hut t1.1ey remain sul,orJinate characters in the withdrawal and restoration of Theodosia.
Theodosia is the only major character in ·�v Eeart and ::ry Flesh.

The

author. therefore, in part develops her dominance �v reducin� to a minimum
the development of the other characters.

Altlwu�h Janney and �ovit agree
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that she is too ''thin" to uphold the weighty theme,

28

Theodosia is con-·

vincin�, consistent, and comprehensible in her actions, reRctions, and
especially in her thoughts.

As a young girl, Theodosia recognizes her

social status and therefore consistently expresses her pride (p. 12),
self-admiration (p. 67), and leadership (pp. 4, 25).

Since the novel pre-

sents the growth of her consciousness, we constantly view Theodosia as
an observer.

For example, she recognize8 Doe's hostility to Anthony

(p. 36) and the Negro Aunt Deesie's shame at the old rag she uses for a
diaper (p. 38).

Her lack of maturity and sensitivity, however, leads to

confusion and misunderstandings.

No hour se,:!ms sufficient for Theodosia

(pp. 46, 47, 52), and she distrusts the reality of things.

For instance,

the house and other physical objects as well as people seem unreal to
her: ''Their entire unconsciousness of this led Theodosia to distrust her
own sense of the house, the furniture, the shading trees in the �arden''
(p. 41) and ;'In the moraent all the people present became actors in a
pageant" (p. 53).

Host important, Theodosia does not understand nwhat's

t!:ie best thing in the world?" (p. 50), nor "The soul, where and what was
it?;' (p. 87).

These questions bewilder her, and she does not discover

their answers until she achieves a heightened sensitivity and maturity
to understand her identity and inner being.
Theodosia's reactions to situations are comprehensible and consistent.
For example, she often develops ambivalent feelings toward people or sit
uations.

Her grandfather's old age and illness confuse her: "Sometimes

Theodosia would see him in his mantle of old age as he stepped uncertainly
along, and a pang of pity, self-pity, fear, and apprehension would assail
her'' (p. 63).

Her horror at her father 1 s promiscuity causes her to burn

the letters, but she immediately regrets the action (p. 101).

Since her
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mother is dead and her father evil, she naturally turns to her grandfather:
''When she had found this entity in her grandfather she would, she thought,
be able to identify it within herself., (p. 102).

Theodosia has difficulty

facing all her losses, so she turns to her music.

She refuses to accept

her limitations and determines to become a master �usician (p. 94).
Another way that the author makes her main character convincing is
in Theodosia's attitude toward the Negroes and her lovers.

Theodosia's

ambivalent feelings towards the Negroes carry throughout the novel.

Al

though she respects and almost envies their earthiness (p. 38), her su
perior attitude and resulting loathing dominate (pp. 39, SO, 53).

For

example, she views the Negroes as apart from her society: "She knew the
half-pleasant disgust felt for the young of another kind, a remote species.
Their acts sent little stabs of joy over her, sickly stabs of pleasant
contempt and pride'' (p. 39).

According to Earl Rovit, Theodosia's lack
29
of self-identity prevents her from feeling any real emotion.
We can
best see this in her relationship with Albert and Conway.

Theodosia prac

tically ignores Albert's and Conway's advances except in her enjoyment
of them as boosters to her pride.

When Albert deserts her and Conway

dies, however, she thinks she now wants them.

She longs for Albert:

nshe turned again and again to Albert, remembering Conway, clung to him
in her suffering and implored him silently to come to her, to reconcile
her to the loss" (p. 145).

Also, she grieves over Conway, rather, over

his memory (pp. 140-141).

Her grief is an ironic sentimentality, however,
30
for she never really has experienced the feelings in life.
Not able
to accept Conway 1 s promiscuity with Einnie Harter, Theodosia merges her
hate with Lethe's hate for Ross and his affair with Lou (pp. 168, 192-194),
and she fee.Ls revenge through Ross's murder.
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The author prepares us for Theodosia's mental state and her hearing
voices through the withclrawal method.
thing, even her health (p. 200).

Theodosia is strip�ecl of every

At the point of starvation and suicide,

she continues to turn more inwardly until her mind plays tricks on her.
Her vivid imagination and continuous brooding lead her to t'i.1e point of
awareness and resurrection, and, consistent with her pride and determination, she accepts the pleasure and joy of life (pp. 255-256).

Theodosia,

therefore, remains a convincing, consistent, and comprehensible character
throughout the novel, particularly in her consciousness which we will
examine under subjective realism.
To maintain organic unity, the characters' actions must also be cred
ible, motivated, clear, and meaningful.

Since H�!{eart and �Y Flesh is

a psychological novel with the intier thoughts �f Theodosia, there is lit
tle external action.

Through the subtracting process we see Theodosia

stripped of all position a:.1<l fortunes.

Her actions, therefore, remain

clear as necessities for her survival.

For example, she raust sell her

home and she must go to the farr:i with her Aunt Doe (p. 202).

Huch of

her action she herself does not understand, but her inner consciousness
guides her being.

For instance, her several visits to see her half-sisters

Arnericy and Lethe are psychological attempts to purge her guilt or to
force acceptance of an occurrence, as with Alhert's desertion (p. 131),
and Conway's death (p. 142).

Also, she appears physically helpless to

stop Lethe from killing Ross because she has confused her hate for Conway's
promiscuity with Lethe's hate for TI.ass's affair with Lou (pp. 192-196).
Therefore, most of the action in the novel results from psycholo?,ical
And Niss Roberts's greatest theme that "throu�h the power
31
of spirit man conquers all"
develops naturallv from. the action which
motivation.
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expcesses the withdrawal, death, and rebirth cycle.

The total meaning

of the novel thus comes out of the experience of the story, and we can
accept the several levels of meaning suggested by Campbell and Foster:
a girl in conflict with her family and environment, the racial decline
of a family, cultural criticism, the withdrawal-death-rebirth of a sensitive woman, and the search for the soul.

32

We recognize the parallel

to the Biblical Job story in testing the limits that a human can bear.

33

Hiss Roberts clearly answers the question of Twentieth Century man's
search for morality, order, identity, and meaning in life: "'Life is from
34
within.' The 'living God' is within; seek there and ye shall find."
In the novel we hear the psalmist cry, "'My heart and my flesh crieth
35
out for the living God.'"

In addition to organic unity Miss Roberts creates beautiful complex
ity in My Heart and Hy Flesh through her use of objective and subjective
realism and symbolism.

These levels of credibility reach a height not

yet found in the works previously examined.
As in The Great Headow, .!Jz_ Heart and Ny Flesh contains objective
realism through an accurate setting and verisimilitude of language.

The

author repeatedly describes the Southern setting in terms of the importance
of the tobacco crop (pp. 75, 83, 215, 219).

She presents a picture of

the Singleton farm both in its glory (Chapter One) and in its decline and
decay (Chapter Five).

The language typifies the South.

The author gives

examples of the average speech, of Negro dialect, and of the mulatto
l1alf-wit's incoherent talk.

Miss Roberts describes the Negro's speech:

"Her [Moll's] voice came from her mouth with a clatter of low half-musical
squawks and softly blurred vowels delicately stressed" (p. 3).

And the
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author presents Stig's mumbled words and thouRhts in the vivid passage
when Theodosia takes hi:n to Lethe's (np. 161-16<?).
Another characteristic of objective realism is reoresentativeness
of person.

:,:ot only does t"iss �o'..Jerts give accurate descriptions of

Southern aristocracy, she also presents nictures of tne Southern farmers
and �egroes.

for example, we receive a detailed description of the peo

ple in the farm community Sprin:; Run Valley (p. 279) as well as various
tJegro laborers - construction workers (p. 30), washinR women (p. 37), and
cooks and house servants (pp. 35-35).

Anoti1er example of �bjective real-

ism is the recurrent use of the inportance of l1eritagc and the past to
the Southerner.

The Anneville c0r1n'.uni.ty prid�s itself on its Vi r?,i?:J.ia

heritage (p. 29), t�e ;• p: arclen snot of the eartrt'' (p. 2'02).

Imel Anthony.

the oldest surviving member, repeatedly exurcsses l1is sense of family
pride.

He warns T\1eollosia: '' 1 This,' lier grandfather s:J.id to '.1er, 'is

ti.1e family tree of the Vontfords and tr'e Trotters.

There's a collection

of family traditions written into the blank book on the second shelf.
"-'y mother was a ;�fontford, .:incl don't you forr;et t11at, �!.i.ss'" (up. 61-62) .
.C:vcn Ear.ace reco�nizes J'.nthony I s sense of hcri t�ge as he tells Theodosia:
1
';

i:fo::>ody could say any dirt of the old man.

rightly so''' (p. 172).

Proud of his linea1.;e and

Thus, the importance of the past and family her-

ita�c reveals another Southern re�ional quality.
Nore important, however, !'fy Heart and t·ty Flesh becomes more of n
Southern re3ional 4ork t�an any other novel thus far examined.
The Great �•eadow, !'.y _l:le.::.-:i_i:t. ���-

�7- .i:-les!�

As in

r,rescnts throu�h � locality a

universal theme of the human dil�nna of all �en in all n�es and all
places ·- the se.:-irch for t,1e soul anc.l inner order.
ho"•1ever ,. lacks

t't,JO

T;1c Great ,�eadou,

;::ispec ts tbnt ma?•·.::! this novel trul:v Southern.

T11cse
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include t;,e l�portancc of the lan<l anJ man's relationshi� to the Kerroes.
two of ti1c most i"mportant :ue;a_s of the Southerner (pp. 37, 27-29, 251-278).
In The r-:re.:tt � 1eac1 cw land functions ar; an anta;?onist, somet i1i.nr; to he ,wn
:ind conrpere<l.

:lcre, lanJ is the 80st important possession ancl associa·-

tion one c.::rn have.
(p. 41).

Even tile youn9, Theodosia finds jov in the farmland

She discovers that much of the land had been sold before her

'..:d.rth, an.<l this almost_ sickens her: "It was all now a mouldy smell on
rotting paper, a faint stench and a choking dust'' (p. 98).

Theodosia

wants to !.;.eep tt1e house and land, for she feels a deeµ sense of belongin�.
In essence, she fuses into the e<irth: "She sa�•7 her hand prodding into the
eartl1 to find out its way, her head bent low to see and to smell the cru:nplcJ soil.

Her mind was fixed nou to rc�ain the visible SiRn of the old

play, to keep t�e trail that led back to her first-knowledge ....

'I per

ceive t:1e earth, my self imbedde<l into it, attncheJ to it at all points.'
she t�10uP.ht, 'sinkinf!: at each moment into it 1

'

(o. 136).

Her closeness

to the land as a child sustains her, and through her association with the
land she can regain her life energies.

Thus, the '"sense of abundant earth"
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domi.nates over her numbness, and as she departs for the farm for her recovcry, !1er heal in� process be�ins: ''As if bandage had been removed from
a recent hurt or fracture, the confines of the town taken away, s!"le spread
painfully out through the hills and fields, through the ways to go'' (p. 202).
Thus, through closeness to the land and love for one who is a part of the
land, Caleb Burns (p. 291), Theodosia restores her life.
Tl1ere are numerous other land images that suggest the importance of
land to the Southerner.

The process of planting and harvesting the l;ind

represents an orderin9:: ''Everywhere the gardens were bein� planted, rows
of seeds put into the soil in orderly ways to yield t�ern food'' (p. 271)
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and ··The harvesters came to the wheat, and the cut field, laid up in
orderly bundles, row after row'' (p. 289).

The most Southern expression

of the import,mce of land, however, is Tom Singleton's desire to be buried
on the farm, and on a summit where he can overlook all: ;; 1 And on the top,
right there on the summit, 'is wi1ere I expect to be buried, right there.
Off to the left of the oak but on the summit like.

From that-there spot

you can see - it's curious now - you can see the whole farm, every last
field'" (p. 49).

The author, therefore, as in · 1 on the Hountainside," ex

presses the importance of the land and the Southerner's desire to return
to his home and be buried there.
The second area so important in a Southerner's life is his relation
ship to Negroes.

Hiss Roberts mentions Negro labor in He Sent Forth a

Raven, but here she does much more than that.

She Joes not merely present

the Blacks as workers but shows aspects of their lives, economic and so
cial.

For instance, we view the i'iegroes I enjoying their work on the water

hydrants: "The negroes at the picks would sing now and then, not in uni
son, but each one would cry out his song, a phrase or a rhyme, timed to
the regular throb of the body as it hammered with the tool upon the beaten
earth, the song falling an instant behind the blow of the arm in half
humorous comment.; (pp. 30-31).

The author describes the good-natured Holl

as slipping food to the men in the kitchen, laughing, and joking, telling
stories, and trying to win over a young man (pp. 20-21).

Miss Roberts

suggests the lfogroes' belief that living is the important thing, for she
writes: ·'Each negro used but the cream of his vitality on the labor, working
relaxed, saving himself for life and her uses·· (p. 32).

The author also

presents the Negroes' pride, as in Aunt Deesie's embarrassment at the torn
rag she uses for a diaper (p. 38) and Lethe's anger at beinR cheated by

Ross (p. 190).

Ho'st significant, however, Hiss Ro�erts for tl1e first time

examines the White's ambivalent �eelings toward the Negroes and presents
the Southern horror of misceicnation.
Hiss Roberts maintains reality by presenting the problems and hor
rors and evils of miscegenation, but as Hagenknecht states, she softens
the blow: "In My Heart and Hy Flesh Hiss Rober.ts invaded Faulkner's world
of miscegenatory degradation (before he had created it), but she handles
her subject-matter so obliquely that the impression of horror is softened
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and dulled.''
Thus, he sees Hiss P.oberts' s work as a preview of the fietion of the next decade.
work:

11

Grant Knight also recognizes the novelty of her

And with the exception of Hiss g,oberts' ?.·ty Heart and :fy Flesh no

Kentucky novel has ventured boldly upon the tragedy of miscegenation or
pictured the Negro as other than half melancholy, half jolly, altogether
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faithful Black Joe."
Hiss Roberts presents both Theodosia;s and her
grandmother's reaction to the knowledge of miscegenation.

Theod�sia reads

her grandmother's reaction in a letter to Theodosia's mother:
''This is the last of your share 'from your mother's estate.
Hake it go as far as it will.

You knew when you married Horace

Bell he was the father of two blacks ...•
attention to something else.

Take up church work •.••

his litter in the alley behind the jail.
Brown, for God's sake!

You better turn your
Dropped

The half-wit, Dolly

Old Josie's girl was a handsome wench,

but slobbering Dolly Brown .•.•

A strange taste in wenches"

(pp. 100-101).
Theodosia's horror at this knowled r,e causes a numbness: "Her hands on the
fiddle were weak and apathetic, startled into nu�bness.

She nat the
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instrument asi.je, shut it tenderly away into its case and sat starin� at
ti1e flnmes or she move<l suddenlv to some new posture.
were alone �-,ith her grandfather in this·· (11. 100).

She felt as if she

Anger then penetrates

her, and s:1e burns the letter in a fit of fury (p. 101).

�liss Roberts

combines the Southern fear· of incest in the raost horrifyin� and tragic
mo�ent concerning the misce�enation thene.

�s Theodosia is leaving Lethe's

i1ouse on the night of the murders, she views with horror Stig and Americy
in deep car.esses (p. 196).

She screams out the meaning of their act

since they are children of the same father, but "Their replies were not
articulated.

Stig' s respons� became a lm-,, monstrous laughter, falling

rhythmically, like the bleat of some great anim?.l, pleading laughter,
cryin� to be apf)eased.

Americy had fallen into a seni-sleep.

Theodosia

stood over them, trying to awaken A.l'lericv, calling to �1er, drawing at her
arf!l..

But Americy clung closer to Stig and Theo<losia came s�-Jiftly away'·

(rp. 106-197).

This lA.st tra�ic picture ends the miscegenation theme in

ti1e novel, and 1-�y lleart and_ :!y 7l�sh remains a great Southern regional
work because of the 01.Jjective realism Hiss Roberts creates.
r-'..y Heart and� Flesh is a psychologi.cal novel which exaT'lines the
Southern psyche, imagination, anc1 consciousness of Theodosia.

?!iss Ro!Jerts

creates magnificent subjective real:ism, an<l ue find in her notes that
Theodosia is

:!

'man loo;dng inly upon the wonders of his inner part, pushing

his gaze deeper and deeper as the matter there parts a:1d yicl<ls to his
look.

T�1eodosia is one with suffer inf, flesh, raw·-nerve and achin� ccrc39
Unlike ::ionv of The Great ::ea.do,.,, Theodosia is not tryin'.:�ration. 1''

to £im1 an i<lentity at t:ie be�innin� of tl�e novel because she feels ti1at

sncial position, nad musical t.:.L::nt.

,\ft;.>r t1.tc aut:wr su'.Jtracts or wit!t,lra1vs
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all of these, however, she is strippe<l until lier soul is laid bare,

40

and she must therefore become introspective and look within to find some
sense of order.

She pror,ressivcly moves inward in an attempt to discover

within herself the ultimate power of spirit over all external events.

As

Earl Rovit explains, for Miss Roberts "the human spirit will assert it
self by the faith drawn from its own soul to ascend laboriously from the
depths into life."
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Theodosia's consciousness, therefore, dominates

throughout the novel, ranging from ambivalent thoughts toward the Negroes
to questions about the soul.

�-lark Van Doren explains the importance of

these thoughts: "the horrors of t!y Heart and Hy Flesh take their due place,
and only their due place, in the procession of Theodosia Bell's thoughts.
They are not painful hccause they are shrouded in intellect: they arrive
42
through layer upon layer of impression."
From the beginning Uiss Roberts describes Theodosia as observant and
full of thought.

Her heroine recognizes an unusual 'possession of her

grandfather: !'he must know some eternal, some truths, some ways unknown
to her, and she would yearn with an inner sob of longing that he might
impart this thing to her, whatever it might be" (p. 44).

The withdrawals

lead to Theodosia's inward examination, and throughout the novel she at
tempts to discover the meaning and possession of the soul.

Her search

begins after her music teacher explains that the music must come out of
the soul: "Or, remembering that the music must corn.e out of the spirit,
the soul, she would search inwardly for some token or glimpse of this shad
owy substance, this delicate eidolon.

The question arose again and A.gain.

The soul, where and what was it?" (p. 37).

Theodosia for the first time

looks inward, but not too seriously: "Striving to divide her being, to
set hounds uoon parts, she would turn a half-whimsical gaze inward as she
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strove to achieve the singing tone and to bow the indefinite legato.
'Does the music come out of me really, out of soMe inner unit, myself,
all mine' she would question, 'or do I simply imitate, skillfully or not,
what the teacher does?''' (p. 88).

Thus, as we have alrendy examined as

adding to organic unity, throughout the novel Theodosia's thoughts merge
with her playing music.

After she discovers that her father is the father

of three mulattoes (p. 100), she more seriously looks within: "Her outer
vision dulled by the fire and by weariness, her inner vision heightened,
and she began to divide her being, searching: for some soul or spirit" (p.
101).

She naturally turns to her grandfather, and in him she hopes to

discover a soul she can share: "There should be a soul there, somewhere,
she thought, and she searched into the withered leavings of crippled body
and quaver.ing voice.

When she had found this entity in her grandfather

she would, she thought, be able to identify it within herself'' (p. 102).
Theodosia determines that "Someuhere there was a soul within her, within
her grandfather likewise, she thought" (p. 105), and she thinks she dis
covers it in a unity with her friends: '"This is my spirit, my soul.
here,' she said.
116).

'This unit.

It's

I can almost touch it with my words''· (p.

As more of her life is subtracted, however, Theodosia turns more

inward to find her real spirit.

She pathetically tries to find h�r real

spirit through grief over Conway, but as her sensitivity grows, she rec
ognizes her error: "A suspicion grew in the arising confusion of her
thought that her avm posthumous passion for Conway had been identified
with her lost hope of the fiddle. with her tenderness and self-love that
had been shieldinr, her limitation from inner ex-'lmination and despair"
(pp. 158-159).
half-brother.

Similarly, s!1e tur.ns to her mulatto half-sisters and
�:cnowell explains that Thfodosia 9.;oes to visit these peovle
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as a '•masochistic desire to expiate her own sufferin� oy acknowledginp;
a degrading reality, and an intuition that rP.solute honesty at this point
c:=m alone cleanse il tarni5'.wd family name and rip aside the pretenses
whic!1 have prevented the Bells for so lone fror� le�ding a genuine life.'·
Earl T:.ovit similarly P.xplains th:'it Theodosia is •·seekinr frantically .to
discover some external su11port on which she can lean her o�m emptiness."
Theodosia questions them about their having a soul (p. 163).
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She even
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oerges herself with theM in an attempt to have some actiue part in living.
Th•.is, she immerses herself in Lethe's hatred for F.oss (f>. 194), hints to
Lethe that it is i{oss she should murder (p. 194), and is paralyzed to ure
vent Lethe's leaving with the knife(�. 195).

The next dav Theodosia feels

that she herself has cormnitted th<?. murder (p. l'.)3), and she is ill for a
month afterwards

(r.

200).

Theodosia finally tries to J:i.sc0ver her spirit ,md some on.ier throu:zh
the land.

She goes to tlte �.;ingleton far:-:i, and al thou�:, she lives in a

hell-like condition, she fuses wit}1 tri.e carti1.

;rer ti10ughts travel over

the farm: i:Slowly in ni::id she �.mlked Joun t 1 tc .:ivenue, stzp by step, stop
ping to look at each minute occurrence, RS the wild fern by tl1e side of
the drive, the smnll e,rny imacr,:i.ned birc!s that flocked over the ster.is of
the low pasture weeds a::i.d took :i.mar;ined flir,ht at her step .. (n. 204), a:1.<l
!'Insulated by pain, she �.ould turn to the drivewav and Halk T-inutely dm-.m
imagined paths tl1rough the first li�ht snm-7'' (p. 211).

She tries to re

store order to her beiaf by imrtc;in:1tively restoring order to the farm:
'She looked again and again for so;;;::! token of Prudie and the c1.ncient
bustle and order of the house, !1er �yes c::lin!',in7, to ar. old felt h::it ..
(p. 213).

Theodosia p.:1rtially sncce1�ds in scein� sor:cc order in a bird's

nest, and thur. ''a. fervor of jo�, �-!cll2J in !1�r senses ,:eel sr,rcnd 0ncb.rard
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to some quiet inner part.
bird" (p. �22).

S�1c liai h;ic1 tl1is ineffable rc.lati.on with t'.,e

Her constant tortures of loneliness and starvation cause

a setback in her erO\vth towards an ordered life, however, and her !'1.ind
turns to hallucinations an<l voices:
speaking to her...•

.i\t th-ts tir.1e she be_ean to hear voices

She would lie in an apathy, scarcely breathing, di

vided in mind, uncoordinated by hunzer and unintegratcd pain'' (p. 227).
She first hearq questions about •·rhe categories of flesh" (p. 228) and
learns from the First Voice that ·,The intense ,-,ill to continue is centered
in the individual organisn, and thus, or for this, the matter of continu
ation is entrusted to the instance'' (p. 228).

She then hears discussions

about the lan<l and murder and slaup:bter (pp. 234-239).

1-icxt the Voices

discuss miscegenation, fanily, antl Cod's law (pp. 241-24 7).

Finallv

Theodosia imagines her defendin� Doc 1 s ri�ht to die: ' 'She didn't have
to continue in life if she didn't •-,ant to"· (n. 25i)).

1

�rorr. ti·1is her thoufi1ts

turn to suicide: ' 1 �.Jeak from the strain of sitting up suddenly she sank into
a:monentar.y apathy, but her breathing was one continuous burden borne
the prop�ecy which was already clearly stated as fact.
bed as if some determination had corrte to her" (p. 251).

oy

She arose from the
�•

I
1nus, s.1e
con-

siders suicide as the final act in her starvation !'in both body and spirit
46
Her fusion with the earth rescues her,
to ti1e last edge of endurance."
however, as she envisions an apparition of life; "At once a vivid appear
ance entered her mind, so brilliant and powerful that her consciousness
was abashed....

Her body spread widely and exp:mded to its former reach,

and t�1e earth came back, herself acutely aware of it.

A pleasure that

she still lived to participate in this recognition caught her throat wit�
a deep sob"' (pp. 255-256).
to live.

Theodosia discovers life and asserts her will

S�e discovers the ulti�ate power of spirit over all in h�r mrnnent
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of resurrection, anJ she now can bring some order to her life.
this order in her new life at Spring Run Valley.

He view

Por example, she is

not afraid of the obscene worcls written on her blackboard at school (p.
278), but she recognizes that the writer forgot the word tear.
she returns to her music

(p.

283).

Also,

Finally, she accepts Caleb Burns as

her new love, and ''with gradual return of Theodosia's feeling - consciousness of activity came a renewed awareness of her personal identity.,:
Thus, 1·1.:iss Roberts in

I:17. Heart

47

an� Hy Flesh emphasizes Theodosia's growth

of sensitivity and increase in the total awareness of her being and life.
The author summarizes this development in Theodosia's thoughts of her
past:
Then she remembered hell.

A clear sharp memory, acutely

realized, the more acutely realized in that it fell in this
moment of pleasure.

Self appeared, saturated ·with meuory

realization, herself subtracted from the earth and elevated
to a pinnacle of searching, her body hungering, seeing itself
slipping into decay.

All the disconnections operatin_g, every

thing was lost then but Frank.

Frank in her hands and her

fin�ers, her shoulders, her name, her sight, her sleep.

Pure

and excrutiatin8 distress shook her as if it were a chill and
she called to her grandfather, Anthony llell, but when she was
more quiet again, the memory receding, she called in mind the
newer name (pp. 298-299).
Theodosia's thoughts are now of Caleb Burns and the new land she accepts
for her life (p. 300).

Hiss Roberts, therefore, succeeds in establishing

vital subjective realism in�� Heart and �Y Flesh.
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In addition to objective and subjective realism, the author includes
numerous symbols throughout the novel.

�!ajar symbols include the violin

and music, cold versus warm imagery, symbols of decay and rotting, sound
iraar,cry, movcm�nt - particularly that of splitting, and light symbolism.
Since the author is r.i.ost concerned with Theodosia's mental and spiritual
growth, there is less emphasis here on sexual symbolism than in He _§ent
Fo_Eth a Raven, Blacl� is � Truelove I s Hair, and The Crea t l-!eadow.

!fiss

Roberts does include the sexual symbols of red and white,, roses, hair,
and two visionary dreams.
As previously examined under organic unity, Theodosia's violin and
musical playing function throughout the novel as a major organizing prin
ciple.

Also, these help create the subjective realism because of the

author's repeated fusion of Theodosia's thoughts with her playing.

In

addition, we can discover symbolic meaning in her playing and the instru
ment itself.

As HcDowell states, ''the quality of i1er playing, at any

given moment, reflects her exaltation, her agitation, or her disillusion48
ment. ,.
Earl Rovit explains that the instrument, the violin, "becomes
an instrument of narcissistic self-pity ·instead of a way of self-discov49
ery. ,.
This symbolic meaning is true in connection with Theodosia's
grief over the dead Conway (pp. 140-142), but ·t-1e should remember that the
return to her music suggests her beginning recovery (p. 216).

And �ost

important, it is through her desire to play well from out of the soul that
Theodosia begins her search for her soul.

Thus, as Rovit states, "Her

physical limitations with the violin, however, are symbolic of the spir
itual vncancy which marks her uncommittcdness to life.
50
but it cannot create, the soul.•:

Nusic can express,

Niss F.oberts uses cold imagery to express the vacancy and coldness
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of Theodosia's life.

We learn that Charlotte. Tl1eo<losia 1 s �other, died

in the cold season (p. 61).

After T�codosia learns of her father's pro-

miscuity, her bedroom is chilled (n. 103).

She feels· the chill of the

frost on the morning she learns of Conway's death (p. 139), and the house
remains cold throughout her �randfather 1 s illness (p. 170).

After the

murder Tl1eodosia shivers from the cold, but her guilt prevents her from
getting warm: ''She reached for a warm dressing-gown and covered herself
in the bed, but the chill persisted" (p. 198).

At the farm she is forever

cold (pp. 209-210), and the coldness cuts like a knife when si.1e tries to
get food from Walter, a uorker on the farm: "The cold cut her earments
apart and entered her flesh, past her chilled blood" (p. 225).

Even the

dogs die from the intense cold (p. 231), and because of the limited wood,
the fires often �o out (pp. 240, 254).

After Tl1eodosia's resurrection,

however, she again feels warmth from tl1e fire (p. 256), suggestinB the
warmth of life that has entered her.

Thus, she does not suffer from the

intense cold again, but rather she finds vitality in its stimulation (p. 257).
Another symbol found throughout the novel is images of decay and rot
ting.

These images symbolize the decay of Theodosia's family and the de51
For example, the paper on which Theodosia finds the
cay of her life.
family financial status has a "mouldy smell" on the "rotting paper, a
faint stench and a choking dust·' (p. 98).

Similarly, she wearies of the

'·stale odors of decayed paper and dust'' where she learns of her father 1 s
acts of miscegenation (p. 100).

Theodosia recognizes Anthony's witherinp;

bo<ly (p. 98) and · putrefying flesh'

(p. 103). · The horse stall where

Stiggins lives has "a foul odor all about·· (p. 112).
has 1 'the odors of �1uman sweat:: (p. 133).

Americy' s house

The irnar,cs of decay and rotting

increase in the fifth chapter, emphasizing Theodosia's state of disorder.
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The "strong sour odor' oE the dead do�s (p. 209) and the odors of mice
in the kitchen (p. 213) sicken Theodosia.
(p. 231).

Even the cold has a sour odor

As soon as Theodosia leaves the farm, however, odors become

normal and pleasant.

She _smells the pleasant odors of cooking: "The

heavy savors would arise and mingle sweetly with their hungers, with the
faint odor of smoke from the cooking fire'' (p. 263).

Thus, as Theodosia

brings order to her life, normal odors resume.
Another symbol that suggests Theodosia's disorder and confusion of
her inner being is sound.

In the first four chapters, occasional sounds

express Theodosia's confusion.

E'or example, as she walks alone do�m the

street at night the sounds have no meaning to her: "All about, up and
do�n the street, were remote so�nds of retreating steps, coming steps,
voices that cried out in low commands or questions, but they said nothing
for her beyond the abundant drama of their passing" (p. 115).

Even when

she hears the fire alarm on the night of Conway's death, it has no meaning
for Theodosia: "Later, long after, it seemed, into her sleep came a flat,
muffled sound as if it were the s·hape of a peal of alarm, falling long
and dull against the enduring quality of her torpor.

It was shaped, the

sound, like the fire alarm of the town, insistent and reiterated, but it
fell toneless upon her deadened senses" (p. 138).

It is in Chapter Five,

however, that sound images dorrinate and express the derangement of Theodosia's
52
inner being.
These sounds are usually muffled and not quite clear. For
instance, Theodosia often hears her aunt's "muffled, uncertain noises"
(p. 203), as when Doe prepares for the visit of the liniment man (p. 206).
The night sounds often suggest the sound of water to Theodosia: "The nightnoises made a great swin�ing water, a vast throbbing sea of sound beating
continually and arising in shrill waves' 1 (p. 208) and ''The wind among the
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trees made a noise like the rush of '.vater in a river" (p. 231).

The most

viv�<l sounds in the chapter, of course, arc the voices that Theodosia
ima�ines.

Their dialogue of family history, miscegenation, murder, and

fragments of poetry particularly suggest Theodosia's confusion and dis
order (pp. 227-250).

Sounds of normal life prevail in the last chapter,

however, such as tJie noises of wagons, wood beating on wood, and the
voices of little children (p. 275).

HcDowell explains Niss Roberts's

use of sounds in this chapter: "Distant sounds are no longer a symptom
of Theodosia's alienation but a sign of her identification with the hu53
man community."
Thus, she hears the night-cries of the to'(,m and the
calm, normal noises of the animals (p. 299).

Even the cows do not stir

when the treading footstep moves through the pasture, "for it was a tread
they knew" (p. 300).

Therefore, throughout the novel unusual sounds

suggest Theodosia 1 s disorder, and the return of. normal sounds represents
the establishment of order within her life.
Another symbol often used in r-'.y !:{eart
ment.

�..E�c!. try

Flesh is that of move

One symbolic function of movement is to express the break with

the earth and Theodosia's return to it: "A pattern such as this of loss
and gain is reinforced by many images of motion, flow, and rhythmic move54
For example, swift movement of the town (o. 62),
rnent in the novel."
Theodosia's running in sprinp, (p. 119), and the swift running days (p.
121) parallel the swift subtraction of everythin� in Theodosia's life.
Also, movement suggests her oncominf moment of rebirth.

Perkins, the

liniment man brings movement to the farm (p. 203), and Theodosia retains
the vision of the birds' movement even after they are gone (p. 239).

In

the final movement before her apparition that results in her resurrection,
Theodosia's movement is sudden and forceful: "She saw herself leap from
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the chair suddenly and rush out at the door; a sudden start and she would
She stared at the wall: the picture of her going, a felt pie-

be v,one.

ture, spreaJ downward through her limbs that lay relaxed now, ready for
the suJden spasm of movement" (p. 255).

�!ove111.ent after her rn.oment of

rebirth directs her to a renewed closeness to the earth as she travels
to and settles in Spring fu1n Valley.
In addition to forward movement, Hiss Roberts also uses repeated
images of splitting and cutting.
of these

11

}kDowell explains that the predominance

images of fracture, splitting, an<! violent motion' in Chapters

Two, Three, l?our, and Five syr,,holtzes the disorder and dislocation of
T:1eodosia.
crash'
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For instance, the air seems to "split asunder with a great

(p. 42), ant� Theodosia feeV, ''a sensation as of a keen blade cut

ting .?. cold path down her back near her s1:1i.ne·• (o. 154).

Lethe; s hate

pricks the air (p. 166), and Theodosia imagines the c�ttin� motion of
the knife: ''Her hand would feel the dull resistrtnce of ha::ian bone and
it ..,.;ould rain up and down, stabbinv, deeper �,ith each blow, letting out
th2 blood, tear lng throug:1 flesh until her hate had eased itself ! ' (p.
197).

_;\fter the rturder Theodosfa vivi.dly feels the sta0oing rain: "She

could feel the stran�e rhvthms tearin� her body in orderly stabs of pnin·•
(µ. 193), and at the fann the cold ''cuts;' her clot:·:es and enters her
body(?, 225).

Thus, these splitting, cutting ima<::es of motion symbolize

the s�li.ttinn and cuttine disorder in Theodosia's life.
Another i;nl'ortant symhol :i.n �-}'._ Ee;:,.rt and � Flesh is li�ht i!'.1?.'.";erv.
The O?ening pn�e of th£ Prolo�ue describes how ti1e lamp-lig:1tcr went
about brin�ine; 1 i?,ht to the riusk C1. 1.), and t:ri.s foresh::i.clm-1s Theodosi;,i.' s
final acceptance of life over de.1th.

T.ic.!ht pervadP.s over t;1e be�inri_in�

of the novel before Tlt�odosi;-i loses cveryt'lin�.

!'or ex.-=n�ple, AJ bert cmc!
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Comrnv ab,avs arran(:!E' Theodosia ::ind tl-ic roor·, so t,1.1.t the 1 ight enh,mce:;

ti.me, of "'li�;1tncss" (p. 7')).

After. the 1.utl:or be9'"i.ns thP. wi.thdraual

but a :·stranf>:e li�ht from cl_ lo:,-1:-ent '.rnrizon'' (p. 1.15) suo,«ests th2.t
com�lete dar\�ness lrns not yet arrived.

'::'heodosiA confuses her unccrtai.nty

1dtl� the di:lll"iinr:: lig:1t: ;'11er own uncertainty spread to become the uncer-•
tainty of the passing light that lingered wanly, renewed itself, or was
diffused into the somber twilight ....

Lon� after this sl1e nrepare<l for

bed by the indefinite light of her lamp, wl1ich made a hard and futile
i�lmv tit�t subtende.J remote black sh;-idows" (p. 137).
sessions and respectahilitv di.r.inis:•1, li�11t fades.

As Theodosia's pas·::'or instance. lights

arc unlit or din in all i:ter ne<�ti.n•�s ':!itlt Sti.�!, Lethe, and ;\r.erir..y.
Theodosia runs to �et Stig fro� the livery st�ble to tal�e �irn to Lethe's
ltousc ··1-.,hen t:1e street lip;t:ts were not yet lit anu t:,e people who passe.J
�,ere grav un<listi.:10uished notions drift i.n_;, unevenly t::rouq;h the fof- of
tlw first···dar'l;-_:, (pp. Hi0-161).
flickers unevenly (p. 165).

At Let'I1e 's the li�i..t is din and the flame
,.

Tfocn 'I'heodosia returns to Lethe's for w:1at

will be her last: visit, s!1e notices t:1e darkness of the house in contrast
to the dim liihts bc�inning to anpear on the streets (n. 187).

ls her

coming SU?�ests her strug�le to discover her spirit, 1'11eodosia 's question
represents this search.

She asks, "''.·There's the ligl-t?':' (r. 133).

She

is able to light a small lm11p (;,. J.3S), and in the dimness she sees Lethe
and the knife.

:re learn that Lethe r!isappears in total darkness to kill

(p. 197).

Theodosia cannot face the mor.nin<> light <'lfter this dark

I\.OSS

:1ess, and she remains in confinr�ment for one month (p. 200).

While

Theodosia is at the Sin�leton farm, the lirht ap-pears diri and nhalf-lit·•
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(p. 252).

And at the moment she prepares for suicide, even the fire light

grows to a darkness: "The world became more and uore dim as the fire sank
lower, the air colored with a pink afterglow, and the dark crept nearer,·
a fact w;lich she held somehow but to which she was indifferent" (p. 254).
And even the violin becomes a dark shadow (p. 254).

But as the apparition

appears, the author restores light to Theodosia: ;;The world was vivid,
was like a new flower in a sunny place:'. (p. 255) .

Finally, in contrast

to the dimming lights of uncertainty in the first chapters, Hiss Roberts
uses the dim light of serene twilight
in the final chapter (pp. 290, 299.
56
300) to suggest the certainty of identity.
Thus, light and darkness
throughout t11e novel suggest the state of confusion, disorder, or serenity
in the main character's life.
Although sexual symbolism is not as predominant as it is in some of
Miss Roberts's ot11er novels, it is used here in the author's presentation
of Theodosia's normal sexuality.

�!iss Roberts, therefore, does not em

phasize sexual symbols, but she casually uses red and white color imagery,
roses, and hair to suggest Theodosia's normal sexuality.

The white of

Luce 1 s and Theodosia's dresses (p. 18), the tombstone of Theodosia's
young sister (p. 59), and the flowers at the farm (p. 206) suggest inno
cence.

In contrast, Catherine's red hat (p. 80), Lethe's red couch (p.

135), Theodosia's red hair (p. 12) and lips (p. 73), and Albert's expected
return on the ·'red-day'' (p. 123) suggest the female sexuality.

The faded

rose color of the walls at Doe's (p. 227) represents her faded sexuality,
and the red clover as part of the normal world (p. 274) indicates again
the normal sexuality.

In a similar way, the author, as in Black is !IY

!_r_�E:_lov�•�- Hair, occasionally mentions roses in the novel.
Anthony presents a rose to Tneodosia (p. 18).

For example,

Conway arranges the bowl
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of roses "with some reference to herself and 11imself'' (p. 73), suggesting
the sexuality of youth.

And Theodosia's awareness of a rose clinging t.o

the fence around Conway 1 s grave (p. 148) indicates that she has not lost
her sexuality.

Hiss TI.oberts also shows Theodosia's awareness of every

one's hair, symbolizin?, her sexuality.

We learn that Charlotte's hair

is dark (p. 7), Horace's is yellow (p. 10), Tennie 1 s is bright (p. 11),
Theodosia 1 s is brown and red (pp. 12, 59), Anthony's is thin (p. 44),
Catherine 1 s is yellow (p. 66), Stiggin 's is stubby (p. 111), Florence' e:
is puffed (p. 120), Americy's is mussed (p. 188), Doe's is white (p. 210),
and Caleb Burns's is dark (p. 280).

The author does not emphasize the

use of hair but merely uses it casually to emphasize Theodosia's normal
sexuality.
Hiss Roberts uses one other sexual symbol in this novel which is
Theodosia's visionary dreams - both of the nude man (pp. 178-179) and
the imaginary voice describing a man (pp. 245-246).

Although !·-kDowell

believes that the dream of the nude nan shows Horace's rather than
57
Theodosia's retreat from sexual reality,
we can better view the dream
as Theodosia's rejection and repulsion of her father's sexual advances.
Earl Rovit explains one meaning of the dream as "Theodosia's coupling of
the basic life urge, the sexual drive, with something monstrously lewd something to be hidden away from herself, lest she be soiled by tne
53
The horror Theodosia feels from the dream parallels her
knowledge.·,
horror at knowinp: her father as promiscuous and incestuous.

Her dream

clearly expresses her repulsion at the male sexuality her father represents:
He was one, one man, heroic in size, bursting with strength
and life, made of flesh like a man.
apart, in a lewd pose.

He was naked.

He stood erect, his limbs
On his body were marks
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then; on his chest they began, as small warts sprinkled over
his breast, but lower, on his upper abdomen, they were larger
and were shaped like s�all teats.

T�ey became largar as they

descended over his abdomen and became more alive, each one
more living than the last.

They were rigid with life and were

pointed forward toward the women (pp. 173-179).
A later vision during Theodosia's deepest despair suggests again her hor
ror and abhorrence of perverted male sexuality.
FIRST VOICE:

The voices describe a man:

A ten-thousand-footed serpent, every foot a feeler

out to feel something.
SEC0�D VOICE:

A maw in the middle of it, the chief part set in

the middle, a hungry enlargement in tl1a alimentary gut.
THIRD VOICE:

Another maw in the lower middle, the chiefest

chief part, another hungry entrail, if you don't like the short
word.
FIRST VOICE:

A little knob, a very little knob on the top.

saw the true likeness.

I

An infinite number of feelers running

out all ways, shaped like a serpent, and a very little knob on
top (pp. 245-246).
Thus, in an effort to emphasize normal sexuality, �-'iss Roberts briefly
presents two pictures of perverted sexuality and expresses Theodosia's
repulsion of both.

The symbolism in Hy Heart and Ny Flesh, therefore,

differs soI'!ewhat from the symbolism in Hiss Roberts's other rtovels, but
her variety is refreshing and increases the complexity of the novel.

I<iss ::loberts creates beautiful intensity throughout � Heart and �!y
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The very process she uses of withdrawal and subtraction of every59
thing from Theodosia ''except the breath of life itself,"
demands that
Flesh.

the entire novel build in intensity until the final ultimate threat,
whether to choose life or death, is forced upon the main character.
Although we have examined most of the individual steps to the climax of
intensity in the discussions of organic unity and complexity, a brief
review will recall the inner struggles of Theodosia which are "often so
60
intense as to be painful."
Although the subtraction process begins with the deaths of her sis
ter (p. 54), her mother (p. 61), her uncle {p. 64), and her knowledge of
the loss of the farm (p. 69), Theodosia's question of what and where is
the soul (p. 87) initiates her inner search.

itnen she discovers her phys

ical limitation in music (p. 94), she determines to overcome it by truly
playin3 from the soul.

This determination is abrutJtly shadowed, however,

by her shockin� discovery of the family's financial condition (p. 98)
and her father's :=tcts of miscegenation (p. 100).

Added to this inner

trauma is her recognition ti1at her grandfather, the only family member
surviving in whom she can place her love and trust, is old and ill (p. 89).
Her father's incestuous attempts horrify Theodosia, and the only order
she is capable of establishing at this point of the withdrawal is in
setting tl1e cluttered bedroom in order (p. 105).

Her friends desert her

one by one, including Catherine (p. 113), Albert (p. 130), and Conway
(p. 139).

She can find her only comfort in false grief for Conway, and

even this is taken away by �rinnie Harter' s na□ing Conway as father of her
child (p. 156).

Her grandfather dies (p. 183), leavin8 her with no finan

cial security, Horace des�rts her (p. 184), and she cannot even uohold
her determination to keep the family home (p. 202).

Almost unconscious,
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Theodosia goes to the only place left in Anneville where she can find
part of her family, and this is the house of the mulattoes Lethe and
Anericy.

Her pathetic r:1ergence of hate for Conway with Lethe's hatred

for Ross paralyzes her (pp. 193-194), and as she rushes from the house
helpless in preventing Americy's and Stiggins's incestuous relationship
(pp. 196-197), she reaches a final state of unconsciousness: "She looked
at the two, Lethe and Americy, and their two ways met and became one
horror that dazed her mind and drowsed her eyes so that, moving back from
it, she sank quickly into a deep sleep" (p. 197).
ness feeling the guilt of murder (p. 193).

She returns to aware

She has not suffered enough,

however, for after a month's illness she goes to the Singleton farm to
recuperate (p. 202).

Here her descent into hell continues, for not only

is she alone, but she is starving physically (p. 223) and must resort to
stealing food from the dogs (p. 243).

On the verge of insanity she hears

voices discussinr; her family and life, and the ·:climactic screara of the
61
reveals her absolute degradation: 1·: Oit, God, I believe, an<l
novel''
there r s nothing to believe'" (p. 247).

Thus, the ultimate question of

death or life confronts T�eodosia, and her answer to this threshold test
situation reveals her strength to endure.
Theodosia's final test situation begins when she imagines herself
serenely accepting death at the river:
To lie all ni�ht on the ground ten feet from the place where
she sat ,·muld be cleat� to l ifc, the end of all vi�or.

She

would lie oa t:1e frozen o,r.qss, willi'1fr., she J:Jrcdic terl, and
the wind would se;:irch out her thin dress, :1er tl·.in blood.
'.Jeternination irnuld hold her tlwre.

Pai.n ,.'ould wran around

her, fixed into her limbs and her �odv and her brain, and
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finally she would become dro�-:sed.

ul,�as it for this?·' son,ethin;:; would

meaninf', llcr r,,er.ory of life.
ask, sayin�,

1
:

All uould recede, the all

You Here saved at birth by care, some care, and

were tau�ht, praiseJ, kept - a curious thing - for this. .,
black irony.

.0rowsine-ss would settle nearer.

A

It iras for this.

�;ornin� uould cone and she would lie still, frozen, ten feet
from t1.1e spot in ,vhich she

110�,1

sat, her han<ls bent, her body

stiff, the waters of her flesh congealed, ice in lier mouth
(pp. 231-232).
T�ater, after the scream, her thour.hts return to the -pond:
S'.ie thou8ht a�ain and a•:i;ain of the pond below the hill in
the creek bottom.

The �later -::-ioul<l be fresh and sweet after the

long �-,inter rains and it woul<l stancl hifl� nlong t�ie b:'tnks.

In

the morn.in.-,, someone \·!Oulcl. fincl h�...- bo.Jv t'.1cre. water-soa1:ed,
lying in the clean �u<l at the bottom of t�e water, stones tic<l
to her feet.

It ,,ould be e:1sy to go out the door some night and

never come back.

Once she had gone out tl:c door the rest would

be inevitable, t'."le r.loor having become the line between to 30 aml
not to go (p. 247).
'.i'he idea of peace in death overwhelms her, and she �leter!nines to go to the
pond (p. 251).

As sh2 leaps out of her chair O hm-,evcr, she is stilled by

a vivi..d apnearance of 1 i.fe � and ,?.t this morr-.ent she �.i.ves her finnl ans,-:cr
to the ultimate question by rejectinn suici�e and death aad acccpti.n� life:
,\ plc;i_snrc that :�11c still livcc1 to partici.pat'::: i.n tllis rccognltion Ci!ttr:ht her thr.o.'.lt ,:it'.1

;:i

d0.q1 so�,.

She ha,: shHteJ her
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of t:1.:· fire, t:1,� fi.r:n.J.:1cnt of di;;ly flm-,in:;c '.,oat t,,at rece..le<.l,
.-mrlds on ,mrlds, ::::ick· i.r..to infiilitics, ato:ns, ?Oh"Crs, all

1

rcplate with t�eir mm a�unrlance (pp. 255-230).
She reco�nizes her resurrection, and she assu�es po5itive action in plan
ning her departure fr0!:1 the vn.cu9us hell to a vibrant community wnere she
can find a new life anC: love: ,· 1 Toraorro;-1' t1::i.s the utterance, cleGrly placE?d
then.

On the next day the pe<lJler. ,-:oul<l co�e along the road.

habitual fact had been the Arise-ye of her resurrection.
alive,

1

she sang under her hreat�. 'I'm alive. I'm alive'

1

TI-..is i1or:12ly,

1 1 M still
(n. 256).

T1us, i'J t!.1e moment of revelation ,•:'.ien s:ie r�coqnizes life .?.nrl asserts
her �-!ill to live, "'t;1c :lissocL:ite::l fra�m,�nts of T:,eo,1c:;;ia�s :Jein� ::i.rc n:i.dc
,,·'.10le and beautiful an.J electric 1,it'.1 li Ee."

()�

She at last can finJ or-

der in her newly acquired sense of self ancl discov2r. t:1e ultimate po,,,-�r
of her spirit over all external events.� Therefore, t�e intensity exceeds
t!:at of :<iss :�obert::,: s other 11ovels nlrea<ly exmnincd, for �rheodosia 1 s

ultif:',ate t\1reat is that of death or life.

J. 1.'on.:1ld _ft,cla1".s asserts the

2:rca.t intensity of My lfoart and_ .'!Y ¼'lesh in this co;o1m2nt: ·'If J.IJ11erica
has produced a novel approaching :-)ostoevsky_ in psycholo'."':ical intensity,
63
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CHAPTER VIII

TlIE TEIE OF Y.AN

l� Heart ��� !·� Flesh reaches a very high degree of aesthetic value.
Although some critics find a weakness in Theodosia because of her divided
1
sensibility and lack of "abundant vitality,·· or in the theme being more
deraanding than the novel could successfully render,

the novel remains

one of Hiss Roberts 1 s greatest in terms of organic unity, complexity,
and intensity.

M� Heart and� Flesh is second only to The Time of Han.

In the summer of 1922, Elizabeth }fadox Roberts began writing her

first novel, which was published in Au3ust, 1926.
Hiss Roberts's finest aesthetic creation.

The Time of :uan is

In her notes we find this

statement on _'!.'h� Tim1:_ of Nan: "' I began to think of the wandering tenant
farmer of our region as offerin?. a symbol for an Odyssey of :-'.an as a wan3
The ,mnderer is
derer buffeted about by the fates and weathers.''·
Ellen Chesi;er, whom we meet Hi1en she is fourteen and take leave of when
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In an index to her novel

she is a mature woman \·Tith a family of her o·.m.

Hiss Roberts clearly explains her purposes concerning her heroine:
I

A Genesis.
her.

II

She comes into the land.

But the land rejects

Si1e remembers Ede;:,. (Tessie)

She grows into the land.

Takes soil or root.

Life tries

her, lapses in loveliness - in the not�lover Trent.
III
IV

Expands with all the land.
The first blossoming.

V

Withdrawal - and sinking back into the earth.
4
VI Flowering out of stone.
Part I begins Chapter One of the novel.

At age fourteen Ellen moves to

the Bodine farm where she lives for approximately two years.

She con

stantly thinks about and dreams of the day she can again see her friend
Tessie.

In Chapter Two, Part II of �,iss Roberts's plan, Ellen meets Joe

Trent who awakens her sexually.

In Chapter Three, paralleling Part III,

Ellen's family, whic�1 includes her mother i:follie and father Henry, moves
to the richer Wakefield farm where Ellen

expands with all the land as

she becomes a part of a group of young people.
in Chapter Four.

The author presents Part IV

Here Ellen finds fulfillment in her love for Jonas, but

his confession and her discovery of the illicit affair of Amanda and the
married Scott Had!.urtrie disorder ,1er understanding of life and love.
Chapters Five, Six, and Seven compose Part V..
marry, but he deserts her.

Jonas and Ellen plan to

Ellen feels depressed, but when her fa1:1ily

moves to the Orkey farm, she feels a sense of permanence in the lan<l and
r:1ountains, an<l the name of Jonas gradually fades.

Ellen's withdrawal con

tinoes until Jasper Kent brings her out of this si1ell.

Althou�� Jasper

20(,

restores a sense of loveliness to lier, an unfortunate fight and barn .fire
force him to leave with the promise he will return.

Ellen's natural con

fusion and doubts relate her inner disorder and insecurity.
Eig�t, Nine, and Ten compose Part VI.

Chapters

Jasper and Ellen marry, live

financially insecure at the·. Phillips' s and Go<ldard 's, and have five chil7
dren. (There is a discrepancy for Jasper says he has "four youngones"
later in the chapter.)

Jasper's affair with Hester Shuck and his cruel

accusation of Ellen's having an affair with Joe Phillips disorder her
life.

The marriage falters, but the death of their young child Chick

causes a reconciliation and new love towards one another.

The final chap

ter of the novel relates the growing of Ellen's family and her final as
sertion of strength when the mob comes for Jasper in <lnother accusation
of �arn-burning.

In the final scene, Ellen's family again moves down the

road towards a better land and life.
In order to achieve organic unity, 7'1iss Roberts superbly blends form
and content: "above all so perfect is the unity of tone, marred by no
note of falseness or exaggeration, that one feels in this book an almost
8
perfect blending of idea and substance, of soal and body. It is life."
What Niss Roberts is sayin�, that the time of man is a forward progression
as well as a cycle of birth, life, death, and rebirth, is the way she says
it - through the forward and cyclical �ovement of time, nature (planting
and weather), and Ellen's life.

The author, therefore, establishes great

continuity and coherence in the novel, and completeness to the degree that
time, nature, or one's life can be complete.

��ot only does the author

present a vision of life over a period of years, which according: to F. L.
Janney gives her novel a sense of direction and �omentum lacking in
_1Jlysses_ and t'.rs. Dallowav,

}mt she shows the cyclicality of time by
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repeatedly presenting the succession of seasons: !'The passage of time is
10
always Jenoted in terms of weather, crops, or landscape."
The forward
passage of time represents the forward growth of a hmaan: "The eternal
onward going of time thrusts the child into adolescence, into maturity,
into age, callin� forth nei� life out of birth throes, and settling old
life back into the earth one with it. 'l'he 'time of man' is felt in motion,
11
Thus, the cycle continues.
without beginning or end."
In The Tim� of Nan Ellen recognizes the eternal flow of time, even
if friends do change (p. 195).

He recognize with her the insignificance

of keeping individual days of the past straight in our minds, as her father
Henry tries so desperately to do in recalling his brother's shoulder ac
cident (p. 175).

Ellen is aware that she is living in only a small part

of all time: "'The time of man,' as a saying, fell over and over in Ellen's
mind.

The strange men that lived here before our men, a strange race

doing things in strange ways, and other men before them, and before again:!
(p. 79).

And she knows that the time for her life will one day end, al

though time will go on:
Then out of nothing she car:ie into a quick and complete knowl
edge of the end.

You breathe and breathe, on and on, and then

you do not breathe any more.

For you forever.

goes out, everything goes, and you are nothing.

Forever.

The wor.ld is

all there, on and on, but you are not there, you, Ellen.
world goes on, goes on without you.

It

Ellen Chesser.

The

Ellen.

Not somebody heard about and said with your moutn, but you
yourself, dead.

It will be.

You cannot help it (p. 27).

Thus, forward time erodes and wears away individual life.

12

In contrast,
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however, time's cyclicality prevents an end to anything.

The cycle of.

weather and seasons, which the author presents in planting and harvesting,
parallels Ellen's cycle of birth, death, and rebirth.

Thus, nature is
13
not a background but ;'an integral part of her actions.·•
Ellen notices
the growth of plants: "she ·.thought that she could see how much the plants
grew from one day to the next.

She ran to the garden eagerly each day

to watch for the changes, and her pleasure in the growth of the corn was
very real" (pp. 23-24).

Therefore, the constant change in nature, even

visible to Ellen, parallels the change in the lives of the characters.

14

NcDowell points out that "Stretches of spiritual dormancy alternate with
moments of intense realization to suggest the eddying motions of nature
15
against which she is placed."
The author often uses a change in weather to force a change on the characters, as in the storm that ibruptly
ends the moon dance (p. 150).

Throughout the entire novel planting and

harvesting reveal the changing weather and seasons and life of Ellen.
Even when Ellen thinks of a year in time, her thoughts dwell on the
planting process: "As she plied the hoe a quick in.age of a year, a sea
son, from planting to cutting and stripping, stood forth as if it were
in the soil, a design, all finished and set apart•.••

The year stood

plainly designed, one with the grass and the dust, a certain year, formed
with beginning and end, planting and cutting, gay laughing and places to

}hss Roberts' s sentence structure also suggests tl1e forward movement
and cyclical movement of time and nature and Ellen• s life: "The flm-,ing
sentences, whose patterns and rhythms vary subtly, capture A.lso the for
ward movements and the sidelong motions of nature and of the human life
16
The followin� passa�e superbly illustrates �iss
poised a�ainst it.;.
Roberta's r,enius, for she SU!;gests the forward l!'ovement in her flowin�

•
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sentences, the cyclic�l movement in her reoetition of ,rords and phrases,
and, therefore, the way she is sayin� it is exactly Hhat she is sayinr:
On and on, without end, she felt herself and all other things
going, day and night and day and rain and windy weather, and
sun and then rain again, wanting things and then having thin�s
and then wanting.

Eatin� and then wanting to eat ao:ain, and

never any end, and it goes on and on.
you're old.

On and on.

/..nd then

And what did you ever have t-nat was enough?

what was it for anyway?

And

You could never see any end to any

thing and it goes on and on.

�Hght comes and then it gets to

be day, and sheep cry and then they're still and then they
cry again.

Voices beat on her memory but they made hollow

meaningless noises.
and on.

Something t:1at came to nothing went on

"Open the gate, Ellen!,.

runnin� U? and down.

What for?

It

WilS

nothing but sound

What for?

On and on (p. 39).

'i'hus, Hiss Roberts clearly expresses that '"The patterns of human eX,istence
The direction of both is roughly forward at
17
the sane time that both exltihit cyclic repetitions.·,
Although nature
18
and life fluctuate and change, however, there is an ordering
and of nature are similar.

In nature, this ''orderin1; agency'' is the permanence or fixity it effects,
and in life it is the spirit: "With the first recognition of their [the
mountains'] fixity cA.me a faint recognition of t:10se structures which
seemed evcrlastin3 and un<lil"lin:i.sherl � ithin. her.se:f, recurring mel)10ries,
feelings, responses, wonder, worship. all gathered into one final inner
motion uhich might h.:i.ve be.en cal lerl spirit .. (p. 2'.!.(;).
:•'iss '.loberts creatf1s Ellen's life as a forwan.! "'1.ovcnent fro:!! a9:e
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fourteen to maturity.

In aJditio;1 to the devices acntioned, tl 1 e aut�or

uses scvcr.<11 o t 1 1er dc'!vices to move her novel anJ c>arac ter forward; !'Tbe
stylistic <levic:es of T:1e Time of '�an can thus be see;1 as very conscious
atterapts or. the part of the author to make her prose functionally imple·
nent the <levelopment of lier character, while novin,r the action of the
novel forward as well.''

19

The s110rt, disjointed and sharp phrases of

Chapters One and Two parallel the disjointed <1.nd sharp r.:ind of a child.

20

Tim longer, gentler caclenc:.�s of the flowinr, nrose parallel the nore TTJ.a
ture and contemplative mi.nd a.s Ellen f!loves forward in age and experience.
Another exaT'l?le of the creation of forward JT1ovement is ti1rough Ellen rs
recurrent remembrances of th� past.

The author avoi�s repetition by

presenting !'lore informntion of the past event as Zllen recalls it in
memory.

These past reflections help unify the novel and act as an in-

centive for the character to go forward.

21

When Ellen recalls Cassie's

suicide, •·rn learn more about the incident, and Ellen learns to understand
the difficult idea of Jeat:1 as an escape in spite of the will to live
(pp. 217, 221).

The most import;ci_nt i,•ay tl1e author creates forward move-

ment, however, is in her method of "additions...

:foar t -and ..Yv
'unlike :!v ----4.

_Fl_esh, which is a continual withdrawal and subtraction, The _Tin,.:.€: !)f �-�an
contains the process of '.'additions.·,
of the book is founded upon additions.

Yiss �oberts explains:

i,'

The plan

The intention was to begin with

the least that one could handle, scarcely more than the breatl1 of life
in the throat, and slowly to add minute particle after particle until a
being uith life should be built together.

1

;,

:2

hy e:rnmining the major

additions, we can see ti1e forward pro�ression of Ellen's life �s well as
the establishment of continuity, co!1erencc, and com�l2teness in the sense
that Ellen is a completely matured ,,roman by the er,d of the novel.
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The nuthor presents Ellen's search for il!entity in the first sentence of the novel as sl1e writes �er Dame in the air (p. 1).

The first

ac.ldition is Ellen's acceptance of life as opposed to fantasy memories of
23
Tt�ssie and the geography book. This marks t�1e end of childhood.
The
next addition is Ellen 1 s aw.arenes1, of sexuality and loveliness as a re
sult of her interest in Joe Trent.

Ellen accepts her identity, and she

realizes that life is better than deat:1. as she watches over the judge's
tombstone (p. 94).

Because she now has confidence in herself, she merges

into the group, craving the strength and security it can offer (p. 122).
The author adds new love to her life in Jonas, and Jonas's revealing his
past forces Ellen to add maturity and understanding to her being.

She,

therefore, separates from ti1e group in a realization of the need of in24
dividual identity. She nm, begins to achieve a true identity.
Although
s!1e does not understand Cassie 7 s suicide when it occurs, the autl1or adds
this understanding throup-h Jonas' s desert.ion.
her spirit is deadened and she is dissociat�d.
therefore, a simple escape.

1.fnen Jonas deserts her,
Her inner withdrawal is.

Ellen acquires an association with the earth,

and Jasper Kent returns her love.

After Jasper flees from the incrimi

nating village, she doubts his return, but ,;-1hen he does come she feels
25
She suffers various hardnature "now in the knowledge of herself.··
ships of life, such as poverty, infidelity, and the death of a child.
All of these, however, create a better love between Ellen and Jasper.
Thus, by the final departure, Ellen:s character has clearly been developed:
•·she has been established as a growing active personality, accepting the
brute circumstances of life, but forcing out of these circumstances a
2G
pattern, a desir,n, a way of life which is uniquely her own.··
The author,
therefore, creates forward movement in hE.r main character's life bv the
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process of auditions: "To the naked sensibility of the young girl, Hiss
Roberts added the emotions and experiences whicil would transform her into
a mature woman.

These cor.1prise, as l!iss F..oberts said in the novel, 'an
27
acquired structure' supplementing Ellen is primary identity.''
In addition to ti1e for'-Iard movement, '.·il.ss I'..oberts cleverly cr_eates
Ellen's life as a cyclical movement, not only expressing her spiritual
deaths and rebirths throughout her life, but also by ending the novel
with emphasis on Ellen's fourteen year old daughter, who will, in essence,
continue the cycle.

Thus, the author continues to maintain organic unity�

::Since mutability and recurrence determine the patterns of nature and of
man's existence as a part of nature, it is appropriate that r.mtability
and recurrence regulate the pattern of The Time of Man as it unfolds
Ellen's progress from girlhood to middle-age.·:

28

The cyclical movement

throughout the novel functions within a frame of one overall cycle: ·,struc
turally, it is an almost perfect book, beg;innin� with the slm·7 lurchin�
movements of a wagon on the road, its outer action proceeding as a series
of episodes, paralleled always by the periodic thrusts and consolidations
of Ellen's inner development, and ending with the same slow movement into
the continuing distance with which it began.··

29

1Uso, Ellen's attempt

to establish a permanent identity by writing her name in the air (p. 1)
has been fulfilled by the last scene when she truly knows herself and her
family (p. 382).

And, we anticipate the continuation of the overall cycle

through Ellen rs fourteen year ol<l <lau?,hter ::annie.

'I'hus, the author, in

tile same way she expresses the cyclical movement of time and nature, creates
the cyclical movement in Ellen's life.
A final way that the author creates forwar<l anc! cyclical novement
as well as continuity, coherence, and completeness in The Tiue of t�n is
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in her use of characteristics of a symphony.

;'.cDowell c;-:plains that the

chief scenes succeed one another '·in an undistorted time sequence much
like the successive clinnxcs of 'classical; music.

This direct, sweeping

movement, in which every ci.1aracter, i!l.cident, or theme has an expand in�
significance and a clear r�lationship to the entire conposition, led
Niss Roberts to say: 'T�1e Time of :-ran is a symrhony brought into �vords,
or not quite that, for I believe that it is, w�1atever its failings, con
plete in itself. At its roots, its inception, it might have taken musical
30
1
Campbell and Foster agree that the author achieve_s organic
form. ''
unity through her musical form:
The ::musical form,'' tlten, follows the gradual maturing of Ellen's
personality (her spirit), the "o'Jerture'' being the presentation
of her childhood through adolescence, and tl1e later "return" her
reflections on this early life as her om1 children are growing
up.

It is in this way that content and form (titef'.le and embodi-

ment of theme) are so closely welded together in the work of
:f.iss r.oberts, and never in any of her other boo!.(s quite so I:\uch
31
as in The Time of Han.
Another aspect of organic unity in a novel is the clear presentation
of character.

More so than in any other novel, !liss :i:�oberts in The Time

� _rfa� focuses solely on her main character.

Because of this intense

focusing on Ellen Chesser, no other character even approaches her impor
tance.

It is better then to examine these subordinate characters in terns

of the class they represent.

:. L. Janney clearly summarizes their fu-:i.c-

tion:
They are concei,,ed, instead, as "children of the earth," born
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each after his manner and kind, as representatives of a "numberless people" reaching in every direction ....

They are vividly

ir.iagined figures in a pastoral pageant and sym½ol.ize that ''mel
ancholy procession" of ne!!.lected oeoples who '•roll the soil over
from year to year," and seem like the trees about ther.1, intei;ral
parts of the recurring pageant of day and night, seed time and
32
harvest, summer and winter, growth and decay.
Although the subordinate characters remair. only in the background > they
are convincing, consistent, and comprehensible when we view them.

For

example, Henry Chesser, Ellen's father, is consistently in charge of his
family.

He makes the decisions to move (p. 2) and even helps in Ellen r s

troubled times with Jasper and the fire (p. 279).

And like the melancholy

tenant farmer, Henry dies alone: •·when he died he seemed alone in his
dying" (p. 367).

Ellen's mother (�ellie represents the farmer's wife,

always working hard to maintain a house and family.

She, most important,

is a mother, and �-,e can understand her attenpts to Bake life easier for
her �aughter.

She repeatedly tries to persuade Henry to come to bed so

Ellen and Jonas can be alone (p. 172), and she tries to comfort Ellen
after Jonas's abandonment by offering her a new dress (p. 222).

Horn

out by a long and trying life, Nellie is old, tired, and indifferent by
the end of the novel:

11

It seemed that for her it was over, and no matter,

whatever it had !leen, this passage, this life, this strA.nge long curious
thing without alternative': (pp. 366-3G7).
entiA.l on Ellen is Jasper Kent.

The male character most influ

Jasper is close to the earth (p. 231).

He is honest (p. 232) and conservative (p. 240).

He is �enerous and kind,

exemplified by his plowing the field for Ellen in his extra time (p. 243).
l'�ost important, however, he brin�s loveliness and solidity back into
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Ellen's life.

Jasper is not perfect, however, and a beautiful and sly

lady lures and seduces him (p. 334).

In an attcrapt to diminish his sin

and guilt, he bitterly accuses Ellen of infidelity (p. 343).

His con

science obviously bothers him, however, for his leud dreams torment him
at night: "Often he went miay after dar!t to return toward midnight, dull
and silent, or he would cry out strange words in his sleep, lewd words
and angered curses sroken out of some torment" (p. 334).

His goodness

is for a tirr..e overshadowed by an inner evil, but he returns to his nor
mal condition, renews his love for his family, and continues his life of
persistent search for better land (p. 382).

Thus, the minor characters,

although always subordinate to Ellen, remain convincing, consistent, and
comprehensible.
Niss Roberts' s complete focus in -------The Tine of I-1an is on Ellen Chesser,
"the most vivid character that Elizabeth Roberts was ever to create."

33

Ellen is most comprehensible as ;'just one of the 'children of the earth,'
infinite in number, alike in gener;:il pattern: working, lovin�, wanting,
and always, in the end, dying.''

34

The author convinces us that Ellen is ·

the average human being by taking away all cultural refinements and pre
senting her as the poor white Southern tenant farmer, "grubhinp; at the
very roots of life to sustain her existence."

35

She is, in essence, a

very un-Ilorneric epic character, although she, ':like Odysseus, works with
in the frame of nature, bending to its will, partal;:ing cooperatively of
its strength, but always preservin17, in the security of her own identity
the freedom, within nature's limitations, to create her own life in the
J6

Thus, her struggle is the enic struggle
37
for life against the Most elemcnt;il forces of nnture.
best light of her own spirit."

Yiss Foberts expresses Ellen's physical, mental, sexual, and sniritual
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Ellc�n acts as we would exocct

development throur,,1out The _Tir.i.P. c,f :·,n.
a fourteen year ol<l to act.

She dcpc�ds 1 1cavilv 0:1 her friend Tessie.

for security, :.m<l s:,e even plans '.•1i1at cxrieriences si,c �-rill tell lter R:Jout
F\ten ti1ey re-u,1ite (p. 2).

She ls :r- ,"l.rc of '.1��r soci.'.ll uositio:1 and.
7

t�ereforc, fears �ein� seen by the farm owners (p. B).

She has jealousies

tm-1ards those thi:1?,s more cle(;A.nt t'.rnn site poss0sses, sud1 as the I.iodine
house (pp. 11···12).

?inally, her emotions are often confused, as ·hen

s11e wants to kill llcr aotI�cr for ::ceping her separated fron ·.i.'essie (p. l')),
yet she knor-1s she loves her nother cearly (p. Lf2).
ically (n. 40), her sexuality dcvelo�1s.

south and a new loo): <:one to her eyes

As I::llen matures p:1ys·

.Ioe Trent ar,1aker1s l12r sexually,

(r. 5:1).

;:'.llen feels a se11se of

fe:o1inine loveliness (p. 65), ,,nd s;,� ;i.cccpts herself for w�:at s:1e is (o.
81).

The yo11n� girl exnerienccs th•.'! norP'.,l 11an";S of yout:-1: ;'Ti1e -:-ieroetual

sadness of youth h�d flowed unvnrd to en�ulf her.
:-;er sense of it into a thou9,ht;; (p. :lS).

She t1as unahle to �ather

Her cJ.TJareness of life increases,

and s�e asserts her strong desire to live (pp. 94-96).

Like all adoles

cents, Ellen at times feels lonely (p. 1'15), narticul.J.rly for male co�panionship.

Her bashfulness and desire to meet people alternate at the

dance: "Scarcely anyone kncv her and she lon�ecl to be in a corner, hut
she d::i.red not move.
lil·.ecl'' (p. 112).

.A.t the same U.111c s 11e lon�ed to be knmm and to :Je

Sl·tc ::,�col'l2.S

;i.

part of the :;:rouri (p. 122), clrawin<; on

the others for 2 so.curi ty nntl con::'id2nce.

Si1e hf'CO"lCS aa j net i. virl urtl ·
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rancwe� loveliness (p. 267).

�er past leads to confused doYbts a�out

Jasper's rctarn (pp. :84-285), Gut !i1en he does rcnain EaithFul tQ �is
�ro:nise, I:llen insists o.i ;1cr enc!urin?, strcn,?-t:,1 (p. 29?.).

Later she in

confused by Jasper's infi�elity, but she \rants hi3 (po. 135-337).

After

t�eir reconciliation, :llcn's strengt� recovers and she defends and protects Jasper (p. 375).

Co::isistent with her strength to endure and her

love for Jasper, si1e leads the fanily to a better lanu (p. 332).
:::llen is convincinr,, consistent. and compre:.tensible.

u�,

'i'hus,

will see this

clearly j_n the later di::;cussion of [llen; s consciousness t\1at do;;1inates
the nov0l.
As in "y Eeart and :'.l T'l.esh and her ot;1er nov�ls, external action
in _Th�_ J}_.?._':_

£.f 2��n_

is held at a :�in:imum because of the emphasis on psy-

cholo:3ical or :i.nner action.

Physic:1i <1ction is appropriatelv subordinated,

and thus ''The excellence of iler fiction does not lie in the cletailir..g of
38
Campbell
an action but in the responses of those who are acted uoon.
and Foster best summarize the subordination of character and external
action:
The story, tl1erefore, is focused on (presented throu�h) Ellen's
consciousness, and the external events and other characters
(though interesting in the111selvcs) ren:ain subordinc1ted to her.
These events and characters, though subordinated, are perfectly
clear, but they derive their clarity, and their dramatic quality
is intens Lficcl, fron t;wir beinf pr.eser.tc� to us througi, the point
30
of view of one so intensely alive as sha.
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In order to r:1aintain orirn.nic unity, the total meaning must co:o1e out
of t�e expcrlencc of C1e story and, therefore. �e convincing a�<l accept-·
able.

T;1e '.l.'ime _?_!_

}'.,::m

succeeds by presentinf! human life as part of the

process of time and nature.

The development of a c�aracter on a spiritual
40
Odyssey resu],ts here, not {n c.lefcat, but in trim:r;,�.
· Althoug1:1 the author presents m.m1erous defeats, the renewed hopes instill life on every
41
page.
Thus, the human spirit assails itself once again, and ?-.'iss Roberts
reasserts her belief that life is found within.

The Time of �,ran, there

fore, possesses organic unity of the highest quality.

In addition to superb organic unity, !'.iss Roberts creates great com·
plexity in Jhe TimE:_

£.f .:..1an.

There is beautiful objective realism created

through the author's use of Southern regionalisr.1.

Although she aut'.-ienti-

cates the speech, dress, mannerisns, and topography of the region, her
interest is not in geoiraphy but in presenting the universal struggl-= of
raan to survive.

Therefore, her novel is not a local color work, hut it

is a_regional novel concerned with the human dilemna of all r.i.en in all
ages and all places:
She dramatizes the deep central passions of the human race and
man's relation to nature and (;od in universal symbols that are
conveyed to the reader in clear, beautiful, and unmannere<l
language.

The result is a poetic regionalism that should in

her best works have a universal appeal, especially in The Time
of �an, one of the truly great novels in our literature.

In

all of her life and work there is nothing shoddv, nothing second42
rate.
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The aut:1or creates an accurate setting to maintain objective realism.
Throughout the novel we visit various Southern farms - the Eodine 1 s,
Wakefield's, Phillips 1 s, etc.

Although the land is beautiful, a certain

grimness invades as it is "crept over by stubborn vagrant farmers, childbearing to excess, in foul -white-trash rags, with the voices of siblys,
43
We view the ''baccer setting" (p. 4) and Negroes washine
of bards.,.
clothes (p. 50).

The smell of the :1egroes is all pervasive (p. 3), and

we recall along with Henry the white of cotton fields (p. 97).
throughout the novel is important.

Land

In discussing who makes the best hus

band, the ladies insist it is one who has land (p. 146).

The characters

are forever seekinR better land� as we see when Jasper leaves to search
for land before marrying Ellen (p. 263).

The land is an ever present

reality to Ellen and Jasper (p. 299), and as they struggle to survive,
it becomes more real: "It came upon her one day when £\annie --·as two years
old that the land was more real, more hard and actual, stone for stone
and soil for soil, more than it had been when she first came there .. (p.
314).

Thus, the final scene re-emphasizes the Southerners' desire for

land: '''Some better country.
orchard.

Our m-m place r.mybe.

Our own land sometime.

Our trees in the

Our place to keep'" (p. 38�).

"Cur place to keep;': this is the heart rs cry of the Southerner.
Place becomes more than a few acres of farmland; it becomes a means of
endurance: Ellen ,:endures all human vicissitudes in the confidence that
she is situated in space and that there is a place for her uniquely within
44
The importance of land to the Southerner develops into a similar
it.:·
importance of a sense of place.

Place retains a significant position in

Southern literature: .:The most successful developnents of place in literature occur when the rhyt11rr.s of time and generation are s:1rei,1dly and
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acutely used, to ?ive a pattern or design to a place that its merely
45
And ?'.iss P..oberts' s success in this
static detail scarcely suggests.
46
is obvious. Si1e presents the earth as tile first and oldest reality,
and it functions to stimulate her character: "The earth, in its manifold
moods of abundance and hars.hness, nodulates Ellen: s reactions - even when
47
Thus, by living on the land,
she is least conscious that this is so.·'
48
For example,
one can discover an outward expression of self-identity.
Ellen feels herself spreading over the land (p. 88).

She also feels the

increasing quality as people arrive� "Ellen would keep a rich sense of
the land, all the land about, as filled with an ever-increasing people,
gathering into her knowledge incessantly 11 (p. 108).

As a young girl she

is often in the fields of corn and hay, and she truly fuses with the earth
while working in the fields after her father breaks his leg.

Ellen's

sense of place and land becomes so intense that she determines to sub
tract all that she can out of the land: "Dreamily it came to her that she
would take what there was out of the hard soil and out of the stones"
(pp. 262-263).

But Ellen recognizes the land's endlessness and strength,

and her closeness to it, therefore, ennobles her: "The land surrounded
her, lying away in all points, never to be 1:1easured in all its strength
to surround and enclose and obliterate" (p. 263).

Thus, like Diony of

_:I'he_ 0E...':_�':_ Headow and Theodosia of �Iy Heart _and � Flesh, Ellen's closeness to the earth becones a means of survival: "the emphasis on their
closeness to the Earth-i''.other, the Goddess Terra, fron contact with whom
their vigor is derived and their simple dignity enhanced even against
this vast cosmic background.:;

1.9

The accuracy of settin� and importance

of land and place, therefore, greatly add to the objective realism of
The Tir:1e of }f.a.n.
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Another characteristic of objective realism is verisimilitude of
language.

T:1roughout the novel we hear the Southern tenant farmers talk

in their languai:,e; "She P!iss Roherts} was dra,-m to the rural speech of
her countrysi<le and the dialect which she so beautifully transformed,
50
The
not because this speech was_ quaint, but because it was musical."
following passage that Henry tells illustrates this lan�uage as well as
the Southerner's pride in heritage:
;'Hy pap, he said his pap was named Edd Chesser and said the
name was by rights Cheshire away back, afore his time.
pap was a master hand for honev bees.
could do.

I-�y grand-

I'll tell you what he

He could walk right into a swarm and never get a sign

of a sting.

Twenty stands he had if he had one.

once w�en I was a tad how I got stung.
it was today.

I recollect

I recollect as well as if

We used to take bread and honey to school to eat

at big recess for our school dinner.

I recollect once when I

opened up my dinner bt!.C�cet the whole place was lined with these
here little brown ants, all gaumed ip.to the dinner" (p. 163).
Representativeness of person is another important characteristic of
objective realism.

HcDowell states that one reason why The Time of Han

is a better work than A Buried Treasure and Bla<:!� is l'�Y Truelove I s Hair
is because "Authentic life is presented in all three works, but a con
�tricted scope and an indulgent relaxation of the artist's energy char51
Part of 1-iiss Roberts's achievement in
acterize the two ninor novels."
representativeness of person is that sl1e treats them as people living in
52
The author
a time and place rather than as speci;;iens to be examined.
does not force anything on their lives, but rather she finds what is
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inherently there.

As Edward Gar:-iett says, ·"The explanation of :'1iss

Roberts' genius is not that she brings a new lir,ht into cor.nnon folk 1 s
life, but she discovers the beauty that is there.

Iler spiritual vision

has an irradiating po�.:er that harmonizes all the details .•. all are the
53
l:i.ving parts of the great rt:iysterious whole.'"
Thus, �-!iss Roberts ''proved
that poor folk, even those degraded and evil, can be shoun with under
standing and appreciation for what their lives actually mean for them in
54
their daily and yearly surroundings, generation after generation.n
By
looking at several of the representative characters, we can see various
aspects of the poor tenant farmer 1 s life.

For example, Ellen recalls.the

fights of Sere�-, and Connie, two travelin� tenant farmers: "This was Screw
and Connie and their talk.

Screw and Connie in a fig�1t Tuesday, talking

loud and throwing things.

Screw whipped Connie and knocked her down of

ten, and t'i.1en she would hide her razor in her dress and swear she would
kill him when he came back, but, next day, she �-JOuld be washine his dirty
shirt in the creek and singing a song" (p. 14).
The hopes and desires of these people are the safile as for anyone:
''Tessie was always wanting a house, a house with vines up on the chimney,
a brick house with a gallery, a stone house with a fountain, a little brown
house with white on the windows and doors, a house by a seaside, a house
on a street'. (p. 23).

Dorine, a friend of Ellen 1 s, expresses the curios

ity and one main goal of the maturing girl: ,!Then Dorine brought back her
hand, greedy for more,
(p. 129).

1

See if you c::tn fin<l out who I am a-goen to marry'''

Later, closeness to the earth has coarsened Dorine, and we

recosnize with Ellen her chan�e in spirit: "uorine would be glad to see
her and ea?er to display herself as mistress of a house, but s'.-te Has
chan;;;ecl, and Elmer was ch:m�ed" (p. 191).

Another ck1racter is Amanda
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Cain, cousin of c:assic an<l lover of Cassie's hus'.:Ja:1cl Scott.

,\_'ilanda h;is

no land or proncrt:.r :;1nd so co:-.2s to li\rr., Fi.t'1 ti·e :'ac'-�urtries.

She is

pr3tty, �;cars fl;i.s:rv cloti1es, .::i.nd of.ten bronb; i:1to seductive smiles
(p. l 'fJ).

:\ similar c'.rnrnctcr is '.lester S'.luc::. w'.10 in :1er slyness anc�
There are numerous

pretty w.mne1.· \,ins Ellen rs l,u:5oanrl Jasper (;:,. 334).

other reprcs2ntatives of tho Southern r.ioor foll:. but t�12se few illustrate
:·'.iss ;oi;erts' s ilo:1est and objective presentntion.

'i'!·1ere is one final

scene so Southern in chargcter representativeness that we cannot ignora
it.

mien :'.::llen r'..lshes 01.1t of her l1ouse to previ:mt the r:1.ob fro:r. taking

Jas-::ier, she scre;r,s: '''You 0et offen hi.n,' she sai,-1..

I could. c.:1.ll out your nar:�2s.

Lav :·o·.1r ,,;1 ·,irs on !,e; ,_,ou aJ.reac1v :1.it T:?e..

Finn Fhen S:1er�>urn. bitterly de:,cribes a Soui:\10.r.n moh lync:1ing: "'If any
real lynchin� 1 s goin� to be done, it �ill

the dark, Southern

fashion; and 1\rhcr� they corr.� the�1 'll hri.nr. t!1eir m2.sl:s� and fetch a ma:.1.
::- C
.) .)

in t:1e dark.

T!rn.s, r-,h.en the r.1ob co;nes to zct Jasr,cr, t.1ey ar::! nas1·.ecl 2nd
Perhaps H. Blair :�ouse in "TiTI'.e and Place in Sou thi::rn

?iction'' best discusses '·riss }-:cherts' s success in prescntin� pP.ople �-;'.10
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never was on 12nd or sea.

These people nnd their country, so

trc,::ited, acq,1.i.rc a sniritu:i.l stature that carries tl1c:·.1 i!'lto t'.12.
rr�o.lr.i of hir,h poetrv.

'.i.'his may be bot;.1 t1 10 clue and t�:P <lescriµ-

tion of ?:iss ?.obcrts' achievement: that she has workcc; with the
sustai:1eJ creative imagination of the poet to create novels
havinr,; a lyric quality, an atmosphere of ideal beauty enveloping
them, yet never lacking the solid reality, the notion, the
dynanic aliveness of dra�atic scene, narrative sweep, and vivid
c�aracter portrayal necessary for successful fiction.

�'.iss

TToberts' secret :'lay have been in her a�ility to awal:en the land
to consciousness while sti1'111latinr; her readers to a re�.lization
0£ t:1e deep anc1 innost neanings of tir.ie aP..c:l. pl�ce in the lives
5G
of ti:e people who inha:;ited that land.
Finally, the author oresents the avera�e, everyday events of tte lives
of these people.
anc harvesting.

He constantly vieT,' the farmers in tl1e fields ·· plantir.�
Ellen ofte,1 nilks the cows and cares for t�1e turkeys.

In brief. the author �ives us a viviri. picture of their daily lives workin�, eating, playing, and finally resting their tired and ,;,,eary bodies.
Thus, ::iss T:.oberts creates magnificent objective realism and Southern

Since the narrative point of vic,,1 of _'.T.!:._e_ Time of :'.an is totally that
57
su�jective realism saturates the entire
of the cocsciousness of �llen,
novel.

The ienerr.1.l plan of the novel ''to show a eirl � s consciousness

be�innin:;,: �s an .infant in .?..lmost not•�ing and p:raduc1lly corr.ing to know all
58
indicates the total
life. i.ts flux :m<l Elm,, and the spirit �Jel:inJ. it''
degree of subjective realisa present.

The TiRe of •�n, therefore, superbly
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illustrates }:iss :'":.oberts' s ·:life is from uitl:in·· principle.

'1·:iss r..oberts

places conplete emphasis on tl1e interior character of Ellen.

Therefore,

in brief, the novel is the growth of Ellen's consciousness from a self
conscio:is girl to a mature. wo�an of �reat strnm;th and sensitivity.
As a c"ilil<l, Ellen thin-ks like a child.
Tessie (p. 22).

She daydreams of her friend

Also, she rationalizes about stealing: " 1 It ! s

steal,' sbe said.

'It's rignt lo.: down, now, right wrong.

steal from your own set.
it 1 s wrong no how.

0

1

nary to

You dasn't

That-there would be m-,ful wrong, and I reckon

It's wrong to the folks that lose the stuff and that

makes it come around wrong to the body t�1at takes it.

Only if a man's

got so mucl1 he never misses what you take, why then it seems like it
might maybe not be ,·rrong, only you can't tell whe 'r a man is a-goen to
· ' s wrong, I reckon, no matter·.. , ( p. o
•
1· t or net and so it
miss
�) •

Her con-

science speaks up, however, and she cannot understand 11er feelin�s: ·· .t...
deeper whisper came in her mirnl suddenly, so sl-:arp as to nave tl1e force
of another speaker: 'What about the times you took thin3s yourself?',: (p. 9).
Her mind continues the debate, one minute believing stealing is a necessity
,.

for survival, one minute acknowlel:!.ging it as wrong: ·, 'But sometimes it
was so cold they must have a fire, her mind argued with its knowledge ..•.
That was just plain stealing any way you looked at it.•.•
to eat.

But you have

Your belly makes you do it 1 •• (pp. 9-10).

As Ellen grows, she continues to be confused.

She has ambivalent

reactions to Jonas's confession of sin (pp. 154-160).
angry, the next pity dominates.

One minute she ls

��en he deserts her, she £eels a loss,

a void in her bein3: ··1n her body, in her breast, there was gathering a
void, and it was spreadin� past her power to bold it" (p. 195).

In the

vivid scene 1,:1en Ellen is cutting meat, her min<l confuses it \·lith Jonas,
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and she wants to kill him

(p.

214).

Her thought quickly alters to an

inner passion, and she now imagines Jonas coming to her door (p. 215).
Her insecurity grows, particularly in sexuality.

She feels that all

Jasper has to do is look at another girl a;.1d he will abandon her: "Jasper
would be bound to look at Susie some time and then he would want her in
his arms with her easy-going laugh and her careless curses" (p. 253).
After Jasper's affair with Hester, Ellen feels a hardness overtaking her
body: '"Ellen felt a curious hardness in her body, as if her life had groi-m
solid and stiff within her flesh" (p. 235), and "The sense of hardness
Her

lingered in her body, stiffening her limbs and her mind" (p. 343).

con.fusion dominates, and she does not even knoH why she wants Jasper back:
"She wondered why she cared where Jasper went and why she contrived to
try to bring him back, surprised at each plan s:1e made, but the plans
would arise suddenly out of her listless thought

(pp. 335-336).

Aware

of :i.iss Roberts' s insistence that creative sexuality is the only sexuality,
we recognize her need of Jasper as a fulfillment of this sexuality.

Now,

however, Ellen feels remote and isolated from Jasper and her family.

Si1e

hears the small children playing, "'their words lost under the purr of their
voices, and her listlessness would give her each picture as something re
mote and unrelated to her

O'im

being, as felt throup;h a veil, until the

little children would float in an unreality so entire that they seemed
to ue any children, belonging to some other woman in some remote house"
Thus, Ellen 1 s imagination is so powerful that it can distort
59
For example, s:1:le often hears voices in the corn field {p. 24),
realities.
(p. 341).

and she envisions a �1orrible phantom c'.iild as the prod.uct of Amanda 1 s and
Scott's ugly affair (p. 138).
In an attempt to oven:one her disorder and confusion, Ellen withdraws
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inwardly.

She tries to find security by thinking of the past.

For in

stance, s�1e often remembers the people with whom she earlier traveled:
"Her mind lay back among the people she had left two days before; the peo
ple made a certainty which spread back of her stran3e new sensations that
were derived from the fields" (p. 13).

She recalls Cassie's hangin?,

(p. 217) in an effort to understand herself and the act of suicide.

Also,

she recalls the Judge's grave (p. 350) uh.ere she had earlier declared her
will to live.

In addition, Ellen enters other people or things in order

to understand more clearly: "Ellen's sensibility is so powerful that she
can many times transplant herself into another;s identity and temporarily
60
For example, she examines
see the world through that person's eyes."
the clover as if she were an ant or bee (p. 17).

She often enters the

bodies of others, such as Effie Turpin's: "T:-ie flesh under Effie Turpin's
eyes was her own flesh and Effie Turpin 1 s roug� cold hands were her mm
as they shrank from the latch and lay over eaci1 ot�er jerkily before the
brown coat that was pulled tightly across the girl rs chest'. (p. 103).
Amanda is like a pain entering her body (p. 133), and Ellen tries to
understand the suicide by becoming a part of Cassie (p. 183).

Ellen even

enters a rock: ''Dolomite stones shut over her and she was folded deeply
into the inner being of the rock and she was strong with a strenr,th to
hold up mountains'' (p. 293).

Perhaps the most interesting fusion with

another is when Ellen enters both Sallie Lou ! s and Jasper's being: ::She
felt Sallie Lou winding througi1 her body and calling to ner.

In another

moment she knew what it would be to kiss Sallie Lou's mouth and what it
·would be to want to kiss there.

She felt near to Jonas on the instant,

nearer than she had been for many months.
Jonas'' (p. 199).

She felt herself merge with

The third way Ellen tries to find order is through the·
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We often see her mind and thoughts fusing with the land: "her t!lind

land.

reachin,'3 out over the hills and hollows with a .new knowleclge of the land''
(p. 130).

Although her min<l temporarily loses touch with the land, as

after Jonas's confession (p. 157), she usually ends in going to the land
for co;nfort.

After her visit to Sallie Lou, Jonas's new girl, she goes

to the hills for comfort (p. 213).

And it is her recognition of the

permanence of nature in land and the mountains that enables Ellen to
endure by discovering her spirit (p. 226).

Therefore, Ellen's conscious

ness and sensitivity grow as she turns to thoughts of the past, present
reality as seen through others, and comfort in the land.
Ellen discovers her real strength to endure within her self
understanding of her identity and spirit.

in an

Her first declaration of iden

tity when she writes her name in the air (p. 1) recalls :Hony's calling
out her name at the beginning of The Great !!eadow.

Ellen accepts the

joys of life, and she several times asserts her will to live.

She thinks:

"This was the world and she was in it, glad with a great rush of passion"
(p. 27).
doubts.

In spite of her apparent commitment to living, she has several
When the family is moving from the Bodine farm she feels the

uselessness of existence: ., 'Oh, what for?' she cried softly when she
sat among the household goods at the back of the wagon.
of the yellow lane crying, 'What for, anyt•.ray?:" (p. 71).

She saw the-last
Although she

early in the novel recognizes "'Here I am!''' and "' I 1 m Ellen Chesser!
I 1 m he:rc! "' (p. 81), much of her growth is in accepting this identity.
Tl1e cycliiality of life seems endless, but Ellen's sense of loveliness
and living sustain her (p. 90).

Hhen she visits the r,r2.ve of the Judge,

she fully asserts her will to live: ·,'He's Judge r.owan in court, a-sitten
big, but I'm better'n he is.

I'm a-liven and he's dead.

I'm better.
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I'm Ellen Chesser an<l I'm a-liven and you're Judge James Bartholomew
Gowan, but all the same I'm Letter.

I'm a-liven'" (p. 9/f).

The chapter

closes wit� her repeated assertion: · 11 Powerful big county court todav,
they said.

But I'm better'n he is.

you ain't!

I'n a-liven an� you're dead!

a-liven!

1'1

(p. 96).

take his own life.

I'm better'n you.
I 1 n better!

I'm a-liven and
I'm a-liven!

I'n

After Cassie's suicide she questions how one could
The idea repulses her: "A P,reat will to live surged

up in her, including the entire asse:nbly -· the coroner, Squire Dorsey,
Henry, Hiss Todd, !!r. Al, all of the:'.l,
living.

Only life was comprehensible and actual, present.

self life.
b,�ing.

They would all live.

She was
She was her

It went �vith her wherever she went, holding its al.lode in her

She was alive, she vas alive•· (p. 18!1).

Ellen's hardest struggle for stren�th cones in unrequited love.
1-Tnen Jonas dese.rts her, she feels a part of !1er life is empty, for she
had joined her being with Jonas' s in love: ·'How, her tears were continually
questioning her, how did she, Ellen Chesser, ever come to such a state of
need that a person outside herself, some other being, not herself, some
person free to go and come and risk accidents far from herself, should
hold the very key to her life and breath in his hand?

The ground and the

air were as nothin� to her, for all her life had been plucked out and
there was nothing left but the knowledge that it ha<l been taken away•:
(r,. 211).

She finally can release Jonas and his name from her beinP, as

she realizes, " 1 I'm Ellen Chesser.

ibd I'r.i here. in rayself 1 " (p. 220).

Ellen falls in love with Jasper, and he returns a sense of loveliness to
her.

Hhen he is in the fi01-.t, however, slte must ar,ain look within to

find order: ''She tried to assume his chaos of ::mg-er and his confusion
and to uring her more ordered knowinP. to it•' ()1. 2SD).

After .Jonas lcav:!s,
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Ellen conpletely goes within to find strenr,th: "He would come back.

She

went a�out her tasks with a strain pullinf at he= face and at her eyes,
drawinR immrdlv·: (p. 234).

She discovers her inner strength and deter

mines to defend Jasper: "She would defend Jasper.

It wns for this tl1at

s!-ie penetrated a strange land, for this her gre;:it stren�th arose and renewed itself at each instant" (p. 300).

Her strength endures, and she

even survives Jasper's infidelity and accusations, and she protects him
from the angry mob (p. 376).
Ellen's consciousness grows tl1roughout the novel until she is a mature sexual and spiritual being.

At the end of the novel she merges with

those of her family, su?,gesting that their consciousness and sensitivity
will also grow.

For exar:i.ple, Ellen feels close to her <laughter 1-Iannie:

.. livin� lightly an<l freely with the passinp; days, identifiec with l'\annie,
merged with her in the lightness of limb and i:1 the vae;uc, Misty outward-·
flowing thought of her mind" (p. 363).

SimilHrly, Ellen fuses with her

!iJ.Other i;ell.ie: "Ellen would mer�e �d th IJellie in t!1e long memory she had
of her from the time when she rrn.d called frma the fence with so much pret·tiness, throu�h the numberless places she had lived or staved and the pain
she had knm-m, until her mother's life merged into her own and she could
scarcely divide the one. from the other, both flowing contin·.10usly and
mounting" (p. J(,8).

Ellen feels close to her in.other and daughter, and

''Thus, ia F'.llen · s sensibility t:ie o:enerations are bridged, and t11e many
facets of :1er experience are fused in her mind as she itlentifies herself
not onl:r 1-,:i. t ;-\ ;lCr o-wn mother, but �Ji t :l t:.1e .i.ndi.viclualities of each of
her c�1il<lren.

•·

61

,\s Ellen recalls her past life, she accepts that

Life be r'.atl sm:ter.1herc on L1e ro:ids, travel i l'� after the wag,ons
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al·.Javs find :,Om�::hiP"' Jetter ....

I.if,, at!d herself, one, co1!1·-

until ��c floated i� n tide o� sense an� could not cliviJe her
self from t:1c flooti ::mcl could not no•-1 r8s tore the nel"\or�• of the
clc3.r fine i:na<>.e, gone in its mm accompany in� joy" (pp. 30z'--370).
T:rn3, t11e ,1ovel focuses on the i..'.terior ch:1rnc ter of ?::llcn S!·:esscr, ::i.nd
the d0.vclor><•1,?.nt of r:llen' s sensitivity and

.!l.:2 �-;_�� o � :±in is,
consciousn,)ss.

syrabolism, our r1ost rewardin3 level of cre<lib:i.lity.

In addition to the

o�j cct syrr,!)013 of the lice, room ;,_!,J trunk, and ��ell, the ::i.uthor uses
sound, motion, moonlight, ar�d mo10t i:'l!')ortant, rock symbolism..

We also

discover t!1e con ti.nual sexual s�•mhol c; of,. fire, roses, r.e�1, anc :_,_air.
�;iss ;?,obcrts uses 1 ice in he, novi?.l to su�i::est the soci;:i,l condition
of her et'.nracters.
Ment.

In each ca3e it is us0.el, or..e feels shane or embarrass-

For eJ�1.mnle, �1hen :·n;. Do,:\ine .qccuses Ellen of steal inz. ::icrrie�,

i:.:lJ.cn is er:bnrrasse<!: !'Lir.e, she thourht it rr.11c;t lie, L�r. l ic.::, cratdin[>,.
stirre<l up ca,J poin'.'; nbo11t .•.•

-:;:"'.1c ±'::irr.i,,ff:S Fife i1.,ll rncl:.:! her feel li.ca
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farr.1.

.t.fter u2ir.P clcs�rtcJ oy Jom1:3, :Cllen �-.-ithdrai:,s into i1er new ram"

at !.ter ne�-, home.

·.:.'lwse ol,j ect.s sy:n'.;n.lize :·,17,r r:!OV.l'1� ui thin ar,c-: closin�
f2
off of all external contacts.
in to find nn unconquerable force rur.s 11-:1.rallcl 1.Jith her strug:9,les in :,er
63
� tiss r.obcrts
da.i.ly ,,.rork to remove Jonas' ina�e Ero:n ,li.�r th.011gi:ts. ''
,_,,rites. "'iJurinp; th.:! first raigs of her stay t11ere ;:;11en E�J.t ti11?. snugne::;s

1-/1itencs5 of L-:e r!ry walls from 1er ovn rcemorics, to ber;in her bcinq an•�;-•:
Stle h:1d never before knm•m ti"ds <letac�tmcnt fron t;1c i:r..nedir1cy of ti1e ueather" (:o. 22 9) , and 'Ellen found a delip;:1t in the snug dry room i:1.to uhich
the rain could not cone.

Si1C would �o throuqh t:-ie door �-lith .). !:een rush

of sense and, closing the door be�ind her, she would loo� about at the
enclosin� walls while a quiver of content Houl<l swee;1 over her nerves and
3ather Jeep in her Fiind .. (p. 229).

Ti1e trun:( also sugo;ests her desire

for. security within: ·:she sa,.; tl1e secre.t sP.curity of the. inside of the
\·Then 1:llen hides Jasper's P-1one:v for hiTI\ in her
E-4
t�unk, the unlockin� and opening su�?,ests her return to li.�e.
trunl� revealed·' (o. 236).

gives all t:1e noney to Jas:1er •.,•h0.n ;Le ;nust fl�e froTT! tltc villae;c, it, 1 ike
herself Hit:1out J.qsper, is emnty: ··'i"h� ciiest •.-,as n0 lon�er locked for it
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The author olso uses the SY111bol of ti1e t"in?,in� bell in '.i.'he TiP.J.e of
:'an.

Sug�esti.ng the mystery and repose of nature, the rin?,ing bell sym

bolizes the moods of nature, the regularity of natural lciws, and the or65
dcr man tries to impose on nature in an effort to control it.
The ringing bells thus regulate man's lives.
sounds an end to court (p. 53).

For example, the courthouse hell

The ringing of r'.acl�urtrie' s bell signals

all to come for an emergency, in this case Cassie's suicide (p. 181),
The bell of St. Lucy's alters its sound tvith the changing weather as if
to warn: ' 1 In. the still weather the notes came slowly and sweetly across
the hills, beating on the stones and clods, each blow distinct, belonging
to itself; but in high winds they came like a wailing horn, the beatine
falling into the midst of a continuous risin8 and sinking note'' (p. 228).
The bell regulates the activities of the Brothers as well as Ellen 1 s rou
tine: ··The bell at St. Lucy rang often during the day, for the Ilrothers
were always busy, and when it rang they changed from one way of being busy
to another.

Ellen learned to relate the ringing of the bell to the shadows

and thus to tell the time.

�-!hen the mid-morning bell came she must leave

the field and start toward the house to help finish the cooking.

The late

bell of the afternoon belonged wit!1 the milking and t1te time of feec.ling
the hogs and geese and horses" (p. 240).

And she hears the midnight bell

as she goes to the house to P,f'!t Jasper's money so he can le:ive (p. 281) .
Ti,e bells, therefore, sound throu?,hout the novel, suggesting nan's atte:npt
to order nature and himself.
Otlier sound images in T1w T ir.ie of !'.an include those of everyday farn
life.

We often hear the sounds of planting (p. 57), of farm machinery

(pjJ, 16-17), of the animals (p. GL1), and of tile seasons (pp. 1!18, 10(,, lOS).
:riss Robert:; expresses throu�h sounJ tl1at although Ellen hides within in
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t�1e security of her roon at t!1e Orkey farr.:, outside life goes· on: "'The
soun<ls fell away slowly fror,i the south road. and thus, if veh:.cles ao
proached from that direction, the noise came at first faint and shallo·w.
The i1oofs would beat liP;htly on the distance anJ grow nearer under a
running crescendo of wheels; the sound would arise to great clatt�r as
it passed the door; then suddcnlv, like a clap of hip,h thunder, it Has
gone, swallowed into the hill'. (p. 229).

The author uses the sound of

a catbird song to help Ellen deciclc on marrying Jasper: ''she heard a cat
bird singing clear fine phrases on a post near her �vindow, clear phrases
that were high and thin, decisive and final, and she knew at the instant
that she would marry Jasper and go with him h'�ercver he went·, (p. 267).
Sounds are not ah,ays so pleasant, however, as the author often gives the
hardships of the people.

For example, the howling do�s suegest Ellen's

loneliness as Jasper prepares to leave to find ti1era a ho�e: .: 1 1Iear the
dors �1owl, ' she said, ; off toward Stigall' s it is.
lil:e the end of the world 1 '' (p. 271).

It's a lonesome sound,

Thus, l:iss Roberts ust!s various

sounds throughout The Time of �i.an to suggest t�1e vitality, mysteriousness,
6(;,
and energies of life.
Although we have already lliscussed motion under organic unity, it
also effects complexity in its symbolic significance.

As ?ici)owell states,

"Images of motion 11redominate in the novel to suggest that nothing stays
G7
an<l that all is in the dynamic process of beconin� or of evanescence.,.
Thus, forward novement and cyclical movc;acnt of tine, �-:eather, seasons,
and i.:llen 1 s life throu�hout the novel "emphasize the continuous onen as6�
pects of the natural and TJsycholo�ical processes.··
Although Jrc:)m-rcll st:ites that moonli�ht dorain�tes over sunlight in
69
';_'he Time of ?'.an to create a more ima�ino.tiv8 anc! ,motional atmosphere,
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I find at least an equal use of sunlight.

The sun dominates in aJ..l of

the planting and lIBrvestinr in the novel.

We see it constantly shining

on the 9::udens, giving then li(Y�lt to grm-1 and thrive (pp. 23, 27, 31, 243).
Ironically, it silines

Also. sunlight prevails as an indication of lif.e.

on the tombs of t"i.1e dead (p_. 93), but it also t:1rows lip:�1t on Amanda,
w�10 possesses much sexuality (p. 136).

It expresses sharp contrast on

the day after Cassie's han.�ing (p. 184), but it guides Ellen to the hills
for comfort (p. 213).

Eost important, sunli15!1t remains even while Jasper

is away, suggesting t:1e light and life and love he has brought and will
bring to Ellen.

The day of their marriage is filled with sunshine (p. 296).

:joonlight is also important in the novel.

T:1e moonlight guides Ellen to

the town in her search for Tessie (pp. 46-47), and it is shinine at the
harvest Janee (p. 14.:i).

As a suzgestion of Amanda's and Scott's destruc·

tive sexual relationship, Ellen discovers them in the moonlight (p. 137)
rather than the life-sustaininf, sunlight.

Jasper's knm-,ledge of the JllOOn

attracts Ellen: "He knew the wonder of the liiht moon and how it drew the
herbs and grains, and how the dark moon settled thin�s back into the earth,
and he knew the name of t!1e morning star" (p. 254) .

Ellen discovers her

love for Jas!)er at night in the moonlight: ''Then a cry cam-� from her lips
and she was suddenly awake in the moonlight....

The word 'Jasper,' still

throbbed in her own voice, still fitted itself into her throat'' (p. 259).
The night of Jasper's fight and the fire is hazed by clouds (p. 275).
nut Ellen and Jasper find security in the moonlight as they prepare for
their final journey.

On the road, thev notice the r:ioon: "'How blue it

is, even of a ni�ht, and a little �1iter round t�e noon. but deep in, as
far as you can sec .... '

They went a lon� way Hhile t:1c moon was still

:ligh above the trees, stopping only at sone creek to water the heasts.
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They a.s 1 :ed no questions of the way hut took their or-m turnini:;s" (p. 382).
Tiil!S, :'iss �o'.:>ert� uses both sunli P, ht and noonU.Bht to sup,gest the natural
order.

In one passa.";e si1e com0ines t;.1eir usP.ful purposes: "The corn in

t:1e �arden stood high and about it clung tb� beans, all inclined toward
the wonJer of the sun hut belon�.inr; to their mm hun�er and to their lRbor in the furrows, all grown out of the soil and the rain and the seeds,
but turned toward tl..e woncfor of the equinoxes,· towarc� the light moon and
toward the morning star" (p. 261).
One of the most important synhols because of its continual recurrence
is rock or stone imagery.

The stones found throughout the novel on t!-te

roads (pp. 39, 65, 201), steps (pp. 13, 27, 35, 183, 325), and land
(pp. 78, 80, 230, 232, 316, 380) su�gest Ellen's sturdiness and stren�th
to endure and, therefo17e, become a synbol of :'tl1e chief obstacle ,,•hich
and nas an emblem of that sp.i.ritual
70
strength which can alone insure a triumph over the lanJ.
The rather
all \vorkers on the land must overcome

!�

;;

humorous reply of Ellen's father to her question "•�-!:1ere do rocks corae
from?''' (p. 79) suggests their connection with strength, for as he answers,
'"Why, don't you know?

Rocks grow''' (p.·-79).

The stone to1ver of St. Lucy

points upward (p. 263), indicating the spiritual aspiration, and it reaches
down into the earth, representative of the stren�th and ruggedness to en71
<lure.
Ellen often finds escape in the rocks, im1ardly searching for
the strength she needs.

In her loneliness at the Orkey far:i1 she sinks

into the roc:{s: "In her, life sank permanently back into the stones"
(p. 235).

Tryin?, to find strength to survive while Jasper is a�vay, ''She

went up to the pit below the quarry wall and sat for a time among the
stones" (p. 2ri5).
ber,an to dream.

As she creams of Jasper, the rocks enclose her: "She
Jasper was in her o,-m 1JO(!y and dmm to the stone and to
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the leaves lying upon the stone, and the �rent bulk of the rock arose to
take her.

Dolomite stones shut over her and she was folded deeply into

t:1e inner being of the rock and s:1e was stron� with a strength to hold
up mountains·: (p. 293).

Thus, "lfiss Roberts makes clear the syr.ibolic

function of the rocks and stones that are found on alT11ost every page of
the novel.
The final symbolism to be exami�ed in Th� _Ti�?� �'.an is sexual sym
bolism.

Although Hiss Roberts uses many phallic symbols, such as corn

(pp. 24, 43), broomsticks (p. 37), wood sticks (p. 41), and the silo
(p. 76), she is nost concerned ,,•ith Ellen's sexual naturity and sensitiv
ity, and therefore uses the general sexual symbols of fire, roses, red,
and hair to suggest Ellen's sexual development.

For.example, the best

fire symbol is found in the climax of the love of Jonas and Ellen.

As

they sit by the fireside, Ellen builds the fire wit!:1 two kinds of wood a piece of ash and a piece of sycar:iore.

The wood does not immediately

burn, but ''they lay dartly together for a feu monents to enkindle" (p. 176).
This symbolic slow beginning suggests the developnent of their love, and
the bursting in flame signifies the cliCTax of their love.

The fire begins

to burn intensely (p. 177), and Ellen renews its flame each time it begins
to dim.

The renewal of the fire (p. 178) indicates Jonas' s love: ''By. t:-ie

renewed ligbt of "t11e fire he looked at her anew.

She felt his gaze and

his hands searching her for her beauty and she felt her beauty grow more
full and rich when he called to it, and it became something �lhich they
held and m-med to_g:ether" (p. 178).

l'nfortunately, the fire dims (p. 179),
72
Thus, �iiss
suggesting the death of their love and Jonas's desertion.
Roberts beautifully uses the fire to sym::>olize the climax .-ind decline of
love and feelings of scxualitv.
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The author

Another sexual symaol in The _Time of ;ran is the rose.
uses the rose to sugr,:est Ellen 1 s feMale sexuality.

For example, she feels

threatened by the beauty of Susie, and the rosebush in front of Susie's
sarden (p. 254) adds to Ellen's insecurity about Jasper.

J. B. Tarbell

furiously courts Ellen, and·. his singing ;'Her cheek is like some bloomen
red rose•· (p. 257) suggests his attemµt to awaken Ellen I s sexuality.

Host

important, Ellen indicates that she will retain her sexuality while Jasper
is gone by planting a rosebush to renember him(p. 269).
Also, the author uses much red symbolism to suggest Ellen's sexual
development.

The red wagon on the first page catches our attention be

cause of t{iss Roberts' s stron� interest in normal sexuality.

Ellen I s feet

are :nac!e ·•red from the sun and the dew" (p. t�), indicatinz her sexual potential.

The author continues to describe things in the color red, such

as chimneys (p. 6), scarfs(p. 14), roofs (p. 23), gates (D. 34), dresses
(p. 111), blossoms (p. 126), berries (p. 1J8), and necklaces (p. 14E),
,n1en Ellen tries on the red hat durinc her courtship with Jonas (p. 165),
she blooms in her sexual beauty.

Sallie Lou successfully attracts Jonas

and wins him frora I:llen, however, an<l her "red moist skin" (p. 198) indi
cates her developed sexuality.

As Ellen makes the ru3 with the red line

in the pattern(,:,. 203), she determines not to give Jonas up without a
fight.

Later, the author uses the color red tn describe the cradle for

Ellen 1 s ill child Chick (p. 348).

PestinB in the red cradle, the child

is n constant reminder of Ellen:s creative sexuality and her need for
Jasryer in spite of his infidelity.

Finally, Luke Wimllle, who, according

to 'J.ovit, is broug!it into t!H� novel "to mal:e an explicit statenent on the
73
and we r.iir,'.-:.t add, her norm:-il se.:malitv,
nature of Ellen's �oJern heroism,
r;ives :Ulen a great red apple tree (p. 363) and tells lier =· 'You got the

2J9

very honey of life in your 11eart, ., (p. 31'i6).

Thus, the aut: 1or indicates

Ellen's sexual devclop�cnt by usin� t�e color r0d throu�hout the novel.
r;1e last sexual syi:i.bol ��e ,,,ill examine is !iair.

As in many of �1er

•
f
s
ot:�e;r novels, '·'.iss �obcrts a?,ain uses hair to sy:n:iolizc the ncro1.ne
•

sexu:i.lity.

.\s in her other_ 1,orl:s, v,hat ,,;e sec is throug�1 the main char

acter's consciousness.

T;ms, Ellen's awareness of Lair su-:;gcsts her

She sees �ellis's oily �air (pp. 19, 32), the hair

sexual awareness.

on Hal<lcn's lip (p. 34), Joe i s h�ir (p. 67), a beard (p. 9J), Cassie's
:1eavy hair (p. 107), t:1e hair of a boy (p. 133), Ananr.la' s 1vdr (p. 136),
Sallie Lou:s hair (pp. 192, �07), �orine's hRir (p. 193), anJ Susie's
6:irk hair (p. 253).
f:i.:dnp: ;12r hair.

195, 203-2:)5).

::ore i:::1portnrt. Ellen is constantly brushinp; or

r n.·tiJ.e in t:,c fielJs s1:c often stops to braid i·1er hair

After .Jonas 1 s ab,-:i.ndo:i.!,ent, she ne.gJ.ects ri.er hair (p. 222),

S}'Tiloolizing the damage done to her sc:mality.

nhen she meets Jasp8r,

however, she af;:-J.in takes care of her hair (pp. 247, 251), indicatin� the
return of her sexual sensitivity.

The author su�gests their love and

clos8ness by Jasper rs ?Cntlc touci1 of Ellen's hair (n. 26.'.:).

Just :ie.forc

th0. �-Jo:ddi,11�, ;:uen carefully sr:ioot'.1es her !1i-1.i.r (l). 294), sy,-:ibolizin� �,er
final pn.!par,"!t:i.on. before sexual fulfilln·cnt.

�fo.�n sll!! tries to �-!in .fasDer

:!.iance: of �:iss �.oherts' s sy:nbolisr.1 and, thns, ·the exc�llent C0'7�le:d ty

:·'.iss ::obcr ts cr,.?.ates a:1 intense nov�J., for t:,rour,:;'.:out T-:llen' s· lif:c
s1,e is place,: in test situations ,._rhen her 11nsuer is final.

::iss 1'.obcrts

insists on the importance of th;; intense ;·10F:ents of 1 i.ves: ·:'The only
subjects �-'or thy of uermnnent cotisidernt i.011 �' she i:•Irotc, 'arc t!1e funda-�

r.ei.1tn.l passious, or insti.nc ts.
7Lf

:!oneric th,2.�c:s of ·010od and �-!aste aad

intense mo;:12nts of sexual dc..!"•.:!<'l.t and rise .,tbov� theT:; to seJ:ual creativity.
;:nus, "i:llen: s ulti�.,ate thre;;-:.ts a]y;:r,s co·nccrn t11emselv2s with a sexual
relations�ip ia �1ich she must accept or reject life.
-::::llen, in her youth, rcco�ni��es that s11e is :Jetter th2.n the. <lec1d
judge (pp. 94-96) because srH� is alive, an<l therefore capable of se:-:uaJ
creativity.

The author forces ti:-.ro P1ale relations11ips on her, i10wevc.r,

ti1at she nust face and nuster enougl. strenr;t�.1 to endure.

T�1e first re-

lationsilip concerns Jonas, ;:d.s conf1�ssion, aPd ab:1:1don::1cnt.

-;":lle,1 lov<2s

Jonas 0 but ":1en he tells i1er o� '.1is past relationship with a 1-11.iorc, s!12
is si\Ocl�cd and hurt, out s:H� does oossess eno��h passion to try to over··
cor.ic :1cr an�er anc forr,ive llin.

J-J'.·,cn t!�c aut'.10r describes Jonas' s sh�r":f.!

and I:llen's :1urt, she ·goes beyonJ t�1c fact, and in her l:anGs the scene
becomes considerably 1:iorc than
of tlti3 ::ta:1 and �irl.

,1.

c'.:aracter·-rcvca lin� inci t!ent in the lives

-;,Te get fror:: it a poignant sense of the complex

character of all �uman e�otions, of the shifting borderline between love
ancl hate: of tlte commonalty· of huT11an beings, r.1en and women together.

It

is no lonr,er merely a scene oetween a man and a �irl; it is the human be75
in� in relation to life.··
And this is the intensity of the moment Ellen 1 s acceptance of life in her n'vhorrence of the sexual destruction
of JonRs's past relationship and her acceptance of their potential sexual
creativity in a new and clean relationship.

Ellen endures this test sit

uation, hut Jonas 1 s desertion causes her greater turmoil.

Her emotions

travel the usual ganut of an10e,, self-pity, shock, and hate (po. 211-21€,).
She even irna�ines herself tilling him (p. 214), suggestin� her desire to
destroy t1,e ugliness he represents.

::::11e:1 is able to c:1dure this ultimate

test, however, for she discovers through the fizity ;:ind permanence ol:
nature the fixity and permanence of her spirit (p. 22A).

At this rno�cnt,

Tl1ere was no name to come to her lins ... for the uord Jonas had been
denied her, had been subtracted frorn the emotion it had caused and signi
fied; (p. 227).

Thus, Ellen exemplifies her strength to en<lure by dis-

covering the power of her spirit and continued desire to live.
The second male relationship that becomes an ultir:iate threat to Sllen
is Fith Jasper Kent.

Ellen accepts ,Ta3per' s love, but �.rhen he leaves her

with the promise to return, she cannot control her a::1'!Jivalent feelings
of security nnd fear: "He would come hRck, her r1ind continued to affirm,
but a great fear stood in her body, for there was nothing to bring him
back except herself'' (p. 2:3.'.i).
both alive a-.1d dead:

Her uncertainty c;:1uses her to imagine him

''The \·}ntcr frol"! the autumn rains lay clear and hrigJ 1t
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over the ,•,hite rocks, and she found herself searching in the water, peering
down into it, hole after hole, walkin3 away and returning to look again,
hoping noi.; that he had gone far to some renote country and was moving.
there in life, half knowing as she searched in the pools t�at her fear
to see sor.,e water-soaked body lying among the stones was ill devised"
(p. 285).

Ellen is able to muster enoug:i strength to hang on to life

until Jasper returns to marry her.

Another, and the severest, ultimate

threat results from Jasper v s infidelity while she is pregnant and his
accusations of her infidelity.

Eer desire to win Jasper back confuses

her (pp. 336-337), and she is torn by Joe Phillips:s admiration:
Tt1cre was a pleasure to her in this in spite of the woodenness
that gathered back into her body as she came down from the
field, while she wondered wi1y she had gone there ,md ,.-11ly she
cared, even for one moment, to seem lovely before Jasper.

He

mir:ht play with his COY.!pany along the river any night; she would
never care again, s�1e reflected, but her reflection became a
determination and died of its own force, leaving a chaos which
lasted until her pleasure in her own loveliness as reflected
in Phillips arose again

(p. 337).

EcDoiJZll brilliantly explains this scene; "r!iss �loberts ! presentation of
the psyci1ology of the pre8nant ,,oman torn by jealousy and hatred is master
ly, however.

Ellen: s inner turmoil obliterates t:-1e days and seasons; her

efforts to bring Jasper bad: when she most despises him are as irrational
as they are frenzieC:: an<l her hatred of '.iim after he accuses her of infiJelity is not in all instances distinct fron tlte nausea aml pain of
76
her prey;nancy.
We recop-nizc Ellen's cleep and sensitive sexuality,
anrl although she abhors Jasper's destructive aff.:1ir, s'.1e believes that
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their sexual creativity is greater and will hold hir.i t;1ere ('p. 346).
!�us, they survive the situation, aided by the jirth and tragic death
of the ci1ild she is carrying.

Ellen's strength to endure again dominates,

and :'.iss l;.oberts reinforces her belief in sexual creativity and life.
There is a final intense moncnt in the lives of Ellen and Jasper,
but the author has fully developed Ellen's strength and will to live so
we are not surprised by her action.

As the nob comes to take Jasper in

another accusation of i:>arn·-burning, Ellen asserts her strength to live:
"She was standing in the shadow of the door, her body shivering with the
cold and her breath stilled except where it leaped and jerked with the
spasmodic leap of her heart where life would not quit her .. (p. 375).

She

forces the mob to leave (p. 37(,) and bathes Jasper 1 s wounds alone, in
sisting that · It was her mm matter·· (p. 377).

Ellen again asserts her

strenr,th to endure by insistin� on going with Jasper wherever he goes
(p. 379), and so, in tiu� quiet and serene atmosphere o.f ti.10 noonlit ni3i 1 t,
Ellen and iH<r family continue rlm-rn the road
,,;rill to 11.ve and strength to enclurr..

constantly expressin8 their

Ellen survives ''because of l,er moral

firmness, her sense of steadiness of earth, and her active response to
77
Thus, Hiss Roberts creates beautiful intensity in
its challenge.
Th� Time of Ua� by placing Ellen in the threshold situations where she
must assert cn?ative sexuality, a stren8th to endure, and a will to live.
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CHAPTE� IX

Everything that Elizabeth }fadox noberts ,,rites that is of enduring
value is revealed through the perception of a 1mman.

No other writer in

A"'Tlerican literature is so involved with a woman's perceptions.

This is

one reason Campoell and l'oster do not understand the place of men in her
fiction.

These critics comment in discussing the nale characters in

!l_la<;_� i� .�1 Truelove's Hai-r;_ that "They reriain, in the final analysis,
unconvincing as men.

This difficulty with her male characters is a fre1
�.ather than this, however, ,-:e realize
quent one in �.1iss noberts' work."

that ,[iss TI.oberts presents all her successful male characters not as
T'.lales as such, but as males througi1 female perception.

And as <lo Villiam

F<1ulkner' s women, Elizabeth �-'aclox ?.cherts' s women look on men for one
reason - t;-1e continu.cition of the species.

T:wsc ,rnmen are not obsessed

Theodosia's life cry,
2
'''I'm still alive,' sh2 sun3 under her bre.:ith, 'I'm alive, I'm alive'·'

with sex as such, hut they are obsessed with life.

•
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in :fy He:irt and t-,y Flesh. and Ellen's life cry, ''A great uill to live surged
up in i1er....

They would all live.

prehensible and actual, present.

She was living.

She was herself alive.

her wherever she went, holr.ing its abode in her being.
she i-1as aliven
with life.

Only life was comIt went with
She was alive,

in '.i'�1e _Tir.ie· of �_:an illustrate perfectly this obsession

Thus, as Sally Page discovers in Faulkner's novels: we find

in l'1iss Roberts' s works that "Sexuality naturally fulfilled is life creative, productive of tranquility and moral order and the source of
the survival of mankind.·•

Since "the mother is quite literally the

only means by which man can achieve his liuited immortality - tl1e survival
5
of t'.1e human race, 11 :•-Iiss Roberts' s more successful novels focus on a
wor,ian who, like Faulkner's Lena Grove, Bula Varner, �.uby Goodwin, �liss
Vir!3inia Du Pre, and D.i.lsey, is representative of the "Earth-!fother,"
and her ;.1eroines in the end endure because of ti1eir existing sexuality.
?.1iss ?,oberts insists throughout her novels, hm,ever, that nornal sexuality
is creative: "The natural sexual process represents the vitality of life.
When this normal process is thwarted and sexuality expresses lust and
selfishness, sex becomes destructive."

Thus, for both Faulkner and

Elizabeth :tadox Roberts "the perversion of sexuality is a destructive
force in human life and is equated �-:ith death itself because it is indicative of evil and selfishness."

Pertlaps the best exa�ple of this is

Will Langtry, whom the author always associates with the death-tatoo and
destructive gun and whom !)ena rejects because of his destructive sexualit:)r

As does raulkne::::-, :!iss Roberts uses symbols of s�n:-in1:;, trees, the
earth, the moon, and \·later in connection vith i-romcn to su<:!3est woman· s
8
u'T ·.-,ay of contrast for the
connection to the natural creative process.

female, these authors use nan to represent the mortal ) limited existence .
. r!an loo�s to woraan to give him his immortality: ''l'.an I s desire for woman
is an expression of his auest for freedom from the bonds of mortality and
9
human limitation.··
The men in :'.iss T.toberts I s novels, therefore, cannot
resist women.

Jasper Kent in T0� Ii� of ;::an and Berk Jarvis in The Great

�r.eadow illustrate this return to a creative woman.

Sirailarly, Will Langtry

in -�3:_ack _is ;.!Y., Truelove's Ilair and 'Frank in Hy Heart and_ :.ry Flesh try to
return, but oecause they represent destructive sexuality, they are re
jected.

Finally, since Eiss ::loberts, like 1'1illiam Faulkner, uses the

earth and women as the only possibility of life continuation, ''Han cannot
escape the hold of woman and the land over him because he cannot escape
10
the limitation of human existence."
In ;'iss 'S:.oberts's novels, the
"Earth-�fothcr·' figure, like t:1c earth, always in t:te end endures.
A major part of ':·tiss n.oberts 1 s success depencls on '!-1er creation of
female perception and the fei'lale cl1aracter as an ''Eartl1·-�[other '. 1 figure
r�presentative of sexual creativity.

We simply have to look at her novclri

to realize that her worst ones, t'!-lose t�1at fail, as Jinglin6 in the Hind
and A lluriecl Treasure, are those in which t:1e nale plays the dominant role.
Thus, Eliza;:,eti1 �:..'l<lox P.obcrts is deserving of the same critical acclaim
given to Faulkner in his creation of the "Earth-lfother" figure and her
obsession with life:
Faulkner [and lliss i:oberts] l1as made very skillful use of a
basic reality of imman existence: vital, life-giving sexuality
is a forceful symbol of the vitality of life itself.

:Faulkner: s

[and �fiss �o�crts's] portrayal of evil and destructiveness in
terms of pervertetl se;rn;:ility aa<l l1is portrayal of Lie human
nec<l for order, security, and love in terms of the need for
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the sacrificial, life-·giving love of the mother make an inevitable app�al to r.1an' s deepest eraotions and his most siRnificant
11
experiences.
The characters that �:iss Roberts associates with the earth and procluctive natters are wooen, and each of these "Earth-I-:other · figures is
12
They are
a "round'. character; that is, each is nany-dimensional.
capable of grm-1ing, not only physically but also spiritually.
a "round'. character is capable of change.

In brief,

As Beardsley states, round

characters add not only to the complexity of a �-?Orl: but aJ so to the unity.

13

It is ir.i.portant to recognize, however, that flat, or one·-<limensional, characters arc also acceptable and i111portant i:1 war.ks of literature.

FnJ.ike

round c,1aracters, flat characters are the same whenever ,·!e neet ther.t.
They do not chan8e,

Theodosia 7 s father in

tY

�-Ieart and �'.y Tlesh, for

example, is a flat character; the only dimension we receive of him is h-Ls
total virility.
nothing.

He is a successful creation, however, for he feigns

It is only when a flat c�aracter pretends to be a round charac-

ter that failure results.

Jereny in .Tinq;ling in the Wind is a good ex-

ample,

mien ue first meet him, 1,e seems to be at one with the earth,
ll,
lnncl, an<l n-,.ture. The author even pointec..lly states ;1e is a •·r.1an.''

'Later, hmvever, we find hi:n to be r.ierely a fcr.1ale impersonator.

Jereny

is thas a flat cl1aractcr prctenrlin� to be rounJ, and the novel fails to
achieve great success.
Since ::iss :-'..oberts's r.1ost succe:,sf:ul ai:d important c;1ar2.cters nre

t:lC trinod of ti1e ic1portant co�1ct,r,1s of th0. Sout;1crner.

r;lencnt �-:a ton
15
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sustainC?ti oy it,

anJ rclif,ion.

only OIH� support: Lw l�::id.

relision c,f t�1c land.

17

?or --:iss 1-:0:,crts, hm,·evcr, there is

If in ·v�r :mst novels t;�cre are gentlcr.i.en,

But !'.-tore:'. than this, WP. c:et tlic superb portr:iit

lief t!�t wom2n possess a better and dcep�r sense of reli�ion and a closer
associ.;1tion wit:1 the l;:ud.

!!er noorcst �wrLs fail to express this vie�-!,

r-11·.ereas her greatest works are s.::tturated Hit:: t:1cse ideas.
Elizatet '. : : :a,fo�� ?obcrts 1 s �-rcilh�s t novel :i.n terns of aesthetic value

seriousn,c!=;S to ::,ortr.ay

::1ajor concerns of ?'.iss T?o:1cr.ts.

!\ltl:ou�h the, ,wthor creates better. co:n-

plexity here, the ttro plots never fuse to cr2ate any sense of unity, and
there are no test situations of any intensity.

�lso, l�r �eroine is ster-

ile and, tl1erefor:.�, cannot function as a�t ''Eartl·.-�·othcr·' fi�urc.
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'_;_'ruelovc' s :{air is a better n0v,cl :.iecause it
r:·eau.tiful cn;:i.plexity.

In addition it is i_n t1.1is novel that ':iss "oberts

introduc0.s t!1e "Earth--:·otlier'· fir,ur� :tcceptinr, creative sexur.1litv and
nt the s:1'.!'.•� tir:1e rcjcctinf:•dcstructivc sexu.'.!.lity.

Also, there is a per-

vasive sense of the in�ortance of the lanJ, nn<l Ca� Zlliot represents a
clo:,eness to the eart:1 more so than any other c:w.racte"?:" in ti1e ·weaker novels.

succcetls because of its high degree of aesthetic value.

Here we clearly

reco�nize the validity of our earlier observation t:1at t'.1c three criteria
for acst�etic value cannot be separated, for the s�iliolism in The Great
�;,2a�1_0.3'.'._ not onl? aJG.s to t:1c co:::1plexity but is a:Jsolutely vi.tal in understanding t:1e intensity.

The success of this novel also rests in Hiss

r..o:)eJ:ts's superb presentation of th..:! "Earti1--:'.oth2r .. figure, Jiony, and
in :,er final c�1oicc of Ber'·. Jarvis as a col!\;)letion of her sc:;:ual creativity.
,\lso � the sn\1j ect of the :1ovel, ti1c seekin I! of t'.1e ''!'ror.1iscd Land·.
Kentucky, sug�ests the importance of the land.

And finally, �[iss I:olierts

intensely focuses on the heroine and �1er attempt to establish order, even
to t�e extent that the minor c�aracters are more subordinated than in the
wcater novels.
Sinilarly, the author subordinates t'.1e minor cl1aracters in :_r.y Heart
::me
---

::v
"lcsh in order to achieve a central focus on the heroine, Theodosia.
_ .._ -----

Thi::; focus is instrunental in creating superb organic unity, complexity,
and intensity.

In this novel of freat aesthetic value, ; !iss I:.oberts not

only cx;Jresses the importance of t:1e lm1d in terri,s of 'i'heo:losia' s abili tv
to survive and endure, but si1c also presents ti1e Southern theme of the
Wd.tc' s rcl,1U.onsl1ip to the Bl.qcks and the horror of miscc�cnation.

Also,
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the aut:10r suggests the ability of Theodosia to enc.ure through her love
and se�-::ual creativity ,;-,itli Caleb �urns� n gentle;nan close to the land.
Thus, arain and to a more intense dc�ree, i"'.iss S.oberts expresses the
ability of one to endure throug:1 t:1e inner spirit, the close association
with the lai1d, and the recognition and acceptance of sexual creativity
v11ich is life.
T:1e Time of ,•:...c1.n is Elizabeth �Iado:x: Roberts' s greatest novel in terms
of aesthetic value.

Its organic unity, complexity, and intensity reacl1

l1eights unfound in her other novels.

The Time of 1 :an contains her finest

character creation, the roost intense and fullest expression of her main
theme, and it will perhaps lead ;;er to a future r,reatness:
the evidence seems very strong, in spite of the critical neglect
of ::iss Roberts' work in the last· tuenty years, that through her
art she will in the future project herself into nore than one
century, that the frngr,:mce of what is finest in ti1e :�mcrican
tradition will blow out of her "'uooks to join �-7hat in future
generations will be "kept treasured thus within, wi1at is identi18
cal with t:-ie breatr1 of life.·'
Elizabeth :radox Roberts deserves such a place in literature.
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